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Preface to ”Processing-Structure-Property

Relationships in Metals”

In the industrial manufacturing of metals, the achievement of products featuring desired

characteristics always requires the control of process parameters in order to obtain a suitable

microstructure. The strict relationship among process parameters, microstructure, and mechanical

properties is a matter of interest in different areas, such as foundry, plastic forming, sintering,

welding, etc., and regards both well-established and innovative processes. Nowadays, circular

economy and sustainable technological development are dominant paradigms and impose an

optimized use of resources, a lower energetic impact of industrial processes and new tasks for

materials and products. In this frame, this Special Issue of Metals covers a broad range of research

works and contains both research and review papers. Particular attention is paid to novel processes

and recent advancements in testing methods and computational simulations able to characterise and

describe microstructural features and mechanical properties. The book gathers manuscripts from

academic and industrial researchers with stimulating new ideas and original results. It consists of

one review paper regarding the state of art and perspectives of alloys for aeronautic applications and

fifteen research papers focused on different materials and processes.

Roberto Montanari, Alessandra Varone

Special Issue Editors
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1. Introduction and Scope

The increasing demand for advanced materials in construction, transportation, communications,
medicine, energy production, as well as in several other fields, is the driving force for investigating the
processing–structure–property relationships. In the industrial manufacturing of metals, the achievement
of products featuring the desired characteristics always requires the control of process parameters in order
to achieve a suitable microstructure. The close relationship among process parameters, microstructure,
and mechanical properties is a matter of interest in such different areas as foundry, plastic forming,
sintering, welding, etc., and is relevant for both well-established and innovative processes.

Nowadays, circular economy and sustainable technological development are dominant paradigms
and impose an optimised use of resources, a lower energetic impact of industrial processes, and new
tasks for materials and products. In this frame, this Special Issue of Metals covers a broad range of
research works, and contains both research and review papers. There is particular focus on novel
processes and recent advancements in testing methods and computational simulations that are able to
characterise and describe microstructural features and mechanical properties.

2. Contributions

The book gathers manuscripts from academic and industrial researchers with stimulating new
ideas and original results. It consists of one review paper regarding state of art and perspectives of
alloys for aeronautic applications [1] and fifteen research papers [2–16] focused on different materials
and processes.

A group of papers deals with the effect of ultra-fine or nanostructured grains on the mechanical
properties, the materials are: a low-carbon steel processed by cryorolling [2], Mg–10Y–6Gd–1.5Zn–0.5Zr
alloy submitted to two different heat treatments [3], AZ91 Mg alloy prepared by ECAP plus aging [4],
hard nanostructured coatings deposited on a S600 high speed steel [5], and pure Cu deformed by
simple shear extrusion, namely two forward and two reversed simple shear straining stages on two
different slip planes [6]. The different routes used to produce ultra-fine or nanostructured grains
introduce a variety of microstructures in terms of: (i) dislocation density and arrangement; (ii) size
and orientation distribution of the grains; and (iii) size, shape, and fraction of secondary phases.
These works highlight different aspects of the same problem, namely the fundamental role played by
microstructural homogeneity on mechanical characteristics.

The paper by Campari et al. [7] focuses on the change of mechanical behaviour taking place in thin
metal films (self-sustained and deposited on a rigid substrate) as their thickness becomes comparable
to grain size. The topic is of great scientific interest and practical relevance because thin films have
increasing applications in packaging, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), sensors, and electronic
device technologies.

Another topic of utmost importance is the prediction of process–structure–property relationships
for a given material that can be achieved either through suitable models or experiments. The work by

Metals 2019, 9, 907; doi:10.3390/met9080907 www.mdpi.com/journal/metals1
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Fiorese et al. [8] describes a tool used for predicting the effect of the plunger motion on the properties
of high-pressure die cast aluminium alloys. In fact, the proposed model is a general methodology
independent of the machine and accounts for the effects of geometry and alloy through its coefficients.

Computer-aided design (CAD) and finite element (FE) analysis were employed by Gloria et al. [9]
in order to investigate the effect of the material–shape combination of metal posts on the mechanical
behaviour of endodontically treated anterior teeth.

Predicting the final properties of the Ti–TiAl–B4C system is investigated through an experimental
approach by Montealegre-Melendez et al. [10]. Ti–TiAl–B4C is an alternative material to high specific
modulus alloys for the aerospace industry, but the mechanical properties are strongly affected by the
secondary phases, which form in situ during fabrication and depend on the processing conditions and
composition of the starting materials. The results demonstrate that the relations between microstructure
and properties can be predicted in terms of the processing parameters of the titanium matrix composites
fabricated by powder metallurgy. In particular, prealloyed TiAl provides the best precursor for the
formation of the reinforcement phases from 1100 ◦C regardless of the pressure.

An innovative post hot-forging process for 7050 aluminium alloys is proposed by Angella et al. [11].
Unlike AMS4333 and AMS2770N standards requiring cold working after solution heat treatment and
prior to aging, the new method adopts an intermediate warm deformation step, which allows improving
the fracture’s toughness behaviour without significantly affecting tensile properties. Such result is
achieved by reducing the material’s heterogeneity with finer grain and subgrains pinned by precipitates.

Another relevant contribution to the Special Issue is provided by Lee and Jeong [12]. The authors
study the effect of the calibre-rolling speed on the microstructure and microtexture of Nb tubes used as
superconductivity materials. These investigators found that the dislocation density increases with
rolling speed owing to the Peierls mechanism. Moreover, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
shows how a higher calibre-rolling speed weakens the <111> fibre texture in favour of the <112> one
involving a higher fraction of coincident site lattice (CSL) boundaries Σ3 with low energy.

The feasibility of a novel casting process, tailored additive casting (TAC), has been demonstrated
in [13]. In this process, the melt is injected several times to fabricate a single component, with a
few seconds of holding between successive injections. Using TAC commercial steering knuckles,
important components of automotive suspension systems have been successfully produced through
an Al 6061 alloy of optimized composition.

Zhu et al. [14] report about a 1500-MPa-grade bainite rail developed and produced in an industrial
production line. Nowadays, pearlite rail is widely used in the construction of railways, although high-speed
and heavy-loading railways require steels with higher strength, toughness, and wear resistance. Bainite rails
guarantee better mechanical properties than pearlite rails.

Finally, the papers by Tocci et al. [15] and Maizza et al. [16] deal with additive manufacturing
(AM), an innovative technology for the production of parts and prototypes based on layer-by-layer
build-up that allows an unrivaled design freedom, not reachable via conventional manufacturing
routes combined with high quality and outstanding mechanical properties. The examined samples
were produced by means of different techniques: direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) of Scalmalloy
powder [15] and selective electron beam melting (SEBM) of Ti-6Al-4V alloy [16]. Both papers highlight
the specific microstrucural features of the materials related to the parameters of the production process
and the consequences on mechanical performances. Moreover, Maizza et al. [16] give quite an original
contribution to the benchmark of AM products by applying the macroinstrumented indentation test
for the nondestructive determination of local tensile-like properties.
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support and active role in the publication. We are also grateful to the entire staff of Metals Editorial Office for the
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Abstract: In recent years, a great effort has been devoted to developing a new generation of materials
for aeronautic applications. The driving force behind this effort is the reduction of costs, by extending
the service life of aircraft parts (structural and engine components) and increasing fuel efficiency,
load capacity and flight range. The present paper examines the most important classes of metallic
materials including Al alloys, Ti alloys, Mg alloys, steels, Ni superalloys and metal matrix composites
(MMC), with the scope to provide an overview of recent advancements and to highlight current
problems and perspectives related to metals for aeronautics.

Keywords: alloys; aeronautic applications; mechanical properties; corrosion resistance

1. Introduction

The strong competition in the industrial aeronautic sector pushes towards the production of
aircrafts with reduced operating costs, namely, extended service life, better fuel efficiency, increased
payload and flight range. From this perspective, the development of new materials and/or materials
with improved characteristics is one of the key factors; the principal targets are weight reduction and
service life extension of aircraft components and structures [1]. In addition, to reduce the weight,
advanced materials should guarantee improved fatigue and wear behavior, damage tolerance and
corrosion resistance [2–4].

In the last decade, a lot of research work has been devoted to materials for aeronautic applications
and relevant results have been achieved in preparing structural and engine metal alloys with
optimized properties.

The choice of the material depends on the type of component, owing to specific stress conditions,
geometric limits, environment, production and maintenance. Table 1 reports the typical load conditions
of structural sections of a transport aircraft and the specific engineering property requirements, such as
elastic modulus, compressive yield strength, tensile strength, damage tolerance (fatigue, fatigue crack
growth, fracture toughness) and corrosion resistance.

This work describes the state of the art and perspectives on aeronautic structural and
engine materials.

Structural materials must bear the static weight of the aircraft and the additional loads related to
taxing, take-off, landing, manoeuvres, turbulence etc. They should have relatively low densities for
weight reduction and adequate mechanical properties for the specific application. Another important
requirement is the damage tolerance to withstand extreme conditions of temperature, humidity and
ultraviolet radiation [5].

Figure 1 shows a transport aircraft (Boeing 747), and Table 1 lists the typical load conditions
together with the required engineering properties for its main structural sections.

Metals 2019, 9, 662; doi:10.3390/met9060662 www.mdpi.com/journal/metals4
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Figure 1. The transport aircraft (Boeing 747) and its main structural sections.

Table 1. Typical load conditions and required engineering properties for the main structural sections
in an aircraft. Elastic modulus (E); compressive yield strength (CYS); tensile strength (YS); damage
tolerance (DT); corrosion resistance (CR).

Aircraft Sections Section Parts Load Condition Engineering Properties

Fuselage/Pressure cabin

Lower skin Compression CYS, E, CR

Upper skin Tension DT, YS

Stringers/Frame CYS, E, DT, YS

Seat/cargo tracks YS, CR

Floor beams E, YS

Upper wing
Skin/Stringers Compression High CYS, E, DT

Spars CYS, E, CR

Lower wing Skin/Stringers/Spars Tension High DT, YS

Horizontal stabilizers
Lower Compression CYS, E, DT

Upper Tension DT, YS

As shown in Figure 2, engines consist of cold (fan, compressor and casing) and hot (combustion
chamber and turbine) sections. The material choice depends on the working temperature.
The components of cold sections require materials with high specific strength and corrosion resistance.
Ti and Al alloys are very good for these applications. For instance, the working temperature of the
compressor is in the range of 500–600 ◦C, and the Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo alloy (YS = 640 MPa at 450 ◦C;
excellent corrosion resistance) is the most commonly used material.

For the hot sections, materials with good creep resistance, mechanical properties at high temperature
and high-temperature corrosion resistance are required, and Ni-base superalloys are the optimal choice.

5
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Figure 2. Schematic view of a turbofan engine.

2. Aluminum Alloys

For many years, Al alloys have been the most widely used materials in aeronautics; however,
the scenario is rapidly evolving, as shown by Table 2, which reports the approximate primary structure
materials used by weight in Boeing aircrafts. From these data, it is evident that an increasing role is
being played by composites [4].

Table 2. Materials used in Boeing aircrafts (weight %). The term “Others” refers to materials present in
very small amounts, including metal alloys (Mg, refractory metals etc.) and carbon.

Boeing Series Al Alloys Ti Alloys Steels Composites Others

747 81 4 13 1 1
757 78 6 12 3 1
767 80 2 14 3 1
777 70 7 11 11 1
787 20 15 10 50 5

Anyway, in spite of the rising use of composites, Al alloys still remain materials of fundamental
importance for structural applications owing to their light weight, workability and relative low cost,
and relevant improvements have been achieved especially for 2XXX, 7XXX and Al-Li alloys. In general,
the 2XXX series alloys are used for fatigue critical applications because they are highly damage tolerant;
those of the 7000 series are used where strength is the main requirement, while Al–Li alloys are chosen
for components which need high stiffness and very low density.

2.1. 2XXX Series—(Al-Cu)

Where damage tolerance is the primary criterion for structural applications, Al-Cu alloys
(2XXX series) are the most used materials. The alloys of the 2XXX series containing Mg have:
(i) higher strength due to the precipitation of the Al2Cu and Al2CuMg phases; (ii) better resistance to

6
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damage; (iii) better resistance to fatigue crack growth compared to other series of Al alloys. For these
reasons, 2024-T3 is still one of the most widely used alloys in fuselage construction.

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the 2XXX series alloys present some drawbacks: (i) the
relatively low YS limits their use in components subject to very high stresses; (ii) the phase Al2CuMg
can act as an anodic site, drastically reducing the corrosion resistance.

Improvements can be achieved by a suitable tailoring of the composition and a strict control of
the impurities. In particular, the addition of some alloying elements such as Sn, In, Cd and Ag can
be useful to refine the microstructure, thus improving the mechanical properties, e.g., an increase in
hardness, YS and UTS was found by increasing Sn content up to 0.06 wt% [6].

A further increase in mechanical properties can be obtained by controlling the level of impurities
such as Fe and Si. For example, the alloy 2024-T39, which has a content of Fe+Si equal to 0.22 wt%,
much lower than that of the 2024 alloy (0.50 wt%), exhibits an ultimate tensile strength (UTS) value of
476 MPa, while that of a conventional 2024 alloy is 428 MPa.

2.2. 7XXX Series—(Al-Zn)

Among all metals, Zn has the highest solubility in Al, and the strength results improved by
increasing Zn content. The 7XXX series alloys represent the strongest Al alloys, and are used for
high-stressed aeronautic components; for example, upper wing skins, stringers and stabilizers are
manufactured with the alloy 7075 (YS = 510 MPa).

Mg and Cu are often used in combination with Zn to form MgZn2, Al2CuMg and AlCuMgZn
precipitates which lead to a significant strengthening of the alloy [7].

However, there are also some drawbacks to the 7XXX series. Specifically, the low fracture
toughness, damage tolerance and corrosion resistance limit the use of the 7075 alloy in the aeronautic
industry. Anyway, the composition can be varied to improve their properties.

The optimal properties of the 7XXX series are obtained when the Zn/Mg and Zn/Cu ratios are
approximately equal to 3 and 4, respectively. Alloy 7085 is a possible alternative to 7075 for aerospace
applications due to its excellent mechanical properties (YS = 504 MPa, elongation = 14%) and better
damage tolerance (44 MPa m1/2). Zr and Mn can be added up to 1% as they refine the grain and
consequently improve the mechanical properties.

Another important issue related to the specific applications of 7XXX series alloys is the fatigue
behavior, and a lot of work has been devoted to the matter, taking into consideration different
parameters [8–13].

Material discontinuities are often associated with crack nucleation. On a micro-scale, roughness
and precipitate particles may act as preferred nucleation sites; however, the most serious problems
arise at macro-scale level. Coating layers due to cladding and/or anodizing, and defects (machining
marks, scratches etc.) induced by the manufacturing process have been found to be the principal
sources of failure [12]. The fatigue performance of the 7075-T6 alloy is significantly reduced by the
anodic oxidation process, and the degrading effect of the oxidation increases with the coating layer
thickness. Such a detrimental effect is mainly ascribed to deep micro-cracks which form during the
anodizing process. Moreover, the brittle nature of the oxide layer and the irregularities beneath the
coating contribute to degradation [13].

Components with complex geometrical shapes, made of Al alloys, are usually obtained by
closed-die forging of a billet, and are manufactured to obtain a good combination of strength, fatigue
resistance and toughness. Some forging experiments have been performed on the 7050 alloy in
agreement with AMS4333 requirements, and an alternative process [14], involving an intermediate
warm deformation step at 200 ◦C between the quenching and ageing steps, showed the possibility to
improve fracture toughness without effects on YS and UTS. Results showed a more homogeneous and
finer grain structure, after warm deformation, which can explain the increase in fracture toughness.
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2.3. Al-Li Alloys

The density of Li is very low (0.54 g/cm3); thus, it reduces that of Al alloys (~3% for every 1% of Li
added). Moreover, Li is the unique alloying element that determines a drastic increase in the elastic
modulus (~6% for every 1% of added Li).

Al alloys containing Li can be hardened by aging, and Cu is often used in combination with Li
to form Al2CuLi and improve the mechanical properties [15]. In ternary Al-Cu-Li alloys, six ternary
compounds have been identified; the most important among them are T1 (Al2CuLi), T2 (Al6CuLi3),
and TB (Al15Cu8Li3). The phases precipitating from the supersaturated solid solution depend on the
Cu/Li ratio [16,17]; the precipitation sequence has been described in ref. [18].

Al-Li alloys exhibit lower density and better specific mechanical properties than those of the 2XXX
and 7XXX series; thus, they are excellent materials for aeronautic applications [19,20]. For example, the
use of the 2060-T8 Al-Li alloy for fuselage panels and wing upper skin results in 7% and 14% weight
reduction if compared to the more conventional 2524 and 2014 alloys, respectively.

However, Li content higher than 1.8 wt% results in a strong anisotropy of mechanical properties
resulting from texture, grain shape, grain size, and precipitates [21]. This was a serious drawback
in the first two generations (GEN1 and (GEN2) of Al-Li alloys, which also had low toughness and
corrosion resistance.

Al-Li alloys were first developed in the 1920s, and the 2020 alloy (GEN1) started to be produced
in 1958 for the wing skins and empennage of the Northrop RA-5C Vigilante aircraft. The deep
understanding of the relations between the microstructure and mechanical characteristics of these
materials matured much later in the 1990s, leading to the production of the third generation (GEN3),
a family of alloys with an outstanding combination of properties for aeronautic applications. The
former generations of Al-Li alloys had a higher Li content and a lower density than GEN3 alloys, but
suffered from high anisotropy associated with the precipitation of coarse Li phases, such as T2 [22,23].

Anisotropy has been partially reduced in GEN2 alloys through a suitable recrystallization texture
and the tailoring of composition [24]. In GEN3 alloys with Li content between 1 and 1.8 wt%, the
anisotropy problem has been substantially overcome. These materials exhibit excellent mechanical
properties; in particular, the specific stiffness ranges from 28.9 to 31.2 GPa g−1 cm3 and is much better
than that of the 2XXX (26.1–27.1) and 7XXX (25.9–26.4) series. The phase δ’(Al3Li) is not present,
and strengthening is mainly due to the precipitation of the T1 phase forming platelets on {111} Al
planes [25–27].

The typical morphology of T1 precipitates is shown in Figure 3. In the first stage of precipitation
up to the aging peak, T1 platelets have a constant thickness (one unit cell), then, it increases with a
consequent decrease in mechanical performances [26]. Although some years ago T1 precipitates were
believed to be unshearable by dislocations, more recent investigations through high-resolution electron
microscopy evidenced sheared precipitates in deformed samples [27,28]. T1 precipitates are sheared in
a single-step shearing event. The transition between shearing and by-passing is progressive, connected
to the increase in T1 plate thickness, and takes place after peak ageing. The by-passing mechanism
favours the homogenization of plasticity up to the macroscopic scale. Strain localization within the
matrix can be minimized by changing the deformation mode from dislocation shearing to dislocation
by-passing of the precipitates.

A great variety of T1 microstructures can be been obtained, operating under different conditions
of deformation and aging. The parameters of the T1 precipitate distributions have been systematically
characterized and modelled by Dorin et al. [29].

In the conventional manufacturing route for producing aeronautic plates, stretching is carried out
after solution heat treatment for relieving residual stresses due to quenching. The operation, which
involves a plastic strain of about 5%, also allows the obtainment of a homogeneous distribution of T1

precipitates after aging, since dislocations represent preferred sites for precipitate nucleation. Such
homogeneous distribution is the key factor for the excellent mechanical properties of Al-Li alloys.
Increasing the pre-strain induces a higher density of dislocations, i.e., the preferred T1 nucleation
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sites; thus, the average diffusion distance of alloying elements is reduced and the aging kinetics is
accelerated. The benefits of stretching in Al-Cu-Li alloys saturate at pre-strains of 6–9% [25].

Moreover, stretching prior to ageing is connected to a relevant technological problem: today,
advances in rolling technology enable the production of plates with desired thickness, which is of
great interest for manufacturing near-net-shape sections (e.g., tapered wing skins). The stretching of
a tapered plate leads to a strain gradient, and it is necessary to know the maximum strain that can
be achieved without fracture. Recently, Rodgers and Prangnell [30] have investigated the effect of
increasing the pre-stretching of the Al-Cu-Li alloy AA2195 to higher levels than those currently used in
industrial practice, focussing the attention on the behavior of the T1 phase. At the maximum pre-strain
level before plastic instability (15%), YS increased to ~670 MPa and ductility decreased to 7.5% in the
T8 condition. In fact, increasing the pre-strain prior to ageing leads to a reduction in the strengthening
provided by the T1 phase, in favour of an increase in the strain hardening contribution.

 

Figure 3. Typical morphology of T1 precipitates in Al-Cu-Li alloys.

In recent years, Al-Li alloys have experienced a great development, mainly based on the tailoring
of composition and the knowledge/control of the precipitation sequence of stable and metastable
phases [19,31–36]. In the alloy compositions of major interest, Cu content is around 3 wt%, Li is always
below 1.8 wt% (in most recent alloys it does not exceeds 1.5 wt%), Mg content varies in an extended
range, and other elements, in particular Ag and Zn, can be also added. Of course, the precipitation
sequence depends on the specific composition. For example, a high Li content favors the formation
of the metastable δ’ phase [27], while Mg leads to the precipitates typically present in the Al-Cu-Mg
alloys, namely Guinier–Preston–Bagaryatsky (GPB) zones, S’/S [37,38]. In spite of strength increase,
the presence of the δ’ phase is generally undesired because it is prone to shear localization, leading to
poor toughness and ductility.

In a recent paper, Deschamps et al. [36] described the microstructural and strength evolution
during long-term ageing (3000 h at 85 ◦C) of Al-Cu-Mg alloys with different contents of Cu, Li and
Mg. They found that T1 is always the dominating phase in T8 condition, S phase is also present
and, in the case of a high Li content, δ’ precipitates are observed. The examined alloys exhibit
a very different level of microstructural stability during long-term ageing. Although the high Li
alloy originally (T8 condition) has the lowest strength, its evolution leads to mechanical properties
comparable with those of the other alloys after 3000 h of treatment. This is due to the precipitation of
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an additional fraction (~10%) of δ’ precipitates, whereas the two other alloys form a limited amount of
metastable phases.

Another significant drawback to the GEN2 alloys is poor fracture toughness and ductility.
Delamination cracking, which is a complex fracture mechanism involving initial transverse cracks
with length comparable to grain size, is of great relevance in the fracture process. Delamination
cracks along grain boundaries have been observed and described by many investigators [39–43];
Kalyanam et al. [44] systematically investigated the phenomenon in the 2099-T87 alloy, described the
locations, sizes and shapes of delamination cracks and the extension of the primary macro-crack, and
found that an isotropic hardening model with an anisotropic yield surface describes the constitutive
behavior of the alloy.

In conclusion, GEN3 alloys have low density, excellent corrosion resistance, an optimal combination
of fatigue strength and toughness, and are also advantageous in terms of cost in comparison to Carbon
Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP), which are considered as competitor materials to replace the
traditional alloys of the 2XXX and 7XXX series in the design of new aircrafts.

2.4. Aluminum Composites

Composites with a metal, ceramic and polymer matrix are increasingly used in the aeronautic
industry, replacing other materials (see Table 2). They are of relevant interest for applications in both
structural and engine parts of aircrafts.

Metal matrix composites of light alloys (Al, Ti, Mg) are usually reinforced by ceramics (SiC, Al2O3,
TiC, B4C), in the form of long fibers, short fibers, whiskers or particles. Typically, these composites are
prepared using SiC or Al2O3 particles instead of fibers, which are used only for special applications,
such as some parts of Space Shuttle Orbiter [45]. In addition, the nature of reinforcement is a relevant
factor to the production costs, and whiskers and ceramic particles seem to be a good compromise in
terms of mechanical properties and costs [46,47].

Al matrix composites, prepared with SiC and Al2O3 particle reinforcement, exhibit higher specific
strength and modulus, fracture toughness, fatigue behavior, wear and corrosion resistance than
the corresponding monolithic alloys. To further improve their mechanical properties, other types
of reinforcements such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene nano-sheets have been recently
investigated [48–50]. If compared to the conventional reinforcements, CNTs and graphene are stronger
and provide better damping and lower thermal expansion. A critical aspect is the optimization of
reinforcement content because the properties of Al matrix composites strongly depend on such a
parameter. For example, Liao et al. [49] found that the best characteristics are achieved with 0.5 wt% of
multi-walled nanotubes.

In addition to high mechanical properties, good corrosion resistance is a requirement of Al
composites. The topic has been extensively investigated for many years (e.g., see [51–53]); however, it is
not yet completely clear how the presence of reinforcing phases influences the corrosion resistance and
mechanisms. It is a common opinion that galvanic corrosion may take place due to the contact between
reinforcement particles and the matrix: galvanic coupling between Al and ceramic particles has been
detected, with the reinforcement acting as an inert electrode upon which O2 and/or H+ reductions
occur [54].

Anyway, composites are more susceptible to pitting corrosion than the corresponding monolithic
alloys, and preferential attack occurs at the reinforcement–matrix interface [55,56]. The phenomenon is
enhanced by the presence of precipitates, in particular when they are located at the junction between
the reinforcement particles and the metal matrix [57].

2.5. Advanced Joining Techniques for Aluminum Alloys

The development of innovative joining techniques is a relevant aspect for the aeronautic
applications of Al alloys. Recently, Friction Stir Welding (FSW) gained increasing attention in
the aerospace industry (e.g., airframes, wings, fuselages, fuel tanks), and a lot of research efforts have
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been devoted to one of its variants, namely, Friction Stir Spot Welding (FSSW) [58–65]. This method
is an alternative to resistance welding, riveting, and adhesive bonding in the fabrication of aircraft
structures, and allows the joining of components made of Al alloys with lower costs and better strength
than conventional techniques. Welding time, tool rotation speed, tool delve depth, tool plunge speed
and tool exit time are crucial parameters which should be properly optimized [63–65].

A serious problem is represented by the hole resulting from the welding process, which strongly
weakens the joint strength. A novel technique, Refill Friction Stir Spot Welding (RFSSW) [66,67], allows
us to overcome this drawback through the filling of the hole. RFSSW employs a tool made of a pin and
a sleeve, and its procedure is described in detail in the paper of Kluz et al. [68].

RFSSW is very useful for joining materials whose microstructure can be remarkably changed by
conventional welding processes, especially the alloys of 2XXX and 7XXX series.

Many advantages are related to spot welding, causing a decline in the riveting and gluing of Al
alloys: (i) the drilling of parts and the use of rivets as additional fasteners are not required; (ii) a great
resistance to corrosion can be achieved for welded joints; (iii) the possibility to perform simple repairs
of joints; (iv) no part of the joint extends beyond the surface of the joined elements. The optimization
of the RFSSW parameters to get the best mechanical performances of joints has been studied by many
authors [66–70].

3. Titanium Alloys

Owing to their excellent specific strength and corrosion resistance, Ti alloys are increasingly used
for manufacturing structural parts of aircrafts. They are also employed in engine sections operating at
intermediate temperature (500–600 ◦C).

Ti alloys can be divided into three main classes (α, β and α-β). Independently of the specific class,
the mechanical properties of Ti alloys depend on O and N in solid solution [71,72]. The solubility of
these interstitial elements in both α and β phases is high, increases with temperature and the part of
the gas absorbed at high temperature remains entrapped in the metal after cooling, causing lattice
distortion. In addition to modifying the mechanical properties, this phenomenon plays a role also in
manufacturing processes and stress relieving heat treatments. X-ray diffraction experiments on the
Ti6Al4V alloy carried out up to 600 ◦C in vacuum or different atmospheres demonstrated that the
effects of O and N are synergic with the intrinsic anisotropic thermal expansion in determining the
distortion of the hexagonal lattice [73–76].

The surface integrity of machined aeronautical components made of Ti alloys [77–79] also
represents a critical problem. The cutting of Ti alloys generates an enormous amount of heat at the
chip–tool interface, which is not suitably dissipated owing to the low thermal conductivity; this causes
surface damage and residual stresses [80].

3.1. α-Ti

In general, α-Ti alloys have better creep behavior and corrosion resistance than β-Ti alloys [81],
therefore, some of them (e.g., Ti-3Al-2.5V, Cp-Ti, Ti-5-2.5, Ti-8-1-1, Ti-6-2-4-2S, IMI829) are commonly
used to make compressor disks and blades of aeronautic engines.

In order to improve the microstructural stability of α-Ti alloys at increasing temperature, and,
consequently, their mechanical performances, different compositions have been studied by adding Al,
Sn, Zr and Si. The results are not completely satisfying because the achievement of some advantages is
often accompanied by drawbacks. For instance, Jiang et al. [82] modified the composition of a Ti-25Zr
alloy by adding Al up to 15% and found that the YS increase is accompanied by a reduction of ductility.
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3.2. β-Ti

β-Ti alloys exhibit higher strength and fatigue behavior than the α-Ti alloys, thus they are
employed for high-stressed aircraft components, e.g., landing gear and springs are currently
manufactured using Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn and Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr alloys [83], while Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al,
Ti-15Mo-2.7Nb-3Al-0.2Si, Ti-5Al5V5Mo3Cr0.5Fe and Ti-35V-35Cr are applied in airframe parts [84].

A drawback of these materials is the relatively low ductility, which can be mitigated through
tailoring the composition (Ti-1300 [85]) and suitable heat treatments (Ti–6Al–2Sn–2Zr–2Cr–2Mo–Si [86]).

3.3. α-β–Ti

Ti-6Al-4V is the most used Ti alloy owing to its excellent combination of mechanical properties
(strength, fracture toughness and ductility) and corrosion resistance [87]. Moreover, Zr addition further
improves its strength through the solid solution hardening mechanism; Jing et al. [88] showed that
hardness is increased to 420 HV and YS to 1317MPa by adding 20 wt % Zr at the expense of ductility
(elongation ratio drops to ~8%).

Ti-6Al-2Zr-2Sn-3Mo-1Cr-2Nb, Ti-6Al-2Sn-2Zr-2Cr-2Mo-Si and ATI 425 are other α-β–Ti alloys
widely used for manufacturing aircraft parts such as fuselage, landing gear and compressor disks.

3.4. Ti Composites Reinforced with SiC Fibers

Ti composites are materials of great interest for aeronautic applications and, in particular, attention
has been focused on those reinforced with long ceramic fibers [89–102]. Among them, the Ti6Al4V-SiCf

composite is a promising material for turbine components and structural high-stressed parts.
Figure 4a shows the stratified structure of the SiC fibers: a C layer of about 3 μm separates the SiC

fiber from the Ti6Al4V matrix. The composite is commonly prepared by Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) or
Roll Diffusion Bonding (RDB) of Ti6Al4V sheets alternated with SiC fiber layers [99,102]; the resulting
structure is displayed in Figure 4b.

The Ti6Al4V-SiCf composite is a promising material for mechanical components operating at
medium temperatures, especially turbine blades and structural high-stressed parts of aeronautic
engines. The performances mainly depend on the fiber–matrix interface and chemical reactions
occurring during the manufacturing process and in-service life, when it is exposed for a long time to
temperatures around 600 ◦C.

Direct contact of the Ti6Al4V matrix with SiC induces the formation of brittle compounds like
Ti5Si3, which deteriorate the mechanical behavior of the composite [103,104], therefore the fibers are
coated with a thin C layer. This coating hinders chemical reactions, preserves the fiber integrity, reduces
the interfacial debonding and deflects the propagation of micro-cracks along the fiber. However, when
the composite is operating for a long time at medium-high temperatures, C diffuses into the matrix,
forming TiC. The TEM micrograph in Figure 5a displays TiC particles of ~200 nm forming an irregular
layer around a fiber which has grown during the fabrication process at high temperature.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and scanning
photoemission microscopy (SPEM) analyses, carried out before and after heat treatments at 600 ◦C
of up to 1000 h, evidenced the stability of the fiber–matrix interface [94–97,101]. The fiber–matrix
interface is also stable after prolonged heat treatments because a thin TiC layer forms all around the C
coating during the fabrication process, hindering further C diffusion towards the matrix and delaying
interface degradation. This is due to the fact that C diffusion through TiC is much slower than through
Ti (for C in Ti, the diffusion parameters are D0 = 5.1 × 10−4 m2 s−1 and Q = 182 kJ mole−1 [105], whereas
for C in TiC, D0 = 4.1 × 10−8 m2 s−1 and Q = 207 kJ mole−1 [106]).

If the material is heated in air, C atoms present in the core and the coating of fibers may react with
O, forming CO and CO2; in this case, a groove is observed all around the fibers (Figure 5b,c) and in the
fibers’ core. Therefore, the surface of the composite during in-service life must be protected to avoid
direct contact with O in the air.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Stratified structure of SiC fibers (a). Typical morphology of Ti6Al4V-SiCf composite (b).

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. The TEM micrograph shows TiC particles forming an irregular layer around a fiber (a). AFM
(Atomic Force Microscopy) evidences a groove all around the fiber, in correspondence to the C coating
after a treatment of 1 h at 600 ◦C in air (b). The depth profile measured along the line in (b) is displayed
in (c). AFM observations were carried out using a Multimode III of Digital Instruments in contact mode
and a Si3N4 tip.
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The stability of the fiber–matrix interface leads to the stability of the mechanical properties. YS,
UTS and Young’s modulus E, determined from tensile tests carried out at room temperature on the
Ti6Al4V-SiCf composite in as-manufactured condition and after different heat treatments, are reported
in Figure 6a [96]. It is clear that the mechanical properties are scarcely affected by heat treatments,
even in the most severe conditions. Moreover, fracture surfaces show plastic deformation of the matrix
and pull-out of the fibers, i.e., a correct load transfer from the matrix to the fibers (Figure 6b).

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. Yield stress (YS), ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and Young’s modulus E determined from
tensile tests at room temperature carried out on the Ti6Al4V-SiCf composite in as-manufactured
condition and after the indicated heat treatments (a). Figure 6a was redrawn from data reported in [94].
Fracture surface of a sample exposed at 600 ◦C for 1000 h (b).

Figure 7 compares the results obtained from fatigue tests carried out on the material in
as-manufactured condition and after 1000 h at 600 ◦C. Also, these data confirm the good stability of
composite mechanical properties after long-term exposure to high temperature.
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Figure 7. Curves determined from fatigue tests carried out on the material in as-manufactured condition
and after 1000 h at 600 ◦C.

4. Magnesium Alloys

Mg is the lightest metal used in structural applications and exhibits excellent castability [107], with
good fluidity and less susceptibility to hydrogen porosity than other cast metals such as Al alloys [108].
In fact, wrought Mg alloys have better mechanical properties than casting alloys; however, the higher
asymmetry in plastic deformation represents a serious problem [109]. For this reason, casting is
the principal way for manufacturing Mg components, and various processes are currently used for
producing castings (a literature overview can be found in ref. [107]). Other relevant advantages of Mg
are its abundance and recyclability [110].

On the other hand, the poor mechanical properties and low corrosion resistance of Mg alloys
limit their use in manufacturing parts of aircrafts, even if some alloys (AZ91, ZE41, WE43A and ZE41)
are commonly used for gear boxes of helicopters. For commercial casting alloys, the tensile yield
strength is in the range 100–250 MPa and the ductility at room temperature is limited (elongation in
the range 2–8%) [111,112].

The strategies for strengthening Mg alloys mainly rely on: (i) grain refinement, (ii) precipitation
of second phases, and (iii) control of microstructural features on a nano-scale.

The first approach is based on techniques for obtaining ultrafine grains, smaller than 1μm [113–115].
The numerous grain boundaries represent obstacles for dislocation motion, thus Mg alloys can reach
YS values of about 400 MPa, but strength is reduced when grain growth occurs at relatively low
temperature (0.32 Tm) [114]. Another drawback is the fact that grain refining tends to suppress
deformation twinning, which is an important strengthening mechanism together with dislocation
slip [116–119].

The precipitation of second phases involves the composition tailoring of Mg alloys by adding
elements like Al, Zn, Zr and rare earths. Moreover, the increase in Al content also remarkably improves
the corrosion resistance [120,121].

As shown in Figure 8, YS and UTS of Mg alloys increase with Zn content up to 4 wt%, while for
higher values they remain constant or slightly decrease [122]. The precipitation of MgxZny phases
induces relevant hardening and guarantees an interesting combination of good strength and ductility.
However, for the corrosion resistance of Mg–Zn based curves determined from fatigue tests carried
out on the material in as-manufactured condition and after 1000 h at 600 ◦C, the alloy decreases as Zn
content in the alloy increases [123] due to the cathodic effect of the MgxZny phases, whose volume
increases with Zn.
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Homma et al. [124] developed Mg–6Zn–0.2Ca–0.8Zr alloys, and found that Zr addition is beneficial
to refine the grain size as well as to disperse fine and dense MgZn2 precipitates containing Ca and
Zr. Mechanical properties are enhanced through the combination of texture strengthening, grain size
refinement and precipitation strengthening.

Mg alloys containing rare earths can exhibit high strength at both room and elevated temperatures;
the effects of Y on mechanical properties have been extensively investigated by Xu et al. [125], who
observed that Mg–Zn–Y phases are formed at the grain boundaries. The phases vary with Y content:
when Y is 1.08 wt.%, the alloy mainly contains I-phase, whereas for higher Y content (1.97–3.08 wt.%)
W-phase is also present. The alloy with 1.08 wt.% of Y has the highest strength because I-phase is
closely bonded with the Mg matrix and retards the basal slip. Since W-phase easily cracks under
deformation, Y contents in the range 1.97–3.08 wt.% induce the degradation of mechanical properties.

Figure 8. YS and UTS of Mg alloys vs. Zn content. Data are taken from [122].

An effective method to produce ultra-strong Mg alloys (YS = 575 MPa, UTS = 600 MPA) with
uniform elongation (~5.2%) has been proposed by Jian et al. [126], and is based on stacking faults
(SFs) with nanometric spacings, induced by hot rolling. These investigators studied a T4 treated
Mg–8.5Gd–2.3Y–1.8Ag–0.4Zr (wt%) alloy which was subjected to increasing deformation up to 88% of
reduction and observed that the mean distance between SFs decreases with thickness reduction. Since
SFs act as barriers for dislocation motion, a higher SFs density leads to an increase in strength.

In addition to grain refinement, the precipitation of second phases and the control of microstructural
features on a nano-scale, non-traditional approaches have been also considered to obtain high strength
in Mg alloys, for instance rapid solidification and powder metallurgy achieved YS � 600 MPa in a
Mg–Zn–Y alloy with uniform distribution of ordered structures [127]. However, the process involves a
significant loss of ductility and is difficult to transfer from a lab scale to an industrial scale.

5. Steels

Ultra-High Strength Steels (UHSS) are commonly used for manufacturing aircraft parts such as
landing gears, airframes, turbine components, fasteners, shafts, springs, bolts, propeller cones and
axles. Some of them exhibit very high YS values, e.g., 300M (1689 MPa), AERMET100 (1700 MPa),
4340 (2020 MPa); however, there is a tendency to progressively replace these materials by composites.
The reason is related to their low specific strength and corrosion resistance. Moreover, UHSS are
weakened by H atoms, which favor crack growth and micro-void formation with consequent localized
deformation and failure [128].
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Recently, Oxide Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) steels have attracted the attention of aeronautic
industries. A lot of scientific work has been devoted to ODS ferritic steels, because they are promising
candidate materials for applications in nuclear reactors [129,130]. ODS steels are strengthened through
a uniform dispersion of fine (1–50 nm) oxide particles which hinder dislocation motion and inhibit
recrystallization. High-temperature performances are also improved by refining the ferritic grain in
combination with oxide dispersion strengthening [131,132].

Usually, ODS steels are prepared by high-energy mechanical alloying (MA) of steel powders
mixed with Y2O3 particles, followed by hot isostatic pressing (HIP) or hot extrusion (HE) [133,134]
and annealing at ~1100 ◦C for 1–2 h. A drawback of the aforesaid procedure is that the final high
temperature annealing causes the equiaxed nanometric grains obtained by MA to transform into grains
with a bimodal grain size distribution, involving anisotropic mechanical properties and a remarkable
decrease in hardness, YS and UTS [135]. Nano-ODS steels were also produced via Spark Plasma
Sintering (SPS), by exploiting the high heating rate, low sintering temperature and short isothermal
time at sintering temperature [136,137]; however, the difficulty in manufacturing large mechanical
parts by SPS is a clear shortcoming of the technique.

Some of present authors [138,139] prepared a nano-ODS steel by means of low-energy MA without
the annealing stage at high temperature, obtaining a microstructure of fine equiaxed grains. As shown
in Figure 9 taken from ref. [138], ODS steel exhibits higher YS and UTS than the unreinforced one, even
if the difference progressively decreases above 400 ◦C because dislocations can easier get free from
nano-precipitates. Mechanical properties are also better up to 500 ◦C than those of ODS steel prepared
through the conventional route. The data of a conventional ODS steel (ODS*) reported in Figure 9
are taken from [140]; L and T indicate samples taken along longitudinal and transverse direction,
respectively. Since precipitate distribution is not homogeneous in ODS steel prepared by low-energy
MA, YS and UTS remarkably decrease when the strengthening role played by precipitates becomes
dominant (above 500 ◦C).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. YS (a) and UTS (b) of ODS steel prepared by low-energy MA are compared with those of the
unreinforced steel (steel matrix) and of another material (ODS*), prepared through the conventional
route (high-energy MA, hot extrusion at 1100 ◦C, annealing of 1.5 h at 1050 ◦C). L and T indicate
samples taken along longitudinal and transverse direction, respectively. The figure is taken from [138].

6. Ni-Based Superalloys

Ni-based superalloys with a biphasic structure (γ + γ‘) are usually employed to manufacture
parts of aeronautic engines such as blades and rotors operating in the highest temperature range
(1100–1250 ◦C). Three topics of great industrial relevance will be discussed: (i) microstructural stability;
(ii) manufacturing parts of complex geometry; (iii) welding of superalloys.
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6.1. Microstructural Stability

In order to increase the working efficiency of aero-engines, they must operate at higher temperature,
thus the high temperature properties of superalloys are very important, especially the microstructural
and mechanical stability.

Recently, some authors have evidenced an early stage of microstructural instability in both
single crystal (PWA1482) [141,142] and directionally solidified (IN792 DS) [143] Ni-based superalloys,
connected to the re-arrangement of dislocation structures induced by heating to moderate temperature
(~500 ◦C). Dislocation cells present in the precipitate free (PF) zones of the matrix (Figure 10a,b) grow
to form cells of larger size; the process proceeds by steps modifying dislocation density and average
distance of pinning points; finally the growth stops when cells reach a size comparable to that of the
corresponding PF zone.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. PWA 1483 superalloy. Precipitate free zones (PFZ) are indicated by red circles (a). The TEM
micrograph in (b) displays a network of dislocations inside a PFZ. Figure is taken from [142].

In general, the coarsening of the ordered γ‘ phase and changes in its morphology (rafting) are the
most relevant phenomena leading to the degradation of mechanical performances at high temperature.
As shown in Figure 11a,b, at high temperature and under an applied stress, the γ’ particles, which
usually have a cuboidal shape (a), tend to coalesce, forming layers known as rafts (b). At very high
temperatures (above 1050 ◦C), rafting takes place during the initial part (1–3%) of the creep life, while
at lower temperature (~900 ◦C) it only completely develops during the tertiary creep.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. The typical morphology of the γ’ phase in Ni-based superalloys (a). Results changed by
rafting (b).
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At the beginning of creep, dislocations are forced to bow in the narrow matrix channels where all
the plastic strain occurs, while γ’ phase deforms elastically [144]. The progressive increase in plastic
deformation in the γ phase enhances internal stresses, leading to dislocation shearing of γ’ particles
during the tertiary creep. Of course, γ’ particle coarsening involves the degradation of creep properties.

Refractory elements, such as Re, Ta, Ru and W, are today added to Ni-based superalloys to
improve their high temperature properties [145–148]. These elements provide good creep strength
because their low atomic mobility retards dislocation climb in both γ and γ’ phases. Re concentrates
mostly in the γ matrix, forming nanometric atomic clusters with short-range order, which reduce
rafting during creep and hinder dislocation movement. Moreover, Re promotes the precipitation of
topologically close-packed phases (TCP) [149]. The partition of refractory metals between the γ and γ’
phases occurs and is dependent on their relative contents in the alloy composition. For instance, the
amount of Re in the γ’ phase increases by increasing W content in the alloy.

In general, these alloys have more than seven alloying elements in their composition, and the
addition of further elements may strongly alter segregation profiles in casting, thus solidification
has been extensively investigated, focusing the attention on the partition of elements in solid and
liquid during cooling [150–152]. Guan et al. [151] reported that liquidus and solidus decrease by
increasing Cr in Re-containing alloys, and changes of these critical lines induced by Ru, were observed
by Zheng et al. [153].

The addition of B and N to superalloys containing refractory metals affects solidification defects.
For instance, N has been proven to increase the micro-porosity [154], while B retards grain boundary
cracking and reduces the size of carbides with consequent improvement in mechanical properties [155].

Today, grain boundary engineering (GBE) represents an interesting field of research that could
contribute to the reduction of inter-crystalline damage to superalloys and, in general, to the improvement
of their mechanical properties [156]. Annealing twin boundaries are very important for GBE owing to
their low energy. Recently, Jin et al. [157] reported an interesting result about the correlation of the
annealing twin density in Inconel 718 with grain size and annealing temperature. These investigators
showed that twin density mainly depends on the original one in the growing grains, but not on the
temperature at which they grow, namely no new twin boundaries form during the grain growth process.

6.2. Manufacturing Parts of Complex Geometry

An aspect of relevant importance for these materials is the possibility of manufacturing aeronautic
components of complex geometry. Owing to their high hardness and poor thermal conductivity,
the machining of superalloys is challenging and novel techniques (e.g., see [158–162]) have been
investigated. For example, laser drilling and electrical discharge machining are used to produce
effusion cooling holes in turbines blades and nozzle guide vanes [158]. Even though the description
of such novel techniques goes beyond the scope of the current paper, it is worth noting that recently
there is an increasing interest of aeronautic industry in the use of Additive Manufacturing (AM) for the
production of Ni-based high-temperature components. Among the different AM technologies selective
laser melting (SLM) and selective electron beam melting (SEBM) are the most interesting as they enable
the preparation of almost fully dense metal parts of complex shape, starting from a computer-aided
design (CAD) model [163–169].

Components manufactured through SLM exhibit excellent mechanical properties and a strong
anisotropy. The directional heat flow during the process leads to columnar grain growth with
consequent crystalline texture, which especially affects creep resistance and fatigue life [170–174].
The (001) crystallographic direction has the lowest stiffness involving better creep resistance and longer
fatigue lives, thus it is optimal for the upward direction in gas turbine blades.

Recent experiments by Popovich et al. [174] on Inconel 718 demonstrated that suitable SLM
process parameters and laser sources allow material anisotropy to be controlled with great design
freedom (either single component texture or random oriented grains, or a combination of both of them
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in a specific gradient). The same approach can be also applied to design functional gradients with
selected properties and/or heterogeneous composition depending on the specific application.

SEBM is characterized by very high solidification rates and thermal gradients, leading to relevant
microstructure refinement with primary dendrite arm spacings two orders of magnitude smaller than
as-cast single crystals. Moreover, in samples of the CMSX-4 superalloy prepared with high cooling
rates, Parsa et al. [175] observed a high dislocation density, indicating the presence of internal stresses
which could lead to crack formation.

6.3. Welding of Superalloys

Cracks may form in Ni-based superalloys during both the production process and service life
under severe conditions of high temperature and stress in an extremely aggressive environment. Such
defects are generally repaired through welding [176], with significant economic saving.

Welding should preserve, as far as possible, the original microstructure without relevant residual
stresses in the molten (MZ) and heat affected (HAZ) zones, and chemical segregation changing the
composition of γ and γ’ phases. During the solidification the microstructure, the MZ is affected by
dendritic growth and solute partitioning, with the consequent formation of metallic compounds such
as carbides, borides etc. Another critical aspect is connected to the presence of low melting compounds
which could lead to micro-cracks after post-welding heat treatments (PWHTs) [177] and local residual
stresses in the MZ [178,179].

Some welding technologies are already mature, such as Transient Liquid Phase (TLP) bonding,
developed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and based on the spread with Ni-Cr-B or Ni-Cr-B-Si fillers;
Activated Diffusion Bonding (ADB) developed by General Electric with fillers of composition close to
that of the reference superalloy and with the addition of B and/or B+Si; Brazing Diffusion Re-metalling
(BDR) developed by SNEMECA with fillers with two components: one of a composition close to that
of the alloy, and the other, in small quantities, containing elements such as B and Si which lower the
melting point. The advantage of BDR is the slow isothermal solidification that makes the interdiffusion
of the elements easier, and guarantees a composition of the joint similar to that of the bulk superalloy.
Unfortunately, the costs of the above techniques are very high, particularly BDR.

In recent years, research has been focused on high energy density welding techniques such as
Laser Welding (LW) [180–182] and Electron Beam Welding (EBW) [183–186], which provide greater
penetration depth, reduced HAZ and minimal distortion, if carried out with a high speed of passes.
These techniques seem to be promising, as they represent simpler and cheaper solutions for repairing
cracks in Ni-based superalloys. Thanks to a reduced thermal input, high energy density welding
techniques, can realize joints with narrower seams and HAZ. By using LW and EBW techniques,
the superalloy microstructure is changed at little extent, so that residual stresses, micro-cracks, porosity
and other defects in the junction are limited. In addition, for each welded superalloy, the optimization
of the process parameters, such as pass speed and pre-heating of the workpiece, clearly plays a crucial
role (e.g., see ref. [186–188]).

7. Conclusions

The work provides an overview of recent advances in alloys for aeronautic applications, describing
current problems and perspectives.

The needs of the aeronautic industry stem from the strong competition to manufacture aircrafts
with improved technical features and reduced costs (i.e., extended service life, better fuel efficiency,
increased payload). In this challenge, materials play a crucial role. Advanced structural materials
should guarantee reduced weight, improved fatigue and wear behaviour, damage tolerance and
corrosion resistance, while for the hot engine sections alloys with better creep resistance, mechanical
properties at high temperature and high-temperature corrosion resistance are required.
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A critical analysis has been carried out on different kinds of materials including Al alloys,
Ti alloys, Mg alloys, steels, Ni superalloys and metal matrix composites (MMC), emphasizing the
structure–property relationships.

The development of new materials involves new technologies, and some of great relevance
for the aeronautic sector have been briefly examined. The attention has been focused on Refill
Friction Stir Spot Welding (RFSSW) for joining structural parts made of Al alloys, high energy density
techniques for welding Ni superalloys, and Additive Manufacturing (AM) for fabricating components
of complex geometry.

In the future, the microstructural and mechanical stability of Ni superalloys will be further
investigated and improved through careful tailoring of the composition to get higher operative
temperatures of aero-engines. Important advancements in structural materials are also expected.
The competition with Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) will drive new efforts to improve
the mechanical properties, especially fatigue strength and toughness, and corrosion resistance of Al
alloys. In the case of Ti alloys, the focus will be on the high-temperature resistance to pursue through
the control of phases and thermo-mechanical processing. The availability of new types of reinforcing
particles and fibers will be exploited to enhance the properties of MMC. Finally, the development of
strengthening methods for producing very strong Mg alloys opens new horizons for the aeronautic
applications of these materials which are excellent for weight reduction.
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Abstract: A novel method of cryorolling martensite for fabricating ultrafine grained low-carbon steel
with attractive strength was proposed. The results indicate that ultrafine-grain structured steel could
be manufactured by cryorolling and the subsequent annealing of martensite. The mean ferrite size
of 132.0 nm and the tensile strength of 978.1 MPa were obtained in a specimen with a reduction of
70% in thickness. There were peak value and valley value in the strength and grain size of ferrite
with the increase of reduction from 50% to 80%, respectively. The further growth of ferrite grain
at 80% reduction is attributed to the heavier distortion energy at large reduction, which activates
the secondary recrystallization of ferrite. Furthermore, the distribution of ferrite grains became
more uniform with increasing of reduction from 50% to 70%. Additionally, the amount of lamellar
dislocation cell substructure increased with the reduction at liquid nitrogen temperature.

Keywords: cryorolling; reduction; ultrafine grain; secondary recrystallization; high strength

1. Introduction

Common low-strength steel cannot meet the requirements of most manufacturing and production
industry in modern society [1,2]. The research and fabrication of high strength steel has become an
important topic [3,4]. In recent years, ultrafine-grained structure steel with grain size below 1 μm
has shown the prospect of high strength and toughness with traditional steel compositions [5,6]. For
the fabrication of ultrafine-grained structure steel, both severe plastic deformation strategies (SPD)
and advanced thermomechanically controlled processes (TMCP) were applied [7,8]. Severe plastic
deformation strategies (SPD) usually use large accumulated plastic strain, which is larger than four
at room or elevated temperatures [9]. The large accumulated plastic strain causes more loads for the
equipment. In addition, this method is only suitable for small size samples. Classic SPD techniques
include equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) [10–12], accumulative roll bonding (ARB) [13–15],
mechanical milling (MM) [16,17], and high-pressure torsion (HPT) [18–20], etc. When compared with
severe plastic deformation strategies, advanced thermomechanically controlled processes employ a
relatively low accumulated strain in the range of about 0.8–3.0. Moreover, this method can be somewhat
more easily optimized to operate in temperature regimes where they employ phase transformation and
controlled cooling. One effective way with a small accumulated strain to fabricate ultrafine-grained
structure steel through cold rolling and annealing of a martensitic starting microstructure was first
proposed by Tsuji et al. [21] (Fe-0.13 wt.%C). The final microstructure was ultra-fined ferrite grains
with average grain size of 180 nm and inhomogeneously precipitated carbides. The tensile strength
and elongation of the ultrafine-grained structure steel was 870 MPa and 20%, respectively.
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Currently, more attention has been paid to the study on the cold rolling and annealing of
a martensitic starting microstructure due to the availability of grain refinement of this method.
Hosseini et al. [22] obtained nano/ultrafine grained low carbon steels with mean grain size of
0.65 μm by the compression of a martensitic structure and following the high temperature annealing
process (Fe-0.13 wt.%C). The ultimate strength of 810 MPa was reported by annealing at 600 ◦C for
120 s. Similarly, Ashrafi et al. [23] successfully produced ultrafine ferrite microstructure by 65% cold
compression of martensite, followed by annealing at an intermediate temperature. The mean size and
hardness were 1.8 μm and 210 HV, respectively. Additionally, the recrystallization activation energy
was calculated to be 83 kJ/mol. Ueji et al. [24] and Bao et al. [25] performed similar investigations on
cold rolling and annealing of a martensitic starting microstructure.

In order to further refine the grain size and improve the tensile strength, many possible
explorations were conducted. For example, Jing et al. [26] fabricated nanocrystalline steel sheets
by a combination process of quenching, aging, heavy cold rolling, and recrystallization. Li et al. [27]
utilized the ice brine-quenching method before cold rolling and annealing to obtain superfine lath
martensite grain. Hamad et al. [28] applied a differential speed rolling (DSR) process to fabricate
ultrafine-grained steel, followed by annealing at 425 ◦C and 625 ◦C for 60 min.

It is known that the process of recovery could be hindered by decreasing deformation temperature,
by which the rich deformation defects and efficient accumulated strain are obtained. This is because
the atoms diffusion ability is dramatically weakened at the liquid nitrogen temperature, leading to
the restraint in the motion and annihilation of heat activated dislocations. Therefore, the accumulated
dislocation defects become more and more, showing a serious work-hardening behavior. Thus, it can
offer an advantageous condition for the refinement of grains and the acceleration of subsequent
recrystallization. However, most investigations were performed at room temperature or warm
temperature, and few studies that were concerned on the cryorolling of carbon steels. Moreover,
less attention was paid on the relationship between rolling reduction and grain size and mechanical
property in carbon steel. Therefore, in the present study, cryorolling martensite starting microstructure
and the subsequent annealing was performed to fabricate ultrafine-grain structured steel. The key
point of this process is that martensite is rolled at liquid nitrogen temperature. Results could enrich
the fabrication theory of ultrafine-grain structured steel.

2. Materials and Methods

The experimental material is commercial low-carbon steel with a tensile strength of
435 MPa, taken from a hot strip plant. The composition of this steel is Fe-0.165C-0.211Si-
0.448Mn-0.014P-0.013S-0.002Als (wt.%). The dimensions of specimens prepared to fabricate ultrafine
grains were 3 mm in thickness, 15 mm in width, and 90 mm in length. Figure 1 shows the schematic
diagram of fabrication of ultrafine grain by cryorolling low-carbon steel. The specimens were
austenitized at 1050 ◦C for 30 min, followed by water quenching to obtain martensitic starting
microstructure. Before the cryorolling process, all of the martensitic specimens were immersed in liquid
nitrogen for about 30 min, ensuing that the temperature of specimens were in accord with that of liquid
nitrogen. Then, the specimens were rapidly rolled on a two-high mill with 310 mm in roll diameter.
About 10% reduction was realized in each pass and the total reduction were 50% (ε = 0.8), 60% (ε = 1.06),
70% (ε = 1.5), and 80% (ε = 1.8), respectively. The specimens were immersed in liquid nitrogen again
for 15 min before further reduction after each pass. As the relative small size of the specimen, 15 min in
liquid nitrogen was long enough for the specimen to regain the liquid nitrogen temperature. There were
no cracks on the specimens during the cryogenic deformation process. No lubrication was used during
rolling. Moreover, ambient temperature rolling test was performed by 50% strain in order to compare
the microstructure before annealing. Finally, the cryorolled samples were subsequently annealed at
500 ◦C for 30 min before being air cooled to the ambient temperature.
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Figure 1. Schematic of fabrication of ultrafine grain by cryorolling low-carbon steel.

For microstructure observation, all of the specimens were mounted in resins, ground using
SiC papers with 240–2000 grit, and then polished in an Al2O3 slurry on a metallographic polishing
machine (YMP-2, Nanguang electronic technology, Suzhou, China). The microstructure examination
of specimens was conducted on an optical microscopy (OM, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and a Nova
400 Nano scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hillsboro, OR, USA) operated at 20 kV accelerating
voltage. The dislocation distribution after rolling was observed using a JEM-2100F transmission
electron microscope (TEM, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). All of the microstructures were observed from rolling
direction (RD). X-ray diffraction (XRD, Panalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands) was applied to analyze
the precipitations. The grain dimensions were measured by Image Pro-plus software 6.0 (Media
Cybernetics, Duluth, GA, USA) on the basis of the mean linear intercept method (MLIM). Some images
and more than 120 grains were measured for improving the accuracy. Tensile tests were carried out at
ambient temperature with a cross-head speed of 1 mm/min on a UTM-4503 electronic universal tensile
machine (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA). The tensile direction was in keeping with the rolling direction.
The dimension of the gauge part in tensile specimens was 1.2 mm wide, 0.6 mm thick, and 5 mm long.
Duplicate tests were made for each tensile test to ensure reproducibility.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure Evolution

Figure 2 gives the original microstructure of the tested low-carbon steel. It is observed that the
original microstructure mainly consisted of ferrite (F) and pearlite (P). Ferrite distributed in equiaxed
polygon morphology and pearlite with irregular shape located in the adjacent to ferrite. Figure 2c,d
were obtained by the color aberration function in Image Pro-plus software 6.0, representing the volume
fractions (areas) of ferrite and pearlite, 87.1 ± 6.9% and 12.9 ± 3.3%, respectively. Several images with
the same magnification were used to ensure the accuracy of the measurement. The average values
were taken as the final volume fractions of ferrite and pearlite.

After water quenching, very fine lath martensite was obtained in Figure 3. It has been proved by
Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) that many high-angle boundaries with misorientations that
were larger than 15◦ facilitating the refinement of grain during following an annealing process existed
in martensitic microstructure [13,21,24]. Except for martensitic microstructure, dual phase structure
with ferrite and martensite [22,29,30] was utilized to develop bimodal grain size distributions in low
carbon steels. These steels with a combination of coarse and fine grains often sacrifice much strength in
order to achieve excellent ductility. In the study of Shin et al. [12], initial microstructure of ferrite and
pearlite was used to produce ultrafine grained low carbon steel by the equal channel angular pressing
technique. In addition, bainite starting microstructure [31] also showed a notable potential for grain
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refinement, but its refining effect is limited in some degree. At first, the mean thickness of the deformed
bainitie lamella is relatively bigger than deformed lath martensite. This can be explained by the fact that
deformation in bainite is more heterogeneous in comparison to the martensite. Moreover, the relative
smaller distortion energy and defect density in bainite are another intrinsic limitation to the grain
refinement. Nano-sized grains could be developed by deforming martensite. This is because there
are large misorientations in martensite that can finely subdivide the martensite structure. Moreover,
high dislocation density in martensite increases the distortion energy during the cold deformation,
facilitating the formation of ultrafine grains during annealing. Furthermore, large amount of carbides
uniformly precipitate in the grain boundaries due to supersaturated solid solution of C atom in
martensite, thus preventing grain growth through pinning effect [32].

 

Figure 2. Original microstructure of low-carbon steel (a,b) F + P; (c) Measurement of F area;
and, (d) Measurement of P area.

 

Figure 3. Martensite starting microstructure.

Figure 4 presents the SEM images showing the deformed martensite microstructure with the tand
that was identified in Figure 4a,b. Lamellar dislocation cell (LDC), as the first kind substructure, showed
apparently wavy flow morphology parallel to RD. The second substructure presented an irregularly
bent lamellar pattern (IBL). It has already been stated that these substructures are mostly surrounded
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by high-angle grain boundaries with misorientations that are larger than 15◦ [13,21,24], which are
beneficial for the further refinement of grain. The third substructure showed kinked lath (KL) structure
where martensite lath was kinked by shear bands. It is clear that the LDC substructure increases with
the increase of reduction, while IBL and KL substructures decrease with the increasing reduction.

 

Figure 4. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images showing the deformed martensite microstructure
distinguished by three typical substructures with different reductions (a) 50%; (b) 60%; (c) 70%;
and, (d) 80%.

Figure 5 illustrates the quantificational volume fractions of the deformed martensite with the
reduction of 50% to 80% at liquid nitrogen temperature. The LDC substructure was 64.8% in the
deformed microstructure, and the IBL substructure was 9.9% in a specimen cryorolled by 50% reduction.
For the specimen cryorolled by 60% reduction, the volume fractions of LDC and IBL substructures
were 87.8% and 5.7%, respectively. With the increase of reduction amount, fully LDC substructure was
obtained in the specimen cryorolled by 70% and 80% reduction. In the investigation of Ueji et al. [21,24],
50% LDC substructure was observed at 50% cold-rolled and fully LDC substructure was obtained
by 70% deformation at room temperature. When compared with the results in the present study,
it demonstrates that more LDC substructure could be acquired by cryorolling martensite under the
same reduction. This is because the deformation resistance severely increases with the decrease of
deformation temperature, which makes the deforming force at the same reduction is bigger than that at
room temperature. Thus, the morphology of martensite block inclines to the deformation indirection,
showing more wavy flow morphology at liquid nitrogen temperature. Additionally, the relationship
between temperature rise ΔT and strain ε can be expressed as Equation (1) [33]:

∫ T0+ΔT

T0

ρcdT =
∫ ε0+Δε

ε0

σdε ⇒ ΔT =
σΔε

ρc
(1)

where ρ is the density of material, σ the true stress, c the specific heat, Δε the interval of strain,
and σ bar the mean stress. It reveals that the temperature rise ΔT increases with the increasing strain
ε. It reveals that the temperature rise ΔT increases with the increasing strain ε. However, the ΔT
resulting from the plastic deformation in the deformed microstructure was restrained by the liquid
nitrogen temperature in the current work. Because the atomic diffusion and the thermal activation
recovery process was severely inhibited at extremely low temperature, ensuring that the vacancies and
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deformation dislocation defects were reserved and accumulated continuously. Hence, these defects
were transformed into dislocation cells or substructure, leading to a severe structure deformation
paralleling RD. Thus, it can inferred that fully LDC substructure could be obtained with the reduction
less than 70%, despite the deficiency of reduction between 60% and 70%.

 

Figure 5. Percentage of different substructures at different reduction amounts.

Figure 6 presents the TEM micrographs of the specimens that were rolled at different temperature
to compare the deformation dislocation distribution after rolling at liquid nitrogen and room
temperatures. It is observed that the martensite lath was distinctly refined in specimen cryorolled at
liquid temperature (Figure 6c). The refined martensite lath is attributed to the stronger deformation
resistance at liquid nitrogen temperature. Moreover, the density of intricate dislocations that were
observed in the specimen rolled at liquid nitrogen temperature (Figure 6d) is much larger than that in
the sample rolled at room temperature. Although it was not very clear to observe the dislocation line,
the tangled dislocations were observed. Similar tangled dislocations were observed in Ref. [24]. Results
in TEM confirm that deformation dislocation defects were easier to be retained and accumulated due
to the suppression of dynamic recovery at liquid nitrogen temperature.

 

Figure 6. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) micrographs showing the morphology of rolled
martensite and dislocation: (a,b) specimen rolled at room temperature; and, (c,d) specimen rolled at
liquid nitrogen temperature.
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The annealed microstructures with 50–80% reduction in thickness are given in Figure 7. It can
be observed that the recrystallization microstructure mainly consisted of ultrafine ferrite grain and
carbide particles. The ultrafine ferrite in equiaxial shape had distinct grain boundaries where a large
amount of carbide particles was located. Figure 8 gives the XRD results, confirming that the carbide
particles are Fe3C. The data base entry applied in the XRD analysis is COD 201201. The precipitation
of Fe3C was attributed to supersaturated solid solution of C in martensite starting microstructure.
Besides, the carbide particles were in micro-scale and nano-scale, displaying the apparent size disparity.
The complete recrystallization finished at 500 ◦C in the specimens cryorolled by 50–80%, which was
slightly lower than the lowest theoretical recrystallization temperature of 550 ◦C, as deduced from
Equation (2):

TR = (0.35 − 0.4) TM (2)

where TR is the recrystallization temperature and TM the melting temperature of steel. The foremost
reason accounts for the decreased recrystallization temperature is that the strain at liquid nitrogen
temperature facilitates the formation and retention of defects, which act as a driving force for the
formation of ultrafine grains (Figure 6d).

 

Figure 7. Recrystallization ferrite and carbide particles at different reduction amounts (a) 50%; (b) 60%;
(c) 70%; and, (d) 80%.

 

Figure 8. X-ray diffraction (XRD) results displaying the diffraction peaks of α phase (ferrite) and X3C.
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Grain size distribution at different reductions is presented in Figure 9. The mean ferrite sizes in
specimens that were cryorolled by 50–80% reductions were 161.2 nm, 148.3 nm, 132.0 nm, and 152.3
nm, respectively. The main size distribution range of specimen cryorolled by 50% was 100~300 nm,
while the grain distribution of 50~250 nm, 0~250 nm, and 50~300 nm dominated the grain size in
the specimens cryorolled by 60%, 70%, and 80%, respectively. The fitting curve (red lines) revealed
that the grain size distributions in specimens with different reductions conformed to the lognormal
distribution and the square of correlation coefficient R2 was within the scope of 0.95–0.99. According
to the lognormal distribution Equation (3) [34]:

y = y0 +
A

wx
√

2π
e−2

[ln( x
xc )]2

w2 (3)

where y0 is the offset al.ong the ordinate direction, A is the area of curve formed with the x-coordinate,
w is standard deviation (SD), and x is the grain diameter and lnxc is the arithmetic mean of lnx.
In the current work, the distributions of grain dimension in specimens with different reductions were
described in the following Equations (4)–(7):

Reduction = 50%, y = −6.47 +
263.38

1.38x
√

2π
e
−[ln x

20.38 )]
2

3.81 (4)

Reduction = 60%, y = −4.55 +
148.47

1.26x
√

2π
e
−[ln x

13.18 )]
2

3.15 (5)

Reduction = 70%, y = −3.09 +
95.94

1.16x
√

2π
e
−[ln x

9.98 )]
2

2.71 (6)

Reduction = 80%, y = −3.79 +
127.53

1.24x
√

2π
e
−[ln x

12.53 )]
2

3.12 (7)

The SD decreased firstly from 1.38 to 1.16 with the reduction increase from 50% to 70%, and then
increased to 1.24 with the reduction from 70% to 80%. This means that the distribution range of ferrite
grain size tends to concentration with the increase of reduction. However, there were valley values in
SD corresponding to the specimen that was cryorolled by 70%. With the increase of reduction to 80%,
some abnormal large grains appeared due to the secondary recrystallization. The similar secondary
recrystallization phenomenon was explained in Ma et al. [35] research. Both the mean grain size
and the distribution range of ferrite increased, meaning that the size of ferrite grain became larger.
Therefore, the size of ferrite grains became the most uniform at the reduction of 70%.

When comparing with other works at room temperature, the size of ultrafine equiaxed grains at
liquid nitrogen temperature was sharply reduced. The results in the current work demonstrate that the
ultrafine grain can be further refined by adjusting the deformation temperature from room temperature
to the liquid nitrogen temperature. This is because that the restraint of dynamic recovery process,
for example, the cross slips of screw dislocations and climbs of edge dislocations, during cryorolling
at liquid nitrogen temperatures results in a high dislocation density. There are more nucleation
sites during annealing, resulting in a finer grain structure. Moreover, the deformed martensite lath
was refined in liquid nitrogen temperature due to the stronger deformation resistance (Figure 6c).
The recrystallization temperature is reduced via cryorolling process, favoring the formation of smaller
grains. The decrease of grain size with the increase of reduction from 50% to 70% is mainly because of
more nucleation sites induced by heavier deformation. However, the increasing grain size in specimens
that were cryorolled from 70% to 80% reduction can be explained by the accumulated distortion energy
due to heavier strain of 80% (ε = 1.8) at liquid nitrogen temperature. The ferrite grains become unstable
because of the larger accumulated distortion energy at 80% reduction, resulting in the secondary
recrystallization of ferrite during the annealing at 500 ◦C.
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Figure 9. Distributions of ferrite size at different reductions (a) 50%, (b) 60%, (c) 70%, and (d) 80%.

3.2. Mechanical Property

The stress-strain curves of specimens that were cryorolled at different reductions and annealed
at 500 ◦C for 30 min are shown in Figure 10. The tensile strength increased first with the increasing
reduction from 50% to 70%, and then decreased with the increase of reduction from 70% to 80%.
The optimal balance between the strength and ductility was reached in specimen cryorolled by 70%
reduction and subsequent annealing. The strength of specimen cryorolled by 70% reduction was
978.1 MPa with an elongation of 12.3%. The strength was improved about 543.1 MPa with reasonable
sacrifice in ductility when compared with the original low-carbon steel. When compared with the
results in author’s previous study [26,36], the mechanical property in specimen cryorolled by 50% and
annealed at 500 ◦C for 30 min were almost consistent with that in specimen cold-rolled by 50% and
annealed at 550 ◦C for 30 min. The average size of ferrite in the current work was smaller than that of
specimen cold rolled by 50% and annealed at 550 ◦C for 30 min due to the smaller recrystallization
temperature in specimen cryorolled by 50%. In addition, the reason for the peak value of strength
in specimen cryorolled by 70% is accordant with the changing of grain size. When compared to the
original materials, the bad ductility in ultrafine-grain could be ascribed to their poor work-hardening
capacity induced by size effect, poorer ability to accumulate dislocations in dinky grains. Besides,
the negative influence of the large size Fe3C particles cannot be overlooked.

In the investigations of Xiong et al. [37,38], cryorolling was also employed to fabricate austenitic
stainless steels (AISI 316 LN and Fe-25Cr-20Ni). Several significant similarities between the results in
the present study and references [37,38] can be summarized. Firstly, the strength was greatly improved
with the sharp decrease of elongation in the tested steels. Secondly, the grains after cryorolling was
apparently refined when compared with the original grains. Finally, a large amount of dislocations
was observed in the cryorolled specimens. The differences between above researches and results in
the current work are more interesting in optimizing the fabrication technology of ultra-fine grains.
At first, the initial microstructures before cryorolling and the final microstructures were different.
Single-phase austenite initial microstructure was used before cryorolling at liquid nitrogen temperature
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in refs [37,38], and the final deformation-induced martensite microstructure was obtained during
the cryorolling process. In the present study, martensite starting microstructure was cryorolled to
obtain the ultrafine recrystallized ferrite grains after low-temperature annealing in a low-carbon
steel. In addition, the improvement of strength with the strain in the cryorolled austenitic stainless
steels was attributed to the increasing refined deformation-induced martensite microstructure and
larger amount of defects. However, in the present study, the increase of strength in the ultrafine
grained low-carbon steel was ascribed to the nano/micro-scale ferrite grains and dispersed Fe3C
particles. Moreover, the strength of ultrafine grained low-carbon steel did not increase with the strain
as expected due to the secondary recrystallization phenomenon in the specimen that was cryorolled
by 70%. No secondary recrystallization phenomenon was reported in the austenitic stainless steels.
That is probably because the relative smaller accumulated distortion energy in the austenite initial
microstructure of the austenitic stainless steels.

Figure 10. Stress-strain curves of specimens with different reductions.

3.3. Fracture Morphology

Fracture morphologies of specimens cryorolled at different reductions and annealed at 500 ◦C
for 30 min are shown in Figure 11. Large amount of dimples were observed in the four specimens,
representing that the main ductile fracture pattern.

In summary, ultrafine grain structured low carbon steel was successfully fabricated by cryorolling
martensite starting microstructure at liquid nitrogen temperature. Ultrafine grain low-carbon steel,
with a high strength of 978.1 MPa and an elongation of 12.3%, as well as a mean grain size of 132.0 nm
was produced by cryorolling and annealing of martensite. Figure 12 illustrates the relationship between
reduction and mean grain size, SD, and tensile strength. The decrease of ferrite grain size from 50% to
70% reduction is mainly attributed to the suppression of dynamic recovery during cryorolling and
more nucleation sites for the formation of ultrafine grains. However, when the reduction increases
to 80%, the accumulated larger distortion energy induces the secondary recrystallization of ferrite.
Therefore, there are a peak value and a valley value in the relationship between reduction and mean
grain size, SD, and tensile strength.
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Figure 11. Tensile fractures of specimens cryorolled by (a) 50%, (b) 60%, (c) 70%, and (d) 80% and then
annealed at 500 ◦C for 30 min.

Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the relationship between reduction and mean grain size, SD, and
tensile strength.

4. Conclusions

Low-carbon steel was subjected to multi-pass cryorolling with different reductions of 50%, 60%,
70%, and 80% at liquid nitrogen temperature and annealed at 500 ◦C for 30 min. Microstructure
evolution was examined by optical microscopy and scanning electron microscope. The dislocation
distribution after rolling was observed using a transmission electron microscope (TEM). Precipitates
were determined by X-ray diffraction and the mechanical property was measured by an electronic
universal tensile machine. The following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) There are peak value and valley value in the strength and grain size of ferrite with the increase of
reduction from 50% to 80%, respectively. The further growth of recrystallization ferrite grains at
80% is attributed to the secondary recrystallization that was activated by heavier accumulated
distortion energy at large reduction.

(2) The distribution of ferrite grains becomes more uniform with increasing reduction from 50% to
70%. The amount of lamellar dislocation cell substructure increases with the reduction due to
the stronger deformation resistance as well as the inhabitation of atomic diffusion and thermal
activation recovery process at liquid nitrogen temperature.
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(3) Ultrafine-grain structured steel is manufactured by cryorolling and the subsequent annealing
of martensite. Optimal balance between strength (978.1 MPa) and adequate ductility (12.3%) is
obtained in the specimen that was cryorolled by 70% reduction and annealed at 500 ◦C for 30 min.
The smallest mean ferrite size is about 132.0 nm.
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Abstract: Developing high strength and high ductility magnesium alloys is an important issue
for weight-reduction applications. In this work, we explored the feasibility of manipulating nanosized
precipitates on LPSO-contained (long period stacking ordered phase) ultra-fine grained (UFG)
magnesium alloy to obtain simultaneously improved strength and ductility. The effect of two
aging treatments on microstructures and mechanical properties of an UFG Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr
alloy was systematically investigated and compared by a series of microstructure characterization
techniques and tensile test. The results showed that nano γ” precipitates were successfully introduced
in T5 peak aged alloy with no obvious increase in grain size. While T6 peak aging treatment
stimulated the growth of α-Mg grains to 4.3 μm (fine grained, FG), together with the precipitation of γ”
precipitates. Tensile tests revealed that both aging treatments remarkably improved the strengths but
impaired the ductility slightly. The T5 peak aged alloy exhibited the optimum mechanical properties
with ultimate strength of 431 MPa and elongation of 13.5%. This work provided a novel strategy to
simultaneously improve the strength and ductility of magnesium alloys by integrating the intense
precipitation strengthening with ductile LPSO-contained UFG/FG microstructure.

Keywords: Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr; ultra-fine grain; aging treatment; precipitation behavior;
mechanical property

1. Introduction

Magnesium alloys exhibit great application potential in aerospace, military, transportation and
medical equipment industries due to their low density, rich resource and excellent mechanical
properties [1]. However, the relatively lower absolute strength and poorer formability of magnesium
alloys than that of aluminum alloys restrict their further applications [2,3]. Therefore, much attention
has been paid in the last few decades to increase the strength and ductility of magnesium alloys via
a range of methods such as alloying [4], heat treatment [5,6], plastic deformation [7,8] and so forth.

Among various magnesium alloy series, Mg-RE (Rare earth elements) based alloys always exhibited
high-strength as a result of the combination of solid solution strengthening, precipitation strengthening
and second phase strengthening [9,10]. The Mg-RE based second phases usually show high
hardness and high melting point, thus bearing an important strengthening effect in such magnesium
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alloys [11–13]. Especially, the novel long period stacking ordered (LPSO) phase, which was observed
in certain Mg-RE-Zn alloys, exhibited intense strengthening effect (tensile yield strength reaching
600 MPa) [14,15]. LPSO phase was a both chemical composition ordered and stacking sequence
ordered structure and according to the numbers of stacking sequence in a unit cell, the LPSO structure
could be diverse [16,17]. Among various types of LPSO structures, 18R and 14H LPSO phases
are two commonly observed in Mg-RE-Zn alloys, which contributed to the improved mechanical
properties of these alloys [12,18]. At present, lots of efforts have been made to break through the
strength limit of magnesium alloys by clarifying the strengthening mechanism of LPSO phase,
tailoring the morphology and distribution of LPSO phases and combining LPSO strengthening
with other strengthening factors [18–26]. Inspiringly, the introducing of LPSO phase with coherent
nano precipitates (β’ and/or γ’ phase) has been successfully employed in Mg-Y-Zn, Mg-Gd-Zn and
Mg-Gd-Y-Zn alloys, which showed enhanced mechanical properties with high strength and moderate
elongation [18,23,24].

Grain refinement is another effective method to strengthening metallic materials according
to the Hall-Petch relations and it is accepted that metals with ultra-fine grains (UFG) possess a
combination of high strength and high ductility [27]. Our previous studies have already proved that
the LPSO-containing Mg-RE-Zn alloys with uniform UFG microstructures displayed more excellent
ductility than the corresponding rolled or extruded alloys, though the strength was impaired a
little [28,29]. As is well known, searching for the novel strengthening phases and proposing novel
strengthening-toughening strategies are two main ways for new magnesium alloy design [30,31].
Inspired by precipitation strengthening, introducing effective nanosized precipitates with LPSO phases
on the good-ductility UFG Mg-RE-Zn alloys might be a breakthrough for novel high-performance
magnesium alloys, which was rarely explored in former studies.

Therefore, the main objective of this work was to develop an effective aging treatment on an
UFG magnesium alloy to reach simultaneously improved strength and ductility via the combination
of fine grain strengthening, precipitation strengthening and LPSO strengthening. To obtain strong
age hardening effect, a multi-element Mg-Y-Gd-Zn-Zr alloy was employed. This alloy system has
been proved to exhibit obvious aging effect by various precipitates and contains LPSO phase as well,
which showed great potential for industrial applications as a promising high-performance magnesium
alloy [23,32,33]. In the present work, we prepared an UFG Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr alloy via multi-pass
ECAP first and then comparatively investigated the effects of two kinds of aging treatments (T5 and
T6) on precipitation behaviors, microstructure evolutions and mechanical properties of the UFG alloy.
Based on above investigations, a high strength and ductility alloy was successfully prepared via the
architecture of nanoprecipitates and LPSO phase on UFG/FG grains.

2. Materials and Methods

The nominal composition of the studied alloy was Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr (wt.%; denoted as
WGZ1061 alloy). The cast alloy ingot was prepared by melting pure Mg (99.95%) and Zn (99.95%)
metals and Mg-30Gd (wt.%), Mg-30Y (wt.%) and Mg-30Zr (wt.%) master alloys, in an electric
resistance furnace (GR2, Hankou Electric Furnace Co. LTD, Wuhan, China). During heating and
subsequent pouring, the system was protected by a mixed atmosphere of CO2 and SF6 with the
flow ratio (volume fraction) of 1:99. Then, the WGZ1061 cast alloy was directly subjected to a
rotary-die equal channel angular pressing (RD-ECAP) after cutting into cuboid samples with dimension
of 20 mm × 20 mm × 45 mm. The schematic diagram of this RD-ECAP, as well as the configuration
of ECAP die, could be found in our previous studies [8,34]. For the purpose of successfully fabricating
a homogenous UFG alloy, the ECAP temperature was set as 623 K, extrusion speed of 5 mm/min and
ECAP passes of 16, according to our former experiences [8,29].

Two series of heat treatments, T5 (artificial aging) and T6 (solid solution treatment + artificial
aging) were conducted on the UFG alloy, respectively. For T6 treatment, solid solution was performed
in a furnace at 673 K for 2 h. Aging treatment was carried out in an oven at 473 K for 60 h.
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Vickers microhardness tests of the aged samples with different aging times were performed with
an Microhardness Tester (FM700, Future-Tech, Kawasaki, Japan). For each sample, at least five
measurements were carried out and the average value was calculated. Then, peak aged alloys (with
the highest Vickers hardness values) were selected for further examinations.

The microstructure characterizations of ECAP and aged alloys were analyzed by a scanning
electron microscope (SEM, Sirion, FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) equipped with an X-ray
energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS, GENESIS 60S, FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA), an X-ray
diffractometer (XRD, D8 DISCOVER, Bruker Corporation, Karlsruhe, Germany) and a transmission
electron microscope (TEM, Tecnai G2, FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA). The specimens were
mechanically ground, polished and etched with 4 mL nitric acid and 96 mL ethanol for SEM.
Slice samples with thickness of 150 μm were twin-jet electron-polished and thinned, using a solution
containing 5% perchloric acid and 95% ethanol for TEM. To estimate the average grain size of
α-Mg phase and the average diameter of second phase particles, the linear intercept method (ASTM
E112-2013) was employed and at least 100 grains and 50 particles were counted. The software of Jade
5.0 was employed to analyze and index the XRD pattern. To evaluate the mechanical properties,
room temperature tensile tests of the alloys were conducted by an electronic universal testing machine
(CMT5105, MTS, Shenzhen, China) at a tensile speed of 0.2 mm/min. All deformed and aged samples
for tensile specimens exhibited dumbbell shape with the gauge length of 6 mm and the length direction
was parallel to ECAP direction. Moreover, three specimens were employed for each processing state.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure of As-Cast and ECAP Alloys

3.1.1. As-Cast Alloy

Figure 1 shows the XRD pattern of as-cast WGZ1061 alloy. It can be seen that apart from the
α-Mg matrix, two kinds of second phases were indexed, binary Mg24Y5-type phase and ternary
Mg12YZn-type phase. Mg24Y5-type phase is commonly observed in Mg-Y binary alloys or Mg-Y-Zn
alloys with higher Y content [35]. For this alloy, the Y content is relatively higher than other elements,
therefore stimulating the formation of Mg24Y5-type phase. As for Mg12YZn-type phase, it was always
characterized as a long period stacking ordered (LPSO) phase in Mg-Y-Zn or Mg-Gd-Zn alloys [16,17].

Figure 1. XRD pattern of as-cast Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr alloy.

Figure 2a shows the microstructure of as-cast WGZ1061 alloy. It is apparent that α-Mg phase
exhibited cellular shape with average grain size of 68 μm. The second phases formed a continuous
network, surrounding the cellular α-Mg grains. From the enlarged SEM image of Figure 2b, three kinds
of second phases can be distinguished, as marked by A, B and C. EDS analysis were conducted on
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these regions as well as the α-Mg matrix (marked by D) and the results were listed in Figure 2c–f. It can
be seen that the main solute elements (Y, Gd and Zn) in α-Mg matrix (D) is lower than the designed
alloy composition. The network phase (A) contains much higher RE elements and its analyzed
chemical composition was close to Mg24(Y,Gd,Zn)5. Near the network phase, a block phase (B) with
lamellar contrast usually located. Apart from the higher Y and Gd elements, it also possessed higher
Zn content and its stoichiometric formula was consistent with Mg12(Y,Gd)1Zn1, namely, the LPSO
phase. The existence of Mg24Y5-type phase and LPSO phase will also be demonstrated by later TEM
observations. In case of the bright particles that located near the networks or within α-Mg grains,
EDS results suggested that they were Y-rich particles which were ordinary observed in Mg-RE alloys
with high Y content [35] and due to the lower volume fraction, they were not identified in XRD pattern.
Based on above XRD and SEM observations, it can be concluded that the as-cast WGZ1061 alloy
is composed of cellular α-Mg grains, network Mg24(Y,Gd,Zn)5 phase, 18R-LPSO block phase and
a few Y-rich particles. Moreover, the content of Mg24Y5-type phase was a little higher than that of
LPSO phase.

(a)         (b) 

(c)       (d) 

(e)         (f) 

A 

B 

C 

D 

Element wt% At% 

Mg 64.73 87.87 
Zn 5.78 2.92 
Y 18.46 6.85 
Zr 0.29 0.11 
Gd 10.73 2.25 

Element wt% At% 

Mg 67.10 88.69 
Zn 8.25 4.05 
Y 13.55 4.90 
Zr 0.63 0.22 
Gd 10.46 2.14 

Element wt% At% 

Mg 67.59 88.67 
Zn 3.60 1.76 
Y 23.72 8.51 
Zr 0.22 0.08 
Gd 4.88 0.99 

Element wt% At% 

Mg 92.90 98.12 
Zn 0.50 0.20 
Y 4.04 1.17 
Zr 0.84 0.24 
Gd 1.72 0.28 

Figure 2. SEM images of as-cast Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr alloy at low (a) and high (b) magnifications
and EDS results of areas A (c), B (d), C (e) and D (f) marked in Figure 2b.
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3.1.2. ECAP Alloy

Figure 3 shows the microstructure of WGZ1061 alloy after 16 passes of ECAP. The network
structure was destroyed during severe plastic deformation and instead, a much-refined microstructure
with streamline shape was obtained. In addition, the streamline is parallel to the ECAP punch direction.
Seen from the enlarged image of Figure 3b, the streamline microstructure could be regarded as a near
sandwiched structure with α-Mg lamellae and second phase lamellae alternately arranged, as marked
by the yellow rectangles and blue rectangles, respectively, in Figure 3b. The α-Mg lamellae consisted of
most fine DRX grains with average grain size of near 1.2 μm, as is suggested by the statistical histogram
inset of Figure 3a. Within the second phase lamellae, both the network Mg24Y5-type phase and block
LPSO phase were crushed, refined and mixed during thermomechanical processing, which will also be
demonstrated by later TEM observations. This unique microstructure is consistent with our previous
work in Mg-Gd-Zn-Zr alloy [29], demonstrating that microstructure evolutions of this WGZ1061 alloy
during multi-pass RD-ECAP was identical to the Mg-Gd-Zn-Zr alloy. Thus, an UFG lamellar structured
WGZ1061 alloy was successfully prepared.

(a)           (b) 

Parallel to ECAP direction -Mg lamellae 

Second phase lamellae d  1.2 m 

Figure 3. SEM images of ECAP Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr alloy at low (a) and high (b) magnifications
(samples were etched with 4 mL nitric acid and 96 mL ethanol).

To characterize the UFG microstructure more clearly, TEM observations were conducted on
the ECAP alloy. Shown in Figure 4a,b, refined particles with two kinds of morphology could be
identified. Marked by yellow arrows, the particles with irregular shape were Mg24Y5-type phases and
the corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern was shown in inset of Figure 4a.
The LPSO particles usually exhibited regular shape with smooth boundaries, which was attributed to
the special orientation relationship between LPSO phase and α-Mg, generating a coherent interface on
(0001) basal plane [17]. Moreover, it can be seen that the two kinds of second phase particles exhibited
the same dimensions, ranging from 0.5 μm to 1.5 μm. In addition, DRX grains were also observed in
the second phase lamellae, as is shown by red colors in Figure 4b. Some dark contrasts could also be
seen within these DRX grains, suggesting abundant dislocations existed. Figure 4c illustrates a DRX
grain surrounded by various fine particles. It is widely accepted that fine hard particles could stimulate
the progress of DRX during hot processing via a particle-stimulated nucleation (PSN) manner [28,36]
and it is rational to believe that both Mg24Y5-type particles and LPSO particles could promote DRX
during multi-pass ECAP through the so-called PSN mechanism, as the microhardness of them was
higher than α-Mg phase [15,18]. Due to the incompatibility between deformations frequently occurred
at the interface between α-Mg matrix and the hard particles, a strong stress concentration could be
generated around the particles, resulting in the formation of heavily concentrated deformation zones
in the Mg grains along the particles. Then, many slip systems must be operated, which could enhance
the formation of fine DRX grains [36]. Moreover, these refined particles could also restrict the growth
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of DRX grains during high temperature processing by pinning the grain boundaries. Figure 4d shows
a typical LPSO particle and its SAED pattern. The index result of the SAED pattern was identical to
reported references [17,18] and demonstrated the LPSO phase was 18R type. Furthermore, we have
already detected other LPSO particles in the ECAP alloy and the results showed that almost all LPSO
particles were 18R type, 14H-LPSO structure was rarely observed.

(a)        (b) 

(c)      (d) 

Mg24Y5-type 

LPSO phase 

1 
2 3 

4 

5 

DRX grains 

DRX grain 

 0001 

 00018 

[0001] 

 Basal plane 

LPSO phase 

Figure 4. TEM images of ECAP Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr alloy. (a) Distribution of refined second
phase particles and inset was the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of Mg24Y5-type
phase; (b) Mixed region with refined particles and DRX grains; (c) A DRX grain surrounded by various
particles; (d) Morphology of 18R-LPSO structure and inset was its SAED pattern.

3.2. Microstructure of Aged Alloys

Figure 5 shows the Vickers microhardness variations with aging time of UFG WGZ1061 alloy
during two series of aging treatments. The UFG alloy exhibited age hardening response under both T5
and T6 heat treatments. The microhardness increased gradually with aging time, then reached a peak
and began to decrease with further prolonged holding time. Under direct artificial aging (T5), the alloy
reached its aging peak at 50 h with highest microhardness of 133 HV. As for T6 treatment, owing to the
softening effect of anterior solid solution treatment, start of the aging curve was lower but it reached
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the peak faster than T5 curve, with microhardness of 128 HV at aging time of 20 h. Hereafter, T5 (50 h)
and T6 (20 h) alloys in this work represented for the peak aged situations.

Figure 6a,c show the low-magnification SEM images of T5 and T6 alloys, respectively. From the
comparison, it is obvious that the microstructure became coarser after T6 heat treatment than
T5 treatment, which was mainly ascribed to the relatively high-temperature solution treatment.
Although both peak-aged alloys still display lamellar structure, the streamlines of the lamellae turned
tortuous, suggesting interaction between α-Mg lamellae and second phase lamellae took place during
aging at moderate temperature. As is illustrated by the statistical histograms inset in Figure 6b,d,
the average grain sizes of α-Mg grains in α-Mg lamellae were 1.8 μm and 4.3 μm, respectively.
In contrast to the ECAP alloy, DRX grains in T5 alloy exhibited no obvious growth, demonstrating
that the refined particles with higher melting points are effective to hinder the migration of grain
boundaries at the aging temperature of 473 K. However, during T6 treatment, as the former solution
treatment was operated at higher temperature of 673 K, which was even higher than the reported
critical transformation temperature (623 K) of LPSO phase [15,37], the migration rate of DRX grain
boundaries was accelerated by intense thermal activation and the inhibition effect by fine particles was
impaired, thereby DRX grains exhibiting a visible growth to fine grained sizes.

Figure 5. Age hardening curves of ECAP Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr alloy for T5 and T6 heat treatments.

(a)          (b) 

d  1.8 m 

-Mg grains 

Figure 6. Cont.
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(c)        (d) 

d  4.3 m 

-Mg grains 

Figure 6. SEM images of peak aged Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr alloys at T5 (a,b) and T6 (c,d) processing
states at low (a,c) and high (b,d) magnifications (samples were etched with 4 mL nitric acid and
96 mL ethanol).

Figure 7 shows the TEM observations of T6 alloy. It can be seen from Figure 7a that abundant fine
acicular precipitates with average length of 166 nm were generated (marked by red arrows). Inset of
Figure 7a shows the SAED pattern of these precipitates. No extra diffraction spots were observed
but some weak bright lines occurred between the α-Mg diffraction spots along [0001]α-Mg direction.
These diffraction feature demonstrated that the precipitates were γ” phases, a kind of basal plane
precipitates usually observed in Mg-Gd-Zn based alloys [38]. In addition, an enlarged γ” precipitate is
shown in the high-resolution (HR) TEM image of Figure 7b. This precipitate lay on the basal plane
of α-Mg, exhibiting a coherent interface. Measurements of this precipitate suggested its length and
width were 126.3 nm and 2.63 nm, respectively. Detailed examination of γ” precipitates have already
been performed and reported in previous studies [38], which exhibited coherent interface with α-Mg
complying with the relationship of (0001)γ”//(0001)α and [1010]γ”//[2110]α.

(a)        (b) 

Width 2.6 nm 

Length 126.3 nm 

’’ precipitates 

Weak line streak 

Basal plane 

[0001] 

Figure 7. TEM images of T6 peak aged Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr alloy. (a) Acicular γ” precipitates
formed within α-Mg grains; (b) High resolution (HR) TEM image of an acicular γ” precipitate.

Moreover, we also examined the microstructure of T6 over aged alloy to investigate the
precipitation behavior. Seen from Figure 8a, γ” precipitates grew obviously on the basal plane
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and transformed to γ’ phase, penetrating the whole grain from one side to another [38]. The enlarged
γ’ precipitates within one grain and the corresponding SAED patterns were shown in Figure 8b. The γ’
precipitates exhibited straight line shape and the diffraction brightness (line stream between α-Mg
diffraction spots) became stronger and more obvious than that observed in Figure 7a. Compared with
Figure 7b, the HR-TEM observation of γ’ precipitates in peak aged alloy was also conducted and was
listed in Figure 8c. Apart from the increased length, the morphology and width of γ’ precipitates
displayed no obvious change with γ” precipitates, which suggests that γ” (and/or γ’) precipitates
preferentially grow along the basal planes. In addition, in the over aged alloy, lamellar 14H-LPSO
phases were also detected. Shown in Figure 8d, a kind of lamellar phases existed which were much
broader than γ’ precipitates. Inset of the SAED patterns proves they were 14H-LPSO phases, which are
easily observed in heat treated Mg-Y-Zn and Mg-Gd-Zn alloys [17,18].

(a)        (b) 

(c)      (d) 

’ precipitates 

14H-LPSO 

 0001 

 00014 

Weak line streak 

Width 3.63 nm 

Width 2.12 nm 

Figure 8. TEM images of T6 over aged Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr alloy. (a) Grown lamellar γ’ precipitates
across α-Mg grains; (b) Enlargement of the lamellar γ’ precipitates and inset was the corresponding
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern; (c) High resolution (HR) TEM image of the lamellar
γ’ precipitates; (d) Lamellar 14H-LPSO phase and inset was the corresponding SAED pattern.

Figure 9 shows the TEM observations of T5 peak aged alloy. The same as T6 treated alloy,
γ” precipitates formed during aging, as is shown in Figure 9a. However, the dimensions of these
precipitates were much smaller than that observed in T6 peak aged alloy (Figure 7a), which were
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even hard to be distinguished from the SAED pattern (which was not shown here). As marked by
red arrows, the length of most γ” precipitates were shorter than 200 nm, while the average length for
T6 peak aged was more than 300 nm (Figure 7a). Furthermore, Figure 9b exhibits the morphology
of second phase lamellae in T5 peak aged alloy and it is apparent that both the morphologies and sizes
of various particles remained nearly unchanged when compared to ECAP alloy.

(a)         (b) 

’’ precipitates 

 Mg24Y5-type 

LPSO phase 

Figure 9. TEM images of T5 peak aged Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr alloy. (a) Nanosized acicular γ”
precipitates in α-Mg grain; (b) Morphology of second phase lamellae.

3.3. Mechanical Properties

Figure 10 shows the room temperature tensile mechanical properties of WGZ1061 alloys at
different processing situations. Compared with as-cast alloy, the ECAP UFG alloy exhibited a
remarkable improvement in both strength and ductility. Moreover, after two kinds of peak aging
treatments on the UFG alloy, the strength of the alloys was improved further but with minor decrease
in elongations. Overall, the T5 peak aged alloy showed the best comprehensive mechanical properties
with ultimate tensile strength of 431 MPa and fracture elongation of 13.5%.

Figure 10. Tensile properties of Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr alloys at different processing states.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Precipitation Behavior of UFG Mg-10Y-6Gd-1.5Zn-0.5Zr Alloy

Table 1 shows the reported precipitation sequences in typical Mg-RE (Gd and Y) based
alloys [9,38–43]. For Mg-Y and Mg-Gd binary alloys, precipitation phases formed during isothermal
aging were reported to include β”, β’ and β [39,40]. The peak aged state usually corresponded
to precipitation of β’ phase, which formed as lenticular particles with their broad surface parallel
to {2110}α-Mg [18,39]. When Zn element was added to Mg-RE alloys, the situation became more
complicated. Apart from the β precipitation series, another precipitation series with γ”, γ’ and γ

was ordinarily observed [23,38,40]. It was reported that γ” and γ’ phases were associated with the
peak hardness [23,38]. High angle annular dark field scanning and transmission electron microscopy
(HAADF-STEM) investigations confirmed that the γ” phase had an ordered hexagonal structure with
an ABA stacking sequence of the close-packed planes, while γ’ phase showed an ABCA stacking order
of the close-packed planes [38]. Both the two phases exhibited plate-shape, fully coherent with the
matrix in the habit (basal) plane and their thickness was often of a single unit cell height but the length
of γ’ phase was always larger than γ” plates. Sometimes, the γ’ plates could extend across the whole
grains and were regarded as stacking faults in several former reports [41]. With further increased
aging time or temperature, the γ’ phase gradually transformed to γ phase, namely, 14H-LPSO phase.

Based on the microstructure observations in this study, the precipitation behavior of the UFG
WGZ1061 alloy followed the sequence of γ series. As was shown in Figures 7 and 9, the precipitates
existed in peak aged alloys were γ” plates (the γ” and γ’ precipitates cannot be distinguished clearly
in present characterization techniques). While in the over aged alloy, both γ’ precipitates and γ

(14H-LPSO) phases were developed, which was demonstrated by Figure 8. Moreover, in our previous
studies [18], β’ precipitates were commonly observed in both T5 treated and T6 treated Mg-Y-Zn alloy.
As for this study, precipitation of β series was not detected, which might be ascribed to the addition
of Gd element in Mg-Y-Zn alloy that restricted the β’ precipitation under present aging temperature.
It has been reported that the composition of Mg-Y-Gd-Zn alloys greatly influenced the precipitation
behaviors during aging, especially the ratio of Y to Gd content [9]. However, by not, there was no
precise criterion between the Y/Gd ratio and precipitation sequences. Therefore, further investigation
on the precipitation sequence of various Mg-Y-Gd-Zn alloys during different aging temperatures and
periods need to be carried out, in order to precisely control the microstructure of high performance
age-hardenable magnesium alloys. Moreover, Table 2 listed the average sizes and volume fractions of
second phase particles in different alloys. Since it is hard to distinguish Mg24Y5-type phase and LPSO
phase particles from the SEM images, the total volume fractions and average sizes of these two-phase
particles were estimated. It is apparent that both the size and content of second phase decreased after
aging, suggesting these particles were dissolved into the matrix to some extent, which could provide
solute atoms for the growth of γ” precipitates during aging.

Table 1. Comparisons of precipitation sequences in typical Mg-RE based alloys.

Alloy Series Precipitation Sequence Reference

Mg-Y binary alloys SSSS → G.P. → β”(D019) → β’(Mg7Y) → β(Mg24Y5) [39]

Mg-Gd binary alloys SSSS → G.P. → β”(D019) → β’(Mg7Gd) → β1(Mg3Gd) → β(Mg5Gd) [40]

Mg-Gd-Zn alloys
SSSS → β1(Mg3Gd) → β(Mg5Gd)

SSSS→SF (→14H LPSO)
SSSS → γ”(Mg70Gd15Zn15) → γ’(MgGdZn)→γ (14H LPSO)

[41]
[41]
[38]

Mg-Y-Zn alloys SSSS → I2 stacking fault → γ’(MgYZn) → γ (14H LPSO) [41,43]
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Table 2. Measurements of average α-Mg grain size, average size and volume fraction of second phase
particles in alloys with different processing situations.

Processing States
Average α-Mg Grain

Size (μm)
Average Particle Size

(μm)
Volume Fraction of

Particles (%)

As-cast 68 ± 9.7 - ~33%
ECAP 1.24 ± 0.26 0.89 ± 0.28 ~28%

ECAP-T5 1.83 ± 0.47 0.83 ± 0.30 ~26%
ECAP-T6 4.30 ± 1.02 0.70 ± 0.25 ~22%

4.2. Relationship between the Microstructure and Mechanical Properties

The relatively poor mechanical property of cast alloy could be ascribed to the coarse network
structure, as well as the existed casting defects such as micro-voids or segregations. After multi-pass
ECAP, most of the casting defects were diminished and a UFG microstructured alloy was obtained.
Owing to the fine grain (grain boundary) strengthening, dislocations strengthening and fine second
phase (LPSO phase and Mg24Y5-type phase particles) strengthening, strength of the alloy was
significantly enhanced compared to cast alloy. Moreover, its ductility was also improved, which mainly
resulted from the increased numbers and probability of activated dislocations slip systems due
to the refined and randomly orientated DRX grains [27]. Moreover, the refined and homogenous
microstructure could also accommodate deformations during tensile test. After further two kinds
of aging treatments, both T5 and T6 peak aged alloys displayed higher strength than ECAP alloy.
Although the α-Mg grain sizes in peak aged alloys increased, their strengths were often higher than the
untreated alloys as the precipitation strengthening played an important role in strengthening of these
alloys. However, due to the increased grain size and the obstacle of precipitates on dislocations slips,
the ductility of aged alloys was impaired to some extent, which was in accordance with the regular
rules of precipitation on mechanical properties of metallic alloys [18,23].

However, it is worth noting that the strength T6 peak aged alloy was lower than T5 treated alloy.
This could be explained by the microstructure evolutions, especially the changes of grain sizes and
volume fractions of second phase particles shown in Table 2. On the one hand, the α-Mg grains in T6
alloy (4.3 μm) were much larger than T5 alloy (1.8 μm), which was mainly ascribed to the pre-solution
treatment of T6 at 673 K and grains grew at higher thermal activation. Therefore, the effect of fine
grain strengthening was weakened for T6 alloy. On the other hand, the generated γ” precipitates
in T5 alloy were much finer than that in T6 peak aged alloy and the average distances between
precipitates were estimated to be 36 nm and 91 nm for T5 and T6 alloys, respectively. As a consequence,
these fine precipitates with smaller distances are more effective in strengthening the alloy according
to the Orowan mechanism [23]. In addition, as a result of the finer grain size for T5 alloy than T6
alloy, T5 alloy showed better ductility. As was demonstrated by this study, the strengthening effect of
these nanosized precipitates constructed on the toughening LPSO-contained UFG/FG alloy showed
great potential with simultaneously enhanced strength and ductility. However, seen from Figure 9a,
the distribution of fine γ” precipitates was not uniformly arranged within all grains and its density
could be further improved. The growth of UFG grains during aging should also be considered
and restrained for better ductility. Therefore, it is rational to believe that with proper design of
heat treatment and deformation, alloys with optimal combination of strength and ductility could
be developed based on the establishment of UFG grains, UFG LPSO and/or Mg-RE particles and
nanosized precipitates and our future work will emphasize on this viewpoint.

5. Conclusions

(1) The as-cast WGZ1061 alloy was composed of α-Mg matrix, network-shaped Mg24Y5-type phase,
block LPSO phase and a few Y-rich particles. After sixteen passes of ECAP, the UFG microstructure
with alternately arranged α-Mg lamellae and second phase lamellae was obtained.
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(2) The UFG WGZ1061 alloy exhibited obvious age hardening effects during two aging treatments.
The average grain size increased form 1.2 μm to 4.3 μm after T6 peak aging and abundant
nanosized γ” plates were precipitated. With further over aging, γ” phases were gradually
transformed to γ’ plates and 14H-LPSO lamellae. In T5 peak aged situation, the grain sizes
of α-Mg changed not obviously and abundant finer γ” plates were generated.

(3) Both T5 and T6 aging treatments significantly promoted the strength of the ECAP alloy,
together with slight decreases in ductility. The T5 peak aged alloy exhibited the superior
comprehensive mechanical properties with ultimate strength of 431 MPa and elongation of 13.5%,
suggesting great application potential and feasibility of manipulating nanosized precipitates on
LPSO-contained UFG magnesium alloy. In future studies, the detailed precipitation sequences
and their influences on UFG/FG Mg-RE-Zn alloys shall be investigated.
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Abstract: Developing cost-effective magnesium alloys with high strength and good ductility is a
long-standing challenge for lightweight metals. Here we present a multimodal grain structured AZ91
Mg alloy with both high strength and good ductility, prepared through a combined processing route
of low-pass ECAP with short-time aging. This multimodal grain structure consisted of coarse grains
and fine grains modified by heterogeneous precipitates, which resulted from incomplete dynamic
recrystallization. This novel microstructure manifested in both superior high strength (tensile strength
of 360 MPa) and good ductility (elongation of 21.2%). The high strength was mainly attributed to
the synergistic effect of grain refinement, back-stress strengthening, and precipitation strengthening.
The favorable ductility, meanwhile, was ascribed to the grain refinement and multimodal grain
structure. We believe that our microstructure control strategy could be applicable to magnesium
alloys which exhibit obvious precipitation strengthening potential.

Keywords: multimodal; AZ91 alloy; equal channel angular pressing; aging

1. Introduction

As the lightest structural metal on earth, magnesium has obvious advantages of rich resource,
ease of recycling, and good biocompatibility [1–3]. These unique properties make magnesium and its
alloys attractive for automotive, aerospace, and biomedical applications. Among various magnesium
alloys, Mg-9Al-Zn alloys (AZ91) have become the most common and cost-effective commercial Mg
alloys due to their relatively high strength, good machinability, excellent corrosion resistance, and good
damping capacity. However, the formability and ductility of AZ91 alloys is usually poor because of
their hexagonal close packed lattice and the abundant dendritic second phases, which severely restrict
its widespread industry applications [4].

To improve the mechanical properties of AZ91 alloys, extensive research has already been carried
out to develop fine/ultrafine grained AZ91 alloys by means of severe plastic deformation (SPD) [4–10].
Among several SPD methods, equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is the most important and
widespread since Segal’s pioneering work [11]. ECAP can be effective on refining the microstructure
of magnesium alloys by imposing high total strains via simply increased ECAP passes, and it could
also produce large bulk samples without changing their shapes [12–14]. More details on the ECAP can
be found in two comprehensive reviews [15,16]. For example, Mathis et al. reported that an ultrafine
grained (UFG) AZ91 alloy prepared by ECAP exhibited improved tensile strength of 370 MPa, but its
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ductility was diminished to 5.5% [17]. Moreover, Chen et al. conducted a two-step ECAP on the
hot-rolled AZ91 alloy and prepared a UFG alloy with average grain size of 2 μm [4]. The ultimate tensile
strength of this UFG AZ91 alloy was increased remarkably to 417 MPa, with a moderate elongation of
8.45%. The grain refinement and precipitation of the Mg17Al12 phase during ECAP were accountable
for the high strength. Although the homogeneous structure of fine/ultrafine grains obtained via ECAP
could efficiently improve the mechanical properties of AZ91 alloys, a trade-off between strength and
ductility still exists. Thus, it is still quite challenging to prepare a magnesium alloy with simultaneous
high strength and good ductility. Moreover, in order to achieve a homogeneous grain structure,
high-pass ECAP is usually needed, which unfavorably complicates the manufacturing process.

Some recent studies have showed that developing a bimodal grain structure is a feasible strategy
for preparing metals with synchronous high strength and high ductility [18]. Wang et al. reported that
an AZ91 alloy sheet with a bimodal structure processed by hard-plate rolling (HPR) simultaneously
achieved high strength (tensile strength of 371 MPa) and high ductility (elongation of 23%) [19].
The superior properties should be mainly attributed to the cooperation effect of the bimodal grain
structure and weakened texture, where the former facilitates a strong work hardening while the latter
promotes the basal slip. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, reports on bimodal magnesium alloys
prepared by other processing methods were rather scarce.

The objective of this work was to develop a multimodal grain structured AZ91 alloy through a
combined processing route of low-pass ECAP, and thus to simultaneously improve the strength and
ductility of this alloy. The main focus of this work was on an in-depth analysis of the microstructure
evolution (electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD), scanning electron microscope/energy dispersive
spectrometer (SEM/EDS), transmission electron microscope (TEM), and X-ray diffraction (XRD)) and
its resultant excellent mechanical properties. This work could provide a theoretical guidance for the
strengthening–toughening design of novel magnesium alloys.

2. Materials and Methods

In this work, a commercial as-cast AZ91 alloy (chemical compositions of 9 wt.% Al, 1 wt.% Zn,
and 0.5 wt.% Mn) was used. The combined processing route was composed of three major steps.
First, the cubic samples with a dimension of 20 mm × 20 mm × 45 mm were solid solution treated at
693 K for 25 h and then immediately quenched in water. Thereafter, a home-made rotary-die ECAP
(RD-ECAP) was employed on these samples at 573 K for 6 passes, followed by quickly cooling in water.
The operation principle of RD-ECAP can be found in the supplementary material and our earlier
work [20,21]. Prior to RD-ECAP, the sample and die were held at 573 K for 15 min together. Finally, a
portion of the ECAP samples was aged at 523 K for 5 h.

The microstructures of various AZ91 samples were characterized by the optical microscope (OM),
scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan, S4800), transmission electron microscope
(TEM, JEM 2100), and X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany, D8 advance). Prior to the
observation, the OM and SEM samples were mechanically polished and etched with an acetic picric
solution (5 mL acetic acid, 6 g picric acid, 10 mL water, and 100 mL ethanol), and the TEM samples
were prepared using jet polishing. Moreover, the microstructure evolution was assessed through
electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) on a Hitachi S-3400N SEM (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) equipped
with an HKL-EBSD system. Step size for mapping was 100 nm to achieve sufficient 161 resolution
to reveal the microstructure. The EBSD samples were grinded and polished, and then ion polished.
The tensile tests were conducted using a CMT5105 electronic universal testing machine (MTS, Shenzhen,
China) at room temperature and strain rate of 5 × 10−4 s−1. Dog-bone shaped tensile specimens (gauge
size of 6 mm × 2 mm × 3 mm) were machined from the processed billets with the loading axis parallel
to the extruded direction.
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3. Results

3.1. Microstructure Evolution

3.1.1. The Initial States

Figure 1a,b shows the optical microstructure of the as-received AZ91 cast alloy. Its microstructure
was characterized by the typical dendritic structure with coarse grains, as shown in Figure 1a.
This dendritic structure consisted of α-Mg matrix, Mg17Al12-γ phase precipitates, and α + γ eutectic
phases (Figure 1b). The coarse eutectic phases were distributed along the grain boundaries, which were
the products of a divorced eutectic reaction from the Al enriched part of the liquid metal. A majority of
the γ-phases were aligned around the eutectic phases, but a few γ-phases were dispersed inside α-Mg
grains. The XRD pattern shown in Figure 1c confirmed the existence of Mg17Al12 and α-Mg phases.
The average grain size of this cast alloy was 200 μm, measured through the intercept method.

 

Figure 1. Optical micrographs of as-cast Mg-9Al-Zn (AZ91) alloy at (a) low and (b) high magnifications.
(c) The corresponding X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern.

3.1.2. Microstructure Evolution during Processing

After solid solution treatment at 693 K for 25 h, most of the γ-precipitates and eutectic γ-phases
were dissolved into the matrix, as shown in Figure 2a. However, there was still a small amount of
γ-precipitates remaining, which were confirmed by the SEM and EDS results of Figure 2b,c.
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Figure 2. Microstructure of the solution heat-treated AZ91 alloy: (a) Optical micrograph; (b) scanning
electron microscope (SEM) micrograph; (c) energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) analysis of the
undissolved phase.

After 6p-ECAP, the grain size of the α-Mg was remarkably refined, but some coarse grains
were still obvious, as shown in Figure 3a. Interestingly, heterogeneous precipitates were observed,
which mainly comprised three regions, the uniform precipitates regions in fine grains, the precipitate-
free regions, and the high-density precipitates regions in coarse grains. After short-time aging,
the multimodal grain structure and heterogeneous precipitates were still maintained. However,
the precipitate-free regions disappeared, and the density of the precipitates in the uniform precipitate
regions increased slightly (Figure 3b). To further understand the microstructure evolutions, EBSD,
SEM, and TEM observations were performed on both ECAP and aged alloys.

Figure 3. Optical micrographs of the AZ91 alloy processed by (a) equal channel angular pressing
(ECAP) and (b) ECAP-aging.

Figure 4 shows the EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) maps and grain size statistic of the ECAP
and ECAP-aged AZ91 alloys along the extruding direction. It was noteworthy that the ECAP alloy
possessed a mixed grain structure composed of coarse grains and fine grains, representing a typical
multimodal grain structure, as shown in Figure 4a. The fine grains (<20 μm) reached their peak at
about 4 μm and had an average size of 5.82 μm. Meanwhile, the coarse grains exhibited an average
grain size of 135.55 μm, and the volume fraction was about 63%. After short-time aging, the grain
structure remained a multimodal distribution, but with a slight increase in the fine grains (5.96 μm)
facilitated by thermal activation (Figure 4c). However, both the volume fraction (38.5%) and the
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average grain size (73.61 μm) of coarse grains decreased, indicating the refinement of the coarse grains
occurred during aging. This was ascribed to the static recrystallization during aging, which will be
discussed later.

The mechanisms of the formation of the multimodal structure were further dissected. Figure 5
shows the distribution of the recrystallized, substructure, and deformed grains for the ECAP and
ECAP-aged alloys. It was obvious that partial dynamic recrystallization occurred during ECAP
(Figure 5a). In other words, the coarse deformed grains were replaced by a set of the new fine
equiaxed grains gradually during ECAP. In fact, the coarse substructure grains in the ECAP alloy still
possessed an area fraction of 65.94%, as shown in Figure 5c. Thus, a multimodal grain structure with
fine recrystallized grains and coarse deformed grains was generated after 6p-ECAP. Moreover, after
aging at 523 K for 5 h, the area fraction of the recrystallized grains increased from 27.59% to 64.03%,
which was accompanied by the decrease in both the fraction and size of the substructure grains, as
shown in Figure 5b,c. This indicated that an incompletely static recrystallization occurred during
aging, which transformed the substructure grains to the new fine equiaxed grains. Due to the relatively
short aging time, static recrystallization did not take place completely, and a certain amount of the
coarse grains were retained. Therefore, the present low-pass ECAP and short time aging promoted the
occurrence of incompletely thermodynamic recrystallization and finally caused the formation of the
multimodal grain structure.

Figure 4. Inverse pole figure (IPF) maps and grain size statistics of the AZ91 alloy processed by (a,b)
ECAP and (c,d) ECAP-aging.
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Figure 5. Electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) recrystallization fraction maps of the AZ91
alloy processed by (a) ECAP; (b) ECAP-aging. (c) Area fraction of recrystallized, substructure, and
deformed grains.

Figure 6a,b shows the Kernel Average Misorientation (KAM) maps of the ECAP and ECAP-aged
AZ91 alloys. KAM is usually used to represent average misorientation less than 5◦ between a given
point and its nearest neighbors which belong to the same grain. Therefore, the KAM map can be used
to assess local plastic strain and thus reflect, to some extent, the density of dislocations. It can be seen
that the coarse grains, especially their nearby boundaries, possessed high KAM value both in the ECAP
and ECAP-aged AZ91 alloys, indicating a high dislocation density in these regions. This provided
further evidence that the coarse grains were the deformed or substructure grains. Previous research
reported that the partial dynamic recrystallization of Mg and its alloys during thermal-mechanical
deformation was conducted along the pre-existing coarse grain boundaries [22]. Hence, the coarse
grains in the AZ91 ECAP alloy were the inner core areas of the large initial grains. Figure 6c shows the
KAM value versus relative frequency. It is apparent that the relative frequency of low KAM values
(less than 0.5◦) was higher in the ECAP-aged alloy, while high KAM values were more pronounced
in the ECAP alloy, suggesting that dislocation density in the ECAP-aged alloy was lower than that
in the ECAP alloy. This demonstrated that the new fine grains nucleated along pre-existing coarse
grain boundaries owing to their high dislocation density during aging, that is, occurrence of static
recrystallization. Above all, the present result demonstrated that incomplete recrystallization along the
pre-existing coarse grain boundaries was the fundamental reason for the formation of the multimodal
grain structure.
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Figure 6. Kernel Average Misorientation (KAM) maps of the AZ91 alloy processed by (a) ECAP and
(b) ECAP-aging. (c) KAM versus relative frequency.

Figure 7 shows the SEM images of the AZ91 ECAP alloy. Consistent with the OM images, the SEM
images showed that the second phase particles were not uniformly distributed. Some coarse grains
possessed high-density precipitates (Figure 7a), while other coarse grains were almost precipitate-free
(Figure 7b). The high-magnification SEM image of the fine grain regions (Figure 7c) highlighted
the uniformly distributed cobblestone-like fine precipitates with an average size of 0.5~3 μm,
representing a typically continuous precipitation morphology. These particles were dynamically
generated during ECAP. Notably, these precipitates were dispersed along grain boundaries, but almost
no precipitates were observed inside the fine grains. This observation suggested that these fine grains
were partial dynamic recrystallized grains, which were activated by the fine precipitates through a
particle-stimulated nucleation (PSN) mechanism [23,24]. These precipitates along grain boundaries can
stabilize the microstructure and suppress grain growing, giving rise to the slightly increased fine grains
after subsequent aging of the ECAP alloy. Moreover, the precipitates in the high-density precipitate
regions in the coarse grains had a small average size of 0.74 μm, as illustrated in Figure 7d.

Figure 8 provides the SEM observations of the AZ91 ECAP-aged alloy. In stark contrast to the
ECAP alloy, the ECAP-aged alloy was devoid of the precipitate-free regions (Figure 8a), indicating
that the fine γ-phase preferentially formed in these coarse grains during aging. This can be ascribed
to the high dislocation density of the coarse grains, as shown in Figure 6a. Moreover, the density
of the precipitates both in high-density precipitate regions and uniform precipitate regions was
slightly increased, while no obvious growth of the precipitates was found, as shown in Figure 8b,c.
Therefore, precipitation mainly took place in the precipitate-free region, with continuous precipitation
morphology during aging.

Above, SEM observations showed two different kinds of precipitation regions in both ECAP
and ECAP-aged alloys: High-density precipitate colonies and low-density precipitate colonies.
The low-density precipitate colonies occupied most parts of the microstructures, interspersed by
some high-density precipitate colonies. The precipitates in the high-density precipitate colonies were
much smaller than those in low-density precipitate colonies. The high-density precipitate colony
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corresponded to the coarse grains (Figures 7 and 8). Therefore, it can be concluded that the high-density
dislocations in the coarse grains promoted the high-density precipitates in their interior.

 

Figure 7. SEM micrographs of the AZ91 ECAP alloy. (a) the low-magnification SEM image showing
high-density precipitate region and uniform precipitate region; (b) the SEM image showing precipitate
free region; (c, d) the details of the marked regions in (a).

Figure 8. SEM micrographs of the AZ91 ECAP-aged alloy. (a) the low-magnification SEM image
showing high-density precipitate region and uniform precipitate region; (b,c) the details of the marked
regions in (a).

The TEM micrographs of the ECAP and ECAP-aged alloy are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that
the dispersed precipitates in the fine grain regions of the ECAP alloy were mainly located in the grain
boundaries, while a few fine precipitates were found in the grain interior (Figure 9a). Figure 9b shows
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the precipitation morphology of the high-density precipitate regions of the ECAP alloy. These fine
precipitates dispersed in a coarse grain, which further verified that the high-density precipitate regions
mainly existed in the coarse grains. After aging, the density of the precipitates in the fine grain regions
increased, as shown in Figure 9c. Figure 9d shows the enlargement of the precipitates within a coarse
grain of the ECAP-aged alloy. Some spherical nanoscale precipitates (marked by yellow arrows)
occurred in the coarse grain interior with a very low density. Therefore, these nanoscale precipitates
slightly contributed to strengthening of alloy.

Figure 9. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of the AZ91 alloy. (a) The fine grain regions
and (b) the high-density precipitate regions of the ECAP alloy. (c) The fine grain regions and (d) the
enlargement of the precipitates within a coarse grain of the ECAP-aged alloy.

3.2. Mechanical Properties

Figure 10a shows the stress–strain curves of the as-cast, ECAP, and ECAP-aged AZ91 alloy.
The yield strength (YS), ultimate tensile strength (UTS), and elongation to failure are also illustrated in
Figure 10b. It was apparent that the as-cast alloy possessed the lowest YS (70 MPa), UTS (95 MPa),
and poor ductility (elongation of 2.8%). After 6p-ECAP, the AZ91 alloy showed a more than threefold
increase in YS (252 MPa) and UTS (282 MPa), and fivefold increase in elongation (14%) compared to the
as-cast alloy. Interestingly, the ECAP-aged alloy possessed an optimal strength (YS of 270 MPa and UTS of
360 MPa) and remarkably improved ductility (elongation of 21.2%), which were the best strength–ductility
combination. This result indicated that the combined processing route of low-pass ECAP with short-time
aging can simultaneously improve both the strength and ductility of the AZ91 alloy.

Figure 10c compares the UTS and elongation of the AZ91 ECAP-aged alloys with AZ91 processed
by other processing approaches adopted by other studies, including ECAP [8,17,25–32], accumulative
roll bonding [9], differential speed rolling [33,34], rolling [35,36], and multidirectional forging [5]. It is
obvious that there was a trade-off between the strength and ductility of the AZ91 alloy processed by
conventional deformation or SPD. However, the mechanical properties of the current AZ91 ECAP-aged
alloy clearly fell outside of the reported ordinary strength–ductility trade-off. Moreover, the superior
strength of the current AZ91 ECAP-aged alloy was almost better than that of all RE-free Mg alloys and
was even comparable to that of some Mg-RE alloys (Figure 10d). Compared to our previous work [32],
the compact process route (low ECAP pressing passes and short aging time) manifested an AZ91 alloy
in both high strength and good ductility. Meanwhile, compared to high strength Mg-RE alloys, this
cost-effective AZ91 alloy possessed much higher ductility, and low density and cost.
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Figure 10. (a) Typical stress–strain curves of the AZ91 alloy; (b) The summary of yield strength, ultimate
strength, and elongation to failure; (c) The ultimate tensile strength versus total tensile elongation of
the AZ91 alloys in comparison with available literature data; (d) The ultimate tensile strength versus
elongation of Mg-RE alloys and RE-free Mg alloys prepared by ECAP [37–51].

4. Discussion

The present work provided an alternative processing method (a combined use of low-pass
ECAP with short-time aging) to simultaneously improve the strength and ductility of AZ91 alloys.
The developed method held the advantages of a short process, high efficiency, and low cost.
By employment of this method, we obtained a multimodal grain microstructured AZ91 alloy with
both high strength and good ductility.

It is of great interest to discuss the underlying mechanisms behind the simultaneously improved
strength and ductility of the AZ91 alloy. The EBSD observation clearly revealed that the grain
refinement strengthening (i.e., the formation of fine grains) mainly contributed to the increased strength.
In fact, the volume fraction of fine grains (<20 μm) reached 37% in the ECAP alloy, which further
increased to 61.5% after aging (Figure 4). A large number of fine grains mean a large number of high
angle grain boundaries (HAGBs), which are widely believed to provide better strengthening during
deformation because they are more effective in blocking dislocations [52,53]. Hence, the ECAP-aged
alloy exhibited higher strength than the ECAP alloy. This conclusion was further corroborated by the
distribution of grain boundary misorientation, as shown in Figure 11. The fraction of HAGBs (θ > 15◦)
for the ECAP-aged alloy (~79.2%) was much higher than that for the ECAP alloy (~59%). Additionally,
the average misorientation angle of the ECAP-aged alloy also apparently increased from 28.77◦ to
41.32◦ after aging. In addition, the substructure and high dislocation density in the coarse grains
(Figures 5 and 6) could hinder the dislocation motion and thus contributed to the increased strength.
This effect was more prominent in the ECAP alloy because of its coarser grains.
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Figure 11. Misorientation distributions of the AZ91 alloy processed by (a) ECAP and (b) ECAP-aging.

Moreover, it was proposed that the multimodal grain structure gave rise to the so-called
back-stress strengthening [54]. During deformation, dislocations would pile up in the coarse grains
and hence generate geometrically necessary dislocations near the fine/coarse grain interfaces, resulting
in the formation of a long-range back-stress. The back-stress made it difficult for dislocations to slip in
the coarse grains until the surrounding fine grains started to yield at a larger global strain. In other
words, the back-stress increased the flow stress of the soft coarse grains by the time the whole sample
was yielding.

The fine and high-density precipitates could also contribute to the improvement of strength via
the Orowan mechanism. In fact, the low strength and poor ductility of the AZ91 cast alloy, to a great
extent, was related to the abundant and coarse dendritic second phases. Here, a mass of the fine
γ-phase particles precipitated from the supersaturated Mg matrix, due to the thermo-mechanical effect
during ECAP processing. The fine and high-density precipitates dispersed in the matrix can obstruct
the dislocation motion and cause a pinning effect on the grain boundaries during tensile deformation,
which significantly enhanced the strength.

In addition, it was necessary to discuss the underlying mechanisms behind the high ductility
of the present AZ91 alloy. Grain refinement was one of the main contributors. With the increase
of grain boundaries, stress could be dispersed to a larger area. Thus, the stress concentration was
reduced. In addition, the fine grains would contribute to the activation of slip systems, that is, basal
slip and non-basal slip. The multimodal grain structure was also responsible for the improvement of
ductility. According to the study of Zhu et al., strain partitioning would exist during the deformation of
heterogeneous materials, and the occurrence of strain gradients led to back-stress work hardening [49].
Wang et al. also attributed the high uniform ductility of the HPRed AZ91 alloy to the strong work
hardening resulting from the multimodal grain structure [19]. The back-stress work hardening was
beneficial to preventing necking during tensile testing, thus improving ductility. Therefore, it was
reasonable to believe that the increased ductility should be mainly attributed to the grain refinement
and the formation of a multimodal grain structure.

5. Conclusions

In the present work, we presented a multimodal grain structured AZ91 alloy with both high
strength and good ductility, prepared through a combined processing route of low-pass ECAP with
short-time aging. The preparation method held the advantages of a short process, high efficiency,
and low cost. The main conclusions were drawn as follows:

(1) A multimodal grain structure consisting of coarse grains and fine grains was achieved in the
AZ91 alloy after 6p-ECAP. After further short-time aging, the volume fraction of the fine grains
increased due to the occurrence of static recrystallization, accompanied by a slight increase in the
fine grains size.
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(2) A heterogeneous precipitation was observed in the ECAP alloy, which consisted of low-density
precipitate colonies interspersed by some high-density precipitate colonies and precipitate-free
colonies. After short-time aging, the heterogeneous precipitates were maintained, but the
precipitate-free colonies disappeared, and the density of the precipices increased slightly.

(3) Simultaneous high strength and good ductility (360 MPa and 21.2%, respectively) were obtained
in the bulk AZ91 ECAP-aged alloy. The high strength was attributed to the synergistic effect
of grain refinement, back-stress strengthening, and precipitation strengthening. The favorable
ductility was ascribed to the grain refinement and multimodal grain structure.
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Abstract: Thin hard coatings are widely known as key elements in many industrial fields, from
equipment for metal machining to dental implants and orthopedic prosthesis. When it comes to
machining and cutting tools, thin hard coatings are crucial for decreasing the coefficient of friction
(COF) and for protecting tools against oxidation. The aim of this work was to evaluate the tribological
performance of two commercially available thin hard coatings deposited by physical vapor deposition
(PVD) on a high speed tool steel (S600) under extreme working conditions. For this purpose,
pin-on-disc wear tests were carried out either at room temperature (293 K) or at high temperature (873
K) against alumina (Al2O3) balls. Two thin hard nitrogen-rich coatings were considered: a multilayer
AlTiCrN and a superlattice (nanolayered) CrN/NbN. The surface and microstructure characterization
were performed by optical profilometry, field-emission gun scanning electron microscopy (FEGSEM),
and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).

Keywords: high speed steel; nanostructured coatings; thin films; FEGSEM; tribology

1. Introduction

The evolution of industrial processes makes them faster and more demanding from a material
resistance point of view. This draws attention to the technological and environmental issues that still
affect the crucial production steps such as cutting and machining. From an environmental point of
view, limiting or avoiding the use of lubricating oils for machining and forging operations is a key
issue [1–3]. Concerning the perspectives of productivity and cost-effectiveness, there are different
critical factors that certainly deserve to be considered, such as: (i) the need to increase the productivity
by raising the cutting speed, (ii) the need to extend the lifetime of tools, and (iii) the need to lower the
cost of tooling, which is typically in the range of 2–5% of the total manufacturing costs [4].

A feasible way to reach these goals is the implementation of thin hard coatings with specific
mechanical properties, such as good wear, scratch and corrosion resistance, as well as attractive
colors [5,6]. Thin hard coatings have been successfully employed in a variety of applications, from
tools, dies, and molds to aerospace and automotive fields [4,7–10]. Moreover, the deposition of hard
and tough coatings helps prevent brittle failure when tools are subjected to external stresses [11] and,
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as extensively documented in the literature [12–18], the nanostructure of thin hard coatings has a
remarkable influence on their tribological behavior.

Common techniques available to modify the cutting tool substrate include chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) and physical vapor deposition (PVD) [19]. Nowadays, PVD technology is preferred
over CVD due to the lower operating temperature and the inner environmentally friendly nature of
the process [20,21].

Nitride-based hard coatings, obtained by a number of PVD processes, have found increasing
applications owing to their combination of remarkable properties such as: (i) a high degree of hardness,
(ii) excellent wear resistance, and (iii) corrosion resistance [22,23]. TiN was the first commercial
PVD coating, firstly deposited back in the early 1980s [24]. This coating system was followed by
TiN/Ti(CN), known as the first multilayer PVD coating [25,26]. The technological evolution of these
coatings continued with the stoichiometric TiAlN [27] and other binary and ternary compounds made
up of Ti, Al, and Cr [4,28–35]. All these coatings showed excellent oxidation resistance [36,37] and
good mechanical properties [38]. In particular, superior surface properties have been reported in the
literature for the AlTiCrN coating [39] due to the formation of a protective layer made up of stable and
dense α(Al,Cr)2O3 mixed oxides, which make it suitable for applications involving temperatures as
high as 1100 ◦C [21].

A further development of the mechanical and tribological properties of hard coatings as well as
to their range of applicability has been achieved by adding other elements and tailoring the properties
of the thin films at an atomic level by designing and producing nanocomposite coatings (Ti–Si–N,
Al–Ti–Si–N, and Ti–B–N) [4,40,41]. Starting from the intuition of Koehler [42] and owing to the
subsequent pioneering work of Helmersson et al. [43], remarkable improvements were possible in the
development of superlattice structured hard coatings, which are obtained by the deposition of alternate
nanolayers of two materials having the same crystal structure. The high degree of hardness achieved
(exceeding even 50 GPa [43,44]) is given by the interfaces between layers, acting as energy barriers
that counteract the motion of dislocations [45,46]. Several nanolayered superlattice hard coatings
have already been tested in recent years, including TiN/NbN, TiAlN/CrAlN, and CrN/NbN, as an
environmentally friendly replacement for hard chromium [47–60]; moreover, these have shown good
wear resistance [61].

The evolution of conventional hard coatings for cutting tool applications has been intensively
investigated [62] and the market’s requests to increase productivity and sustainability (i.e., through
the reduction of lubricants) of the machining processes, together with reduced costs and lead time [63],
suggest the need to fully exploit the potential of advanced hard coatings, which are already available,
in order to evaluate their potential use for cutting tool applications. Therefore, the aim of the present
paper is to investigate the dry sliding wear performance of two commercially available coatings—a
multilayer AlTiCrN and a superlattice (nanolayered) CrN/NbN deposited on a S600 high speed steel.
The peculiar architectures of the chosen coatings make them suitable for technologically challenging
applications and since coatings for cutting tools typically need to withstand mechanical and thermal
loads, tribology tests (tribotests) were performed at room temperature (RT, 293 K) and high temperature
(HT, 873 K). Given the results reported on the thermal stability of these two coatings published by
some of the authors in the present study [64], where the superlattice coating showed degradation of its
mechanical properties at around 873 K, this temperature was chosen as the highest to be set in order to
evaluate the tribological performance of the two commercially available coatings. The results of the
dry sliding tests were discussed and analyzed using coupling optical profilometry, field emission gun
scanning electron microscopy (FEGSEM), and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) techniques.

2. Materials and Methods

Flat discs (30 mm in diameter) of S600 high speed steel (HSS), hardened to 61–63 HRC and lapped
to Ra <0.04 mm, were used as substrates. The coatings were deposited by the cathodic-arc evaporation
PVD method and their chemical and structural characteristics are reported in Table 1 [64]. Samples
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were taken from the standard industrial production line of the Lafer® company (Piacenza, Italy), and
further details can be found in Reference [65].

Table 1. Composition and characteristics of the coatings (as-deposited conditions).

Coating Chemical Composition Structure
Deposition

Temperature (K)
Thickness

(μm)
Hardness
(HV 0.025)

Max Operating
Temperature (K)

AlTiCrN AlTiCrxN1−x multilayer 693 2.92 3300 1123
CrN/NbN Cr0.336Nb0.182N0.482 nanolayer 553 2.61 3000 1373

The multilayer structure of the AlTiCrN coating was obtained through a layer-upon-layer
deposition in planar mode so that the bond between atoms belonging to different layers was not exactly
the same as that existing between atoms of the same horizontal layer. This peculiar arrangement
differentiates this coating from typical monolayers of AlTiCrN. The chemical composition of this
coating was measured with an X-ray microanalysis device within a scanning electron microscope
and was found to be the following: AlTiCr0.3N0.7. The superlattice coating was obtained through the
deposition of alternating layers of CrN and NbN with a period of 4 nm. It is worth noting that while
the AlTiN system with chromium added is well known for high temperature applications [66–69], the
CrN/NbN system has been recently proposed for this purpose [70–72].

Tribotests were performed using a high temperature pin-on-disc tribometer (VTHT, Anton-Paar®,
Graz, Austria). The coatings were subjected to wear tests at room temperature (RT, 293 K) and high
temperature (HT, 873 K).

All the tests were performed in air using alumina balls (Al2O3) with a diameter of 6 mm as
counterparts, under a normal load of 12 N. The coated discs were rotated at a fixed speed of 538 rpm
(~45.07 cm/s), with a track radius of 8 mm, and covered a total sliding distance of 5000 m (which
led to a duration of about 3 hours for each test). The rotational speed of the wear measurement was
chosen according to the literature [73–76] to generate a challenging set of testing conditions, which
can approximate a technologically demanding work environment for tools for the dry machining
condition. Moreover, owing to the other parameters of the tribometer, this linear speed value was the
highest achievable by the system. For the HT wear tests, each sample was mounted and fixed to the
holder and, by turning on the heating system (tubular furnace inside the equipment), the sample was
exposed to HT for a constant time interval before the test started to ensure that its entire volume was
at the same temperature level at the beginning of the sliding contact. A minimum of three tribotests
were conducted for each condition.

In order to characterize the samples, high-resolution FEGSEM observations and EDS inspections
were carried out on a Zeiss® Supra 40 FEGSEM (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany)
equipped with a Bruker® Quantax 200 microanalysis (Bruker Nano GmbH, Berlin, Germany). FEGSEM
observations were performed by collecting the secondary electrons (SE) signal with the in-lens detector,
while elemental line scanning and spectra were used for the EDS analyses. The profiles of the wear
tracks were acquired with an optical surface metrology system Leica DCM8 (Leica Microsystems,
Wetzlar, Germany) in three different positions. Finally, the specific wear rate W was calculated using
the normal load N, the sliding distance S, and the wear volume V [66,77], which was calculated using
the wear track depth and width information from the profiles examined at the optical profilometer.

3. Results

The surface of the as-deposited samples was investigated by FEGSEM and the results are shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Field emission gun scanning electron microscopy (FEGSEM) inspection of the samples
surface: (a) AlTiCrN, (b) CrN/NbN.

The micrographs in Figure 1 revealed a high concentration of droplets on the surface of both
samples, although this effect was more pronounced in the case of the AlTiCrN coating (Figure 1a),
both in terms of droplet size and frequency (the micrographs in Figure 1 were taken using different
magnifications). The presence of these droplets can be ascribed to the insufficient reaction between
metal macroparticles and nitrogen during the cathodic arc-evaporation process [67].

The results of the tribotests are shown in Figure 2, where the evolution of the coefficient of friction
(COF) with the linear sliding distance, representative of the behavior of all the samples, is reported.

Figure 2. Coefficient of friction at: (a) room temperature and (b) high temperature. Black lines
correspond to AlTiCrN and red ones to CrN/NbN.

The black lines in Figure 2 describe the behavior of the AlTiCrN coatings, while the red lines
describe that of the CrN/NbN coatings. At RT (Figure 2a), the multilayer coating showed a relatively
stable COF value despite the presence of a few sparks. On the other hand, the superlattice coating
showed a peculiar behavior during the RT tests under dry conditions characterized by a slight
decrease between ~895 m and ~1635 m, followed by a steep and continuous COF reduction to ~0.26.
A remarkable effect that is linked to the temperature level is the lower starting COF value at the very
beginning of the HT wear tests (Figure 2b). This phenomenon is particularly relevant for the CrN/NbN
coating with the difference in the COF starting value being about 0.35 compared to the RT test. Since a
minimum of three tests were performed for each condition, the mean values of the COF calculated
in the steady state regime were 0.66 ± 0.01 and 0.48 ± 0.02 for the AlTiCrN coating at RT and HT,
respectively. For the RT tests of the CrN/NbN coating, the steady state regime can be identified as
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the first part of the graph before the steep decrease due to the debris generation, and its value was
0.72 ± 0.01, while for the HT test the mean value was 0.45 ± 0.03.

In order to correlate the tribological results with the morphological and structural modifications of
the coatings, FEGSEM inspections were performed on all samples after the tribotests, and the profiles
of the wear tracks were acquired using the optical profilometry technique.

After the RT tribotests, the AlTiCrN coating showed a wear track characterized by parallel grooves
oriented toward the sliding direction (Figure 3a). A relatively smooth profile is shown in Figure 3b,
except for the debris accumulation on the inner side of the wear track. The severe temperature effect on
the wear of this multilayer coating is clearly visible in Figure 3c, where high roughness and remarkable
plastic deformation were detected, and in Figure 3d where the wear track profile showed that the
coating had been removed in the contact area. Furthermore, a slight accumulation of wear debris
(spallation) at both edges of the wear track was detected (Figure 3d), together with a larger dimension
of the track.

Figure 3. FEGSEM micrographs and wear track profiles of the AlTiCrN coatings after room temperature
tribotests (a,b) and high temperature tribotests (c,d). Yellow arrows indicate the sliding direction during
the wear test. In the diagrams on the right, z (μm) is the wear depth, while x is the wear track width
(μm).

After the RT tribotest, a strong presence of deep grooves and wear debris were observed on
the wear track of the CrN/NbN sample (Figure 4a). As can be seen from Figure 4c, the HT tribotest
resulted in a remarkable plastic deformation of the coating in the position corresponding to the wear
track, the dimension of which was also increased compared to the RT test (Figure 4a). The wear track
profile taken after the RT tests (Figure 4b) showed coating removal at some points, corresponding
to the deepest scratches in the wear track, while the profile acquired after HT tribotests (Figure 4d)
highlighted the complete removal of the coating. EDS line scans were performed on the wear tracks of
all the tested samples, and the most representative results are reported in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. FEGSEM micrographs and wear track profiles of the CrN/NbN coatings after room
temperature tribotests (a,b) and high temperature tribotests (c,d). In the diagrams on the right, z
(μm) is the wear depth, while x is the wear track width (μm).

Figure 5. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) line scan of the samples after room temperature (RT,
upper row) and high temperature (HT, lower row) tribotests: (a) AlTiCrN—RT, (b) CrN/NbN—RT,
(c) AlTiCrN—HT, and (d) CrN/NbN—HT. The X-ray characteristics were generated by a 10 keV
electron beam.

Figure 5a shows that the effect of the RT wear test on the AlTiCrN coating was negligible, with
the concentrations of the elements being almost steady during the linear spatial scan. On the other
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hand, the HT tribotest performed on AlTiCrN showed a complete removal of the coating (Figure 5c).
A slight accumulation of wear debris at the edges of the wear track was also observed. After the RT
test, the superlattice CrN/NbN coating showed that the removal of the coating had occurred at the
deepest grooves of the wear track, a result which was confirmed by the steep drop-offs of the EDS
line scans of the coating elements (Figure 5b). After the wear test at 873 K (Figure 5d), the coating
experienced a dramatic wear with it being completely removed from the substrate by the end of the
test. This effect was clearly shown by the EDS line scans of the elements, which also highlighted a
spallation phenomenon of the coating that was particularly marked on one side of the wear track.

The profilometry results obtained for all the tested samples of each condition were used to
calculate the wear volume according to the following equation (Equation (1)):

V =
t

2b

(
3t2 + 4b2

)
2πr (1)

where r is the wear track radius, while t and b are the wear track depth and width, respectively.
The specific wear rate W (mm3/Nm) was calculated using the normal load N, the sliding distance

S, and the wear volume V [66] (Equation (2)):

W =
V

N · S
. (2)

The results of the wear rate calculations are reported in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Values of the specific wear rate calculated after the room temperature (blue columns) and
high temperature (orange columns) wear tests. Wear rates are calculated using the mean wear volume
obtained from all the tested samples of each condition.

The wear rate of the superlattice CrN/NbN coating was remarkably higher than that of the
AlTiCrN coatings, under both temperature regimes, with a W value after the RT tests approximately
three times higher than the multilayer (AlTiCrN) one (Figure 6). However, it is important to point out
that there was a significant increase in the wear rate of the multilayer coatings at HT, with the wear
rate being almost twice the value obtained after the RT tribotest.

4. Discussion

The COF curves reported in Figure 2 showed that at RT the superlattice coating undergoes a
significant COF reduction (Figure 2a). This can be related to the generation of a high amount of wear
debris (Figure 4a,b) linked to the partial coating removal, which, under the imposed testing conditions,
is likely to act as solid lubricants, while highlighting a remarkable lack of adhesion. While microscopy
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(Figure 4b), profilometry (Figure 4d), and microanalysis results (Figure 5d) highlighted high plastic
deformation and the complete removal of the Cr/N/NbN coating, the HT tribotest (Figure 2b) showed
no remarkable variations during the sliding. A reasonable explanation of this can be ascribed to a
coating removal process occurring at the very beginning of the test, consistent with the thermal stability
limit reached by the present coating at the imposed temperature level. A spallation phenomenon was
detected on the inner side of the AlTiCrN coating at RT in Figure 3a, but no evidence of it was observed
in the EDS line scans (Figure 5a), meaning that the wear track was smooth, but the wear and the wear
debris accumulation were not uniform.

Previous studies performed on the same samples by some of the authors in the present
study [64,78] showed that upon thermal cycling at 873 K, the superlattice CrN/NbN coating showed
oxidation and hardness decay, while the multilayer AlTiCrN coating showed high oxidation resistance
with a stable high degree of hardness. The mechanical properties (hardness and elastic modulus) of
the coatings were also investigated by nanoindentation in previous papers published by some of the
authors in the present study [64,78]. According to these results, the resistance to plastic deformation,
which is described by the ratio H3/E2 [79], resulted in ~0.146 for the CrN/NbN coating and ~0.153 for
the AlTiCrN at RT. The lower value of the superlattice coating can be related to the degradation of the
CrN/NbN coatings during the RT wear test, the related generation of wear debris which led to the
peculiar trend of the COF (Figure 2a) and to the consequent abrasive wear mechanism. Despite the
ability to accommodate the deformation of the HSS substrate shown by the superlattice coating upon
thermal cycling, thickness reduction and oxidation phenomena appeared to play a key role during the
HT wear test, where plastic deformation was suggested to be the main reason of failure. Compared
to the literature [80–82], the results of the RT and HT wear performance of the particular superlattice
CrN/NbN coating used in the present study highlighted that the unique extreme testing conditions
applied allows us to assess its limitations in terms of thermo-mechanical challenging applications.

The chemical composition of the AlTiCrN coatings make them particularly suitable for
high-temperature applications, owing to the addition of chromium [83–85]. However, despite this
background information, the application of extreme working conditions, such as those used in the
present paper, showed that temperature seems to have a remarkable effect on both the wear rate and
the surface of the coatings, leading to high wear debris formation. The applied HT testing conditions
resulted in an overall softening effect of the multilayer coating, resulting in a lower COF (Figure 2b)
with respect to the RT value, but also led to a higher wear rate (Figure 6) and plastic deformation. On
the other hand, the wear performance at RT, governed by abrasive wear, was remarkable.

The high plastic deformation taking place during HT wear tests, together with the reduction of the
coefficient of friction, is in agreement with the results reported in the literature for AlTiCrN deposited
on stainless steel [60] and cemented carbide [75]. It is worth noting that during the sliding at HT against
silicon nitride counterbodies, the COF evolution during the HT tribotests showed friction regimes
completely different from the smooth trend reported in the present paper. On the other hand, while no
signs of failure of AlTiCrN coatings on HSS substrates were observed by Jakubéczyová et al. [76], an
increased COF was observed with the increasing tribotest temperature.

The calculated specific wear rate confirmed the poor wear behavior of the superlattice CrN/NbN
coating under the applied testing conditions, with the sample showing the highest W values both after
RT and HT tribotests (Figure 6).

5. Conclusions

In the present study, the microstructure and the wear properties of commercially available
multilayer AlTiCrN and a superlattice (nanolayered) CrN/NbN coating, PVD-deposited on a S600
HSS, were characterized. Samples were subjected to tribotests at room temperature (293 K) and ahigh
temperature (873 K), and the effects of the temperature on the tribological behavior was evaluated
by FEGSEM and EDS inspections, as well as by optical profilometry. The main conclusions can be
outlined as follows:
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• The multilayered AlTiCrN coating exhibited the best response under the RT tribotest; on the
other hand, the coating stability and friction properties were strongly affected by the HT regime,
resulting in the complete removal of the coating from the S600 HSS substrate.

• The nanolayered superlattice CrN/NbN coating showed the worst overall performance under the
HT tribotest, being quickly and completely removed from the substrate. Moreover, this sample
showed a partial removal of the coating in the wear tracks during the RT wear test due to the
applied conditions.

• Both the multilayered and the nanolayered coatings showed remarkable material removal during
the HT tribotests, as well as a spallation phenomenon on the edges of the wear tracks.

• The tribotests performed at HT showed a dramatic lack of adhesion for both samples.

The particular working conditions (i.e., high working temperature, load, and speed) allowed us
to characterize the multilayered AlTiCrN and the nanolayered superlattice CrN/NbN coatings, and
to define their peculiar structural and tribological behaviours and limits. Therefore, further studies
on the improvement of their mechanical properties and, in particular, on their adhesion to the HSS
substrate under demanding working conditions, as those typical of dry tooling applications, will be
carried out in the near future.
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Abstract: In this study, for the first time, the effect of large non-monotonic simple shear strains on
the uniformity of the tensile properties of pure Cu specimens was studied and justified by means of
microstructural and textural investigations. A process called simple shear extrusion, which consists of
two forward and two reversed simple shear straining stages on two different slip planes, was designed
in order to impose non-monotonic simple shear strains. Although the mechanism of grain refinement
is continuous dynamic recrystallization, an exceptional microstructural behavior and texture were
observed due to the complicated straining path results from two different slip planes and two pairs of
shear directions on two different axes in a cycle of the process. The geometry of the process imposes
a distribution of strain results in the inhomogeneous microstructure and texture throughout the
plane perpendicular to the slip plane. Although it is expected that the yield strength in the periphery
reaches that of the center by retardation, it never reaches that value, which results in the different
deformation modes of the center and the periphery. The occurrence of shear reversal in each quarter
of a cycle results in the elimination of some of the boundaries, an increase in the cell wall thickness,
and a decrease in the Taylor factor. Change in the shear plane in each half of a cycle leads to the
formation of cell boundaries in a different alignment. Since the direction of the shear and/or the
shear plane change frequently in a cycle, the texture of a sample after multi-cycles of the process
more closely resembles a random orientation.

Keywords: microstructure inhomogeneity; non-monotonic simple shear strains; shear strain reversal;
severe plastic deformation; texture inhomogeneity; tensile properties

1. Introduction

Microstructural homogeneity plays an important role in the properties of various materials.
This becomes more important in severe plastic deformation (SPD) processing in which a large
amount of strain has been applied to the bulk materials to obtain ultrafine-grained structures [1].
The reason is because in almost all of the SPD methods such as equal-channel angular pressing
(ECAP) [2], high-pressure torsion (HPT) [3], twist extrusion (TE) [4], and simple shear extrusion
(SSE) [5], the imposed strain varies across the sample. Significant parameters in the homogeneity of
deformation through SPD methods are the mode of straining and its monotonicity. The dominant
mode of deformation in the mentioned methods is simple shear. While straining in a pass of ECAP
and a turn of HPT is monotonic, it is non-monotonic in a pass of TE and SSE. Therefore, in order to
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investigate the effect of non-monotonic simple shear straining on the microstructure and mechanical
properties of the materials, both TE and SSE methods are good candidates. However, in contrast to
TE, which has two shear planes, SSE has a single shear plane. Therefore, in order to achieve the goal,
the SSE [5] that was also named as planar twist extrusion (PTE) [6] is the best choice. As shown in
Figure 1a, during a pass of SSE, the material undergoes simple shear gradually without changing in
the cross-sectional area. As can be seen, in the middle of deformation channel, the shear direction
reverses on the same shear plane, and results in the non-monotonic straining during the process.
It was reported that the amount of accumulated strain at the center of the SS-extruded specimens is
higher than the periphery, both experimentally [7–9] and by simulations [5,10]. However, the effect
of this strain’s non-homogeneity and the corresponding microstructural differences on the tensile
properties has not been studied yet. On the other hand, it was well proved that the higher strains in
the processes such as ECAP, which was achieved after processing by several passes, results in the more
homogeneous microstructure and the uniform distribution of mechanical properties [2,11,12].

Figure 1. Schematic representations of (a) the simple shear extrusion (SSE) process, and (b) the strain
path during different passes of the SSE process.
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The effect of large strains on the uniformity of the tensile properties has been not studied yet
for the non-monotonic simple shear straining. Therefore, this study has three main goals. The first
goal is to investigate the effect of large non-monotonic shear strains on the homogeneity of tensile
properties of Cu samples (as an FCC metal). The second goal is to explore the origins of the variations
in the distribution of the strength and ductility by means of microstructure and microtextural changes.
Finally, our third goal is to propose a mechanism for the change in the microstructure, microtexture,
and strength of Cu in particular, and FCC metals in general, that could be responsible not only for the
general behavior of the deformed material, but also for the regional behaviors.

2. Methodology

2.1. Cycles in Large Non-Monotonic Simple Shear Strains

For the first step, it is necessary to define the route that was used in this study to apply large
non-monotonic simple shear strains. As discussed in the introduction, SSE was used for this purpose.
For further straining, the repetition of the process is indisputable. Among different processing
routes [13] for the repetition of the process, the nominal route C was chosen. The rotation of samples
around extrusion direction (ED) by 90◦ between passes is the specification of route C. Assuming the
original coordinate system of the sample as xyz (see Figure 1b) and the coordinate system of the die
as ND-ED-TD (see Figure 1a), it is obvious that in the first pass, the x-axis and y-axis of the sample
matches the TD and ND directions of the die, respectively. This results in the gradual forward shearing
of the sample by γyx in the positive sense of x-axis in the first half of deformation channel. γyx reaches
its maximum at the middle plane. In the second half of the deformation channel, the direction of the
shear is reversed, and γyx applies to the material in the negative sense of the x-axis. Since in route C,
the sample rotates 90◦ around ED—the axis of the die—in the second half of the process, the x and y
axes of the sample align with the ND and TD directions of the die, respectively (see the second pass in
Figure 1b). By this rotation, in the first half of the deformation channel, the sample tolerates a gradual
increase of γxy in the positive sense of the y-axis. Afterward, it endures γxy in the negative sense of
the y-axis during the second half of the deformation channel. The deformation paths for the third
and the fourth passes are the same as the first and second passes respectively. As shown in Figure 2,
in the first and second passes of SSE, maximum γyx and γyx values of tanαmax apply to the materials,
which results in a complete deformation route after every two passes. Therefore, in the current study,
every two passes of SSE via route C is considered a cycle.

Figure 2. Variation of the shear strain during two cycles of the process.
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2.2. Experimental Procedure

In the present investigation, pure copper samples have been deformed over up to 12 passes by
SSE processing. A die with a primary square cross-section of 10 mm × 10 mm was designed and
constructed for SSE processing. The maximum distortion [5] and maximum inclination [14] angles
of the die are 45◦ and 22.2◦, respectively. Such a die imposes a strain of 1.155 mm/mm in a pass.
Cu billets of 50-mm height and 10 mm × 10 mm in the cross-section were machined and then annealed
at 650 ◦C for 2 h to be used as an initial (starting) material. For lubrication, samples were wrapped
with Teflon tape, and tools were silicon sprayed. The specimens were pressed by a screw press with a
ram speed of 0.2 mm/s. The namely route C was used for SSE [13]. In route C, the specimen is rotated
90◦ around the shear direction between passes. Then, as shown in Figure 1b, TEM and tensile samples
are prepared from the center and periphery of the specimens of one, two, four, six, eight, and 12 passes.
For the preparation of TEM foils, first, the samples were cut from the desired places (see Figure 1b);
second, the surface of the specimens was mechanically polished to the thickness of 100 μm using
SiC abrasive papers; third, the samples electropolished in a mixture of 250 mL of ethanol, 250 mL
of phosphoric acid, 500 mL of phosphoric acid, 50 mL of propanol, and 5 g of urea at 273 K using
a twin-jet polishing Tenupole 5 facility (Struers Inc., Cleveland, UT, USA) with the applied voltage
of 10 V. Finally, the specimens were polished by ion beam using a Gatan 691 precision ion polishing
system (PIPS). A transmission electron microscope (STEM, JEOL JEM-2100F, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan)
with the acceleration voltage of 200 kV was used for TEM. Electron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD)
observations were performed by a JEOL 7001 F scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, JEOL Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a field emission gun operating at 20 kV. The EBSD measurements and
texture analysis were accomplished by the INCA suite 4.09 software package (Oxford Instruments,
Abingdon, UK). Specifications of the EBSD measurements including the area of investigations and
the approximate number of grains are 0.023 μm2 and ~2000 respectively. EBSD maps were taken
from two areas on each sample, one in the center and one 2.5 mm away from the center on the ED
plane, as shown in Figure 3. Prior to EBSD analysis, the surface of the samples was polished as per
the standard metallographic procedure, and followed with electrical polishing in a mixture of 300 mL
of ethanol and 700 mL of phosphoric acid with a DC voltage of 2.5 V for 15 min. Grain boundaries
were identified using 5◦ minimum disorientation angles between two adjacent pixels. Misorientations
below 3◦ were not considered in the post-processing data procedure.

Figure 3. Regions for the electron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD) analysis, the places where the
tensile specimens were prepared from, and the dimension of the tensile samples.
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Tensile samples with the gauge width and length of 1 and 3 mm, respectively, were machined from
the center and the periphery of SSE-processed specimens with orientation along the extrusion direction
(ED), as shown in Figure 3. Tensile tests were performed at room temperature with a tensile testing
machine (AGS-10kND, SHIMADZU, Kyoto, Japan) operating at an initial strain rate of 1.1 × 10−3 s−1.
Five tensile tests were performed on each sample-condition, except for the sample of sixth cycle
(12th pass), from which three tests could be performed (these tensile samples was prepared from two
different specimens for each pass and position). The yield stress was calculated by a 0.2% strain offset.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructural Investigations

Figure 4 shows the microstructural evolution of the samples of one, two, four, and six cycles of
the process taken by TEM from both center and periphery of the samples. Also, the corresponding
selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns (have been taken with 1.3-μm aperture size) were shown on
the right upper corner of the TEM images of Figure 4. The microstructure after a cycle (two passes)
consists of two types of sub-grains at the center region, ~60% of elongated sub-grains, and ~40% of
equiaxed one. On the other hand, more than 90% of the cells in the periphery of the first cycle are
elongated sub-grains. The mean spacing of the parallel lamellar boundaries (LBs) in the sample of the
first cycle is about 400 nm and 550 nm for the center and periphery, respectively. Another indication
of finer grains in the center is that its SAD pattern that has more spots than that of the periphery.
Paying attention to the microstructure of the sample after two cycles (four passes), it is seen that
the area fractions of equiaxed grains at the center and periphery are ~75% and ~55% respectively.
After four passes, the spacing of the boundaries is smaller, which leads to smaller cell sizes after the
second cycle. The rate of reduction in the cell size, and the difference between the cell size of the center
and periphery decrease between second to fourth cycle. After four cycles (eight passes), almost all
of sub-grains are equiaxed. After six cycles (12 passes), a slight increase in the cell size of the center
region is observed, while the cell size at the periphery decreases a little (almost remains constant in
comparison to the sample of four cycles).

Values of the mean cell sizes have been shown in Figure 5 for the center and periphery of the
samples of various cycles. As can be seen, the value of the mean cell size for the periphery is higher.
For the center, the cell size decreases gradually from the first to the fourth cycle, which was followed
with a slight increase afterward. The minimum cell size of ~240 nm is achieved in the center of the
samples after the fourth cycle (eight passes). Interestingly, no increase is seen in the cell size of the
periphery in the first six cycles.

Figure 6 shows the smallest cells detected in the center and periphery of the samples of one to
six cycles. The average minimum cell sizes after one, two, four, and six cycles were approximately,
280 nm, 190 nm, 160 nm, and 100 nm, respectively for the center region, while they were approximately,
400 nm, 250 nm, 300 nm and 320 nm, respectively, for the periphery. In the center, the first cycle sample
has cell boundaries with a curved appearance, which are mobile boundaries and indicate the low angle
characteristic. On the other hand, the boundaries of the smallest cells after two, four, and six cycles
samples are sharp, and have high misorientation angles in the center region. For all of the grains in the
center part, the grain interior is more or less free of dislocations. In contrast to the center, the cells of
the periphery are almost full of dislocations. In the periphery, the smallest cell size and the clearest
cell were observed after two cycles of the process. Furthermore, almost all of the boundaries in the
periphery are of the curved variety with low misorientation angles.
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Figure 4. TEM images and corresponding SAD patterns taken from the center and periphery after
multi-cycles of the process (d is the distance from the center, and a is the side length of the initial
square cross section). Red lines in the TEM images of the samples after one and two cycles indicate the
boundaries of the elongated cells.
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Figure 5. Variation of the mean cell size by increasing the number of cycles.

Figure 6. Smallest cells detected in the center and periphery of the samples after one to six cycles.
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Figure 7 shows the typical cell boundaries in the periphery and center of samples after different
cycles. Also, the change in the average cell wall thickness (CWT) of Cu samples after multi-cycles of
SSE, which was calculated by measuring the thickness of 50 boundaries for each sample, is illustrated
in Figure 8. Generally, the CWT was higher for the periphery. Also, for the center, the trend of change
in the CWT was similar to that of cell size. For the center, the CWT decreased gradually from the first
to the fourth cycle, and then increased slightly. After about a 50% reduction in the CWT from the first
to the fourth cycle, an ~20% increase was seen in the CWT from the fourth to the sixth cycle. For the
periphery, the CWT decreased from one to two cycles. The decrease in the CWT at the periphery at
this stage was about 48%. However, after that, the CWT increased gradually, which resulted in an
~46% increase in the CWT of the sample after six cycles in comparison to that of two cycles.

Figure 7. Typical cell boundaries in the periphery and center of samples of different cycles.
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Figure 8. Variation of the cell wall thickness by increasing the number of cycles.

3.2. Texture Changes

As shown in Figure 1 during the non-monotonic simple shear straining, the sample is distorted on
the ED plane in the TD direction (that is, shear happens in the ND plane). Accordingly, it is realistic to
contemplate the development of simple shear textures on the ED plane after the process. In this regard,
a detailed comparison between the formed microtexture and the important shear textures would be
helpful. It should be pointed out that the ideal components were observed in the FCC metals after
the torsion test (as an ideal form of simple shear straining) [15]. The ideal orientations are collected in
Table 1, and also presented in the (100) pole figures of the right side of Figure 9. While most of the
orientations (A, A, B, B and C) are such that <uvw> is a close-packed direction of the FCC structure,
components with superscript star (A∗

1 and A∗
2) do not correspond to close-packed directions.

Table 1. Main ideal simple shear components of FCC materials.

Notation {hkl}〈uvw〉 Symbol Crystal mimic

A
{

111
}〈110〉

A
{

111
}〈

1 10
〉

A∗
1

{
1 11

}〈112〉

A∗
2

{
111

}〈112〉

B
{

112
}〈110〉

B
{

112
}〈

1 10
〉

C {001}〈110〉

Figure 9 shows the (100) pole figures of the samples after multi-cycles of non-monotonic simple
shear straining. The initial texture was nearly random in both the center and the periphery of the
sample, as a result of the annealing treatment. In the center region, by increasing the non-monotonic
shear strain, the C component decreased, whereas the other components increased. In the first two
cycles, the C component was the most intense simple shear component, while the B and B components
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did not present. After four and six cycles, the A and A components decreased significantly, and the B
and B components appeared and increased gradually. Careful examination of the pole figures discloses
slight rotations of the ideal orientations about the ED.

In the periphery, after one cycle, there were not any simple shear components, and the texture
was still randomly oriented. After two cycles, all of the important shear components appeared in
the periphery. The most intense shear components were A∗

1 and A∗
2, and the weakest of them were

B and B. In the periphery of the sample of the fourth cycle, the B, B, and C components were the
dominant shear components. Finally, after six cycles, B and B became stronger, and were observed
in more grains, whereas A and A almost disappeared in the periphery. Similar to the center region,
the components rotated about the ED slightly.

Figure 9. (1 0 0) pole figures of the center and the periphery of the samples after multi-cycles of
the process.

3.3. Tensile Properties

Figure 10a illustrates the variation of the yield strength (σy) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of
the center and the periphery of the samples of different cycles. By increasing the number of cycles,
σy and UTS increase gradually in the center region, and reach maximum values of 373 and 411 MPa,
respectively, after four cycles. An approximate decrease of ~8% and 2.5% was observed in the σy
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and UTS of the sample, respectively, after six cycles, which corresponds to an σy of 343 MPa and
an UTS of 400 MPa. For the periphery, σy and UTS increased from 0 to two cycles, and thereafter
decreased gradually. The maximum value of σy and UTS in the periphery were 321 MPa and 390 MPa,
respectively, which were achieved after two cycles (four passes). The amount of decrease in the σy and
UTS values from two to six cycles was ~6.5 % and 5%, respectively.

The variation of the uniform and the total elongations of the samples at different cycles of
non-monotonic shear strains are shown in Figure 10b. For the center and the periphery, both the total
and the uniform elongations decreased from 0 to two cycles, and remained approximately constant.
However, they increased from the fourth to the sixth cycle. The amount of increase in the total
elongation of the center and the periphery were ~7% and ~14%, respectively. The increment in the
uniform elongation of the center and periphery were ~50% and ~80%, respectively.

Figure 10. Variation of (a) the yield stress and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and (b) uniform elongation
by increasing the non-monotonic simple shear strains in the center and the periphery.

4. Discussions

As is reported in Section 3.1 and shown in Figure 5, the minimum mean cell size of the center
region was achieved after four cycles, whereas the decrease in the cell size of the periphery continued
until the sixth cycle. The smaller grain size of the periphery is attributed to the lower strain in
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this region. This was reported previously for pure Al [5,10], pure Cu [7–9], and twinning induced
plasticity (TWIP) steel [16,17] in non-monotonic shear strains, both experimentally and by simulations.
Different values of strain in the cross-section of the specimens can be described by the geometry of the
process. At each quarter of a cycle, the die geometry forced the sample to move laterally in a simple
shear manner. Consequently, the strain developed along a diagonal of the initial square cross-section.
At the second quarter of a cycle, this phenomenon occurred in a reverse manner, in which strain
contours proliferated along the other diagonal. As a result, the strain at the center was the highest,
and decreasesd gradually from the center to the periphery symmetrically.

Paying attention to Figure 10a, the yield strength increased as the strain increased, cycle by cycle;
it reached a maximum value, and then a small drop took place steadily. That the yield strength of
the periphery is lower than that of the center is due to the lower effective strain in the periphery
compared to the center. However, the point that these maximum values (yield strength) are not
equal in the center and the periphery does not seem justifiable. In other words, since the theoretical
accumulated strain of the periphery reaches that of the center but in higher passes, normally it is
expected that the yield strength in the periphery reaches that of the center, but with a delay. However,
it never reaches that value. This shows that the deformation mode is not the same in all of the regions
of the cross-section of the sample. In addition, although in the center region, the variation of the
tensile properties is consistent with the cell size changes; by distancing from the center, there are some
deviations from the behavior that is predictable from the grain size (see Figure 10). According to the
Hall–Petch relationship [18,19], the flow stress of a material corresponds inversely to the square root of
its mean grain size. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect the ongoing increase in the strength of the
periphery from 0 to six cycles where the cell size decreases gradually within this range. Nevertheless,
unexpectedly, the maximum strength in the periphery was achieved after two cycles, and the yield
strength and UTS decreased from two to six cycles. To justify these contradictions, note that beyond
the proportion of the grain boundaries (high fraction of grain boundaries corresponds to the smaller
grain size), other mechanisms and parameters can affect the strength of a material.

Cells morphology is the fundamental issue that should be taken into account. In FCC metals, large
grains tend to refine by dislocation activities such as dislocation gliding, accumulation, interaction,
tangling, and spatial rearrangement. According to the grain subdivision mechanism [20], through
plastic deformation, dislocation accumulation results in the formation of the non-equilibrium
grain boundaries [21], which introduces an excess energy and elastic stresses into the structure.
The development of the accumulation of dislocations into the dislocation boundaries results in
the formation of two types of dislocation boundaries with different morphologies: the incidental
dislocation boundaries (IDBs) and the geometrically necessary boundaries (GNBs) [22]. The IDBs have
mainly a tangled dislocation structure, are formed by the reciprocated trapping of glide dislocations,
and subdivide the grains into cells. On the other hand, the activation of different slip system in adjacent
grains or the partitioning of total shear strain among a set of slip planes results in the formation of
GNBs. More plastic strain leads to a decrease in the boundary spacing of both IDBs, and GNBs
increases in the misorientation angle. The gradual change of the dislocation boundaries that were
produced at low strains into the high-angle boundaries at large strains is called the in situ or continuous
dynamic recrystallization [23]. This mechanism is responsible for the grain refinement in the forward
shear. Therefore, in large strains, smaller grains (cells) show more resistance to the grain refinement.
As shown in Figure 6, the smallest detected cells in the center of the samples are mostly free of
dislocations with sharp, high-angle boundaries. The trend of change in the size of smallest cells (see
the lower range of error bars in Figure 8) in the center region is same as the variation of mean cell
size. On the other hand, several dislocations are visible in the smallest cells in the periphery, which is
achieved after two cycles (see the lower range of error bars in Figure 8). Also, this cell has lower
dislocations. Besides, two of its boundaries are high-angle boundaries. Finally, it can be concluded
that the variation in the strength in each region is similar to the variation in the size of the smallest
cells in that region.
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The second parameter that is responsible for the dissemination of the tensile behavior is the CWT.
As discussed in Section 3.1, for the center and the periphery, the cell walls became thinner from 0 to
four cycles and from 0 to two cycles, respectively. For the center, the trend of variation in the CWT is
similar to the trend of change in the cell size. On the other hand, in the periphery, the CWT changes in
a different manner from the grain size. The minimum CWT was achieved after four and two cycles
for the center and the periphery, respectively. Since thinner cell walls are better obstacles for the
dislocation activities, higher strength is seen in the specimens or regions with thinner cell walls.

The last parameter involving the tensile behavior of a material is its texture. From the results of
Section 3.2, it is obvious that after multi-cycles of non-monotonic shear straining, the subsequent texture
of the samples is more random, and resembles the dominant textures in simple shear less. In both the
center and the periphery of the Cu sample after large non-monotonic shear strains, the dominant shear
textures were

{
112

}〈110〉 and
{

112
}〈

1 10
〉

orientations, but with different intensities. The intensity
of the simple shear textures was higher in the periphery. However, despite the lower intensity of the
shear textures in the periphery, that of the {001}〈110〉 component (C component) of the simple shear
texture is equal to the intensity of the aforementioned textures of B and B. To relate the texture of a
material to its mechanical behavior, the qualitative analysis of the texture is not sufficient, and it is
important to investigate the texture quantitatively.

According to the Taylor model [24], during the deformation of a polycrystalline material, all of
the grains experience the same shape change in order to minimize the energy consumed in the slip.
The aforementioned model reveals that the general shape change achieved a homogeneous slip on
five independent slip systems, assuming the same critical resolved shear stress for all of the active slip
systems. Having the critical resolved shear stress on each of the activated slip systems (τc) and the
externally applied stress (σ), Taylor factor (M) has been defined as σ

τc
. It is clear that the Taylor factor is

supposed to determine the stresses required to activate a slip system, which essentially means that M
plays an important role in the tensile behavior of a polycrystalline material. The importance of M in
the strengthening of a material can be concluded from its contribution in the dislocation strengthening
(σdis) [25,26] as follows:

σdis = MαGb
√

ρ (1)

in which G is the shear modules, α is a numerical factor, b is the Burgers vector, and ρ is the dislocation
density that is stored in both the cells’ boundaries and the cells’ interiors.

Figure 11 shows the variation of the Taylor factor by increasing the non-monotonic cyclic shear
strains in the center and periphery of the Cu samples. As observed, for all of the passes, the value of the
M is higher for the center region. The least difference between the Taylor factor of the center and the
periphery is seen in the sample of two cycles (four passes), which is consistent with the variation of the
tensile behavior (see Figure 10). For both the center and the periphery, the Taylor factor increases in the
first cycle, where it achieves its highest value, and decreases sharply after that, from one to two cycles.
Interestingly, in the center region after two cycles, the M value remains approximately constant. On the
other hand, M decreases gradually from two to six cycles in the periphery. The discussed behavior can
describe the dissimilar tensile behavior of the center and the periphery of the samples well.
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Figure 11. Variation of the Taylor factor by increasing the non-monotonic simple shear strains in the
center and the periphery.

From all of the above discussions, the mechanisms involved in the microstructural and textural
evolution and the change in the tensile properties of the Cu samples in particular, and the FCC metals
in general, after imposing large non-monotonic simple shear strains is described in the following.
In Figure 1, it is obvious that a cycle of the present non-monotonic shear process has two perpendicular
shear planes, and each of them are active in one half of a cycle (a pass of SSE). As presented in Figure 12,
in one half of a cycle, the shear plane is parallel to the ND plane, which is in the other half. The slip
plane is parallel to the TD plane. On the other hand, in every quarter of a cycle (half of a pass),
the direction of the shear is reversed. Therefore, in a cycle, there are two different slip planes, and two
pairs of shear directions on two different axes. This complicated straining path results in a unique
microstructural and texture evolution. However, the mechanism of grain refinement still is in situ or
continuous dynamic recrystallization.

Figure 12. Two perpendicular shear planes in a cycle of SSE.

In the first quarter of a cycle where the slip happens on an ND plane in the positive direction of
TD, a random dislocation distribution rearranges itself into elongated dislocation cells. By increasing
the amount of shear in this stage, the boundary misorientation increases, and the aforementioned cells
become elongated sub-grains. In the case that the shear amount in this stage is equal to one, the grains
are elongated ideally in an inclined direction, in a clockwise rotation, through an angle of ~45◦ to
TD. By increasing the shear, this angle becomes lower. In the second quarter of a cycle where shear
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happens on the ND plane but in the negative direction of TD, the shear direction is reversed, and the
dislocation fluxes are reversed as well, which leads to the decrease of the stored excessive dislocations
introduced in the boundaries and disintegration of misfit dislocations. Therefore, reversing the shear
direction might lead to diminishing the misorientation angle and/or the elimination of the dislocation
boundaries results in postponing the grain refinement [8]. Also, the mean angle between the elongated
cell boundaries and TD increases. Furthermore, the boundaries become thicker.

In the second half of a cycle, shear happens on a TD plane in the positive direction of ND.
Assuming the imposing shear strain of one in the third quarter of a cycle, elongated sub-grains were
formed through the same mechanisms as in the first quarter but this time, the sub-grains are inclined
to the ND through an angle of ~45◦. Finally, by reversing the direction of shear in the same slip plane,
the fraction of high angle grain boundaries decreases, and the mean angle between the elongated cell
boundaries and ND increases.

The same mechanism happens in the other cycles. Nevertheless, each cycle changes some of the
microstructural features of the previous one, due to the back and forth straining between the cycles.
More importantly, since the direction of the shear and/or the shear plane change frequently in every
quarter cycle, the texture of a sample after multi-cycles of the process resembles more the random
orientation, and the simple textures are not expected.

The mechanism of grain refinement, texture formation, and strengthening in the center and the
periphery is the same. However, since the imposed strain in the periphery in each quarter of the
process is lower than that in the center, the shear reversal has more effect on the periphery. Therefore,
grain refinement postpones in the periphery, and the strength of the periphery is lower than the center.

Finally, to summarize the microstructure evolution, texture changes, and variation in the tensile
properties of the FCC metals in large non-monotonic simple shear strains, all of the mentioned
properties and parameters are presented schematically in a single diagram in Figure 13. The uniformity
in the properties and parameters is predictable by the concurrent and mutual effects of cell size,
cell wall thickness, and Taylor factor. Furthermore, the trend of change in the texture, Taylor factor,
cell size, cell wall thickness, strength, and ductility of the FCC materials is predictable with the
aforesaid mechanism.

Figure 13. A schematic representation of the change in the microstructural parameters and tensile
properties of FCC materials in the center and the periphery by increasing the non-monotonic simple
shear strains.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

The effect of large strains on the uniformity of the tensile properties was studied for the
non-monotonic simple shear straining. The microstructure and texture of the samples were studied
using EBSD analysis and TEM investigations. The investigated microstructural parameters are cell
size and morphology, SAD patterns, and cell wall thicknesses. The measured tensile parameters are
the yield strength, the UTS, and the elongation. The behavior of the center of the samples could be
described by the variation of cell size. On the other hand, the tensile behavior of the periphery could
not be defined by the variation of the cell size independently, and the effects of other parameters
were considered. It was concluded that the most important parameters that are responsible for the
tensile behavior of deformed FCC metals by large non-monotonic shear strains are the mean cell
size, the minimum cell size, the thickness of the cell wall, and the Taylor factor. Therefore, in order
to predict the behavior of the FCC metals during non-monotonic simple shear straining, all of the
aforementioned parameters should be taken into consideration altogether. Interestingly, the tensile
behavior and microstructure of the samples are affected by the complicated straining path of the
process. While the reversion in the direction of the shear in each quarter of a cycle results in the
elimination of some GNBs, the increase in the cell wall thickness, and the decrease in the Taylor factor,
the change in the shear plane in each half of a cycle results in the formation of cell boundaries in a
different alignment, which leads to more equiaxed cells with more random orientation. The mechanism
of grain refinement, texture formation, and strengthening in the center and the periphery is the same.
However, since the amount of the imposed strain in the periphery in each quarter of the process is
lower than that in the center, the shear reversal has more effect on the periphery. Therefore, grain
refinement postpones in the periphery, and the strength of the periphery is lower than that of the center.
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Abstract: In the present research, results are presented regarding the anelasticity of 99.999% pure
aluminum thin films, either deposited on silica substrates or as free-standing sheets obtained by cold
rolling. Mechanical Spectroscopy (MS) tests, namely measurements of dynamic modulus and damping
vs. temperature, were performed using a vibrating reed analyzer under vacuum. The damping vs.
temperature curves of deposited films exhibit two peaks which tend to merge into a single peak as the
specimen thickness increases above 0.2 μm. The thermally activated anelastic relaxation processes
observed on free-standing films are strongly dependent on film thickness, and below a critical value
of about 20 μm two anelastic relaxation peaks can be observed; both their activation energy and
relaxation strength are affected by film thickness. These results, together with those observed on bulk
specimens, are indicative of specific dislocation and grain boundary dynamics, constrained by the
critical values of the ratio of film thickness to grain size.

Keywords: damping; aluminum film; grain boundary; anelasticity; thin aluminum sheet

1. Introduction

Experimental evidence on different materials confirms that when material size enters the
sub-micrometric regime, the mechanical properties are strongly modified compared to those of bulk
materials [1,2]. Therefore, the study of mechanical properties in thin metal films, whose applications
in micro electromechanical systems (MEMS), sensors, and in some electronic device technologies are
becoming widespread, is of great interest. Variations in mechanical behavior are due to the mutual
interplay between grain size and film thickness [3].

The strength of thin films is usually proportional to their thickness [4–7]. On these grounds,
Molotnikov et al. [4] presented a model which considers the material as made of two parts, a soft
(non-hardening) part at the surface and a hard part at the center, while in the model of Hosseini et al. [8]
the surface of thin films acts as an infinite sink for dislocations. A key role is attributed by both authors
to the grain size, which can play either a hardening or softening role. Further, in deposited thin films,
the bonding to the rigid substrate can significantly alter the mechanical behavior compared to the case
of a self-sustained film [9].

Mechanical spectroscopy (MS) has proven to be a useful tool in investigating the role of
dislocations and grain boundaries on the mechanical behavior of single crystals or polycrystalline bulk
materials [10,11]. The extension of this technique to thin films is highly appealing because anelastic
relaxation processes in metals are very sensitive to the microstructure at small dimensions [9,12].

MS key research by Berry [10,13] demonstrated the possibility of obtaining detailed information on
the grain boundary diffusion mechanisms in thin films deposited on fused silica. Further investigations
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on aluminum films bonded to a silicon substrate and free-standing aluminum ribbons were successively
reported by the Julich group [14–17].

An anelastic relaxation peak with an activation energy of 1.39 eV was first observed in 99.99 wt %
pure aluminum by Kê [18] and was attributed to grain boundaries since the peak was not present
in single crystals. Other experiments revealed that the phenomenon is common among other bulk
pure metals and alloys [19,20], and that the activation energy is dependent on material purity and
microstructure [19,21,22].

When the specimen thickness decreases down to the sub-micrometric regime, clear differences
emerge from bulk specimens. As revealed by measurements originally performed by Berry and
Pritchet [11] on 0.1 μm thick Al films deposited on a fused silica substrate, and later by Bohn et al. [16]
on 0.54 μm films and by Dae-Han Choi et al. [22] on 2 μm films deposited on silicon substrates,
the grain boundary peak is still observed but its activation energy is reduced to about 0.5–0.6 eV.
Furthermore, Berry found a second peak, at temperatures above those of the first one but with a
similar activation energy. The reported activation energies of the two peaks are 0.51 eV and 0.56 eV,
and the relaxation times (τ) are 4 × 10−13 s and 6 × 10−10 s, respectively [11]. The peak’s activation
energy turns out to correspond to that of grain boundary diffusion in aluminum. The appearance of
two peaks was explained by the existence of two accommodation mechanisms for the displacements
associated with grain boundary sliding. The lower temperature peak was attributed to sliding with
elastic accommodation in both the film and substrate interface. The higher temperature peak was
ascribed to sliding with diffusional accommodation in the film and continued elastic accommodation
in the substrate [13]. The occurrence of these two peaks with nearly the same activation energy was
not confirmed by the measurements of other research groups [16,22].

The aim of the present research is to clarify the origin of anelastic relaxation processes occurring in
thin films of pure polycrystalline aluminum, through experiments performed on specimens obtained
by different processing methods and of decreasing thicknesses.

2. Materials and Methods

Two types of specimens were prepared from aluminum ingots with a purity of 99.999 wt % (5 N):
(1) Thin films obtained by evaporating aluminum on both sides of 56 μm thick silicon substrates

in the symmetric three-layer configuration. The thickness on each side is in the range of 0.1 to
4.0 μm. Each film consists of a single layer of grains with boundaries perpendicular to the film
surface, and the average grain size is roughly the same as the film thickness before annealing and
increases by two to three times after annealing. Similar characteristics were previously observed by
other investigators [23,24]. MS experiments were performed on reeds 20 mm long, 4 mm wide and
0.1–4.0 μm thick. Figure 1 shows a sketch of a deposited film.

Figure 1. Aluminum film deposited on a silicon substrate. The film thickness on each side ranges from
0.1 μm to 4 μm while the silicon substrate is 56 μm.

(2) Free-standing films obtained by cold rolling, with thicknesses in the range of 6 μm to
1 mm. Before MS tests, all specimens were thermally stabilized at 700 K in vacuum for 30 minutes.
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Free-standing specimens used in MS tests were reeds (length 5–20 mm, width 2–4 mm, thickness
6 μm–1 mm).

The grain size of the 10 μm thin specimens was in the 5–15 μm range, as measured in preliminary
TEM observations. The average grain size of the 125 μm thick specimens was larger, at about 50 μm.

TEM observations were made on free-standing films. TEM discs were prepared by grinding and
polishing 3 mm discs down to a thickness of 90 m, and then both sides of the thin discs were dimpled
to reach a central area thickness of 30 m. A GatanTM PIPS (precision ion milling system), with the
following process parameters, was used for the final preparation stage: voltage of 8 V, initial tilt angle
of 6◦ for 30 min, an intermediate 4◦ tilt for the following 30 min, and a final 2◦ tilt angle up until the
end of the thinning process. A PhilipsTM CM-20® working at 200 keV, with a double tilt specimen
holder, was used for the TEM inspections.

The damping parameter (Q−1) and dynamic modulus were determined through MS tests carried
out in the temperature range 300−750 K at a constant heating rate of 1.5 K/min by using an automated
vibrating reed analyzer (VRA 1604, CANTIL s.r.l.) [25]. The analyzer operates in resonance conditions,
in a frequency range of 50 to 2000 Hz with 10−3 Pa pressure and strain amplitude ε ≤ 10−5. Specimens
were mounted in the vibrating reed analyzer in single cantilever geometry.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Deposited Films

Figure 2 shows typical Q−1 vs. temperature curves of films with thicknesses of 0.2 and 1 μm
deposited on a silicon substrate.

Figure 2. Q−1 vs. temperature curves of films deposited on a silicon substrate with thicknesses of
0.2 μm (open symbols) and 1 μm (solid symbols).

These raw data can be analyzed in terms of a substrate contribution plus a film contribution.
The substrate contribution can be subtracted using the equation [11]:

Q−1
f = Q−1

c + (1/(ϕ− 1))
[
Q−1

c −Q−1
s

]
(1)

where the subscripts f, c and s refer to film, composite and substrate, respectively, and ϕ is:

ϕ =
[(

f 2
c l4c

)
/
(

f 2
s l4s

)]
[1 + (ρftf/ρsts)], (2)

where l, t, ρ, and f refer to the length, thickness, density and resonance frequency of the specimen.
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As shown in Figures 3–5, after the subtraction of the substrate contribution, the experimental
data can be fitted as the sum (red curve) of an increasing exponential background (dark green curve),
and two peaks with activation energies of 0.51 eV and 0.56 eV (green and blue curves), i.e., the same
as those determined by Berry [11]. The peaks were assumed to be Debye peaks described by the
relationship:

Q−1 = Δsech
[(H

R

)( 1
T
− 1

Tp

)]
, (3)

where Δ is the relaxation strength, H the activation energy, R the gas constant and Tp the peak position.
Each peak position Tp depends on the relaxation time τ0 and activation energy H:

ωτ0e
H

RT = 1 (4)

where ω = 2πf (f refers to resonance frequency).

 
Figure 3. Q−1 vs. temperature curve of a 0.2 μm thick film deposited on a silicon substrate after the
subtraction of the substrate contribution. Experimental data are fitted as the sum (red curve) of an
increasing exponential background (dark green curve), and two peaks with activation energies of
0.51 eV and 0.56 eV (green and blue curves) [11].

To fit the experimental data in Figures 3–5, the peak activation energies of the two peaks are fixed
while the relaxation times and relaxation strengths are determined by the fit procedure. The different
positions of the two peaks depend on different relaxation times, which are 4 × 10−11 s and 6 × 10−10 s for
the 0.2 μm specimen, and 9 × 10−11 s and 1.4 × 10−9 s for the 0.4 μm and 1 μm specimens. The values
of the relaxation times reported by Berry for 0.1 μm thick films are 4 × 10−13 s and 6 × 10−10, which are
compatible with those found by us.

As expected, the peak relaxation strengths depend on film thickness and the two peaks, which
are well separated in the thinnest specimen (0.1 μm), merge progressively as film thickness is
increased (see Figure 4; Figure 5). This dependence of the peak’s position on thickness could perhaps
explain the discrepancy between measurements by different research groups using a limited specimen
thickness range.
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Figure 4. Q−1 vs. temperature curve of a 0.4 μm thick film deposited on a silicon substrate after the
subtraction of the substrate contribution. Experimental data are fitted as the sum (red curve) of an
increasing exponential background (dark green curve), and two peaks with activation energies of
0.51 eV and 0.56 eV (green and blue curves) [11].

 

Figure 5. Q−1 vs. temperature curve of a 1 μm thick film deposited on a silicon substrate after the
subtraction of the substrate contribution. Experimental data are fitted as the sum (red curve) of an
increasing exponential background (dark green curve), and two peaks with activation energies of
0.51 eV and 0.56 eV (green and blue curves) [11].

3.2. Free-Standing Films

Free-standing aluminum specimens of several thicknesses were measured and the results are
shown in Figure 6. The bulk specimens exhibit the expected grain boundary peak, which at a resonance
frequency of 250 Hz is located around 670 K. As the thickness of the cold-rolled specimens decreases,
the peak progressively shifts to lower temperatures and a second peak is detected for thicknesses
below or equal to 18 μm. In the same thin specimens, the background damping at temperatures below
500 K is higher compared to that of the thicker specimens.

The thermal stabilization at 700 K before tests greatly reduces the background damping of bulk
specimens, which at 300 K becomes of the order of 1 × 10−3, namely ~0.2 that of the 10 μm thick
specimens. In addition, when thickness is below 10 μm, the realization of MS measurements becomes
difficult because the films exhibit a tendency to curl [19] and dynamic modulus shows a spurious
increase with temperature.
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Figure 6. Q−1 vs. temperature curves of free-standing specimens with thicknesses of 90 μm (magenta),
50 μm (red), 18 μm (blue), 10 μm (black), and 6 μm (green). The black line is just a guide for the eye.
Resonance frequencies are about 250 Hz.

The activation energies of the two peaks at lower and higher temperatures were determined by
performing tests with different resonance frequencies. For example, the Arrhenius plots for the two
peaks detected in the 10 μm thick specimens are reported in Figure 7a,b. The measured activation
energy of the higher temperature peak is 1.0 ± 0.2 eV with a relaxation time τ0 = 10(−12±2) s. This is
lower than the values obtained for the bulk specimens (thickness ≥ 50 μm) and those reported in
literature [19,21], and it is compatible with pipe diffusion (0.85 eV [26]).

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Aluminum specimens of 10 μm thickness. Arrhenius plots are shown for the peaks at higher
temperature (a) and at lower temperature (b).

The activation energy of the lower temperature peak resulted was 0.5 ± 0.1 eV and the relaxation
time τ0 = 10(−9±2) s.

The appearance of a second peak in free-standing specimens cannot obviously be attributed to
any kind of film-substrate interaction. Its origin could be due to the restrained motion of dislocations
arising when the specimen thickness becomes comparable to the size of the grains. The effects on
damping of variations in grain size and in boundary sliding viscosity, which can easily occur in very
thin cold-rolled specimens, have been simulated by Lee [27], who showed how peak weakening and
broadening take place resulting in the possible appearance of two peaks.
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Among all metals, aluminum has the highest stacking fault energy (~160 mJ/m2), thus cross-slip
easily occurs in bulk specimens giving rise to cells and subgrains. Free dislocations inside the grains
are commonly found at very low density.

The peak at lower temperature has an activation energy consistent with that of grain boundary
diffusion (0.55 eV), as measured by Levenson in thin films [28]. The peak at higher temperature could
be due to a phenomenon with a higher activation energy, namely the diffusion along dislocations
(pipe diffusion, with an activation energy of 0.85 eV). In this case, it can be assumed that cross-slip
is hindered by surface effects and that dislocations experience a progressive difficulty in forming
subgrains as the thickness of the specimen decreases until it becomes comparable to the grain size.
Therefore, in very thin specimens it is possible to find free dislocations in densities much higher than
in bulk specimens. This could explain the appearance of a second peak with pipe diffusion activation
energy. The hypothesis is supported by TEM observations. For example, Figure 8a, and 8b shows two
micrographs of a 10 μm thick specimen which evidence a structure without well-defined cells and
with dislocations not organized inside the grains.

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Aluminum specimen of 10 μm thickness. TEM observations of the grain and dislocation
structure. (a,b) refers to different regions of the same specimen.

4. Conclusions

Pure 99.999% (5 N) aluminum thin films, either deposited on silica substrates or as free-standing
sheets obtained by cold rolling, were investigated by MS tests.

In both types of samples, anelastic phenomena are affected by the specimen thickness when it
becomes comparable to grain size. Different phenomena occur and MS provided useful information
through the analysis of peak activation energy.

The Q−1 vs. temperature curves of the deposited films can be fitted by two peaks with the same
activation energies (0.51 eV and 0.56 eV) as those determined by Berry. The peak positions become
progressively narrower as specimen thickness increases above 0.2 μm and the peaks tend to merge into
a single peak.

Two peaks were also observed by examining the free-standing specimens. In this case, the high
temperature peak, which appears below a critical specimen thickness of about 20 μm, has an activation
energy (1.0 ± 0.2 eV) consistent with pipe diffusion and can be ascribed to free dislocations present at a
higher density than in bulk specimens.
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Abstract: The availability of tools for predicting quality in high pressure die casting is a challenging
issue since a large amount of defects is detected in components with a consequent worsening of
the mechanical behavior. In this paper, a tool for predicting the effect of the plunger motion on the
properties of high pressure die cast aluminum alloys is explained and applied, by demonstrating
its effectiveness. A comparison between two experiments executed through different cold chamber
machines and the same geometry of the die and slightly different chemical compositions of the
alloy is described. The effectiveness of the model is proved by showing the agreement between the
prediction bounds and the measured data. The prediction model proposed is a general methodology
independent of the machine and accounts for the effects of geometry and alloy through its coefficients.

Keywords: high pressure die casting; aluminum alloy; prediction model; process monitoring; static
mechanical behavior; fracture surface; microstructure.

1. Introduction

High pressure die casting (HPDC) is widely used for manufacturing components with high
integrity and productivity. Nevertheless, porosity, oxides and undesired structures are frequent and
could cause premature failure of the components obtained through HPDC [1]. The quality and the
mechanical properties of the parts depend on the features of the whole process [2], including the
die (such as geometry, the nozzle position, mold surface features related to friction and coating [3]),
the temperature, the chemical composition of the injected alloy, the pressure exerted by the injection
machine and the motion profile of the plunger. Hence, the optimization of HPDC relies on a wise
selection of all these factors. Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to forecast the
achievable properties. A common approach is the use of numerical simulations through finite element
modelling or computational fluid dynamics methods, which allow studying the metal flow (and hence
the detrimental presence of turbulence) and the thermal behavior [4]. Simulation is, for example,
the most effective method in the optimal design of the die, to optimize its geometry, the runners,
the sprues and the venting system [5].

A different approach is the one based on the use of metamodels, i.e., simplified behavioral models
that provide and abstract representation of the relations between some meaningful process parameters
and the casting properties of interest [6]. Non-physical interpolation schemes and artificial-intelligence
approaches have been also recently proposed in literature to model the casting properties as a function
of many parameters, such as neural networks [7], high-order response surfaces [8] or multivariable
regression based on the Taguchi method [9].

Among the process parameters, a meaningful contribution is made by the so-called kinematic
parameters of the plunger of the injection machine (i.e., its displacement, speed and acceleration),
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and several works have been focused on this issue [10,11]. Indeed, modifying the motion profile of
the plunger is usually straightforward and costless, and a proper choice can boost the achievement of
the best properties allowed by the available combination of die and alloy. In contrast, a bad selection
of the plunger motion profile drastically downgrades the properties of the casting. Although it
is widely recognized that the plunger motion plays a relevant role in the final quality of castings,
a comprehensive methodology to predict the outcome in HPDC has not yet been proposed in the
literature. Indeed, most of the works neglect the time history of the plunger motion, by attempting to
summarize it just with its maximum instantaneous value, i.e., the peak value that might be achieved
for just an instant of the second stage, and with the constant velocity of the process first stage. The first
stage velocity is related to the filling of the die casting machine chamber, while the second stage
velocity is associated with the filling of the die cavity. These parameters are often used by practitioners
to plan the process and to correlate it with the casting quality. However, the correlations provided by
these parameters are often conflicting and not predictive, thus they should be used only for preliminary
evaluations and cannot be applied for the a priori optimization of the process. Indeed, just considering
their value neglects how these values have been reached and how long the plunger holds these values.
In other terms, there is still no consensus in the open domain on the effect of plunger motion on
mechanical properties of aluminum alloy HPDCs [11].

A reliable prediction model that accounts for the influence of the process on the static mechanical
behavior and the internal quality of castings is still missing in the literature, except for the concepts
and the methodology proposed in the previous work of the authors [6,12,13]. Such works propose
a scalar parameter that summarizes the time-history of the plunger motion, through its acceleration,
and allows for the comparison of different motion profiles having different shapes (i.e., different
mathematical primitives), different maximum speed or first-stage speed. The capability of such a
parameter to get rid of these features, as well as of the characteristics of the injection machine used and
in the presence of some uncertainty (or small variations) of other process parameters, is evaluated in
this paper. By taking advantage of the experiment proposed in the previous work of the authors in [12],
a prediction behavioral model was developed and validated through a new experimental campaign
whose castings were manufactured with an identical die in a different plant. Thus, a different machine
was employed, with different shapes of the motion profiles and with some small deviations from the
other process conditions. The comparison of the actual mechanical properties and the ones predicted
by the model corroborates the correctness of the approach and the possibility to optimize HPDC
through the proposed behavioral model.

2. Theoretical Concepts

The use of constant or instantaneous process parameters, such as first stage speed, second stage
peak speed and the switching position between the two stages, is not sufficient to predict the casting
quality. Indeed, these instantaneous values are not representative of the time history of the plunger
motion. This lack of accuracy of such a traditional approach is exacerbated if different machines and
motion profiles are compared. Indeed, plunger motion profiles with a different shape might have the
same peak values, but they lead to considerably different casting properties.

To overcome this limitation, [12,13] proposed the use of novel kinematic parameters that account
for the time history of the plunger motion, rather than just some instants, to represent physical
phenomena that are not instantaneous but last finite intervals. Indeed, integral parameters collect
more information than instantaneous parameters and are more meaningful to explain and predict the
casting properties. Among these parameters, the root mean square (RMS) acceleration of the second
stage was proved in [12,13] to be very effective. Such a kinematic parameter is defined as follows:

aRMS =

√∫ te2
ts2

..
x(t)2dt

te2 − ts2
. (1)
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t is the time, x(t) denotes the plunger displacement,
..
x(t) is the acceleration, te2 − ts2 is the

duration of the second stage, which begins at t = ts2 (i.e., the switching time) when the plunger
reaches the switching position and ends when it reaches the final position at t = te2 (i.e., the instant
when the second stage ends and the upset pressure stage starts). Equation 1 highlights the integral
nature of aRMS that is suitable for modelling a process with a physical integral nature, whose outcome
depends on the time history. aRMS can be computed both numerically through the measured plunger
displacement curve, and analytically through some notable points and the knowledge of the primitive
motion (i.e., the function in time that represents the displacement) [6].

aRMS has an intuitive physical interpretation, and represents the average value of the inertial
forces of the plunger over the interval of integration (for unitary masses). Hence, by expressing the
Newtonian dynamic equilibrium of the plunger, aRMS is a measure of the force transmitted to the melt
by the plunger during the second stage. Higher aRMS means higher forces over the whole second stage,
that strive against defects by fragmenting oxides and by making bubbles of entrapped gas collapse [12],
thus boosting quality and mechanical strength.

A simple mono-variable fitting model can be assumed to relate to aRMS and the mechanical
properties, thus preventing overfitting due to high order models. In [12], a “less-than-linear” relation
between the peak load, Fmax, and aRMS was suggested and proved to be effective:

exp(Fmax) = α0 + α1aRMS. (2)

An alternative formulation of Equation (2), that represents the same “less-than-linear” effect, is a
linear relation between Fmax and log(aRMS).

The terms α0 and α1 in Equation (2) are coefficients to be identified through least-square fitting.
Coefficient α0 can be thought of as a “mean” (or reference) value of the achievable peak load.
The coefficient α1 represents, instead, the variability of the peak load when the process is modified.
This is a common interpretation in the field of metamodeling.

The values of the coefficients mainly depend on the following factors.

• The chemical composition of the alloy. A wide literature (see e.g., the review paper [14] and the
references therein, and [15]) shows that the content of alloying elements modifies the mean value
of the achievable mechanical behavior. Thus, it mainly affects the coefficient α0.

• The geometry of the die [4,5,11,16,17]. Badly designed dies impose optimal plunger motion
to improve quality since their shapes boost the generation of defects. This includes both the
geometry of the cavity, as well as the position and the design of the nozzle. Hence, a large
variability of the casting strength is obtained as the plunger motion varies. In contrast, optimized
dies make the casting quality less sensitive to process parameters and therefore smaller drifts of
the properties are expected when modifying the acceleration. Hence, coefficient α1, representing
the variability of the achieved peak load, is strongly affected by the geometry of the die. Indeed,
the slope of the fitting model will be low in the case of optimized geometries [6], while it will be
steeper in the case of “defect-generating” dies like those adopted in this work and in [12,18]. Also,
the friction between the die and the flowing metal has a similar effect: in the presence of high
friction forces, the flow is perturbed unless a proper selection of the plunger motion profile is
chosen, thus exacerbating the defect generation with badly planned plunger motion.

• The thermal properties of the casting system [18–20]. The temperatures of melt, chamber and die,
besides the characteristics of thermoregulation and lubrication systems optimize heat removal by
improving the microstructure of castings and hence the static strength. The thermal properties
have an influence on both the coefficients since they affect the filling of the die cavity and the
solidification of the melt, which in turn are related to the chemical composition of the alloy and
the geometry of the die.

In contrast, changes in the features of the injection machine (e.g., maximum allowable speed,
acceleration, jerk, force), as well as in the shape of the motion profile (in particular in the shape of the
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second stage), do not cause meaningful variations of the model coefficients. This thesis will be assessed
in this paper and is an important feature of the proposed kinematic parameter aRMS, which makes it
suitable for the characterization of the properties of a die–alloy combination, i.e., by assuming the die
geometry and the chemical composition. Indeed, once the coefficients of a die–alloy combination have
been identified through experimental or simulation analysis, the model obtained can be applied to
different injection machines, provided that the other parameters that affect the coefficients (i.e., thermal
properties, as discussed in the previous bullet points) are similar to those used to synthesize the model.
Hence, an effective tool to optimize HPDC in different plants through the selection of the optimal
motion of the injection machine is obtained. For example, the model is useful for evaluating the
impact of modifying the motion profile due to different speed and acceleration limits, as well as the
scaling-in-time [13,21] of the motion profile.

Given the availability of the prediction model in Equation (2) and of the knowledge of the injection
machine kinematic limitations (see e.g., [13] for a discussion on the effect of the kinematic and dynamic
limitations), process optimization is finally performed by looking for the feasible plunger motion
profile ensuring higher aRMS.

3. Experimental Assessment

3.1. Description of the Test Case

Two experimental campaigns were executed with two different casting machines, the same die
geometry and slightly different alloy chemical compositions. The manufacturing of the castings was
realized by two different plants. Both the machines have 7355 kN locking force, while they have
different plunger diameters of 0.080 and 0.070 m [12,18]. The die was designed to exacerbate the defect
generation [22]. Bending test specimens were trimmed from the flat appendixes of the casting shown
in Figure 1, with 0.04 m width, 0.002 m thickness and 0.06 m length.

Figure 1. Horseshoe-shaped casting adopted in the two experimental campaigns and positions of
bending test specimens.

An AlSi9Cu3 (Fe) alloy was cast in both the tests, corresponding to the EN AB-46000 aluminum
alloy (European designation, equivalent to the US designation A380). The chemical compositions are
reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the alloys investigated (wt.%).

Alloy Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Ni Zn Pb Ti Al

1st experiment 10.40 0.82 2.95 0.30 0.42 0.04 0.05 0.89 0.06 0.05 bal.
2nd experiment 8.80 0.71 2.42 0.28 0.24 0.03 0.07 0.38 0.03 0.04 bal.

In both the experimental campaigns, care was taken to reduce the gas content by slowly and
manually stirring the molten metal in the furnace with a coated paddle. Moreover, a powder lubricant
was used in the shot sleeve for the plunger to minimize the hydrogen content. Different amounts of gas
were therefore treated as uncertainty in the two processes: an effective tool for predicting mechanical
properties should remove this uncertainty.

The design of the experiments was planned by changing the first stage constant speed, the second
stage peak speed and the switching position between the two stages (see Table 2). The range of
variation of these parameters was set as large as possible depending on the machine characteristics
and constraints (flow limitations of the hydraulic actuator and on the maximum pressure exerted by
the plunger [13,23]). The lower bound of the feasible acceleration was related to the need to avoid
incomplete castings, while the upper bound was related to the need to minimize flash formation due
to the melt leakage through the gap between the die parts [24]. It should be observed that this upper
limit is not related to problems in the filling of the die cavity, but rather to technical limitations of the
die casting machine in terms of locking force.

Table 2. Range of variation of the plunger motion parameters.

Plunger Motion Parameter
1st Experiment 2nd Experiment

Low Level High Level Low Level High Level

First stage speed (m/s) 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.9
Second stage peak speed (m/s) 1.5 4.0 0.9 3.4

Switching position (m) 0.30 0.35 0.29 0.37
aRMS (m/s2) 17.11 80.59 4.26 69.40

Different combinations of process sets have been chosen. A central level plus some additional
levels were chosen between the lower and the upper levels, by applying the Sobol experiment
design [25], which allows the effective covering of the experiment domain. Moreover, the different
shapes (primitives) of the motion laws adopted in the second stage were evaluated, besides the most
common one, which is the fifth degree polynomial displacement profile [13], to verify the robustness
of aRMS as a predicting factor.

In the second experimental campaign, other parameters were slightly changed, such as upset
pressure, temperatures of the melt and of the die, even if the precise evaluation of the impact of these
parameters goes beyond the aim of this work and is discussed in [18]. The same paper, however, shows
that aRMS is by far the most relevant parameter that explains the differences of the casting properties.
Hence, the variations of pressure or temperature have been neglected in this analysis and treated as
further disturbance factors.

The machines were instrumented with a position sensor recording the plunger displacement
with the sample time Δt = 0.5e − 3 s. Speed and acceleration were computed through the numerical
methods in [12].

In the first experimental campaign, 32 different combinations of parameters were tried, and each
combination was manufactured with a number of repetitions ranging from three to seven. This number
of repetitions was chosen to ensure that the sample is meaningful under a statistical point of view
(around 90 castings). In particular, seven repetitions were chosen for some critical motion profiles with
higher jerk and which are therefore difficult to track by the actuation system and the controller. In the
second experiment, 40 castings were manufactured.
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As for the quality assessment, the bending peak load was measured on the flat appendixes of
the casting, as explained at the beginning of this section. Moreover, the fracture surfaces of some
selected castings were analyzed using a scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM Quanta 250 of
ThermoFisher, Hillsboro, OR, USA), while the zones near the fracture surface were analyzed using an
optical microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) to study some microstructural features.

3.2. Analysis of the Shape of the Plunger Motion Profile

aRMS is a practical and comprehensive quantity for comparing castings obtained with different
plunger motion profiles since it summarizes the second stage. Conversely, instantaneous values are
not suitable since they do not represent the time history of the plunger motion. For example, different
motion profiles might have the same peak velocity, but a significantly different time history (in terms
of both speed and acceleration), and therefore such an instantaneous parameter is not suitable for
proper comparisons. It is also worth noticing that motion laws with very similar position profiles
might result in significantly different acceleration and hence aRMS [21].

To show this important feature of aRMS, the castings of the two experimental campaigns were
manufactured by means of different profiles by changing the motion primitives (together with the
parameters stated in Table 2). To notice the differences at a glance, some meaningful examples of
the motion profiles are shown in Figures 2–5. These sample figures were taken from the second
experiment, which has a high variety of motion primitives, and were chosen among the 130 curves of
the 130 castings manufactured to highlight the presence of very different speed and acceleration profiles.
All the motion profiles have a continuous acceleration, and therefore a finite jerk, to ensure feasibility.
Therefore, piecewise-constant acceleration profiles, like those often used in other engineering fields
because of their simple formulation have not been tested since they cannot be accurately tracked by
injection machines.

Figure 2 shows an example of the fourth degree polynomial speed profile adopted in the second
stage, and the corresponding quasi-symmetric third degree acceleration profile. This motion law is
often adopted in servo-controlled hydraulic injection machines [23], since a fifth degree displacement
polynomial is feasible because of its smoothness [12,21]. This type of motion profile was the one
adopted in the first experimental campaign to develop the prediction model and to obtain the
model coefficients.

Figure 2. Typical fourth degree polynomial law for speed in the second stage and corresponding
quasi-symmetric acceleration.

A slightly different speed curve is shown in Figure 3. Compared with Figure 2, the peak speed
was held for a finite time thus imposing null accelerations in such an interval.

A significantly different shape was obtained by holding a quasi-constant speed approaching the
peak speed, for a long interval (see Figure 4). Hence, the acceleration had steeper variations (jerk) at
the beginning and the end of the die cavity filling, while approaching zero within this interval.
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The last sample of motion profile was represented in Figure 5, which shows a speed curve with a
high first stage velocity (reached after a long parabolic transient) and an asymmetric acceleration.

Figure 3. Speed curve similar to fourth degree polynomial law and corresponding quasi-symmetric
acceleration.

Figure 4. Quasi-constant speed in the second stage and corresponding steep acceleration.

Figure 5. Second stage speed very close to the first stage speed and corresponding asymmetric
acceleration.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Prediction Model Application

The prediction model was obtained from the first experimental campaign and was applied
on the castings of the second experiment. The model coefficients obtained through fitting in [12]
were α0 = 2.40 [exp(kN)] and α1 = 0.0145 [exp(kN) s2/m] and were used to define the domain of the
prediction model. The model is depicted in Figure 6 through dashed lines, and was compared with
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the experimental data of the second experiment, represented by the symbols *. The central line is
the fitting model, while the upper and lower bound lines (represented through dotted lines) are the
95% confidence interval of the model. The good agreement between the prediction and the actual
properties of the castings is evident, despite the unavoidable random and uncontrollable effects that
affect HPDC and the slightly different chemical compositions.

Figure 6. Distribution of the measured data within the domain of the prediction model.

The consistency of the measured data with the prediction model was confirmed by the model
obtained by directly fitting the measured data of the second experimental campaign through
Equation (2), leading to α0 = 2.47 [exp(kN)] and α1 = 0.0150 [exp(kN) s2/m]. These values were
almost identical to those of the prediction model.

It is worth noting that the proposed prediction model is robust also in extrapolation, since the
range of aRMS is different in the two experimental campaigns (see Table 2). Indeed, the lower bound of
aRMS was approximately 17 m/s2 in the first experimental campaign, while it was around 4 m/s2 in
the second one. As for the upper bound, it was approximately 81 m/s2 in the first experiment and
69 m/s2 in the second one.

The coherence between the prediction model and the measured data proves the reliability and
the robustness of aRMS, even when using injection machines with different characteristics and in the
presence of different shapes of the motion profile.

4.2. Metallographic Analyses

As further evidence, the fracture surfaces of some castings with opposite values of aRMS
(and similar values of all the other process conditions) were analyzed by SEM (see Figure 7).
The comparison of the fracture surfaces of the castings confirmed that high aRMS boosts the
achievement of high-integrity castings with a very low oxide percentage, regardless of the casting
machines and the shapes of the motion profiles. Clearly, the castings with a lower bending peak load
were those with higher percentages of oxides and gas bubbles, since the low values of aRMS cause low
forces that strive against these detrimental defects. In Figure 7, the defects are marked by red arrows.
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Figure 7. SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) micrographs at 180x magnification of the fracture
surfaces of castings with different characteristics: (a) aRMS = 20.25 m/s2 and Fmax = 0.93 kN;
(b) aRMS = 15.29 m/s2 and Fmax = 0.96 kN; (c) aRMS = 54.80 m/s2 and Fmax = 1.12 kN;
(d) aRMS = 62.98 m/s2 and Fmax = 1.25 kN. (a) and (c) are taken from the first alloy with 10.40 wt.% Si,
while (b) and (d) from the second one with 8.80 wt.% Si. Defects are marked by red arrows.

Sample castings of the two experiments were also analyzed by optical microscope after etching to
observe their microstructural features as functions of Si content and aRMS. Indeed, the difference in
chemical composition between the two Al alloys results in different fractions of eutectic, as shown in
Figure 8: the higher content of Si resulted in higher eutectic fraction, which is in agreement with the
literature (see e.g., [26]). Figure 8 also corroborates that higher values of aRMS have positive effects on
the casting microstructure. Indeed, by comparing the four pictures, it is evident that increasing the
acceleration boosts the achievement of a finer microstructure. The positive effects of the plunger motion
on the microstructure are corroborated by other research proposed in the literature (see e.g., [27,28]).
Indeed, the increasing melt and acceleration multiplied the number of smaller alpha-Al grains at
the expense of the larger grains since higher forces, and also higher shear at the gates, break down
the larger grains into smaller and rounded forms. Additionally, the increased forces due to melt
acceleration contribute to remove more dendritic fragments and contribute to the refinement of gas
bubbles trapped earlier in the shot sleeve and/or in the runner.
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Figure 8. Optical micrographs of the etched samples near the fracture surfaces of castings with different
characteristics: (a) aRMS = 20.25 m/s2 and Fmax = 0.93 kN; (b) aRMS = 15.29 m/s2 and Fmax = 0.96 kN;
(c) aRMS = 54.80 m/s2 and Fmax = 1.12 kN; (d) aRMS = 62.98 m/s2 and Fmax = 1.25 kN. (a) and (c) are
taken from the first alloy with 10.40 wt.% Si, while (b) and (d) from the second one with 8.80 wt.% Si.
The light grey material is α-Al and most of the dark grey material is Al-Si eutectic.

5. Conclusions

A numerical tool for predicting the effect of the motion profile for the optimization of high
pressure die cast aluminum alloys was explained and validated through the comparison of two
experiments carried in different plants, with different cold chamber machines and slightly different
chemical compositions of the alloy. The parameter was the root mean square value of the plunger
acceleration in the second stage of the process, aRMS, and it proved to have a significant influence on
the static mechanical behavior and the microstructural features of castings. A prediction model was
synthesized through a first experimental campaign, and then applied to forecast the properties of the
castings manufactured by a different plant, with a different injection machine and different plunger
profiles. The results obtained are in agreement with the theoretical expectations.

Given the coherence between the prediction model, it is evident that aRMS is a practical and
comprehensive quantity for comparing castings obtained with different plunger motion profiles and
different motion primitives, since it summarizes the story of the whole second stage of HPDC.

Hence, process optimization can be performed by looking for the feasible plunger motion profile
ensuring higher aRMS and the resulting strength can be predicted through the model once the model
parameters have been estimated.
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Abstract: The control of the process–structure–property relationship of a material plays an important
role in the design of biomedical metal devices featuring desired properties. In the field of endodontics,
several post-core systems have been considered, which include a wide range of industrially developed
posts. Endodontists generally use posts characterized by different materials, sizes, and shapes.
Computer-aided design (CAD) and finite element (FE) analysis were taken into account to provide
further insight into the effect of the material–shape combination of metal posts on the mechanical
behavior of endodontically treated anterior teeth. In particular, theoretical designs of metal posts
with two different shapes (conical-tapered and conical-cylindrical) and consisting of materials with
Young’s moduli of 110 GPa and 200 GPa were proposed. A load of 100 N was applied on the palatal
surface of the crown at 45◦ to the longitudinal axis of the tooth. Linear static analyses were performed
with a non-failure condition. The results suggested the possibility to tailor the stress distribution
along the metal posts and at the interface between the post and the surrounding structures, benefiting
from an appropriate combination of a CAD-based approach and material selection. The obtained
results could help to design metal posts that minimize stress concentrations.

Keywords: dental materials; metal posts; computer-aided design (CAD); image analysis; mechanical
properties; finite element analysis

1. Introduction

The development of biomedical metal devices featuring desired properties always requires control
of the process–structure–property relationship for a material. Thus, from a material point of view,
process parameters are important to obtain a suitable microstructure and, hence, specific properties,
whereas the material–shape combination represents a further feature which allows the design of
devices with improved and tailored properties.

With regard to industrial metal manufacturing, the relationship among process parameters,
microstructure, and mechanical properties is of great interest in different areas (e.g., casting, plastic
forming, sintering, and welding), and also involves traditional and innovative processes [1–3].

In the field of endodontics, the fracture resistance of teeth should be improved by cementing a
post into the root [4,5]. Generally, cast metal posts and prefabricated posts are employed. The use
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of cast metal posts requires expensive and time-consuming procedures as well as a direct pattern or
impression of the root cavity, whereas prefabricated posts involve less expensive and straightforward
procedures which can be carried out in a single visit [4].

Prefabricated posts are usually characterized by parallel or tapered forms and are made of
anisotropic materials (e.g., fiber-reinforced composite—FRC) or isotropic materials (e.g., gold alloy,
titanium, and nickel-chromium alloy) [5–8].

The levels of stress and strain generated in endodontically treated teeth are strongly related to the
employed post-and-core systems [4]. Nevertheless, it remains unclear whether a flexible or stiff post is
needed. The risk of root fracture in endodontically treated teeth depends upon the restoration stiffness,
and many studies focusing on which material might reduce stresses suggest that neither flexible nor
stiff posts are ideal [4,5]. Cast posts and prefabricated metal posts usually generate high stresses at the
post–dentin interface as a consequence of the use of high modulus materials [4,5]. Taking into account
that stress concentration generally occurs at the apical and cervical regions of the tooth, flexible posts
cause stress concentration in dentin, whereas rigid posts concentrate stresses at the interfaces [4,5].

Theoretical analyses have been employed to evaluate the influence of the shape, length, diameter,
and stiffness of the post and the “ferrule effect” [9–11]. Specifically, an analysis of the stress distribution
in endodontically treated canine teeth provided interesting results, demonstrating the synergistic
contribution of the ferrule effect and the specific material–shape combination of the post [11].

In this context, dental posts with tailored properties have been developed using functionally
graded materials in order to overcome all of the drawbacks related to the use of both rigid and flexible
posts, and to optimize stress distribution [4,12]. Recently, a matrix of polyetherimide (PEI) reinforced
with carbon (C) and glass (G) fibers was considered when designing a post with a Young’s modulus
varying from 57.7 to 9.0 GPa in the coronal-apical direction [13]. Finite element analysis of such a
conceptual hybrid composite post demonstrated the most uniform stress distribution with no stress
concentration in anterior teeth when compared to other C-G/PEI posts [13].

As a consequence, fiber-reinforced posts would seem to be the ideal solution as they possess
Young’s moduli which are lower than those of metal posts (e.g., 110 GPa for titanium and 95 GPa for
gold) [5–8], also offering the possibility to tailor the modulus along the axial length [13].

The oral cavity is a unique environment and the continuous interaction with biological fluids may
lead to the corrosion of metal materials, thus affecting their biocompatibility [14,15]. Even though it is
documented that titanium (Ti) and nickel-chromium (Ni-Cr) alloy may cause allergic reactions [14,15],
many theoretical and experimental studies have been performed on Ti and Ni-Cr posts [4,16–19].
In this context, materials with a Young’s modulus similar to that of Ni-Cr alloy (200 GPa)—such as
cobalt-chromium (Co-Cr) alloys (218 GPa)—have been further considered [19,20], and engineered
ceramics such as yttria-partially stabilized zirconia (Y-TZP) (210 GPa) have been studied to design
dental devices [20].

However, many post-core systems for endodontic treatment utilize a range of industrially
developed posts, and posts with different materials, sizes, and shapes are usually considered for
clinical use by endodontists [13].

Nevertheless, though it has been frequently reported that the great mismatch between the elastic
modulus of metal posts and surrounding structures causes stress concentration and root fracture, it is
also worth noting that stress distributions are related to stiffness, which depends upon the Young’s
modulus (an intrinsic mechanical property of the material), as well as shape and size.

Accordingly, the current research provides further insight into the effect of the material–shape
combination of metal posts on the mechanical behavior of endodontically treated anterior teeth.
In particular, the aim of this research was to analyze the stress distribution along the metal post and at
the interface between the post and the surrounding structures, while varying the Young’s modulus
(the material) and shape (conical-tapered and conical-cylindrical). Materials with Young’s moduli of
110 GPa and 200 GPa were considered for the analysis.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Post Design

Conceptual designs of metal posts with two different shapes (conical-tapered and
conical-cylindrical) and consisting of materials with Young’s moduli of 110 GPa and 200 GPa
were proposed.

In particular, 15-mm-long metal posts with a conical-tapered shape (length of coronal-cylindrical
part—7 mm; length of conicity part—8 mm; coronal diameters—Ø 1.05, Ø 1.25, and Ø 1.45; apical
diameters—Ø 0.55, Ø 0.75, and Ø 0.95) and a conical-cylindrical shape (cylinder diameter—0.90 mm)
were designed:

Post A1 (200 GPa, conical-tapered shape);
Post A2 (110 GPa, conical-tapered shape);
Post B1 (200 GPa, conical-cylindrical shape);
Post B2 (110 GPa, conical-cylindrical shape).

2.2. Solid Model Generation

An intact tooth (upper canine) was analyzed using a micro-CT scanner (Bruker micro-CT, Kontich,
Belgium). Previously adopted methodologies were employed from the scanning through of the
tessellated model [9,11,13,21,22]. As already specified [9,13], 252 slices were considered, although
a total of 951 slices were collected at a resolution of 1024 × 1024 pixels [9,13]. In brief, ScanIP®

(3.2, Simpleware Ltd., Exeter, UK) was used to process the image data sets. The three-dimensional
(3D) tessellated model of the tooth was generated [9,11,13,21,22] as image segmentation and filtering
procedures were properly employed [9,11,13,21,22]. Moreover, in order to convert tessellated models
into surfaces, blending operations were performed through cross-sections according to the previously
reported method [9,11]. The SolidWorks® 2017 (Dassault Systemes, Paris, France) computer-aided
design (CAD) system was used to carry out such operations, and the ScanTo3D® add-in allowed for
geometry management [9].

The length of the tooth was 25 mm, with a crown height of about 10 mm and a buccolingual
crown diameter of about 7 mm [11,13,22]. With regard to crown preparation, tooth reduction was
performed according to previous works (2.0 mm thickness of incisal edge, 1.0 mm thickness of facial
edge, and 0.5 mm thickness of lingual edge) [11,13,22], where the model was properly located such
that the Z axis was oriented apically, the X axis mesiodistally, and the Y axis buccolingually. Using the
designed metal posts (A1, A2, B1, and B2), four different models of the restored tooth were created
from the sound tooth model [11,13,22]. A cement layer of 0.1 mm in thickness was considered between
the prepared crown and the abutment. The cement was added between the post and the root in the
canal. In addition, the periodontal ligament was modeled as a 0.25-mm thin layer around the root.

2.3. Finite Element Analysis

The IGES format was used and the geometric models of the restored tooth were imported into
HyperMesh® (HyperWorks®-14.0, Altair Engineering Inc., Troy, MI, USA), a typical finite element (FE)
pre-processor which allows for the management and the generation of complex models, starting with
the import of CAD geometry to export a ready-to-run solver file.

FE analysis was performed on the following models:

Model A1 (a tooth with Post A1);
Model A2 (a tooth with Post A2);
Model B1 (a tooth with Post B1);
Model B2 (a tooth with Post B2).
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The model consisted of different components: A lithium disilicate crown; crown cement;
an abutment; a post; post cement; a root; a periodontal ligament; and food (apple pulp) acting
on the crown surface. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for each component of the model are
reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the model components: Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio [4,11,13].

Component Young’s Modulus (GPa) Poisson’s Ratio

Lithium disilicate crown 70 0.30
Crown cement 8.2 0.30

Abutment 12 0.30
Post A1 and Post B1 200 0.33
Post A2 and Post B2 110 0.35

Post cement 8.2 0.30
Root 18.6 0.31

Periodontal ligament 0.15 (× 10−3) 0.45
Food (apple pulp) 3.41 (× 10−3) 0.10

A 3D mesh was generated and 3D solid CTETRA elements with four grid points were considered
for the models, according to a reported procedure [11,13]. Appropriate mesh size and refinement
techniques were employed. Table 2 summarizes some technical features (total number of structural
grids; elements excluding contact; node-to-node surface contact elements; and degrees of freedom) for
the investigated models.

The analysis dealt with the closing phase of the chewing cycle and solid food (apple pulp [11])
acting on the crown surface (Figures 1 and 2). Slide-type contact elements were considered between
the food and the tooth surface, whereas “freeze” type elements were used as the contact condition
between different parts of the post restoration.

Table 2. Total number of grids (structural), elements excluding contact, node-to-node surface contact
elements, and degrees of freedom.

Total # of Grids
(Structural)

Total # of Elements
Excluding Contact

Total # of Node-to-Node
Surface Contact Elements

Total # of Degrees of Freedom

51,552 213,361 14,094 188,127

Figure 1. Models A1 and A2: Theoretical model according to the different components, mechanical
properties, and technical and geometric features.
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Figure 2. Models B1 and B2: Theoretical model according to the different components, mechanical
properties, and technical and geometric features.

Concerning the external surfaces of the periodontal ligament, constraints were applied for nodal
displacements in all of the directions [11,13]. A load of 100 N acted on the palatal surface of the crown
and was applied at 45◦ to the longitudinal axis of the tooth.

Linear static analyses were carried out with a non-failure condition as all of the components were
assumed to behave linearly elastic.

For all of the models, the maximum principal stress distribution was evaluated along the metal
post as well as at the interface between the post and the surrounding structures in order to assess the
effect of the post’s material–shape combination.

3. Results and Discussion

Experimental methodologies and CAD-FE modeling have always played a crucial role in the
analysis of the mechanical behavior, stress and strain distributions in different fields [11,23–27].
As widely reported, the use of a dental post with a high modulus material alters the biomechanical
behavior of a restored tooth [4,12,13].

An ideal post should stabilize the core without weakening the root [4,12], and the stress transfer
mechanism should avoid high stress concentrations [4,28,29] as a direct consequence of the stiffness
mismatch between a post and surrounding structures [4,30].

Accordingly, over the past years great efforts have been made in the development of
fiber-reinforced posts, as well as in the conceptual design of inhomogeneous dental posts [4], multilayer
posts consisting of organic–inorganic hybrid materials [22], and C-G/PEI composite posts with a
Young’s modulus varying in the coronal-apical direction [13].

The conceptual solutions involved equations expressing the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio
as a function of the distance to the neutral axis of the post [4], as well as the CAD-based approach
combined with the sol–gel chemical process [22], or with the possibility of tailoring the distance of
carbon and glass fiber-reinforced plies from the middle plane in the coronal-apical direction [13].

In this context, even if stress concentration and root fracture are caused by the great mismatch
between the elastic modulus of metal posts and the surrounding structures, it is also well known that
the stress distribution is dependent on stiffness, which is related to the Young’s modulus as well as
shape and size.

For this reason, in the current study, conceptual designs of metal posts with two different
shapes (conical-tapered and conical-cylindrical) and consisting of materials with Young’s moduli
of 110 GPa and 200 GPa were proposed and the effect on the mechanical behavior of endodontically
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treated anterior teeth was analyzed, the aim being to provide further insight into the effect of the
material–shape combination on metal posts.

The maximum principal stress distributions were evaluated in the abutment, post, post cement,
root, and periodontal ligament (Figures 3 and 4), considering cross-sections along the buccolingual
direction for all of the models.

Figure 3. Models A1 and A2: Maximum principal stress distribution (MPa) in the post-restored tooth.
The color scale was chosen to allow for comparison among the analyzed models.

Figure 4. Models B1 and B2: Maximum principal stress distribution (MPa) in the post-restored tooth.
The color scale was chosen to allow for comparison among the analyzed models.

The effect of the shape was evident since some differences were found in terms of stress
distribution between models A1 and B1, as well as between models A2 and B2.

For each value of the modulus, higher stress regions were evident along the post near and under
the cervical margin of the tooth in the case of conical-tapered shape when compared to those obtained
for the conical-cylindrical shape.

However, the effect of the material was evident as a higher stress concentration was found for
model A1 in comparison to model A2. Nevertheless, less marked differences were observed between
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models B1 and B2, thus suggesting the effect of the material–shape combination on the mechanical
behavior of endodontically treated anterior teeth.

The stress distribution along the post was also reported for all of the analyzed models
(Figures 5–7).

Figure 5. Models A1 and A2: Maximum principal stress distribution (MPa). The color scale was chosen
to allow for comparison among the analyzed models.

Figure 6. Models B1 and B2: Maximum principal stress distribution (MPa). The color scale was chosen
to allow for comparison among the analyzed models.
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Figure 7. Models A1, A2, B1, and B2: Maximum principal stress distribution along the center of the
post from the coronal to the apical part.

No great differences were observed for any of the models in the coronal region of the post,
whereas higher values of maximum principal stress were observed along the post in models A1 and
A2 when compared to models B1 and B2 (Figure 7). Similar values of maximum principal stress were
achieved for models B1 and B2 (Figure 7). Thus, the results in terms of maximum principal stress
distribution along the center of the post demonstrated the role of geometry and, in particular, the effect
of the material–shape combination. Specifically, in comparison to post B1 (200 GPa, conical-cylindrical
shape), higher stress values were obtained for post A2 (110 GPa, conical-tapered shape), even if the
material of post A2 had a Young’s modulus (110 GPa) [4] lower than that of the material of post B1
(200 GPa) [4] (Figure 7).

On the other hand, at the interface between the post and the surrounding structures, the analysis
evidenced higher stress gradients for models A1 and B1 in comparison to models A2 and B2
(Figures 8–10).

Figure 8. Models A1 and A2: Maximum principal stress distribution at the interface between the post
and surrounding structures from the coronal to the apical part. The color scale was chosen to allow for
comparison among the analyzed models.
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Figure 9. Models B1 and B2: Maximum principal stress distribution at the interface between the post
and surrounding structures from the coronal to the apical part. The color scale was chosen to allow for
comparison among the analyzed models.

Figure 10. Models A1, A2, B1, and B2: Maximum principal stress distribution at the interface between
the post and surrounding structures from the coronal to the apical part.

Differently from what was observed for the maximum stress distribution along the center of
the post (Figure 7), with regard to the interface between the post and the surrounding structures
(Figure 10), the higher the Young’s modulus of the post, the higher the stress gradients—with some
differences due to the specific geometry.

Furthermore, the lowest maximum principal stresses were found for post B2 (110 GPa,
conical-cylindrical shape), whereas the greatest values were achieved for post A1 (200 GPa,
conical-tapered shape).

Nevertheless, the obtained findings suggested a mostly uniform stress distribution with no
significant stress concentration for post B2 (110 GPa, conical-cylindrical shape) in comparison to the
other analyzed posts.
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Although it has been frequently reported that fiber-reinforced posts associated with direct resin
restorations can be seen as a faster therapeutic option for achieving good patient compliance [13,31,32],
the present research also demonstrates the possibility to tailor the stress distributions in the case
of metal posts, benefiting from the material–shape combination and, hence, from an appropriate
combination of the CAD-based approach and material selection.

However, questions and contradictory opinions remain concerning clinical procedures, materials,
and devices, even if much progress has been made in the field of endodontics, technologies, metallurgy,
and materials science [29,32].

4. Conclusions

Despite the limitations of the current research, the following conclusions were reached:

1. FE analysis provided further insight into the effect of the material–shape combination of metal
posts on the mechanical behavior of endodontically treated anterior teeth through varying
material and shape.

2. The possibility to tailor the stiffness and, hence, the stress distribution through an appropriate
material–shape combination was demonstrated for metal posts.

3. Post B2 (110 GPa, conical-cylindrical shape) provides better stress distribution as compared to
the other analyzed posts.
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Abstract: High specific modulus materials are considered excellent for the aerospace industry.
The system Ti-TiAl-B4C is presented herein as an alternative material. Secondary phases formed in
situ during fabrication vary depending on the processing conditions and composition of the starting
materials. The final behaviors of these materials are therefore difficult to predict. This research focuses
on the study of the system Ti-TiAl-B4C, whereby relations between microstructure and properties
can be predicted in terms of the processing parameters of the titanium matrix composites (TMCs).
The powder metallurgy technique employed to fabricate the TMCs was that of inductive hot pressing
(iHP) since it offers versatility and flexibility. The short processing time employed (5 min) was set in
order to test the temperature as a major factor of influence in the secondary reactions. The pressure
was also varied. In order to perform this research, not only were X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analyses
performed, but also microstructural characterization through Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).
Significant results showed that there was an inflection temperature from which the trend to form
secondary compounds depended on the starting material used. Hence, the addition of TiAl as
an elementary blend or as prealloyed powder played a significant role in the final behavior of the
TMCs fabricated, where the prealloyed TiAl provides a better precursor of the formation of the
reinforcement phases from 1100 ◦C regardless of the pressure.

Keywords: titanium composites; in situ secondary phases; microstructure; inductive hot pressing;
intermetallic

1. Introduction

High specific modulus materials are required in the aerospace sector. Although titanium and its
alloys offer excellent properties desired in this sector [1,2], demands for an increase in their specific
modulus promoted the use of these alloys in the development of titanium matrix composites (TMCs).
Therefore, the low density of the titanium-based matrices combined with the effect of reinforcement
stiffness meet the needs of the aerospace industry.

Among the different types of reinforcement materials employed to produce TMCs, recent studies
present several ceramic materials (TiB, TiB2, and TiC) as suitable candidates due to their high elastic
modulus and hardness, similar thermal expansion coefficients, and density with the titanium matrix [3–6].
The in situ synthesis technology constitutes one of the most promising approaches towards fabricating
the particulate-reinforced titanium-based composite with mechanical properties elevated by the hard
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phases formed in situ [7–9]. It is well known that there are reaction paths between Ti and B4C,
which result in the formation of TiB, TiB2, and TiC. Therefore, the Ti/B4C system has been extensively
studied by many authors in the last decade [10–15].

In addition to B4C particles as starting reinforcement materials, the stiffness effect of the titanium
matrix has been raised through the incorporation of aluminum into the matrix by other authors. In this
way, the formation of intermetallic compounds (Al-Ti) leads to the improvement of the properties [16]
either with the formation of intermetallic compounds from elementary Ti and Al powder or directly by
the incorporation of prealloyed powder to the blending of the starting material. The influence of TiAl
as an elementary blend or as a prealloyed powder as starting material has yet to be widely studied
in the properties of the final specimens. The novelty of the present research work is to determine
possible differences between both systems (Ti matrix-B4C-Ti powder-Al powder vs. Ti matrix-B4C-TiAl
prealloyed powder) in the final properties.

In accordance with the aforementioned, there are a limited number of reports regarding the
microstructural evolution and reaction mechanism of the Ti-B4C system under solid-state sintering,
although it is one of the most popular methods for the preparation of TMCs [10–15]. Furthermore,
the incorporation of Ti-Al as a precursor of intermetallic compounds presents a further aspect to be
taken into account in this work, since the influence of the intermetallic compounds in the formation of
TiB and TiC remains unclear [13].

In this paper, experiments have been carried out to clarify the behavior of the in situ reaction
of the Ti-B4C-TiAl system under solid-state sintering while varying processing parameters and the
raw materials. The importance of determining whether there is any significant influence of the raw
materials on the final properties, in addition to evaluating the behavior of the different specimens
while varying their processing parameters, constitute the motivation points of the present research
work. Concluding, it is pursued to have greater control of the final properties depending on the
composition and manufacturing parameters, and further develop the knowledge of the Ti-B4C system,
by the addition of intermetallic: Ti-Al blended, and prealloyed TiAl.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

From the raw materials point of view, both the size and morphology of the starting powders have
been studied in this research as influence factors in the final properties of composites. To this end,
a detailed study has been carried out. A spherical titanium matrix powder (grade 1), manufactured by
TLS GmbH (Bitterfeld, Germany), was used. In order to trigger the formation of secondary phases
formed in situ, boron carbide particles were selected (manufactured by ABCR GmbH & Co KG,
Karlsruhe, Germany). The innovation of this investigation lies in the use of two types of Ti-Al powders.
On one hand, in situ TixAly-based intermetallic compounds from elementary aluminum and fine
titanium powder were used. In this way, these blendings of raw powder led to an expected Ti-Al
intermetallic compound (Ti powder manufactured by TLS GmbH, and Al powder by NMD GmbH,
Heemsen, Germany) [17]. On the other hand, prealloyed powder Ti-Al was used (TiAl* by TLS GmbH).

Table 1. Particle-size distribution of the raw materials.

Material d10 d50 (Average Size) d90

Ti matrix 76.46 109.43 157.37
Ti fine 12.10 29.05 58.26

Al 4.54 8.56 16.24
TiAl 52.49 74.97 107.46
B4C 39.05 63.76 102.03
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By means of the selection of the elementary powder blending and prealloyed powder, a significant
variation in the behavior of the TMCs may be expected. A characterization of all the raw materials was
performed to verify the information supplied by the manufacturers regarding the size and morphology
of powders. Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) equipment was employed to
verify the average particle size. The results obtained are listed in Table 1. Moreover, Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) images of the powders showed the morphologies of the starting materials employed
in the fabrication of the TMCs. As observed in Figure 1, the prealloyed TiAl (named TiAl*) and the
elementary blend of Ti-Al (named TiAl) present different particle sizes.

 

Figure 1. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of the raw powders: (a) spherical titanium
matrix powder morphology; (b) fine titanium; (c) aluminium particles; (d) prealloyed TiAl powder;
(e) faceted B4C particles.

In Figure 1, the SEM images (FEI Teneo, Hillsboro, OR, USA) reflect the spherical morphologies
of the two types of Ti powders and the TiAl prealloyed powder. The fine Al powder presents
an irregular-nodular morphology. Furthermore, B4C particles show a faceted shape.

2.2. Experimental Procedure

The various stages of the experimental procedure are described in this section. Firstly, the material
preparation took place. The consolidation of the specimens was then carried out via inductive hot
pressing. In order to investigate the relation between the starting materials in terms of processing
parameters and TMCs behaviors, a detailed characterization was developed for all specimens
fabricated. Analyses were performed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Bruker D8 Advance A25, Billerica,
MA, USA) and SEM to examine the evolution of their microstructure versus variations of the influence
factors: (i) starting materials; (ii) processing temperature; and (iii) consolidation pressure. Furthermore,
density, Young’s Modulus, and the hardness of samples were also measured.

2.2.1. Preparation of the Powders

The powder preparation was carried out in various steps. The first stage involved the mixing of
the elementary blend of Ti-Al. This was made of 64% weight of fine titanium powder and 36% weight
of aluminum powders. It was developed according to the atomic ratio Ti:Al. A Sintris mixer (Sintris
Macchine S.R.L., Piacenza, Italy) was employed for this first powder mixing, for 12 h using ZrO2 balls
(Ø 3 mm) in cyclohexane. The weight ratio of the ceramic balls and powder was 10:1. After drying,
the Ti-Al was mixed in a vacuum oven at 100 ◦C for 8 h to evaporate the solvent, and powders were
blended for 2 h. This type of Ti-Al powder was prepared for its combination with the raw matrix
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powder and the B4C particles. A similar content of TiAl blending powder or prealloyed TiAl powder
was incorporated to determine the starting powder mixtures. All these particulate materials were also
blended in a Sintris mixer for 2 h. These mixing processes were employed in previous studies and
obtained the optimal dispersion result of the particles [17].

To summarize, Table 2 shows the tested starting materials under various processing parameters.
It is important to note that pressure was varied to obtain better values of densification in the
TMCs produced from Ti-B4C-TiAl raw materials. Furthermore, to define in a specific way how
the intermetallic (TiAl) compounds could contribute towards blocking the formation of secondary
phases (TiB and TiC), the system Ti matrix with TiAl* (prealloyed powder) and Ti matrix with Ti-Al
elementary blend without B4C particles had to be studied. To this end, additional specimens were
fabricated as indicated in Table 2.

Table 2. Starting composition 1 of titanium matrix composites (TMCs) and the fabrication parameters
(by iHP).

Material Ti (Grade 1) Matrix Processing Parameters

30% vol. 20% vol. Temperature (◦C) Time (min) Pressure (MPa)

B4C TiAl* 900, 1000, 1100, 1200 5 40
B4C TiAl* 900, 1000, 1100, 1200 5 80
B4C TiAl 900, 1000, 1100, 1200 5 40
B4C TiAl 900, 1000, 1100, 1200 5 80

- TiAl* 900, 1000, 1100, 1200 5 40
- TiAl 900, 1000, 1100, 1200 5 40

1 The composition was measured in the mixing stage.

2.2.2. Inductive Hot-Pressing Consolidation Process

A self-made hot pressing machine, inductive Hot Pressing (iHP) equipment of RHP-Technology
GmbH & Co. KG (Seibersdorf, Austria), was employed to perform the consolidation of the specimens.
This equipment enables the time of the operational cycles to be reduced thanks to its advantageous
high heating rate, which in turn is due to its special inductive heating set up. A graphite die was used
for all the iHP cycles (punch Ø 20 mm). The same procedure to fill the die was carried out for the
consolidation of each of the specimens. The die was lined with thin graphite paper with a protective
coating of boron nitride (BN). As mentioned earlier, Table 2 shows the operational parameters tested in
this work. The vacuum and the heating rate were fixed in all the iHP cycles: heating rate (50 ◦C·min−1)
and vacuum conditions (5 × 10−4 bar). This vacuum value was the maximum that the equipment
would allow.

To graphically represent the development of the TMC fabrication process, Figure 2 shows a sketch
of the equipment and the different manufacturing steps: (i) Preparation of starting materials; (ii) Mixing;
and (iii) Hot Consolidation.

2.2.3. Specimen Characterization

After the manufacture of the specimens, their characterization was carried out. Compacts were
removed from the die and then sand-blasted cleaned to remove the graphite paper residue from the
surfaces. Firstly, a microstructural study was performed, after a thorough metallographic preparation.
The microstructure was studied by means of optical microscopy (OM), using Nikon Model Epiphot
200 (Tokyo, Japan), and by SEM, using JEOL 6460LV (Tokyo, Japan) and FEI Teneo (Hillsboro, OR,
USA). Moreover, an XRD study was carried out on the Bruker D8 Advance A25 (Billerica, MA,
USA) to identify and evaluate the diverse crystalline phases in the composites. Archimedes’ method
(ASTM C373-14) was set for the determination of the density. The results obtained were compared
to the measurements performed with other control techniques such as geometrical density (ASTM
B962-13). On the polished cross-section of the specimens, the hardness measurements were carried
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out. Eight indentations were performed on each specimen, avoiding B4C particles. A tester model,
Struers-Duramin A300 (Ballerup, Denmark), was used to ascertain the Vickers hardness (HV10).
To complete the characterization of the specimens, an ultrasonic method (Olympus 38 DL, Tokyo,
Japan) was used to calculate Young’s Modulus by measuring longitudinal and transverse propagation
velocities of acoustic waves [18].

Figure 2. Sketch of the manufacturing process of the TMCs.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. XRD Analysis

The X-ray diffraction analysis was employed to identify the phase transformations and probable
reactions during the sintering process. The obtained results were evaluated, compared, and discussed
taking into account the effect caused by variation of the starting materials (Ti-Al, TiAl* and B4C) and of
the processing parameters (temperature (900, 1000, 1100 and 1200 ◦C) and pressure (40 and 80 MPa)).
Figure 3 shows the XRD patterns of the TMCs processed at different temperatures from the four blends
of raw powders, consolidated under 40 MPa for 5 min.
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Figure 3. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the TMCs processed under 40 MPa for 5 min, from the
starting materials: (a) Ti matrix with TiAl* (prealloyed powder); (b) Ti matrix with Ti-Al (Ti-Al blend);
(c) Ti matrix with TiAl* and B4C particles; (d) Ti matrix with TiAl and B4C particles.
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It should be borne in mind that Figure 3a,c show the patterns of specimens from Ti and TiAl
powders without the B4C phase. By excluding the Ti peaks, there are crystalline phases related to the
starting materials (TiAl prealloyed or blend powders). The effect of the temperature and the starting
materials are reflected in the pattern of these specimens. It seems that in the specimens from Ti powder
mixed with Ti-Al blend, peaks of Ti3Al and TiAl are appreciated only below 1000 ◦C. When prealloyed
TiAl powder is used, peaks of TiAl phase are clearly observed even up to 1100 ◦C. These results suggest
that this is due to the prealloyed powder being less reactive than the aluminum from the blend powder.
Moreover, aluminum has a tendency to diffuse into the crystalline structure of Ti: it happens from
1200 ◦C if the raw powder is prealloyed, and from 1100 ◦C if the starting particles come from the blend
Ti-Al. This means that, from 1100 ◦C, there are only peaks of titanium alpha phase in specimens whose
starting powder was the Ti-Al blend; however, this phenomenon in specimens from Ti with prealloyed
TiAl* takes place at 1200 ◦C.

Comparing Figure 3b,d, there are substantial differences between patterns of specimens made
from prealloyed TiAl* and Ti-Al blended powders, with the B4C particles processed at the same
temperature. As previously mentioned, the presence of the TiAl phase is only detected up to 1100 ◦C when
TiAl* prealloyed powder is used in the starting materials of specimens. In this respect, the presence of
the B4C did not affect the TiAl stability.

From the point of view of the phases formed in situ, the difference between patterns of specimens
produced from TiAl* and Ti-Al blend powders are evident (see Figure 3b,d). Considering the study
of phase changes based on variations of rising temperature, if prealloyed powder is used then the
apparition of secondary phases is more notorious in general up to determinate temperatures. It can
be found, when the consolidation temperature is lower than 1100 ◦C, that the compact only consists
of alpha Ti, B4C and intermetallic phases. By hot pressing at 1100 ◦C under 40 MPa, a weak peak
corresponding to TiC and two peaks of TiB phases appear, and their intensities increase with the
increment of the operational temperature in specimens processed from TiAl*. The formation of TiC
and TiB is detected at 1200 ◦C for both types of TMCs. It therefore seems to indicate that the presence
of Al in the blend could act as a block in the secondary reaction at 1100 ◦C when the consolidation
pressure is 40 MPa.

In order to evaluate whether a certain influence of the inductive pressure exists in the phases formed
in situ, not only was 40 MPa tested as operational pressure, but also 80 MPa. A semi-quantitative
analysis made by the Reference Intensity Ratio (RIR) method, shown in Table 3, was also performed.
Results indicate that such variation contributes towards enhancing the content of the reinforcement
when the specimens are hot-consolidated under 80 MPa. For that matter, at lower temperatures,
peaks and semi-quantification of TiB and TiC can be observed in Figure 4a,b and Table 3. In the case
where specimens are made from TiAl*, weak peaks of TiB and TiC phases appear at 1000 ◦C; while in
specimens made from Ti-Al blend, the processing temperature to detect secondary phases ascends to
1100 ◦C. In this respect, this phenomenon has certain similitude with the aforementioned results as
observed in Figure 3b,d. At 1100 ◦C, the formation of a small amount of intermetallic Ti3Al can be
appreciated under 80 MPa, thanks to the decomposition of TiAl and the subsequent reactions inside
the Ti matrix. Table 3 confirms these observations.

Table 3. Reference Intensity Ratio (RIR) semi-quantification analysis of TMCs manufactured at 80 MPa
and at different temperatures (by iHP).

Material Temperature (◦C) Ti (%) TiAl (%) Ti3Al (%) TiB (%) TiC (%) B4C (%)

Ti+B4C+TiAl* 1000 ◦C 71.7 6.6 0.9 2.5 1.0 17.2
Ti+B4C+TiAl* 1100 ◦C 71.5 4.0 1.1 5.8 1.6 16.1
Ti+B4C+TiAl* 1200 ◦C 68.5 0.0 0.0 12.5 3.6 15.4
Ti+B4C+TiAl 1000 ◦C 74.1 3.2 3.4 0.0 0.0 19.3
Ti+B4C+TiAl 1100 ◦C 75.5 1.2 2.8 1.9 0.8 17.8
Ti+B4C+TiAl 1200 ◦C 71.9 0.0 0.0 9.8 1.5 16.9
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Figure 4. XRD patterns of the TMCs processed under 80 MPa for 5 min, from the starting materials:
(a) Ti matrix with TiAl* and B4C particles; (b) Ti matrix with TiAl and B4C particles.

On concluding the XRD analysis of the specimens, in those produced at 1100 ◦C, patterns are
slightly different; a transition can be observed with temperature. It is therefore necessary to delve into
further depth regarding the phase evolution information by microstructure observation with SEM and
optical microscopy.

3.2. Microstructural Characterization

The identification was performed on phases formed in situ and intermetallic compounds through
a microstructural study of the specimens. In order to present the results of this study in a suitable
way, several comparisons between diverse specimens are performed based on: (i) starting materials;
(ii) consolidation pressure; and (iii) processing temperature.

Regarding the powders used in the fabrication, a first comparison between TMCs processed from
TiAl* and Ti-Al blend powder is carried out. Figure 5 shows microstructures of the specimens processed
at two temperatures (1000 ◦C and 1200 ◦C), for 5 min and with pressure at 80 MPa, whereby the starting
materials constitute the influence factor to be evaluated. By hot pressing at 1200 ◦C, no presence of TiAl
or Ti3Al phases remains, for either TMCs made from TiAl* or Ti-Al blend. However, if the temperature
of the hot pressing is 1000 ◦C, then intermetallic phases are observed (Figure 5a,c). The distribution
in the Ti matrix of the TiAl-based phases depends on the starting materials employed. While the
microstructure of the specimens with TiAl* shows the TiAl-based phases as nodular morphology into
the matrix, the location and morphology of these phases in TMC made from Ti-Al blend is totally
different. The equiaxial grain of the Ti matrix in TMCs from Ti-Al blend can be appreciated thanks to
the location of the intermetallic compound at grain boundaries. This phenomenon was also studied in
previous work by the authors [17]. Through the use of TiAl*, the grain boundaries are free to react
with the B4C particles. For this reason, the presence of secondary phases at a lower temperature is
observed, which means that TiB and TiC form first in these TMCs.
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Figure 5. SEM images of the TMCs processed under 80 MPa for 5 min, from the starting materials:
(a) Ti matrix with TiAl* and B4C particles at 1000 ◦C; (b) Ti matrix with TiAl* and B4C particles at
1200 ◦C; (c) Ti matrix with Ti-Al and B4C particles at 1000 ◦C; (d) Ti matrix with Ti-Al blend and B4C
particles at 1000 ◦C.

Figure 5b,d show the SEM micrographs of the TMCs compacted at the highest pressure
(80 MPa) and the highest temperature (1200 ◦C). From the cross-section of the specimens, a uniform
distribution of the reinforcing phases without porosity can be observed, which indicates that
a well-bonded composite structure can be achieved by means of the inductive hot-pressing process
under these conditions.

Figure 6 displays the evolution of the microstructures of the TMCs under the processing
parameters of 40 MPa pressure and at temperatures of 1000 and 1200 ◦C. As commented previously
for specimens processed under 80 MPa, the higher the temperature becomes, the more the secondary
phases are formed. Regarding densification, certain cracks and porosity could be observed close to the
B4C particles. In particular, there are micro cracks close to intermetallic phases at lower temperatures,
as it can be observed in Figure 6a.

The interface zone between the matrix and B4C particles is clear. It can be observed from
Figure 6b,d that TiC areas and TiB whiskers are tightly fixed to the Ti matrix and no microdefects
appeared due to the clean reaction interface between the matrix and the phases formed in situ.
When B4C dissolves in B and C elemental particles, carbon particles present higher diffusion than do
boron particles in the matrix, and they form round dendritic TiC phases far from that of the original
B4C. Boron particles stay close to B4C, surrounding the particles and forming TiB whiskers.

Figure 7 shows the effect of pressure at the transition temperature (1100 ◦C), and confirms the
XRD results. Indeed, at the higher pressure of 80 MPa, both the bonding of TiAl* and the diffusion of
aluminum in the Ti matrix improved.
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Figure 6. SEM images of the TMCs processed under 40 MPa for 5 min, from the starting materials:
(a) Ti matrix with TiAl* and B4C particles at 1000 ◦C; (b) Ti matrix with TiAl* and B4C particles at 1200 ◦C;
(c) Ti matrix with Ti-Al and B4C particles at 1000 ◦C; (d) Ti matrix with Ti-Al blend and B4C particles at
1000 ◦C.

 

Figure 7. SEM images of the TMCs processed for 5 min, from the starting materials: (a) Ti matrix with
TiAl* and B4C particles at 1100 ◦C under 40 MPa; (b) Ti matrix with TiAl and B4C particles at 1100 ◦C
under 40 MPa; (c) Ti matrix with Ti-Al and B4C particles at 1100 ◦C under 80 MPa; (d) Ti matrix with
Ti-Al blend and B4C particles at 1100 ◦C under 80 MPa.

For the conclusion of the microstructural study, a compositional mapping of several elements
(Ti, Al, C, and B) is carried out to determine the possible reactions of the constituents of the TMCs
at the four processing temperatures tested (900 ◦C, 1000 ◦C, 1100 ◦C, and 1200 ◦C). The specimens
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studied are those of the TMCs with TiAl* under 80 MPa. The influence of the temperature in the
microstructural evolution can be well appreciated in Figure 8. By hot pressing at 900 ◦C, there are
clear areas corresponding to the intermetallic TiAl from the prealloyed powder (TiAl*), Ti matrix,
and the B4C particles. As the temperature rises, through the diffusion and reaction of the elements,
the in situ secondary phases appear. These reactions become more evident from 1100 ◦C. Additionally,
the intermetallic compound begins to be more reactive. In this way, the aluminum diffusion into
the matrix is more noticeable at 1100 ◦C as displayed in Figure 8c. Owing to the increment of the
temperature up to 1200 ◦C, the decomposition and reaction of the intermetallic compounds become
imminent. Furthermore, as demonstrated in previous research work and mentioned previously,
the higher the processing temperature, the greater the content of TiB and TiC phases, and the lower the
intermetallic-phase content.

 

Figure 8. Mapping of the TMC processed by hot pressing for 5 min under 80 MPa, from the starting
materials Ti matrix with TiAl* and B4C at the four processing temperatures: (a) 900 ◦C, (b) 1000 ◦C,
(c) 1100 ◦C, and (d) 1200 ◦C.

3.3. Density, Hardness and Young’s Modulus

Density, hardness, and Young’s Modulus properties are three significant indicators that reflect the
reliability of the inductive hot-pressing process and the veracity of the operational parameters employed.
These properties are evaluated and compared in terms of whether the processing temperature and
pressure are increased.

The use of the intermetallic compound in the form of prealloyed powder or Ti-Al blend
powders involves variations in the microstructure of the specimens by the temperature as well as
the addition of the B4C; it is therefore crucial to evaluate their effect on the final properties of the
manufactured specimens.

In the specimens manufactured without B4C, if the temperature is rising from 900 ◦C to 1000 ◦C
under 40 MPa, then the density of the specimens made from TiAl* increases by only 0.2% (4.364 and
4.374 g/cm3, respectively) and for specimens from the Ti-Al blend, this increase is 0.7% (4.371 and
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4.339 g/cm3, respectively). These increments are negligible values. If the temperature rises from
1100 ◦C to 1200 ◦C, the densification increments of the specimens remain below 0.1%. This means that
the densification is well performed even at the lowest temperature.

In general, with B4C particles at the lowest temperature (900 ◦C), the density of the specimens
made from TiAl* presents lower values (3.400 g/cm3 at 40 MPa and 3.497 g/cm3 at 80 MPa) than
the other specimens from Ti-Al blend powder (3.530 g/cm3 at 40 MPa and 3.606 g/cm3 at 80 MPa).
This is in agreement with microstructures observed in Figure 6. The microcracks at the border of the
intermetallic phase are visible in specimens processed at 900 ◦C and 40 MPa; however, under identical
conditions, the specimens made from Ti-Al blend powder show no such microdefects. On increasing
the pressure of the hot consolidation up to 80 MPa, these defects become slightly visible.

By raising the operational temperature from 900 ◦C to 1000 ◦C and from 1100 ◦C to 1200 ◦C
under 40 MPa, the densification of the TMCs, whose starting powder has B4C particles and TiAl*,
presented increments of 2.1% and 3.5%, respectively. The density therefore has a gradual tendency
to increase in accordance with the temperature. Related to the specimens made from Ti-Al blend
powder with B4C particles, the temperature influence is less significant. If the operational temperature
increases from 900 ◦C to 1000 ◦C and from 1100 ◦C to 1200 ◦C, then there is an augmentation of 1.5%
approximately of densification in both cases; however, from 1000 to 1100 ◦C the density remains
constant. Furthermore, the phases formed in situ by the reactions eliminate the possible porosity in the
matrix, thereby promoting bonding between the matrix and reinforcements. In this regard, density is
promoted by temperature.

While evaluating the influence of the consolidation pressure at the same constant manufacturing
temperature (1200 ◦C) for each type of powder, the increment in pressure from 40 MPa to 80 MPa
involves increases in percentages of 2.7% (3.724 and 3.826 g/cm3, respectively) when TiAl* prealloyed
powder is used and 1.4% (3.710 and 3.763 g/cm3, respectively) for Ti-Al blend powder.

Hardness and Young’s Modulus properties of the specimens are displayed in Figures 9 and 10;
their measured values are shown while taking into account the starting materials and the pressure
employed (40 MPa and 80 MPa).
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Figure 9. (All the specimens consolidated at 40 MPa). Processing temperature (◦C) vs. hardness
(HV10) and Young’s Modulus (GPa): (a) Ti + 20 vol % TiAl*; (b) Ti + 20 vol % TiAl* + 30 vol % B4C;
(c) Ti + 20 vol % TiAl; (d) Ti + 20 vol % TiAl + 30 vol %B4C.
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Figure 10. (All the specimens consolidated at 80 MPa). Processing temperature (◦C) vs. hardness
(HV10) and Young’s Modulus (GPa): (a) Ti + 20 vol % TiAl* + 30 vol % B4C; (b) Ti + 20 vol % TiAl +
30 vol % B4C.

On one hand, Figure 9a,c show the behavior of specimens made from Ti with TiAl* and from Ti-Al
blend without B4C particles, respectively. On the other hand, Figure 9b,d illustrate the properties of
TMCs with B4C made from TiAl* and Ti-Al blend, respectively. All these specimens are consolidated
at 40 MPa.

Hardness of the specimens is also compared on the basis of the process parameters. In specimens
without B4C particles, the values of hardness are significantly affected by raising the temperature.
By 900 ◦C hot pressing, the specimen from TiAl* (182 HV) presents lower hardness values than does
the specimen from the Ti-Al blend (195 HV), as shown in Figure 9a,c. The homogeneous distribution of
the intermetallic compound at the Ti grain boundaries of the matrix provides evidence of its improved
strengthening effect. In the case of the specimens from TiAl*, at 900 ◦C, the microstructure study
reveals a number of cracks close to the areas of the intermetallic TiAl compound. It could contribute
towards reducing their hardness. In specimens made from TiAl*, Figure 9a, when the temperatures
tested vary from 900 ◦C to 1000 ◦C, from 1000 ◦C to 1100 ◦C, and from 1100 ◦C to 1200 ◦C, then their
hardness increases by 11%, 28%, and 28%, respectively. It can be observed in Figure 9c, that when
temperature rises from 1100 ◦C to 1200 ◦C, there is only 7% of increment in hardness of specimens
made from the Ti-Al blend. A possible explanation for this hardness increment may be related to the
decomposition of the intermetallic compound into the Ti matrix. In the case of specimens from TiAl*,
the intermetallic phases are observed in the matrix up to 1100 ◦C. However, in specimens from the
Ti-Al blend, the intermetallic phases appear up to 1000 ◦C. The gain in hardness in general for the
specimens made from TiAl* without B4C particles is of 80% when comparing specimens produced at
900 ◦C and 1200 ◦C. Under these same conditions, the increment of hardness in specimens from Ti-Al
blend powder is of 64% (from 900 ◦C to 1200 ◦C). In spite of this, by means of 1200 ◦C hot pressing,
the specimens’ hardnesses become 329.6 ± 25.6 HV and 319.8 ± 19.7; this makes sense, since at 1200 ◦C,
in both cases, the Al is not as intermetallic and is located into the matrix, thereby reinforcing it.

When B4C particles are added to the starting materials of the TMCs, the variations of hardness
account for the reactions between the matrix and B4C particles, as well as the intermetallic behavior.
For these types of TMCs, not only could the temperature be evaluated as a factor of influence, but the
pressure employed during the hot consolidation stage, 40 MPa and 80 MPa, could also be considered
as a factor. By 900 ◦C hot pressing, specimens compacted under 80 MPa show greater hardness
than specimens consolidated under 40 MPa, regardless of the starting materials (from TiAl* or Ti-Al
blend with B4C). This trend occurs in general at all processing temperatures, and can be observed in
Figure 9a,b,d. In the case of TMCs made from TiAl* at 1000 ◦C, the effect of the pressure is significant;
the hardness measured in specimens compacted at 40 MPa and 80 MPa are 223.8 ± 19.6 HV and
274 ± 30 HV, respectively. This fact may be linked to the formation of the secondary phases. In the
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case of the TiAl* powder, there are reactions between the Ti matrix and the C and B from the B4C
particles, even at lower temperatures, when the pressure applied is 80 MPa, as previously stated.
At 1100 ◦C under this pressure, the hardness of the TMCs from TiAl* is greater than the hardness of
specimens from Ti-Al blend powder.

In concluding the hardness study, the higher the pressure and temperature employed, the greater
the hardness measured. In particular, at 1200 ◦C, the hardnesses of TMCs from TiAl* and Til-Al
blend powder show values of 405.8 ± 38 HV and 456 ± 12 HV, respectively. These values are in
agreement with the microstructure observed and the XRD analysis studied. The greater the content of
the secondary phases, the greater the hardness.

In the framework of Young’s Modulus properties, specimens without B4C particles show values
of approximately 115 GPa, regardless of whether they are made from TiAl* or Ti-Al blend power.
Moreover, this value remains constant even when the operational temperature rises. In contrast,
through the addition of B4C, the variations in the processing parameters contribute towards
an increment in the Young’s Modulus of the specimens, independently of the starting powder (TiAl*
or Ti-Al blend powder). At 900 ◦C, the specimens with B4C particles consolidated at 40 MPa showed
lower Young’s Modulus values than did the specimens without B4C manufactured under similar
conditions. This finding suggests that the incorporation of the B4C into the matrix could reduce Young’s
Modulus. This is due to the existence of certain porosity close to the B4C particles, and to the absence
of good bonding at this low temperature between the Ti matrix and the B4C phase. The increments of
Young’s Modulus with rises in temperature reflect the formation of in situ phases. This trend occurs
for TMCs consolidated under the two pressures tested (40 MPa and 80 MPa).

It can therefore be deduced that by varying the starting powder and parameters, the behavior of
the TMCs are clearly affected.

4. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn:

• The formation of secondary phases (TiB and TiC) is affected by the addition of TiAl in the starting
blend. If the TiAl is prealloyed powder, more content of TiC and TiB was detected by XRD analysis
at a lower temperature (1100 ◦C) than in the case of the starting blend made from elementary
powders Ti-Al. Regarding the processing conditions, the higher the pressure, the more content of
TiB and TiC at similar processing temperatures, regardless of the starting powder.

• The microstructure characterization reveals significant evolution of the secondary phases in the
matrix by the temperature. The pressure influence confirms XRD results. The intermetallic
compounds are located as nodular morphology in Ti matrix for TiAl* specimens and at grain
boundaries in Ti-Al blend specimens. The secondary-phase morphologies are TiB whiskers and
dendritic TiC. With pressure (80 MPa), decomposition of TiAl* takes place at lower temperature.

• Regarding the processing parameters effect on the density, hardness, and Young’s Modulus.
In general, raising the temperature results in better values of density and higher values of
hardness. If there are B4C particles in the starting materials then the effect of increasing pressure
in parallel to the temperature promotes the strengthening of the TMCs by the phases formed
in situ. However, Young’s Modulus remains constant if no particles of B4C are included in the
starting powder blend. When B4C is added, Young’s Modulus rises with temperature, and is
higher with TiAl than with TiAl*; this is due to the substitutive solution between Ti and Al.

• The higher the pressure becomes, the lower the temperature at which the in situ secondary
phases are formed. The consolidation pressure has a slight influence on the density of specimens
processed at the same temperature, whereby the higher the pressure becomes, the better the
densification is achieved. Hardness and Young’s Modulus follow the same trend.
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Abstract: The conventional heat-treatment standard for the industrial post hot-forging cycle of
AA7050 is regulated by the AMS4333 and AMS2770N standards. An innovative method that aimed
to improve toughness behavior in Al alloys has been developed and reported. The unconventional
method introduces an intermediate warm working step between the solution treating and the final
ageing treatment for the high resistance aluminum alloy AA7050. The results showed several
benefits starting from the grain refinement to a more stable fracture toughness KIC behavior (with
an appreciable higher value) without tensile property loss. A microstructural and precipitation
state characterization provided elements for the initial understanding of these improvements in
the macro-properties.

Keywords: Al alloys; warm working; mechanical properties

1. Introduction

For AA7050, the AMS4333 and AMS2770N standards require cold working after solution
heat treatment and prior to aging [1,2]. Moreover, the tensile properties of the heat-treatable
aluminum alloys are improved by this process because of the pinning of the dislocation structures
developed during the deformation, nucleation and refinement of the S’ precipitates in Al-Cu-Mg
alloys, θ’ precipitates in Al-Cu alloys, and T1 precipitates in lithium-containing Al-Cu-Mg alloys [3].
Homogeneously distributed fine precipitates are responsible for the increased tensile properties
compared to un-aged alloy [4].

A component with a complex geometrical shape made of an Al alloy is usually achieved by
the closed-die forging of a billet. The 3D hot-forging process allows control of the metal flow, and
hence the formation of the target microstructures in the component bulk. The components are usually
manufactured to obtain a combination of strength, toughness and fatigue resistance [5]. Therefore,
the directional properties of the crystal structure will meet the directional requirements of the service
application. On the contrary, the open-die forging process permits the application of compression-force
and the related deformation flows by means of axial pressing, and it is quite impossible to obtain a
uniform volume and thickness deformation because of the forged components of 3D complex shapes.
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Some forging experiments were carried out on an AA7050 aluminum alloy in agreement with
AMS4333 requirements. In particular, it has to be noted that the AMS4333 standard introduces, after
the solution treatment, an intermediate cold deformation step (5% max) before final aging to reach the
optimum microstructure and precipitates distribution, improving tensile properties [6,7].

The alternative process, shown here, adopts an intermediate warm deformation step, instead
of room temperature deformation between the quenching and ageing step, and is aligned with
other literature attempts and techniques to improve strength for Al alloys [8,9]. For AA 2024 alloy,
Garay-Reyes et al. [10] showed that the best properties are reached by a complex two-stage ageing
treatment, where the solution heat treatment is followed by stretching at room temperature, a first
aging step to T3 temper, warm working in the deformation range 5–15% at 463 K and a final aging
treatment at 463 K [10]. Similar studies have been performed in 8XXX alloys [11].

AA7050 alloy belongs to the 7XXX family that is widely applied in aeronautical
applications [12–14] because of a unique combination of strength and toughness. Relevant contributions
to the knowledge of its hot deformation behavior are presented in [15–17]. Moreover, AA7050
represents one of the best performing alloys in the 7XXX aluminum family, for its good balance of
high strength, corrosion resistance and toughness [18,19] achieved by controlling the recrystallisation
phenomena during and after hot forming processes [20–25].

The aim of this paper was to investigate the mechanical properties resulting from the innovative
heat and thermo-mechanical treatment (up-setting carried out at temperatures of 423 K and 473 K
instead of room temperature as in the standard cycle) and to describe the introduced microstructural
and precipitation state modification.

2. Materials and Methods

The examined material was AA7050 alloy, and its chemical composition is reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Nominal chemical composition of AA7050 alloy (wt %).

Elements Al Zr Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti

wt (%) Bal. 0.12 <0.12 <0.15 2.30 <0.10 2.20 <0.04 6.25 <0.05

A round AA7050 bar, with a starting diameter Φ = 180 mm was forged to obtain a first diameter
reduction to 75 mm and then, with a multiple hot-forging step, to a final rectangular section shaped
plate (70 × 40 mm). The forging cycle was carried out using a 1200-ton press with a hand-forging
proprietary cycle. The obtained rectangular section plate underwent a solution treatment, according
to AMS2770N, and was water quenched. The proposed process, see Figure 1, was selected because
it is representative of a common forging cycle [26] adopted in the production of many aeronautical
components—landing gears, connecting rods, rim wheels, etc.—where the ratio between the starting
billet section area A0 and the component final section area Af is higher than: A0/Af > 9.

The heat treatment was adopted in agreement with the requirements from the standard
AMS2770N, (the fulfillment of this standard is mandatory for AA7050 alloy aeronautical forged
component manufacturers) and was completed with room temperature up-setting and final two stages
aging (5 h at 394 K + 8 h at 450 K). The two innovative cycles only varied from that required by the
standard AMS2770N with regard to the up-setting temperature, carried out at 423 K and 473 K instead
of room temperature, while all the other cycle steps were unmodified (Table 2). It must be stated that,
in any case, the components manufactured using these innovative cycles, even if they have better
performance, cannot be commercialized and utilized for airplane construction.
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A: Axial Forging: T > 400 °C 

 

B: Forged semi-product is cut into small 

billets  

 

C: The billets are multi-step 

forged at dimension 5% larger 

than the final dimension 

 
D: The components are 

solution treated (Ts = 748 K) 

and water quenched 

E: The components are cold/warm forged 

again (max. 5% reduction) 

 

F: The components are aged to 

the final state 

Figure 1. Forging process draft.

Table 2. Standard and modified industrial hot-forging cycle for AA7050 alloy.

Standard Industrial Hot-Forging Cycle (According
to AMS2770N)

Modified Industrial Hot Forging Cycle

Total section area reduction: 75% Total section area reduction: 75%

Solution treatment (Ts = 748 K)
Soaking time: 5 h

Solution treatment (Ts = 748 K)
Soaking time: 5 h

(fulfills AMS2770N)
Water quenching Water quenching (fulfills AMS2770N)

Room temperature up-setting: 5% max 423 K and 473 K up-setting: 5% max each T
(does not fulfill AMS2770N)

Ageing in two steps: 394 K for 5 h + 450 K for 8 h Ageing in two steps: 394 K for 5 h + 450 K for 8 h,
(fulfills AMS2770N)

Tensile tests (mean strain-rate = 0.03 s−1 according to ASTM E8) were carried out on the hot-forged
and heat-treated AA7050 samples, and Brinell hardness tests and plain strain fracture toughness (KIC)
tests were carried out on the transverse specimens (according to the ASTM E399 standard).

Finally, in order to investigate the microstructure, the longitudinal section of the samples was
observed, after the standard and innovative cycles, by using a high-resolution Hitachi SU70 SEM
(Hitachi High-Technologies Europe, Europark Fichtenhain, Krefeld, Germany), equipped with a Noran
7.0 EBSD system by Thermo-Fischer Scientific (Takkebijsters 1, The Netherlands). EBSD observations
were performed using an acceleration voltage of 20 kV after electro-polishing with a solution of 1/3
nitric acid in 2/3 of methanol, at 243 K. Furthermore, EBSD maps were elaborated using MTEX tools in
Matlab to highlight grains, crystallographic orientations, grain boundaries and to calculate the average
grain size.

The metallographic samples A1, taken from the standard AMS4333 cycle (deformed at T = 293 K),
A2 and A3, taken from each of the two innovative cycle variations (deformed at T = 423 K and
473 K, respectively) were analyzed by mean SEM FEG LEO 1550 ZEISS (McQuairie, London, UK)
equipped with an EDS OXFORD X ACT system (v2.2, Oxford Instruments, Abington, UK). Three
high magnification (50 KX) metallographic areas were examined for each of the three samples in order
to establish a statistical base for the number of quantitative precipitates and the size assessments
and analyses. The precipitate counts performed on the SEM-FEG images were carried out by means
of IMAGE-J Fiji 1.46 (v1.46, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA), a software for automatic image processing
and analysis.
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3. Results and Discussion

The Brinell hardness (HB), yield stress (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) measured along the
transverse (orthogonal direction with respect to the forged cylinders axis) and longitudinal directions
(parallel to the forged cylinder axis) as a function of the deformation temperature are shown in
Figure 2. The A5 elongations and Z area reduction showed constant values for all the specimens and
are not reported. The obtained results for the samples deformed at room temperature represent the
reference values (standard process). The laboratory testing characterization permitted us to verify that
the mechanical properties investigated were improved by the introduction of the innovative cycle.
However, though the tensile properties showed a slight increase of about 2%, the hardness and KIC
performance showed a useful improvement. In particular, the innovative process with up-setting at
T = 473 K led to an enhancement of about 7% of the mean hardness values and 11% mean fracture
toughness KIC values (see Figure 2; Figure 3) with respect to the process cycle carried on in agreement
with the AMS2770N standard. Furthermore, another interesting result is that the KIC data scatter of
the three tests results was significantly reduced after up-setting at 473 K.

Figure 2. Brinell hardness (BH), yield stress (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) measured along
the transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) directions vs. the deformation temperature of up-setting before
ageing (the mean values and data scattering refer to ten measurements for hardness and three tensile
tests per condition).

 

Figure 3. KIC values vs. deformation temperature (mean values for three specimens per condition).

In order to assess the microstructure and precipitation changes introduced by the modified cycles,
the characterization of the samples involved both EBSD and SEM-FEG examinations. The EBSD
observations performed on the samples deformed at 293 K, 423 K and 473 K (Figure 3) showed
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important differences. In Figure 4, the EBSD orientation maps for the grain boundary with 5◦

misorientation is shown. However, the grains of large size do not exhibit a uniform color, but show
areas with darker and/or brighter nuances, indicating the presence of sub-grains with misorientations
lower than 5◦. It is evident that the warm deformation caused better homogeneity of the refined
microstructure. Table 3 indicates the area-weighted average grain size values (dwa) calculated on
the obtained maps considering three threshold levels for the grain boundary misorientation angle.
The results highlight an actual grain refinement with the increasing up-setting temperature (the dwa

value for the Map A1 calculated for the 5◦ misorientation angle seems to be inconsistent with the
observed large grain size. It must be underlined that the grains were not completely embedded into
each map, and were not considered to have misled the grain size calculation).

Moreover, the A2 sample (up-setting at 423 K) showed that the size distribution became more
homogeneous with a preferred <111> crystallographic orientation normal to the sample surfaces (blue
color in Figure 4b). In addition, in the A3 sample (up-setting at 473 K), the <111> crystallographic
orientation remained in the preferred crystallographic direction (Figure 4c).

 

Map A1 

 
(a) 

 

Map A2 

 
(b) 

 

Map A3 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. EBSD maps of transversal metallographic sections (belongs to a plane parallel to the forging
axis) of samples deformed through up-setting before ageing at: room temperature (a), 423 K (b) and
473 K (c). Black grain boundaries highlight misorientation angles not lower than 5◦.

Table 3. Grain sizes calculated on the detected EBSD orientation maps depending on the adopted
misorientation angles. The standard deviations are related to the grain size log-norm distribution in
the map.

Grain Boundary Misorientation Angle (◦)
Map A1 Map A2 Map A3

dwa (μm) st. dev. dwa (μm) st. dev. dwa (μm) st. dev.

1 7.2 0.8 4.9 0.5 4.2 0.4
3 8.4 0.5 7.7 0.4 6.8 0.5
5 9.4 0.6 9.7 0.3 7.1 0.7
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The refinement of the microstructure through the thermo-mechanical process has been described
in many papers (see e.g., [27–29]), and is termed by some investigators as continuous dynamic
recrystallisation (CDR) [21]. The different grain size and orientation evolution in the three examined
cases can be tentatively explained by considering the temperature-dependence of dislocation cross-slip.
Dislocation cross-slip occurring during a deformation in temperature leads to a general grain
re-orientation, and the sub-boundaries present inside the grains evolve towards high-angle boundaries.
The higher the deformation temperature, the easier the process. In pure aluminum, thermally-activated
dislocation cross-slip has an activation energy of about 14.2 KJ/mole and starts around 423 K.

The scanning electronic microscope SEM-FEG examination of the A1, A2 and A3 samples
permitted us to show at least two main precipitate family types, with respect to the size: larger
particles at the grain and sub-grain boundaries (mean dimension of 150 nm) and finer nano-sized
networks inside the grains and sub-grains (with dimensions up to about 50 nm) (Figure 5). In order to
carry out an accurate precipitation population assessment, SEM-FEG images at 50 KX magnification
were selected, and some further examination was carried out at 100 KX. It must be reported that it was
possible to detect some larger and isolated particles up to 5 μm at grain boundaries, very useful for the
chemical analyses.

Figure 5. Example of the metallographic microstructure of sample A2 with grain-boundary precipitates
(SEM-FEG image).

Each one of the three examined metallographic areas had a dimension of about 6400 × 4800 nm2.
The maximum distance between the two parallel lines restricting the object in the perpendicular plane
to the observation direction was adopted as a Feret diameter. Nine measurements (three measurements
of three different areas) per sample (A1, A2 and A3) were carried out to obtain a mean value for
the precipitate population in the 50 KX images, and three measurements per sample were carried
out for the 100 KX images. The tensile mechanical properties were been significantly affected by the
additional up-setting in temperature, whilst hardness was affected to a small extent, suggesting that
no significant change in fine precipitation occurred. In order to measure the possible evolution of the
overall precipitation status, digital image analysis was performed by setting a Feret-diameter threshold
of 10 nm. For the A1 sample, we observed 82 precipitates with a Feret-diameter between 10 and 50 nm
and only three precipitates with a diameter ranging from 51 and 200 nm.

The comparative measurements of the size of the precipitates for the three specimens are reported
in Table 4. The analyses of the results show that the number of precipitates increased as the deformation
temperature increased from room temperature up to T = 473 K. This fact led to the necessity to define a
“precipitate areal-density” (defined as the mean value of the number of precipitates detected, including
precipitates of all sizes, divided by the constant-reference metallographic area examined, i.e. 6400
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nm × 4800 nm). The numbers 82 and 3 were taken as a reference and as base numbers to normalize
the other corresponding precipitate quantities in the other samples, in order to represent them as
dimensionless ratios to the RT deformed precipitate value (sample A1).

Table 4. SEM-FEG metallographic results (based on nine measurements).

Sample PR50 PR200

Sample A1 (T = 293 K) 1.00 1.00
Sample A2 (T = 423 K) 1.59 3.67
Sample A3 (T = 473 K) 2.06 4.96

PR50 = Particle ratio of the number of particles detected in the sample with sizes between 10 and 50 nm, divided by
the number of particles detected in sample A1 with the same size; PR200 = Particle ratio of the number of particles
detected in the sample with sizes between 51 nm and 200 nm divided by the number of particles detected in sample
A1 with the same size.

The SEM-FEG equipped with an EDS microprobe was useful to carry out chemical analyses of the
larger precipitates in the AA7075 aluminum alloy samples where the Mg-Cu and Mg-Cu-Zn enriched
precipitates were detected (Figures 5 and 6). Figure 6 reports the SEM-FEG image of the analyzed
sample and Table 5 shows the composition of the examined zones. Figure 7 shows an example of the
large Mg + Cu-enriched precipitates revealed by the EDS maps.

Figure 6. AA7050 alloy zone analyzed using SEM-FEG + EDS point detection.

Table 5. SEM-FEG EDS chemical analysis results (% wt).

Spectrum Label Al Mg Cu Zn O Fe Ni

7 28.3 21.4 43.5 2.7 4.2 - -
8 50.2 - 33.4 1.4 - 13.4 1.5
9 62.8 12.1 18.9 3.1 2.7 - -
10 61.2 16.0 19.6 3.3 - - -
11 86.9 4.2 2.1 6.9 - - -

The influence of deformation and time on the mechanical properties of 2XXX and 7XXX alloys
has been investigated [30] to prove that an increase in the degree of deformation (up to 10%) causes an
increase in yield strength and the decrease of tensile elongations. The reason for this improvement is
widely discussed in the literature and was found to be related to the microstructure and precipitate
evolution mainly formed from GP to Mg(Zn,Cu)2 phases [31]. Moreover, some authors [30–32]
indicate clearly that in AA7050 alloy, an HCP structure phase (a = 5.32 Å, c = 8.79 Å) nucleates on the
grain boundary.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7. AA7050 alloy zone analyzed (a) with SEM-FEG + EDS area-map scanning of (b) Mg and
(c) Cu.

This structure was found to be similar to that of MgZn2 with some Cu next to Mg and Zn. This is
an indication that Mg(Zn,Cu)2 was formed with some Zn that was replaced by Cu [32].
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Accelerated artificial ageing phenomena have been discussed for the 7XXX families, and [33,
34] have shown that, for Al-Zn-Mg-(Cu) alloys, the η-MgZn2 phase and ηvolume fractions are the
microstructural features that control the mechanical resistance of the alloys after the ageing treatment.

To optimize the heat treatment, a great deal of efforts have been devoted to finding the optimal
conditions, whether one or two stages, with and without a deformation step after solubilization,
and a quenching stage. However, no significant improvement in the tensile properties has been
found, suggesting that no significant fine precipitation occurs during the unconventional heat and
thermo-mechanical treatments proposed here.

Other studies [21,35–38] describe the recrystallisation mechanism of aluminum alloys, confirming
the fact that it is crucial to tailor the mechanical properties controlling the grain size and morphology.

Thus, starting from the previous considerations, the current work shows the following
main results:

• the warm deformation step included in the heat treatment cycle and replacing the room
temperature deformation step refined the grain size and modified the crystallographic orientation
in the AA7050 alloy consistently to the CDR, as reported in Figure 3 [21];

• the warm deformation temperature of 473 K resulted in the highest density of large particles with
respect to the other two experimental conditions (increased density of large size precipitates in the
matrix with a Feret-diameter between 10 and 50 nm, and large size precipitates at the sub-grain
boundaries), suggesting a possible over-aging of the alloy during the final heat treatment (394 K
for 5 h + 450 K for 8 h, fulfilling AMS2770N);

• the toughness KIC values increased, with a narrower dispersion range value with respect to the
standard cycle value dispersion, see Figure 2. The more homogeneous and finer-grained structure
obtained after warm deformation contributed to the increased fracture toughness.

The results highlighted that the improvement of the toughness properties should be ascribed to
the refinement of the grains and sub-grains developed during warm deformation that were pinned
by precipitation during the final heat treatment (394 K for 5 h + 450 K for 8 h, fulfilling AMS2770N).
However, because of the precipitation results, which suggested some degree of over-aging, it is likely
that some precipitation had already occurred during the warm working and/or, possibly, during
subsequent cooling. This is consistent with the preservation of the strength properties. In fact, the loss
in strength that normally occurs with over-aging could be compensated by the refinement and pinning
of the dislocation structure itself, as it has already been reported in [39,40]. This is consistent with the
observed grain refinement in Figure 3 and the higher density of coarse precipitates at the grains and
sub-grain boundaries with subsequent warm deformations (Figure 4 and Table 4).

Moreover, Dumont et al. discussed the relationship between the microstructure and toughness in
AA7050, [41] and concluded that the coarse intragranular precipitation appeared to play a key role
in affecting the toughness as well as the spatial distribution of constituent particles. This conclusion
is in line with the results of the present work, where the introduction into the process of a warm
deformation step was able to improve the homogeneity of the precipitates, resulting in better toughness
values without affecting yield strength.

Finally, even if the modified cycle could be industrially adopted, a criticism may arise as a result
of the introduced additional costs. Considering that the introduction of the modified manufacturing
cycle requires maintaining a heating furnace at about 473 K (no impact on all the other cycle steps), a
marginal extra cost per component is expected. It is very difficult to quantify this extra cost because it
depends on the number of components per cycle and on the single component value. Nevertheless,
the improvement of the component’s safety behavior should also be taken into account to balance
the expected extra costs, as already experienced for other classes of materials even with promising
properties and performances [42].
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4. Conclusions

A warm deformation process of an AA7050 aluminum alloy showed the possibility to increase the
fracture toughness behavior with a KIC data dispersion reduction, without significantly affecting the
tensile properties. This treatment may be suitable for all the other 7XXX and 8XXX alloy families where
a room-temperature deformation step is mandatory for the fulfilment of the international standards.

The adoption of a warm deformation instead of the standard cold deformation (as required by the
AMS2770N standard) to reduce material heterogeneity, by producing finer grain and sub-grains pinned
by precipitation occurring probably because of over-ageing. It is suggested that the improvement of
toughness is related to this improvement in the material microstructure, whilst the tensile properties
are unchanged due to the compensation between the flow reduction because of over-ageing and
the dislocation structure developed during warm deformation. This process should therefore be
applied to forged components with non-uniform thickness characterized by complex 3D shapes that
could be easily warm- and not cold-deformed in the intermediate steps between the solution and
ageing treatments. No problems are envisaged due to the introduction of the present modifications to
thermal treatments, nevertheless, the modified cycle introduces an extra cost due to the re-heating of
the components. A preliminary cost-benefit study should be undertaken in order to assess the real
economic advantages strictly related to the life applications in service.

The next research steps will focus on the optimization of the precipitation phenomena parameters
and the energy for precipitation assessments of other aluminum alloys.
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Abstract: This study investigated the fabrication of Nb tubes via the caliber-rolling process at various
rolling speeds from 1.4 m/min to 9.9 m/min at ambient temperature, and the effect of the caliber-rolling
speed on the microstructural and microtextural evolution of the Nb tubes. The caliber-rolling process
affected the grain refinement when the Nb tube had a higher fraction of low angle grain boundaries.
However, the grain size was identical regardless of the rolling speed. The dislocation density of the
Nb tubes increased with the caliber-rolling speed according to the Orowan equation. The reduction of
intensity for the <111> fiber texture and the development of the <112> fiber texture with the increase
of the strain rate are considered to have decreased the internal energy by increasing the fraction of the
low-energy Σ3 boundaries.

Keywords: Nb tube; caliber-rolling; grain boundaries; texture; electron backscatter diffraction

1. Introduction

Nb tubes are used in wires made of superconducting materials, such as NbTi, Nb3Sn, Nb3Al,
and MgB2/Nb/Cu, as a diffusion barrier for MgB2/Nb/Cu, which disturbs the chemical reaction between
the Mg-B powders and Cu, and as a superconductor for NbTi and Nb3Sn, which have superconductive
properties [1–4]. Superconductive wires are fabricated using the drawing process or caliber-rolling to
reduce their diameter to less than 1 mm. To manufacture a superconductive wire without fracturing,
it is very important to improve the ductility of the Nb tube such that it can play a role as a diffusion
barrier or a superconductive material. This can be achieved by using optimal conditions in the
deformation process. In previous work on the drawing process [5,6], it was stated that an electric
field significantly affects the nature of grain boundaries via a localized Joule heating effect, which was
experimentally proved by Zhan et al. [7]. The electrically assisted wire drawing process has also been
proved to be a feasible technique that enhances the material formability compared to the conventional
wire drawing process [8].

The caliber-rolling process is very simple compared with the drawing process, and the preparation
time for the samples is short because additional processing, such as the swaging process so that samples
can fit or enter into the die, is not required. Additionally, the caliber-rolling process can achieve a larger
area of reduction compared with the drawing process. The deformation process is very suitable for
making ultrafine grain microstructures, owing to its characteristic of large strain in multipass and
multidirectional manufacturing [9]. The mode of deformation and related micromechanisms can
be influenced by deformation factors, such as the deformation temperature, strain, and strain rate.
Amongst the various factors, the caliber-rolling speed is closely related to productivity. Therefore, it is
very important to investigate the microstructure and microtexture of Nb tubes during deformation so
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as to reduce fracturing. To date, the effect of the caliber-rolling speed, that is, the strain rate, on the
microstructure and microtexture of the Nb tube has not been reported.

The deformation of body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal materials, such as Nb tubes, occurs mostly
via slip. However, twins have also been observed at low temperatures and/or at high strain rates in
certain orientations. The commonly active slip systems of bcc crystals are {110}<111> and {112}/<111>,
but non-crystallographic slip planes have often been observed. Face centered-cubic (fcc) single crystals
have consistent slip directions and dislocation glide planes governed by Schmid’s law. Moreover,
the plastic deformation of bcc single crystals is characterized by the inapplicability of Schmid’s law
and anomalies with regard to the prediction of operative slip systems [10,11].

In terms of the strain rate’s influence on the dislocation mode and slip system, at very high
strain rates, the stress can be sufficiently high to mechanically force the dislocation past all barriers
without the aid of thermal fluctuations. Experimental data obtained from uniaxial tensile tests indicate
that, in most metals, this occurs when the plastic shear strain rate reaches a value of approximately
5 × 103 s−1 [12]. However, such a high strain rate cannot be applied to the caliber-rolling process
considered in this study.

This study investigated the effect of the caliber-rolling speed on the microstructural and
microtextural evolution of Nb tubes during the caliber-rolling process. The objective of this investigation
was to determine which dislocation mechanism contributes to the formation of the grain boundaries
and to the misorientation between the grain boundaries, and how the dislocation density increases or
decreases based on the electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) data.

2. Materials and Methods

This study used Nb tubes with a purity of over 99.95% (Baoji Junuo Metal Materials Co., Ltd.,
Baoji, China) and an impurity content of approximately 50 ppm. The Nb tubes had a diameter of
20 mm and thickness of 1.5 mm. In preparation for the caliber-rolling process, the Nb tubes were cut
to a length of 100 mm. The Nb tubes with an initial diameter of 20 mm and length of 100 mm were
rolled with several reduction areas (RAs) per pass of 8–12%. The RA per pass was calculated using
Equation (1):

RA =
A0 −A f

A0
× 100(%) (1)

where A0 and Af denote the initial and final cross-sectional areas, respectively. In this study, the total RA
of six steps was approximately 48%. Figure 1a shows a schematic representation of the caliber-rolling
and diameter in each step. The tests were carried out at a rolling speed of 1.4–9.9 m/min at ambient
temperature. The caliber-rolling direction was kept constant at every rolling pass. The deformation
strain rate was measured from the length of the Nb tube in the final step at the rolling speed of 1.4, 4.2,
7.1, and 9.9 m/min, and was 1, 3, 5, and 7 min−1, respectively.

The grain orientation was determined using the electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) technique
combined with high resolution thermal field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM; S-4300SE,
Hitachi. Co., Ltd., Hitachi, Japan). Before and after each deformation, the EBSD maps were obtained
in the longitudinal (RD/TD) section (Figure 1b) using step scans with steps of 1.2 μm. On one of the
internal surfaces, the observation area was 500 μm × 500 μm. For the EBSD analysis of the samples,
electro-polishing was used during the fine grinding process to ensure that the orientation remained
unaffected by the treatment procedure. The image quality of the Kikuchi pattern at each EBSD data
point was obtained using the OIM analysis software (OIM analysis V8, TSL Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).
A relatively clean image was obtained using the grain dilution clean-up function with a tolerance of 5◦.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of caliber-rolling process showing the diameter of each roller,
and (b) the red diagonal area is the observed area for EBSD.

3. Results

Figure 2 shows the grain boundary maps obtained from the EBSD data for the Nb tube before and
after the deformation at a caliber-rolling speed of 1.4–9.9 m/min at ambient temperature. The grain
boundaries measured by the EBSD (Figure 2) were classified into both boundaries: low-angle boundary
(LAB) and high-angle boundary (HAB). The red lines and the blue lines indicate the LABs and the HABs,
respectively. Both boundaries can also be defined as follows. The LABs consist of low misoriented
low-angle boundaries (LMLABs, 2–5◦) and high misoriented low-angle boundaries (HMLABs, 5–15◦).
In a similar manner, the HABs consist of intermediate misoriented high-angle boundaries (IMHABs,
15–40◦) and high misoriented high-angle boundaries (HMHABs > 40◦) [13]. The LABs and HABs
equivalently existed in the as-received Nb tubes. However, as shown in Figure 2b–e, the population of
LABs largely increased after the Nb tubes were caliber-rolled at ambient temperature, regardless of the
caliber-rolling speed. In the caliber-rolling process, the LABs had noticeable caliber-rolled samples
inside the grains and near the grain boundaries of the Nb tube. Moreover, it is obvious that the low
angle grain boundaries mainly formed in the microstructure of the caliber-rolled Nb tube by increasing
the rolling speed at ambient temperature.

 

Figure 2. EBSD grain boundary maps of (a) as-received Nb tubes, and Nb tubes caliber-rolled at
rolling-speeds of (b) 1.4 m/min, (c) 4.2 m/min, (d) 7.1 m/min, and (e) 9.9 m/min.
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Figure 3a shows the fraction of the classified grain boundaries consisting of the Nb tube
microstructure before and after the caliber-rolling process. Here, the fraction of each grain boundary
was calculated to divide the length of the grain boundary by the length of total grain boundaries.
As can be seen from the graph, the fraction of the LABs increased after the caliber-rolling process was
applied. The mean value of the grain size was calculated from the EBSD data as shown in Figure 3b.
The mean grain size of the as-received Nb tubes dramatically decreased during the caliber-rolling
process; however, only a negligible difference of the mean grain size was observed as a function of the
caliber-rolling speed in the samples, as shown in Figure 3b. As can be seen in Figure 2, the as-received
Nb tubes consisted of equiaxed grains; however, the shape of the grains changed and became elongated
by increasing the caliber-rolling speed. The grain shape aspect ratio was calculated from the EBSD
data and plotted for all samples, as shown in Figure 3c. The images shown in Figure 2 were used to
calculate the microstructure quantifiers, such as the grain shape aspect ratio, which is a dimensionless
number representing the grain shape and its elongation, that is, the ratio of the lowest diameter to the
largest diameter (Ar = dmin/dmax) within a grain. Hence, a grain with a lower grain shape aspect ratio
will become more elongated than a grain with a higher grain shape aspect ratio. The graph shown in
Figure 3c indicates that the grains gradually elongated as the Ar value decreased with the increase of
the caliber-rolling speed.

Figure 3. (a) Fraction of LABs and HABs versus caliber-rolling speeds, (b) variation of mean grain size,
and (c) grain shape aspect ratio with caliber-rolling speed in Nb tubes.

Figure 4a–c shows the kernel average misorientation (KAM), distribution of the as-received
Nb tubes, and caliber-rolled tubes at 1.4 and 9.9 mm/min, respectively, represented by color-coded
maps. The KAM can evaluate the local strain distribution in each grain and is the most appropriate
quantity for this purpose because its value reflects the stored strain energy [14,15]. The Nb samples
subjected to the caliber-rolling process had larger orientated grains than the as-received Nb tubes.
Additionally, it was observed that the local strains induced by the orientation gradient occurred closer
to the grain boundaries rather than inside the grains. The Nb samples caliber-rolled at 1.4 m/min
(Figure 4b) had larger orientation gradients in all grains, whereas the Nb samples subjected to the
caliber-rolling process at 9.9 m/min had smaller orientation gradients. Therefore, the increase of the
orientation gradients indicates that the dislocation density caused the local strains to increase when
the caliber-rolling process was applied to the Nb tubes at lower speeds. The orientation gradients in
the grain are attributed to the stored strain energy during the deformation. According to Figure 4a–c,
the stored strain energy originated from the individual LMLABs or HMLABs. In turn, the stored strain
energy increased with the increase of LABs by rotating the neighboring grains from 2◦ to 15◦. From the
EBSD data, it was found that the number of LABs in the as-received Nb tubes, Nb tubes caliber-rolled at
1.4 m/min, and Nb tubes caliber-rolled at 9.9 m/min, was 35,162, 158,218, and 146,025, respectively. This
is attributed to the dislocation accumulation and multiplication caused by the local inhomogeneous
deformation of an anisotropic plastic behavior [6]. According to the observations, the number of LABs
in the Nb tubes increased with the increase of the caliber-rolling speed. The mean KAM value increased
from 0.07 to 0.075 rad by increasing the caliber-rolling speed from 1.4 to 9.9 mm/min. This means
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that a lower local strain energy resulted in lower dislocation density. The dislocation density ρ can
be calculated using the average misorientation measurement and dislocation boundary spacing as
follows [14,16–18]:

ρ ≈ αθ
bd

(2)

where θ is the average misorientation angle across the dislocation boundaries, b is the magnitude of
the Burgers vector, d is the average spacing of all dislocation boundaries, and α is a constant.

The stored strain energy (E) per unit volume can be obtained as follows [17]:

E =
1
2

Gρb2 (3)

where G is the shear modulus. According to Equation (3), the stored strain energy is proportional
to the dislocation density; therefore, the grain orientation caused by the local strain is related to the
dislocation density.

 

Figure 4. KAM maps of (a) as-received Nb tubes, and Nb tubes caliber-rolled at rolling speeds of (b)
1.4 m/min and (c) 9.9 m/min. The color code is consistent with the respective KAM value ranges shown
at the bottom right.

Table 1 presents the dislocation density calculated from the KAM value using Equation (1).
The KAM values were affected by the scan step size, which was constant at d = 1.2 μm. For pure
niobium, α = 3 for boundaries with mixed characters, while b = 0.285 nm and θ is a radian value for the
mean angle of the misoriented boundaries. The results presented in Table 1 indicate that the as-received
Nb tube had the highest θ value and lowest ρ value. Moreover, based on Table 1, it was assumed
that the ρ value increased as a function of the caliber-rolling speed in the Nb tube. Furthermore, the
dislocation density was probably underestimated, owing to the existence of dislocations that did not
contribute to the misorientation build-up [16].

Table 1. Dislocation density before and after Nb tube was caliber-rolled.

Samples b (nm) θ (rad) d (μm) Area (μm2) Density (1014 m−2)

As-received 0.285 0.046 1.2 250,000 1.95
1.4 m/min 0.285 0.07 1.2 250,000 2.47
4.2 m/min 0.285 0.071 1.2 250,000 2.49
7.1 m/min 0.285 0.073 1.2 250,000 2.59
9.9 m/min 0.285 0.075 1.2 250,000 2.64

In addition to the abovementioned microstructural evolution, the evolution of the texture during
the caliber-rolling process was also investigated at a rolling speed from 0–9.9 m/min, as shown in
Figure 5. The results suggest that the deformation textures of the caliber-rolled Nb tubes could
be characterized as a major <111> fiber texture, except for the Nb tube caliber-rolled at 9.9 m/min.
Moreover, the Nb tube caliber-rolled at the highest rolling speed had a major <112> fiber texture with
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low intensity and consisted of expanded texture components. It was also observed that, throughout
the samples, the texture intensity for the caliber-rolled Nb tubes decreased with the increase of the
caliber-rolling speed. In turn, the increase of the caliber-rolling speed resulted in the reduction of the
intensity for the <111> texture component at the center areas of the Nb tube, which was related to the
development of the slip system.

Figure 5. Texture evolution based on the inverse pole figure (IPF of) (a) as-received Nb tubes, and Nb
tubes caliber-rolled at rolling speed of (b) 1.4 m/min, (c) 4.2 m/min, (d) 7.1 m/min, and (e) 9.9 m/min.

4. Discussion

In the microstructural evolution obtained from the EBSD data, it can be seen that the fraction of the
LMLABs and HMLABs in the as-received Nb tubes significantly increased, while that of the LMHABs
and HMHABs decreased during the caliber-rolling process. According to the results, the dynamic
recovery and recrystallization did not occur in the samples, regardless of the rolling speed. Hence,
it would be difficult for them to occur in the Nb tubes as a result of the caliber-rolling process at ambient
temperature because, for Nb materials, recrystallization requires over 1/3 of the melting temperature
(2750 K ◦C). Evidently, dynamic recrystallization did not occur during the caliber-rolling process at
ambient temperature because the fraction of the LMHABs and HMHABs did not change with the
increase of the caliber-rolling speed. Moreover, the microstructure of the Nb tubes was refined by the
formation of the substructure or low angle boundaries, which led to the increase of the dislocation
density during the caliber-rolling deformation, based on the results presented in Table 1. Based on
the data pertaining to the reduction of the tube area and tube length after the caliber-rolling process,
the caliber-speed could be transferred to the strain rate. The strain rate values were 0.017, 0.054, 0.087,
and 0.12 s−1 for 1.4, 4.2, 7.1, and 9.9 mm/min, respectively. The relationship between the dislocation
density and the strain rate can be expressed using the Orowan equation as follows [12,19]:

.
ε ≈ bρs

where s is the dislocation velocity. This equation is in good agreement with the values listed in Table 1.
Because the degree of strain-rate increment was larger than that of the dislocation density compared
with the strain rate and dislocation density in the samples, it was assumed that the occurrence of
dislocation decreased as a function of the strain rate. This should be considered with regard to the factor
of generated heat during the deformation, which increases the dislocation because the dislocations can
move without pile-up and dislocation interactions as much as possible. Thus, the dislocation density
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must decrease. In this study, the generated heat increased with the increase of the caliber-rolling speed
because the heat was induced by the friction between the Nb tubes and the caliber-roller during the
caliber-rolling deformation. However, the heat was negligible because the difference of the strain rate
between the highest value and the lowest value was less than 10-fold.

Another reason for the slow increase of the dislocation density with the caliber-rolling speed was
the dislocation activity. The activation volume, that is, the dislocation activity, for the deformation of
bcc metals was in the range of 5b3 (where b is Burgers vector), whereas the fcc activation volume was
10 to 100 times larger. Furthermore, the activation volume of the bcc metals was independent of the
strain, while that for the fcc metals decreased as the strain increased [20]. Additionally, the analysis
based on the combined operation of the Peierls mechanism and dislocation drag process appeared to
be valid in the activation volume. In this study, the dislocation activity was attributed to the Peierls
mechanism because, for strain rates below approximately 1000 s−1, the contribution of the dislocation
drag process was small [12].

In bcc metals, mechanical twinning is an important mode of deformation, particularly at low
temperatures. The twins form on the {112} planes and have a resulting shear of s = 1√

2
in the <111>

direction. The existing models of twinning in bcc metals are based on a pole mechanism, which requires
a relatively complex dislocation dissociation to form the spiraling partial dislocation responsible for
the formation of the mechanical twin [21,22]. According to Figure 3, the decrease of intensity as a
function of the caliber-rolling speed for the <111> pole figure in the samples may have been caused by
the formation of the spiraling partial dislocation, which indicates the presence of a weak <001> pole
figure in caliber-rolled samples over a speed of 4.2 m/min. Additionally, this shows that, if the mobile
dislocation density is sufficiently large, then the strain can be accommodated by the dislocation motion.
If the number of mobile dislocations is insufficient, another deformation mechanism, such as twinning,
is necessary. This mechanism is consistent with the inverse pole figure (IPF) result shown in Figure 3.

The grain boundary map of the EBSD data can be used to calculate the misorientation axis when
the misorientation angle has been determined. This means that the EBSD data can be used to identify
specific boundaries defined not just by the misorientation angle, but also by a combination of the
misorientation angle and the misorientation axis. Therefore, it is useful to identify the twin boundaries
that are a subset of the coincident site lattice (CSL) boundaries, which are special boundaries that
fulfil the coincident site lattice criteria whereby the lattices are sharing various lattice sites. Figure 6
shows the population of the CSL boundaries in the caliber-rolled samples at speeds ranging from
1.4 to 9.9 m/min. The fraction of the CSL boundaries was significantly low compared with that of
the fcc materials [23]. However, the Σ3 boundary had a relatively greater fraction compared with
that of the Σ5 boundary because the grain boundary energies of bcc metals are more sensitive to the
grain boundary plane orientation than to the misorientation of the lattice. In the fcc metals, the Σ3
boundary is observed as pure twist boundaries. However, in the bcc metals, it appears as symmetric tilt
boundaries. Conversely, in the bcc metals, the Σ5 boundary is observed as pure twist boundaries [24].
It has also been suggested that the distribution of the grain boundary normal undergoes significant
change by the crystal lattice structure for a given misorientation angle, and that there exists a completely
different set of low-energy grain boundary planes in the bcc lattice compared with the fcc crystal
structure [25]. Based on these experimental results, the Nb tube that was caliber-rolled at the highest
speed had the largest internal energy value owing to the high dislocation density materials. Hence,
from the fraction of the Σ3 boundary that increased with the increase of the caliber-rolling speed,
it is evident that the CSL boundaries with low-energy were primarily formed in the sample to reduce
its energy. This is also supported by the fact that the coherent twin had the smallest boundary energy
amongst the surveyed boundaries. However, the boundary was neither as small nor as uniquely small
as that in the fcc metals [26].
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Figure 6. Comparison of fraction of CSL boundaries in Nb tubes caliber-rolled at highest and lowest speed.

5. Conclusions

In this study, Nb tubes mainly used as superconductivity materials were fabricated using the
caliber-rolling process at various rolling-speeds from 1.4 to 9.9 m/min at ambient temperature. The effect
of the caliber-rolling speed on the microstructure and microtexture of the Nb tubes was investigated
based on the EBSD data. The following conclusions were drawn from this study:

(1) The microstructure of the Nb tube was refined and formed in grains with a higher fraction of low
angle grain boundaries by applying the caliber-rolling process. However, the mean grain size of
the caliber-rolled tubes was approximately identical, regardless of the caliber-rolling speed.

(2) The dislocation density of the Nb tube increased with the caliber-rolling speed at ambient
temperature, according to the Orowan equation. This can only be explained in terms of the Peierls
mechanism, and not in terms of the dislocation drag process caused by a low strain rate of less
than 103 s−1.

(3) By increasing the caliber-rolling speed, the fraction of the CSL boundaries with low energy
increased, which contributed to retard the increasing rate of dislocation density. Then, the <112>
fiber texture developed as the intensity of the entire texture weakened, and the <111> fiber texture
disappeared. Based on the results, the productivity of the Nb tubes can be improved because the
fraction of the CSL boundaries increases as a function of the caliber-rolling speed.
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Abstract: This study demonstrates the feasibility of a novel casting process called tailored additive
casting (TAC). The TAC process involves injecting the melt several times to fabricate a single
component, with a few seconds of holding between successive injections. Using TAC, we can
successfully produce commercial-grade automotive steering knuckles with a tensile strength of 383
± 3 MPa and an elongation percentage of 10.7 ± 1.1%, from Al 6061 alloys. To produce steering
knuckles with sufficient mechanical strength, the composition of an Al 6061 alloy is optimized with the
addition of Zr, Zn, and Cu as minor elements. These minor elements influence the thermal properties
of the melt and alloy, such as their thermal stress, strain rate, shrinkage volume, and porosity.
Optimal conditions for heat treatment before and after forging further improve the mechanical
strength of the steering knuckles produced by TAC followed by forging.

Keywords: casting; Al 6061 alloys; shrinkage; porosity; steering knuckles

1. Introduction

Metal casting is one of the oldest manufacturing processes, in which molten metal is poured
into a mold to form the desired shape and then allowed to solidify [1]. Its relative simplicity makes
casting highly advantageous for mass production; however, an inherent problem with casting is the
formation of a shrinkage cavity caused by volume reduction, which is inevitably introduced in the
phase transformation from liquid to solid [2–4]. A general solution for eliminating the shrinkage
cavity is the installation of excess materials, such as biscuits, runners, risers, and overflows [5,6].
Consequently, the normal recovery rate of casting (i.e., the weight ratio of the final product to
the molten metal used for fabrication) is approximately 70%, and 30% of the material is wasted.
Additionally, subsequent processing is required to remove the excess material after casting; this implies
that extra material and energy are inevitably required to fix this intrinsic problem of the casting process.
Here, we propose a novel method called tailored additive casting (TAC) to improve material recovery
to approximately 90%. TAC consists of several steps, and in each of these steps, melt injection is
started, stopped, and held [7]. The number of steps and the injection and holding times in each step
are determined by the complexity of the mold’s shape. In the TAC process, molten metal is prepared
in a reservoir heated at a constant temperature. The molten metal is injected into a mold via an outlet;
the physical position of this outlet is moved upwards as the level of the molten metal in the mold rises
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to maintain a small distance between the outlet and the top surface of the molten metal. Using TAC,
we improve recovery to over 90% and eliminate the need for subsequent processing to remove excess
materials. In addition to the improvement of recovery, TAC technique enables us to cast various alloys,
regardless of their melt viscosity. Currently, the steering knuckles are fabricated by tilt casting process,
using A356 Al alloy in industry. A melt viscosity of A356 is low enough for the casting process, yet its
mechanical strength is a low: ultimate tensile strength is at about 300 MPa or lower. Other Al alloys
with higher mechanical strengths, such as Al 6xxx or Al 7xxx alloys, are not suitable for the fabrication
of the knuckles by tilt casting process, due to their high melt viscosity. The alloys with high mechanical
strength yet high melt viscosity are used in continuous casting, by which castings with only simple
geometry can be produced. However, these alloys are not applicable to fabricate castings with complex
shapes. Another possible advantage of TAC is that forging can occur immediately after solidification
because of the remaining heat in the casting alloys. Here, we demonstrate the clear superiority of our
method by fabricating steering knuckles with outstanding mechanical strength from the Al 6061 alloy,
as shown in Figure 1. A steering knuckle is an important component of automotive suspension
systems, and many attempts have been made to fabricate steering knuckles with Al alloys to reduce
vehicle weight [8–12]. To improve the mechanical properties of steering knuckles, we evaluate various
compositions of Al alloys by analyzing their thermal properties, such as thermal stress, shrinkage
starting temperature (SST), shrinkage characteristics, and pore formation. In addition, like previous
studies, we perform forging and heat treatment to further improve the mechanical strength of the
steering knuckles [13].

Figure 1. A steering knuckle produced by tailored additive casting (TAC), followed by forging and
heat treatment. The length and maximum width of the knuckle are 68 cm and 26 cm, respectively.
The TAC process consists of 13 steps; melt injected at each step is indicated by the dotted lines.
Measurement samples for determining the ultimate tensile strength and elongation percentage were
collected from the area indicated by the black box.

2. Material and Methods

We prepared 5 kg of melt for each of the five alloys listed in Table 1 and, after holding the
melts at 1163 K for 3 h to ensure that all additions were fully dissolved, we measured the thermal
stress, SST, shrinkage volume, and porosity. A schematic diagram of the mold used to measure
thermal stresses and SST is provided in Figure 2. The melt was poured into the mold via gravity
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through the injection hole (Figure 2(1)) to measure the thermal stress and SST. Temperatures from
two points in the melt (Figure 2(2) and (3)) were measured to estimate the SST at point (4) in Figure 2.
Similarly, the temperature at point (4) was calculated using the slope of temperature versus distance
between points (2) and (3). The melt at point (4) solidifies when shrinkage starts because shrinkage
begins to occur once the solidified parts are coherently connected in the mold [14], and point (4) is
the last area to solidify for the coherent connection. Thermal stress and SST during solidification
were measured by analyzing the displacement of the pin (Figure 2(6)). The displacement and the
force generated during the displacement were accurately measured using two load cells (RUU-200K
(Minor Tech, Guangdong, China) and KTM-10mm (Radian, Seoul, Korea)). Shrinkage volume and
porosity were measured using the Tatur mold, schematically presented in Figure 3. The porosities and
shrinkage volumes of the casting alloys produced in the Tatur mold were estimated using densities
measured by Archimedes’ principle and water displacement. Grain boundary angles were measured
at the triple junctions where two solid-liquid interfaces and one solid–solid boundary met each other,
as shown in Figure 4. The grain boundaries with and without positive curvature were defined as the
solid–liquid and solid–solid interfaces in the mushy zone, respectively. The contained angle between
the two solid–liquid interfaces was considered as the grain boundary angle in this study.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing (a) top and (b) side views of the mold used to measure thermal
stress and shrinkage starting temperature (SST): (1) injection hole, (2) thermocouple 1, (3) thermocouple
2, (4) the point at which the temperature of melt in the mold was estimated, (5) inner heaters, (6) pin,
(7) heating plate, (8) load cell, (9) fixed column, (10) thermocouple 3. (c) Image of the top view of the
actual mold. Typical profiles of (d) thermal stress and (e) shrinkage displacement measured in the
mold. Thermocouple 1 and 2 were fixed at 20 mm above the bottom of the mold.

To fabricate preforms of steering knuckles with TAC, 500 kg of melt was held at 1033 K until
all additional elements were fully dissolved, and 500 g of Al-Ti-B alloy was added for gas bubbling
filtration to suppress the gas quantity in the melt. We fabricated a steering knuckle preform over
13 steps of TAC; the average injection and holding times in each step were approximately 2 s and 3 s,
respectively. The injection rate ranged from 250 g/s to 280 g/s. The casted preforms were homogenized
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at 813 K for 8 h and then cooled in a furnace. After homogenization, the casted preforms were heated
at 813 K for 1 h and then forged. The mold temperature for forging was 573 K and the forging ratio was
3:1, with a forging load ranging from 1600 to 1800 tons. The forged steering knuckles were treated at
813 K for 4 h or 6 h, and then ice water quenched. After the forging, they were aged at 443 K for 4–7 h.
The hardness of the samples was measured using a Rockwell hardness tester (Series 500, Wilson, Lake
Bluff, IL, USA) with a 1.58 mm ball and 100 kg force that was applied for 10 s. The tensile strength and
elongation percentage were measured using a universal testing machine (DTU 900 MH, Daekyung
Tech, Incheon, Korea). This test was performed at 0.5 mm/min until a 0.2% yield offset was reached,
and then the speed was increased to 3 mm/min. The samples for testing the tensile strength were
prepared following the recommendations of ASTM E8/E8M-16a. The microstructures before and after
heat treatments were analyzed using an optical microscope (eclipse MA200, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a mold for the Tatur test: (1) k-type thermocouple, (2) stopper, (3)
pouring cup, (4) Tatur mold, (5) band heater, (6) heating controller, and (7) firebrick.

Figure 4. Measurement of the dihedral angle of grain boundaries.
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Table 1. Compositions of the five different Al alloys analyzed in this study and their shrinkage starting
temperatures (SST) and eutectic temperatures (ET). The SST was measured by a displacement sensor
and ETs were calculated by the J-mat pro commercial software.

Samples Al Si Mg Cu Cr Mn Fe Zn Ti Zr
SST (K)

ET (K)
300 K 673 K

A Bal. 0.975 0.678 0.308 0.136 0.0958 0.0831 0.001 0.139 0 591.74 ± 8.47 615.28 ± 8.47 580.0
B Bal. 0.975 0.678 0.308 0.136 0.0958 0.0831 0.001 0.139 0.01 602.73 ± 6.46 624.12 ± 2.87 576.5
C Bal. 0.975 0.678 0.308 0.136 0.0958 0.0831 0.001 0.139 0.02 610.09 ± 8.39 623.82 ± 8.70 576.5
D Bal. 0.975 0.678 0.308 0.136 0.0958 0.0831 0.700 0.139 0 613.29 ± 10.73 630.33 ± 6.73 576.2
E Bal. 0.975 0.678 0.500 0.136 0.0958 0.0831 1.500 0.139 0 600.94 ± 11.44 630.17 ± 2.91 573.7

3. Results and Discussion

The thermal stresses of the Al 6061 alloy melt varied depending on the mold temperatures and the
addition of minor elements; this variation was mainly attributed to their grain sizes. The effect of mold
temperature and alloy composition on thermal stress should be analyzed because thermal stress in the
mushy zone is a critical factor in the occurrence of hot tearing, which severely degrades mechanical
properties [15,16]. In this study, we observed a clear relationship between thermal stress and mold
temperature; however, the effect of alloy composition on thermal stress was detected only in the
experiment with the heated mold. We confirmed that larger grain sizes led to higher rates of thermal
stress. The thermal stresses measured in the heated mold ranged from 0.57 MPa–0.90 MPa, and they
were higher than the thermal stresses in the unheated mold (0.24–0.31 MPa). The measured thermal
stresses were comparable to the tensile strengths of Al alloys in the mushy zone in previous studies
(0–3 MPa) [17]. The average grain sizes of the alloys fabricated in the heated mold (0.9 × 104–1.2 × 104

(m2)) were nearly twice as large as those of the alloys fabricated in the unheated mold (0.6 × 104–0.7 ×
104 (m2)). The proportional relationship between the thermal stress and grain size demonstrated in
this study was consistent with previous reports [17], in which alloys with finer grain sizes exhibited
lower ductility in the mushy zone. This lower ductility was attributed to a looser connection between
grains, which led to weaker pulling force between the grains. The dependency of thermal stresses
measured in the heated mold on minor additional elements was also related to the variety of grain
sizes. Compared to the grain size of alloy A, the addition of a few hundred or thousand ppm of Zr,
Zn, and Cu (see Table 1) increased the alloys’ average grain size. The dependence of grain size on
the melt composition was also confirmed by the difference between the SST and eutectic temperature
(ET). The alloys with minor additions (B, C, D, and E) exhibited larger differences between the SST and
ET, indicating that shrinkage began at a relatively lower solid fraction. This outcome was supported
by previous results: Larger grain sizes increased the temperature at which strength began to build
up in the mushy zone [18,19], because larger grains have a greater chance of branching than smaller
grains at the same solid fraction so that they can entangle and participate in shrinkage rather than
rearrangement. Another possible reason for the variation of thermal stress and SST-ET, depending on
minor additions, is the formation of intermetallic phases with the minor additions. The intermetallics
may prevent the molten metal from flowing, and thus may lead to an increase in both shearing stress
(i.e., thermal stress) and SST [20].

We must note that these minor elements were initially added to improve the mechanical properties
of alloys. These elements normally become effective during thermal treatments such as solution
treatment and aging [21–23]. The results in this study proved that these minor elements also
influenced the thermal properties of the melt, such as thermal stress in the mushy zone and SST.
Additionally, unlike the thermal stresses measured in the heated mold, thermal stresses measured in
the unheated mold exhibited no apparent differences, regardless of minor additive elements. It seems
that the faster cooling rate mainly influenced thermal stress and grain size, overwhelming other factors.

γSL
γSS

=
1

2(cos(θ/2))
= δ (1)
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(γSL, γSS, and θ are interface energy between solid and liquid, interface energy between solid and
solid, and dihedral angle, respectively).

In addition to thermal stress, strain rate plays a critical role in the occurrence of hot tearing.
When minor elements were added, the strain rate decreased, while the corresponding thermal strengths
increased (see Table 2 and Figure 5a.) Lower strain rates should be attributed to longer cooling times
and less strain. Longer cooling times can be expected because of the larger difference between the SST
and ET in Figure 5b; no noticeable differences in cooling rate occurred among melts with different
compositions. The decreased strain can be explained by the difference in γSL. The strain rate should be
proportional to the rate at which solid bridges form between grains in the mushy zone. The formation
of solid bridges is a function of γSL: A lower γSL reduces the chance of formation of solid bridges
because it results in the formation of more continuous liquid films on solid grains. The ratio between
γSL and the γSS was calculated by introducing the measured dihedral angles (see Figure 5c,d) into
Equation (1); these results are summarized in Table 2. As minor elements were added, dihedral angles
decreased; hence, the value of δ = γSL/γSS also decreased. The reduction in the value of δ was more
apparent when the mold temperature was 673 K than when it was 300 K. This result shows that minor
elements were utilized to reduce γSL, leading to more continuous liquid films on grains in the mushy
zone. The continuous liquid films on grains inhibited the formation of solid bridges between them,
thus reducing the strain rate.

Based on this analysis of thermal stresses and strain rates, we chose the mold temperature for TAC
to be 673 K. A higher mold temperature helps the melt to fill a mold with a complex shape because
the melt has a lower viscosity at higher temperatures. The higher thermal stress of the melt in the
heated mold could increase the probability of hot tearing; however, it was not observed in this study,
potentially because of the lower strain rates [1].

Figure 5. Summaries of (a) thermal stresses, (b) the difference between SSTs and eutectic temperatures
(ETs), and (c,d) grain sizes and dihedral angles of the five different alloys prepared in the mold without
heating and with heating to 673 K, respectively.
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Table 2. Comparison of strain rates, grain boundary angles, and δ values measured from the five
different alloys cast at 300 K and 673 K.

Samples
Strain Rate (×10−3, s−1) Grain Boundary Angle (θ) Value of δ

300 K 673 K 300 K 673 K 300 K 673 K

A 1.48 0.99 108.85 ± 12.25 104.57 ± 14.50 0.88 ± 0.14 0.84 ± 0.14
B 1.03 0.76 109.63 ± 13.71 101.83 ± 14.85 0.89 ± 0.14 0.81 ± 0.13
C 2.12 0.27 108.17 ± 15.82 98.64 ± 15.61 0.89 ± 0.18 0.79 ± 0.15
D 0.76 0.45 102.06 ± 11.68 93.91 ± 16.85 0.81 ± 0.11 0.75 ± 0.11
E 0.57 0.30 104.21 ± 13.11 87.83 ± 15.32 0.84 ± 0.15 0.71 ± 0.03

The melt temperature and its composition influenced the alloys’ shrinkage volume and porosity.
The shrinkage information is important for determining the amount of melt added in each step during
TAC. The porosity should be minimized to improve the mechanical properties of casted products.
The porosity in alloys B and C (to which Zr was added) increased as the melt temperature increased
from 1003 K to 1063 K, whereas the porosity in alloys D and E (with Zn and Cu added) decreased,
as shown in Figure 6. The shrinkage volume of the alloys exhibited the opposite trend as the melt
temperature increased (i.e., the shrinkage volume of alloys B and C decreased, whereas those of alloys
D and E increased) because the sum of the porosity and shrinkage volume of an alloy is fixed, while
the processing conditions vary [24]. Based on this analysis of porosity and shrinkage volume, alloy D
and a melt temperature of 1033 K were selected as the composition and condition for TAC fabrication
of steering knuckle preforms. Alloy D had relatively lower porosity for melt temperatures of 1033 K
and 1063 K; although the shrinkage volume of alloy D was relatively higher at 1033 K, it can be
compensated for during TAC by successively adding melt. Steering-knuckle preforms with alloy A
were also fabricated for comparison. After TAC fabrication, the steering knuckle preforms were heated
at 813 K for 8 h for homogenization and then cooled in a furnace. The homogenized samples were
forged in a mold preheated to 573 K with a forging ratio of 3:1.

Figure 6. Porosities and shrinkage volumes of alloys A, B, C, D, and E were measured by the Tatur test.

Heat treatment following forging improved the mechanical properties of the knuckles made of
alloy D more than the properties of those made of alloy A. The forged steering knuckles were treated
at 813 K for 4 h or 6 h, and then quenched with ice water. After the forging, they were aged at 443 K
for 4–7 h. The hardness of the heat-treated knuckles was measured, and the results are summarized in
Figure 7. The knuckles made of alloy D exhibited higher hardness than those made of alloy A after
the same solution treatment and aging process. The hardness of alloy A increased as aging duration
increased to 6 h, regardless of the duration of solution treatment. In the case of alloy D, the maximum
hardness was achieved after aging for 6 h for both durations of solution treatment. The higher hardness
of the knuckles made of alloy D was attributed to the addition of Zn, which prevented secondary
phase particles from precipitating [25].
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Figure 7. The hardness of alloys A and D as a function of solution treatment and aging times.

The uniformity of microstructures of alloy D was noticeably improved after solution treatment.
Microstructures of the D alloy after forging (Figure 8a,b) and after heat treatment following
forging (Figure 8c,d) showed that the precipitates reduced significantly after the solution treatment.
After forging at a forging ratio of 3:1, as shown in Figure 8a,b, the precipitates of Mg2Si and the alloy
consisting of Al, Fe, Si, and Mn were segregated mostly along the grain boundaries (their compositions
were confirmed by using SEM-EDS; however, this is not described in this report). The amount of these
precipitates reduced significantly after heat treatment for 6 h, as shown in Figure 8c,d. The reduction of
the precipitates and the increase in the uniformity of microstructure should influence the mechanical
properties of the knuckles.

Figure 8. Microstructures of the D alloy observed by optical microscopy after forging (a,b) and
microstructures after solution treatment of the alloy for 6 h plus following the forging (c,d).

Finally, knuckles made of alloy D were fabricated by TAC followed by optimized forging and
heat treatment, as shown in Figure 1. An ultimate tensile strength of 383 ± 3 MPa with an elongation
percentage of 10.7 ± 1.1% was achieved from the steering knuckles fabricated in this study (Figure 9).
Its UTS was about 70 MPa higher than the one made of A356 alloy fabricated by the TAC process.
The mechanical properties of the fabricated steering knuckles are sufficient to satisfy the minimum
customer specifications (tensile strength of 290 MPa and an elongation percentage of 8%) and are
markedly superior to previously reported examples [26] that had corresponding tensile strengths
and elongation percentage of 305 MPa and 7.8%, 334 MPa and 14.3%, and 345 MPa and 11% [26,27].
Therefore, the results reported in this study prove the TAC’s ability to produce commercial-grade
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vehicle components [24]. TAC’s applicability was confirmed by the outstanding mechanical properties
of the steering knuckles that it produced. We also believe that our results can contribute to a reduction
in the weight of vehicles by replacing steel components with Al ones.

Figure 9. Engineering stress-strain curves of the samples taken from the steering knuckles cast with D
alloy and A356 alloy. The tensile strength and elongation percentage for D alloy and A 356 alloy are
392.8 MPa and 12.3% and 318.7 MPa and 13.0%, respectively.

4. Conclusions

The TAC process using Al alloys successfully produced vehicle steering knuckles with an average
ultimate tensile strength of 383 MPa and an elongation of 10.7% on average. To produce steering
knuckles with sufficient mechanical strength, the composition of an Al 6061 alloy was optimized
by adding minor quantities of elements Zr, Zn, and Cu. Among the candidate alloys, the Cu- and
Zn-added alloy was applicable to the TAC process according to the analyses of thermal stress, strain
rate, shrinkage volume, and porosity. This alloy exhibited both larger thermal stresses and lower strain
rates. These were due to its larger grain size and smaller interface energy between solid and liquid
phases, respectively. Additionally, this alloy led to castings with less porosity. The mechanical property
of the steering knuckles cast by TAC using the optimized melt was further improved by optimizing
the conditions for solution treatment and aging [24].
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Abstract: An advanced bainite rail with high strength–toughness combination was produced in a
steel mill and the effects of tempering on the microstructure and properties of the bainite rail steel
were investigated by optical microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, electron back-scattering
diffraction and X-ray diffraction. Results indicate that the tensile strength, elongation and impact
toughness were about 1470 MPa, 14.5% and 83 J/cm2, respectively, after tempering at 400 ◦C for
200 min. Therefore, a high-strength bainite rail steel with good toughness was developed. In addition,
the amount of retained austenite (RA) decreased due to bainite transformation after low-temperature
tempering (300 ◦C) and RA almost disappeared after high-temperature tempering (500 ◦C). Moreover,
as the tempering temperature increased, the tensile strength of the rail head first decreased due to the
decreased dislocation density and carbon content in bainite ferrite and the coarseness of bainite ferrite,
and then increased because of carbide precipitation at high-temperature tempering. Furthermore,
RA played a significant role in the toughness of bainite rail. The elongation and toughness of the rail
obviously decreased after tempering at 500 ◦C for 200 min because of the disappearance of RA and
appearance of carbides.

Keywords: bainite rail; tempering; retained austenite; tensile property; impact toughness

1. Introduction

At present, the pearlite rail is widely used in the construction of railways. The strength of
pearlite rail steel can be improved to near 1300 MPa by chemical composition optimization and heat
treatment [1–3]. This value is close to its upper limit in strength and the toughness of pearlite rail
significantly decreases with the increase in strength. In order to meet the demands of the development
of high-speed and heavy-loading railways, new-generation rail steels should have higher strength,
higher toughness and better wear resistance.

Ultra-fine bainite steel, developed by Bhadeshia and his coworkers, has a good combination of
strength and toughness [4,5]. Research on the transformation behavior, microstructure evolution and
mechanical property of ultra-fine bainite steels has attracted much attention [6–11]. Ultra-fine bainite
rail steel has been developing in recent years. It is reported that the strength, toughness, fatigue life and
wear resistance of bainite rail are superior to those of pearlite rail [12–15]. In addition, lower carbon
content in bainite rail ensures better welding performance. Therefore, bainite rail steel is a promising
substitution for the next generation of rail steels.
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Some researchers focused on the optimization of chemical composition of bainite rail and the
microstructure–property relationship in bainite rail [16–19]. Wang et al. [16] designed a bainite
rail with the chemical compositions of 0.22C–2.0Mn–1.0Si–0.8Cr–0.8(Mo + Ni) (wt %). They found
that the toughness of bainite rail steel is closely related to the stability of retained austenite [16,17].
Gui et al. [18] reported that thin film-like retained austenite plays a significant role on the crack
propagation of rolling contact fatigue. Zhang et al. [19] studied the hydrogen embrittlement of bainite
rails and their results indicated that the content of hydrogen should be lower than 7 × 10−5 wt % in
order to avoid hydrogen embrittlement.

The residual stress in bainite rail is usually larger than that in pearlite rail. In order to relieve
the residual stress and further improve the toughness of bainite rail, tempering is usually necessary
treatment. Wang et al. [16] developed a tempered bainite rail steel with tensile strength of 1388 MPa.
However, the study on the effects of tempering on the microstructure and properties of bainite rail is
very limited. More investigations on tempered bainite rail are needed to improve the properties and
optimize tempering technology.

Therefore, in the present study, the tempering treatments were conducted and the effects of
tempering on the microstructure and properties of the bainite rail were analyzed. A 1500-MPa-grade
bainite rail with high strength–toughness combination was developed and produced in the industrial
production line.

2. Materials and Methods

The chemical compositions of the tested steel are given in Table 1. The continuously cast billets
were heated to 1250 ◦C in 210 min. Then, the billets (200 mm × 380 mm × 7000 mm) were hot rolled
to rails on a rail mill in an industrial production line, followed by air cooling (about 0.8 ◦C/s) to
room temperature. The beginning and finishing temperatures of rolling were 1150 ◦C and 910 ◦C,
respectively. For tempering experiments, samples 300 mm long were cut from the hot-rolled rail
and the cross-sections of the tempering samples were the same as the rolled rail. The tempering
temperatures were set to be 300 ◦C, 350 ◦C, 400 ◦C, 450 ◦C and 500 ◦C, respectively, and the tempering
time was 200 min.

Table 1. The chemical compositions of the tested steel (wt %).

C Si Mn Cr Ni Mo P S

0.224 1.534 1.601 1.508 0.411 0.372 0.011 0.002

In order to examine the mechanical property of the rail head, specimens for tensile and V-notched
impact tests were cut from as-rolled and tempered rail heads (Figure 1a). The size of tensile sample is
shown in Figure 1b and sample size for impact tests was 5 mm × 5 mm × 100 mm. The tensile tests
were conducted on UH-F500KNI materials testing machine at the speed of 0.1 s−1 and impact tests
were carried out at room temperature on ZBC24523 impact tester. Duplicate tests were performed
for each specimen to improve the accuracy. The microstructure was observed by optical microscopy
(OM, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).
Thin foils for TEM observation were cut from the bulk specimens, and then mechanically ground to
about 40-μm thickness. The specimens were further thinned using a twin-jet electro-polisher with an
electrolyte consisting of 10 vol % perchloric acid and 90 vol % glacial acetic acid. X-ray diffraction
(XRD, Panalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands) was used to determine the volume fraction and carbon
content of retained austenite (RA). Electron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD, FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA)
was used to distinguish different phases.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of samples for tensile and impact tests; (b) tensile sample size.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Microstructure

Figure 2 displays the OM microstructures of as-rolled and tempered rail heads and corresponding
EBSD graphs are given in Figure 3. The microstructure consisted of bainite (B) and martensite/austenite
(MA) constituent in all samples. Bainite showed lath-like morphology and MA was blocky. It is
observed in Figure 2 that compared with hot-rolled bainite rail, when the tempering temperature was
lower (300 to 400 ◦C), the morphologies of bainite and martensite had no significant change. As the
tempering temperature increased, the amount of M/A decreased and bainite sheaves became coarser,
especially for 500 ◦C tempering.

 

Figure 2. OM microstructures of as-rolled and tempered rail head (a) as-rolled; as-tempered at:
(b) 300 ◦C; (c) 350 ◦C; (d) 400 ◦C; (e) 450 ◦C and (f) 500 ◦C.

It was difficult to distinguish RA in the OM micrograph, whereas EBSD graphs (Figure 3) clearly
showed the blocky morphology of RA (yellow). It is reported that thin RA films distribute between
bainite laths in ultra-fine bainite steels [20,21], but thin RA was hardly observed in EBSD graphs
(Figure 3) because of the lower magnification in EBSD graphs. The defect density in bainite is smaller
than that in martensite. If two phases are crystallographically similar, but different in defect content,
band slope can be used to discriminate phase content based on the database in EBSD analysis software.
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Thus, bainite and martensite with similar lattice structure were distinguished to be red and green in
Figure 3 by EBSD.

 

Figure 3. EBSD images showing phase distributions in as-rolled and tempered rails: (a) as-rolled;
(b) tempered at 450 ◦C, RA—yellow, bainite—red and martensite—green.

Figures 4–6 exhibit the TEM micrographs of bainite rail steel. Lath-like bainite ferrite (BF),
twin martensite (Figure 4c) and M/A were observed in the as-rolled rail. There were many dislocations
within the bainite laths (circled area in Figure 4b), which strengthened the bainite structure. When the
tempering temperature was lower (300–350 ◦C, Figure 5a,b), bainite morphology had no obvious
difference from the as-rolled rail. As the tempering temperature increased (400–450 ◦C, Figure 5c,d),
the dislocation density decreased and the bainite ferrite slightly coarsened. When the tempering
temperature was 500 ◦C, a large amount of carbides separated out (Figure 6). Most carbides
precipitated from M/A, some carbides distributed between bainite ferrite and a small amount of
carbides distributed within BF.

 

Figure 4. TEM micrographs of as-rolled bainite rail steels.
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Figure 5. TEM micrographs of tempered bainite rail head tempered at: (a) 300 ◦C; (b) 350 ◦C; (c) 400 ◦C
and (d) 450 ◦C.

 

Figure 6. TEM micrographs of bainite rail head tempered at 500 ◦C.

3.2. Retained Austenite

In order to accurately determine the volume fraction of RA, XRD experiments were conducted.
Diffraction peaks are shown in Figure 7. The volume fractions of RA (VRA) and the carbon contents
in RA (CRA) were calculated based on the integrated intensities of (200) α, (211) α, (200) γ, and (220)
γ diffraction peaks, and the angles of (200) and (220) austenite peaks, respectively, according to the
method proposed in Refs. [11,22]. The results are shown in Figure 8a. It is obvious that compared to the
as-rolled rail, the RA amount slightly decreased by tempering at low temperatures (300 ◦C and 350 ◦C).
Tempering at middle temperature (400 ◦C) had no significant effect on the RA amount. However,
the RA amount in the specimens tempered at high temperatures (450 ◦C and 500 ◦C) decreased,
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and this decrease was evident at 500 ◦C (no RA was detected). In general, RA in the tested steel was
relatively stable during tempering below 400 ◦C.

Figure 7. Diffraction peaks in as-rolled and tempered rails.

Figure 8. (a) The volume fraction of RA and (b) the carbon content in RA.

It is known that RA may decompose to other microstructures such as ferrite, bainite, martensite
and carbides during tempering [23]. The carbon contents in RA were calculated by Equation (1) [16]
according to the location of austenite peaks and results are shown in Figure 8b:

αγ = 0.3556 + 0.00453xc + 0.000095xMn + 0.00056xAl, (1)

where αγ is the austenite lattice parameter (nm), and xc, xMn and xAl are the concentrations of
carbon, manganese and aluminum in austenite (wt %), respectively. The manganese and aluminum
concentrations are the original contents in the tested steel. It is noted that the coefficients (0.000095 and
0.00056) before xMn and xAl in Equation (1) are too small to obviously affect the calculation of carbon
content in RA, so the effects of Mn and Al concentrations on the carbon content in RA could be
ignored normally.

According to the carbon content of RA and the contents of other alloy elements in as-rolled rail,
the bainite transformation starting temperature (Bs), martensite transformation starting temperature
(Ms) and time–temperature–transformation (TTT) curves of the RA for as-rolled rail were calculated
using the JMatpro software [24] and the results are shown in Figure 9. The size of RA was very small
and RA should contain many dislocations due to the displacive nature of bainite transformation.
It is known that finer austenite is more stable than the larger one [25,26]. Besides, it is reported
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that intense dislocation debris around the bainite/austenite interface hinders the interface immobile
and bainite transformation [27]. These microstructural characters of RA have strong influence on
its stability. The microstructure effect was not considered during calculation. Therefore, the real
bainite transformation kinetics should be slower than that of the calculated one (Figure 9a). Bs and
Ms were 355 ◦C and 56 ◦C, respectively. All tempering temperatures were higher than Ms, so that RA
hardly decomposed into martensite during the tempering of the hot-rolled rail. In addition, tempering
temperatures of 300 ◦C and 350 ◦C were below Bs, so that bainite transformation might occur at these
temperatures. The TTT curve (Figure 9a) displays that the incubation period of bainite transformation
at 300 ◦C is about 40 min, which is shorter than the tempering time (200 min), so that the bainite
transformation can happen. Therefore, the decrease in RA amount after tempering at 300 ◦C and
350 ◦C was mainly caused by the decomposition of RA into bainite during tempering. It should be
noted that carbon can diffuse from bainite ferrite and martensite into RA during tempering and bainite
transformation, leading to the higher stability of RA. When the carbon content in RA reaches the T0

curve (Figure 9b), at which the free energy of austenite equals that of ferrite, bainite transformation
ceases [28]. Thus, only a part of RA transforms to bainite. When the tempering temperature was 400 ◦C,
there was no obvious carbide precipitation (Figure 5), so that the RA was too stable to decompose
into other phases during tempering. As a result, the RA amount in the steel tempered at 400 ◦C was
similar to that in the as-rolled steel. For tempering at high temperature (500 ◦C), there were large
amounts of fine carbides in the microstructure (Figure 6), which significantly decreased the stability
of RA, so that almost all RA decomposed during tempering and there was no RA detected in XRD
experiments (Figure 7).

As the tempering temperature increased, the carbon content in RA first increased and then
decreased (Figure 8b). Compared with the as-rolled rail, the carbon content of RA in the tempered
rail was larger due to the diffusion of carbon from bainite and martensite into austenite [23,24].
This means that the RA became more stable after tempering because the stability of RA was largely
influenced by its carbon content. As the tempering temperature increased, there were two factors
influencing the carbon content in RA. On the one hand, the diffusion of carbon into austenite increased
its carbon content. On the other hand, carbide precipitation from austenite decreased its carbon content.
When the tempering temperature was low (below 350 ◦C), no carbides were formed (Figure 5), so that
the carbon content of RA increased with the tempering temperature. However, when the tempering
temperature was high (above 350 ◦C), the carbon content decreased with the increase of tempering
temperature, indicating that some very small carbides were formed during the tempering at 400 ◦C or
higher temperature. It should be noted that it is difficult to observe carbides in TEM pictures for the
specimens tempered at 400 ◦C and 450 ◦C due to the very small amount.

Figure 9. (a) TTT curves of the RA in as-rolled rail and (b) T0 curve.
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3.3. Mechanical Property

Figure 10 presents the engineering stress–strain curves of the hot-rolled and tempered specimens.
The tensile properties of the as-rolled and tempered rail heads are also shown in Figure 11 for clear
comparison. The uncertainties in Figure 11 are standard deviations. The tensile strength of as-rolled
bainite rail was about 1470 MPa and the elongation was about 14.5%, which were obviously superior
to those of conventional pearlite rails. With the increase of tempering temperature from 300 ◦C to
450 ◦C, the tensile strength decreased and the elongation increased. The high strength of bainite
rail is mainly attributed to the ultra-fine bainite ferrite and high dislocation density in bainite ferrite.
As the tempering temperature increased, the thickness of bainite ferrite slightly increased (Figure 4),
the dislocation density in bainite ferrite decreased (Figure 4) and the carbon content in bainite ferrite
decreased, so that the tensile strength decreased when the tempering temperature was below 450 ◦C.
However, when the tempering temperature was 450 ◦C and 500 ◦C, more carbides separated out from
M/A and bainite, which compensated for the decrease of strength, so the tensile strength of the bainite
rail increased. In addition, the thickness of bainite ferrite increased and dislocation density decreased at
the tempering temperature rose from 300 ◦C to 400 ◦C, resulting in the increase of elongation compared
to hot-rolled rail. Compared to the specimen tempered at 400 ◦C, the elongation in the specimens
tempered at 450 ◦C and 500 ◦C decreased due to carbide precipitation.

Figure 10. Engineering stress–strain curves for the hot-rolled and tempered specimens.

Figure 11. Tensile properties of rail head in as-rolled and tempered rails: (a) tensile strength;
(b) elongation.

Figure 12 presents the impact toughness of the as-rolled and tempered rails. The impact toughness
of as-rolled rail was about 41 J/cm2. The impact toughness obviously increased to 65 J/cm2 by
tempering at 300 ◦C due to the relief of residual stress and the increased stability of RA which
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improved the TRIP effect. The impact toughness reached 83 J/cm2 when the tempering temperature
was 400 ◦C. However, when the tempering temperature increased to 450 ◦C and 500 ◦C, the impact
toughness of the rails significantly decreased, especially at 500 ◦C. The toughness of the rail was only
12 J/cm2 after tempering at 500 ◦C, demonstrating a brittle fracture. Figure 13 depicts the diffraction
peaks of the samples after the tensile test. It is obvious that the austenite peaks disappeared in all
samples after the tensile test, indicating that RA decomposed during the tensile test. The RA was
transformed to martensite during the tensile test and thus increased the plasticity and toughness of
the steel, which is called the transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) effect [21,29]. The appearance
of platform in the stress–strain curves confirmed the TRIP effect. There was no apparent platform in
the stress–strain curves of specimens tempered at 500 ◦C, because almost all RA was decomposed
during tempering at 500 ◦C. There was no TRIP effect due to almost zero RA (Figure 8), resulting in
obvious decrease in impact toughness. Besides, the large amount of carbide precipitation at 500 ◦C
also decreased the toughness.

Figure 12. Impact toughness of as-rolled and tempered rails.

Figure 13. Diffraction peaks of different samples after tensile test.

Wang et al. [16] developed a tempered bainite rail steel with tensile strength of 1388 MPa and
elongation of 16%. In the present study, a bainite rail with higher strength was developed. The tensile
strength, elongation and impact toughness were about 1470 MPa, 14.5% and 83 J/cm2, respectively,
after tempering at 400 ◦C for 200 min. Therefore, a high-strength bainite rail with good toughness was
developed in the present study. Compared to the steel in [16] (0.22C–2.0Mn–1.0Si–0.8Cr–0.8(Mo + Ni)
(wt %)), the steel in the present work (0.22C–1.5Mn–1.6Si–1.5Cr–0.41Ni–0.37Mo (wt %)) contained
more Si and Cr to suppress the formation of brittle cementite and obtain high-strength carbide-free
bainite. In addition, the amount of RA in this work (maximum ~15.5 vol %) was much larger than
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that in [16] (maximum ~8.8 vol %), which also improved the mechanical properties of bainite steel
by the TRIP effect. Moreover, the maximum tensile strength of conventional pearlite rail is below
1300 MPa with inferior impact toughness. The mechanical property of the developed bainite rail is
much superior to that of conventional pearlite rail.

4. Conclusions

An advanced bainite rail with high strength and good toughness was developed and produced
in a steel mill. The tempering experiments were conducted and the effects of tempering on the
microstructure and properties of the bainite rail were investigated. The following conclusions can
be obtained:

(1) The tensile strength, elongation and the impact toughness were about 1470 MPa, 14.5% and
83 J/cm2, respectively, after tempering for 200 min at 400 ◦C. A high-strength bainite rail steel
with good toughness was developed.

(2) When the tempering temperature was lower than 400 ◦C, the amount of RA decreased compared
to the as-rolled rail due to the decomposition of austenite to bainite. At a middle tempering
temperature of 400 ◦C, the RA was very stable during tempering. When the tempering
temperature was 500 ◦C, a large amount of carbides precipitated and RA almost disappeared.

(3) The tensile strength of the rail head decreased when the tempering temperature was lower than
450 ◦C due to the decreased dislocation density and carbon content in bainite ferrite and the
coarseness of bainite ferrite. Carbide precipitation compensated for the decrease in strength
when the tempering temperature was 450 ◦C and 500 ◦C. In addition, the elongation slightly
increased and impact toughness was obviously improved at the tempering temperature from
300 ◦C to 400 ◦C. The impact toughness and elongation sharply decreased after tempering at
500 ◦C because of the appearance of carbides and absence of RA. Therefore, RA plays a significant
role in the toughness of bainite rail by the TRIP effect.
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Abstract: Pin-on-disk and cavitation tests were performed on an innovative Al-Mg alloy modified
with Sc and Zr for additive manufacturing, which was tested in annealed condition. The damaging
mechanisms were studied by observations of the morphology of the sample surface after progressive
testing. These analyses allowed the identification of an adhesive wear mechanism in the first stages
of pin-on-disk test, which evolved into a tribo-oxidative one due to the formation and fragmentation
of an oxide layer with increasing testing distance. Regarding cavitation erosion, the AlMgSc alloy
was characterized by an incubation period of approximately 1 h before mass loss was measured.
Once material removal started, mass loss had a linear behavior as a function of exposure time. No
preferential sites for erosion were identified, even though after some minutes of cavitation testing,
the boundaries of melting pools can be seen. The comparison with literature data for AlSi10Mg alloy
produced by additive manufacturing technology shows that AlMgSc alloy exhibits remarkable wear
resistance, while the total mass loss after 8 h of cavitation testing is significantly higher than the value
recorded for AlSi10Mg alloy in as-built condition.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; Al alloys; wear; cavitation erosion; SEM; microstructure

1. Introduction

Metal additive manufacturing (AM) is an innovative but already established material processing
technology for the production of parts and prototypes based on layer-by-layer build-up [1]. This
technique allows an unrivalled design freedom, not reachable via conventional manufacturing routes,
combined with a high quality and outstanding mechanical properties [1–5]. Nowadays, metal AM
is regularly applied with different engineering materials like stainless steel [6–8], Ti, Co, and Ni
alloys [9–12], and, lately, also Al alloys are used [1,13,14].

Regarding AM processing of Al alloys, attention has been mainly concentrated on the Al-Si
system due to the good compromise between its mechanical properties, corrosion resistance, and
processability [15]. Nevertheless, some studies focused also on an innovative Al-Mg alloy modified
with Sc and Zr for additive manufacturing, commercially known as Scalmalloy®. This alloy showed
outstanding strength and ductility, together with very low anisotropy [16]. In this regard, the alloy
is characterized by an overall fine-grained structure, which limits the influence of building direction.
The formation of this fine grain structure is due to various factors, as for instance the presence of Sc
and Zr. These elements allow the formation of primary Al3(Sc, Zr) particles that act as nucleants for
the Al matrix solidification [17,18], which is also favored by the similar crystal lattice constants of Al
and Al3(Sc, Zr) phase. This, together with the high cooling rates typical for the process, leads to the
formation of fine and equiaxed grains during the first stages of solidification. Some studies [17,19]
also report the formation of slightly bigger columnar grains that nucleate on the fine-grained regions
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and grow radially towards the melt pool boundary. However, other authors [20] identify only a
non-uniform distribution of Al3(Sc, Zr) particles inside the melting pools, with segregation of these
particles along the bottom boundary (boundary between layers), while few particles are observed in
the center, without referring to areas with different grain structure.

In general, after solidification, Al3(Sc, Zr) particles are located at grain boundaries and, therefore,
hinder grain growth due to repeated heating of the material during the building process [21] and
eventual post-treatment (annealing or hot isostatic pressing) [16]. This enhances a stable fine-grained
structure of the material. Finally, annealing treatment in the range of 325–350 ◦C has been demonstrated
to improve mechanical properties [16]. This is due to the further Al3(Sc, Zr) particle formation inside
the Al-matrix: in this case, the precipitates have a smaller size than the primary particles and are
coherent with the matrix [16], contributing to increasing material hardness. From a microstructural
point of view, oxides and intermetallic phases containing Fe and Mn can be present, especially at
grain boundaries. Among these, Mg-oxides, coming from the initial powder or forming during the
solidification of melting pools, are often identified and are believed to behave as nucleants for the
formation of primary Al3(Sc, Zr) from the liquid. Such microstructural features are clearly responsible
for the mechanical properties of the alloy, which are also affected by other factors, such as laser scan
speed [21], laser power [19], or platform temperature [22].

Besides tensile, hardness, or corrosion properties, wear resistance is an important parameter to
evaluate possible new applications of Scalmalloy®. In general, wear resistance of AM Al-based alloys
has not been widely investigated in the scientific literature and studies are mainly available for the
sliding wear mechanism of Al-Si alloys [23]. In this case, the effect of heat treatment and size of Si
particles was studied [24]. It was found that the material in as-built condition exhibits the lowest
wear rate as compared to annealed AM samples and cast samples. This is due to the higher hardness
of the as-built material caused by the fine network of Si particles uniformly distributed in the Al
matrix. Similarly, also Kang et al. investigated the wear behavior of AlSi12 [25] and AlSi50 [26] alloys
as a function of building parameters. It was confirmed that Si particle size plays a key role in wear
resistance and that optimized values of laser power have to be applied in order to obtain nano-sized Si
particles, beneficial for material hardness and wear resistance. Furthermore, density and, therefore,
porosity levels were found to strongly affect material performance. In addition, AlSi10Mg-TiC [27],
AlSi10Mg-TiB2 [28], AlSi10Mg-AlN [29], and Al-12Si-TNM composites [30] produced by additive
manufacturing technologies exhibited remarkable wear resistance, once the processing parameters
were optimized. Nevertheless, to date, only one study reported on the tribological behavior of AlMgSc
alloy [20], produced by selective laser melting (SLM), as a function of scan speed. It was found that
this parameter significantly affects the wear rate in dry condition since relatively low scan speed was
responsible for good wear properties, while these decrease with increasing scan speed. Accordingly,
also the wear mechanism changed, with a prevalent abrasion wear behavior at high scan speed.
However, the effect of the annealing treatment was not considered, which is widely applied to AM
components as well as suggested by material producers [31] and can affect the wear resistance of
the material.

Furthermore, another important wear phenomenon scarcely investigated for AM alloys is
cavitation erosion. This damaging mechanism is critical for several components in the hydraulic (valves,
pumps, impellers, etc.) or automotive field (pistons, cylinders, combustion chambers, etc.) [32,33],
which are all in contact with fluids. Lately, some studies [34,35] investigated the cavitation resistance of
AlSi10Mg alloy fabricated by SLM, also in comparison with the corresponding casting or wrought alloy.
Experimental tests revealed an extremely high cavitation erosion resistance of the AM alloy, especially
in as-built condition due to the fine microstructure and high hardness. Given the already recognized
performance of the AlMgSc alloy, it appears reasonable to investigate its cavitation erosion resistance
in order to provide a wider characterization of its properties in order to evaluate new applications.

Therefore, in this study, sliding wear and cavitation erosion resistance of AlMgSc alloy were
investigated. Samples were tested after annealing treatment in order to reproduce the actual use
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condition of the material. The aim is to identify the damaging mechanisms in order to evaluate
possible applications where the AlMgSc alloy can experience this type of damage.

2. Materials and Methods

The mean chemical composition of the Scalmalloy® powder, used to produce samples for the
present study, is reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Content (wt. %) of main alloying elements of the studied alloy.

Mg Sc Zr Al

4.5 0.7 0.3 Balance

Morphological and dimensional characterization of the powder used for the AM process was
carried out by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (LEO EVO 40, Carl Zeiss AG, Milan, Italy).

Plates with a thickness of 2 mm along the y-axis and an area of 21 cm2 in the x–z plane were
produced by direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) (EOS M 290 machine with Yb-fiber laser, maximum
power 400 W, 20 m3/h inert gas supply, F-theta lens, focus diameter of 100 μm, EOS GmbH Electro
Optical System; EOS srl, Krailling, Germany), as shown in Figure 1. The following parameters were
used: laser scan speed of 1300 mm/s, laser power of 370 W, hatch spacing of 90 μm, layer thickness of
30 μm. Before testing, samples were heat treated (annealing) at 325 ◦C for 4 h [16].

 
Figure 1. Sample size and diagram of the orientation of additive manufacturing (AM) samples on the
building platform.

Microstructural characterization and microhardness measurements were performed on samples
in as-built and annealed conditions, while sliding wear and cavitation erosion tests were carried out
only on samples in annealed condition, since annealing is widely applied to AM components, as also
suggested by the material producers [31].

Samples were analyzed by means of optical (Leica DMI 5000M, Wetzlar, Germany) and scanning
electron microscopy (LEO EVO 40, Carl Zeiss AG, Milan, Italy), coupled with EDS (energy dispersive
spectroscopy, Oxford Instruments, Wiesbaden, Germany) microprobe, after sample polishing up to
mirror finishing. In order to observe melting pools, samples were etched with a 10% phosphoric acid
(H3PO4) solution. Vickers microhardness measurements before and after annealing treatment were
performed with a Mitutoyo HM-200 hardness testing machine (Mitutoyo Italiana srl, Lainate, Italy)
with an applied load of 200 g and a loading time of 15 s. The results are presented as average values of
at least 20 measurements per sample, to guarantee reliable statistics.

Pin-on-disk tests were performed in dry condition according to ASTM G99 standard [36] using
a THT tribometer (CSM Instruments, Peseux, Switzerland). Samples for wear test (x–z surface, see
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Figure 1) were polished up to mirror finishing in order to reach a roughness Ra lower than 0.8 μm,
according to ASTM G-99 standard requirements. The counterpart was a 100Cr6 steel ball with a
6 mm diameter. A linear speed of 4 cm/s and a load of 1 N were applied for a total distance of
100 m. The diameter of wear tracks was 3 mm. During the tests, the friction force was monitored,
and the friction coefficient was subsequently obtained. The test was repeated twice. The second test
was periodically interrupted to observe the evolution of worn surface by SEM. Additionally, a stylus
profilometer (Mitutoyo SJ301, Mitutoyo Italiana srl, Lainate, Italy) was used to record the track profile
after each interruption. Five measurements were carried out in different positions for each track and
the mean value and standard deviation were then calculated. The same track profile measurements
were performed at the end of the test. Then, the worn volume was calculated multiplying the worn
area and the track length. The wear rate was determined by the equation reported in [37]. Finally, this
second test was prolonged up to 500 m in order to compare the obtained wear rate with data available
in the scientific literature for AlSi10Mg alloy produced by AM technology.

Regarding cavitation tests, the x-z surface (Figure 1) was exposed to cavitation after mirror
polishing, as done for sliding wear experiments. Cavitation tests were carried out according to ASTM
G32 [38], following the stationary specimen approach. An ultrasonic device with a vibration frequency
of 20.0 kHz, a vibration amplitude of 50 μm, and an electrical peak power of 2 kW was used in the
present study. The ultrasonic probe was composed of a Ti6Al4V waveguide and a final amplification
horn realized in Inconel 625 [35]. The specimen was inserted in a properly designed holding system
and immersed in a tank containing water, at a distance of 0.50 mm from the horn surface. The test
was periodically stopped in order to measure the weight loss and observe the morphology of the
eroded surface by means of scanning electron microscopy. The total duration of the test was set at 8 h,
according to previous works by the authors [35]. Results are presented in terms of cumulative mass
loss and mass loss rate as a function of exposure time.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure and Hardness

The morphology of powders used for the DMLS process is shown in Figure 2. Most particles have an
overall spherical shape, even though some have an irregular morphology and several satellites are present,
likely due to the atomization process [39]. Measured powder size resulted in the range of 5–70 μm.

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of AlMgSc alloy powders (a), detail at higher
magnification (b).

Micrographs of the x-y surface are shown in Figure 3 before and after annealing treatment.
In both cases, the boundaries of scan tracks are visible as darker areas, confirming the very stable
microstructure of this alloy even at high temperatures, as previously reported [16]. Here, according to
previous studies on the same alloy, a higher density of primary Al3(Sc, Zr) particles [15] and extremely
fine equiaxed grains were expected [17]. In the center of the melting pools, bigger columnar grains
are usually found [17,19] and coherent Al3(Sc, Zr) precipitates form during annealing [16]. Some
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porosities, indicated by arrows in Figure 3, were present due to the building process [40]. In fact, it is
well known that spherical porosities can be found in AM material as a consequence of entrapment
of the inert gas present in the building environment during laser scanning and the subsequent fast
solidification, because of melt splashing, Marangoni flow, or gas entrapment due to vaporization of
low melting point constituents in the alloy [40–42]. In addition, non-spherical process-induced defects
can be identified. These are usually shrinkage and lack of fusion porosities which occur due to the
solidification conditions and a poor overlap of melting pools during the building process resulting in
incomplete melting of the powder, respectively [43].

 
Figure 3. Micrographs of the studied alloy in (a) as-built and (b) annealed conditions.

Samples were also observed along the building direction (Figure 4) and the typical structure of
AM alloys, characterized by layers of melting pools, is visible. The microstructural interpretation of
the areas with dark and light color is the same as described for Figure 3.

Figure 4. Micrographs of the studied alloy in (a) as-built and (b) annealed conditions.

To confirm these assumptions, SEM analyses were performed at higher magnifications (Figure 5).
The images show an agglomeration of particles (dark points) along the melting pool boundaries.
As already demonstrated by many authors [17,18,20], these particles are Al3(Sc, Zr) particles (dark
points), which are known to agglomerate along the melting pool boundaries [17,20].

The effectiveness of the annealing treatment on material hardness [16] is demonstrated by the
microhardness values in Table 2. A significant increase was measured in agreement with other studies
on the same alloy [16,22]. As mentioned in the introduction to this article, this is due to the precipitation
of coherent Al3(Sc, Zr) particles that strengthen the material [16,22].
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Figure 5. (a,b) SEM images of as-built AlMgSc alloy.

Table 2. Vickers microhardness in as-built and annealed condition for AlMgSc alloy.

Material Condition As-Built Annealed

Vickers microhardness (HV) 103 ± 4 158 ± 3

3.2. Wear Resistance

The evolution of the friction coefficient during the sliding test is plotted in Figure 6. The initial
relative high friction coefficient may be due to the presence of asperities of the two surfaces in contact.
These were progressively deformed and fragmented due to the high local compressive pressure and
shear stress, as typically described for the sliding wear mechanism [44]. This lead to a progressive
decrease in the friction coefficient at the early stages of sliding wear. In fact, it was observed that the
friction coefficient decreased during the first meters until it reached a minimum value of approximately
0.45. After this transient, the friction coefficient slightly increased and reached a steady value of 0.52.

Figure 6. Friction coefficient as a function of sliding distance. Arrows indicate the condition considered
for SEM analysis.

In order to gain further information on the wear mechanism, wear rate obtained by periodical
interruptions of the test are shown in Figure 7. The wear rate decreased with increasing testing distance
since material removal was faster in the first stages of testing and then it reached a steady condition
since other phenomena besides material removal take place.

The obtained results appear very promising if compared with the wear resistance of an AlSi10Mg
alloy produced by DMLS. In fact, for AlSi10Mg alloy, a wear rate of 1.80 × 10−3 mm3/N·m [28] after
500 m was reported, while a wear rate of 0.90 × 10−3 mm3/N·m was calculated for the AlMgSc alloy
characterized in the present study after the same sliding distance.
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Figure 7. Evolution of wear rate with sliding distance.

These results in terms of the friction coefficient and wear rate suggest a change in the wear
mechanism during the test that was better studied by SEM observations of the morphology of the
worn area after progressive sliding distances, indicated by arrows in Figure 6.

From the images in Figure 8, the increase in track width with an increasing sliding distance of up
to 30 m is evident. In addition, coarse oxide fragments are visible outside the worn track after 10 m
testing, while they were absent for shorter sliding distances, providing evidence of significant material
removal in this range (1–10 m) in agreement with the results in Figure 7.

 
Figure 8. SEM images of the worn track at various sliding distances.
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Images at higher magnification (Figure 9) allow to better appreciate the morphology of the
worn surfaces. After 1 m testing, the sample surface appeared quite smooth, and it was covered
with an adhesion layer (Figure 9, 1 m) due to the plastic deformation of the material asperities [45].
Corresponding EDS analyses (Table 3) revealed the absence of an oxide layer, which was present
instead when the sample was tested for a sliding distance of 10 m, even though this oxide was not
uniformly present on the worn track (Figure 9, 10 m). The formation of a more and more uniform
oxide layer contributed to a decrease in the friction coefficient recorded up to 30 m [46], together with
the deformation and fragmentation of surface asperities, as mentioned above. Oxide formation on Al
alloys during sliding test in air is a well-known phenomenon, which is caused by the local temperature
rise due to frictional heating during sliding and applied load [47–49].

Regarding the next step (30 m), abrasive fragments and parallel grooves were visible in the worn
track. In addition, ploughings due to the dragging of an oxide particle that was finally embedded
in the Al alloy were identified (as indicated in Figure 9, 30 m). These were due to the delamination
and breaking of the oxide layer, which created debris that remained in the wear track and caused the
increase in the friction coefficient measured for the further duration of the test. Observations of the
surface after 60 and 100 m (Figure 9, 60 m; Figure 9, 100 m) confirmed this interpretation and proved a
change into a tribo-oxidative wear mechanism. The surface appeared covered by an oxide scale, and
abundant small oxide particles, acting as third body, were present in the worn tracks, especially in
areas where the oxide layer was removed.

Figure 9. SEM images of the worn track at various sliding distances.
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Table 3. EDS analyses (wt. %) of areas indicated in Figure 9.

Spectrum O Mg Al Sc Zr

1 - 3.79 94.19 1.33 0.69
2 - 3.60 95.26 0.82 0.32
3 9.70 3.54 86.76 - -
4 - 3.57 95.30 1.13 -
5 17.14 3.29 77.67 0.37 1.54
6 14.28 3.17 82.55 - -
7 32.22 2.58 65.20 - -
8 42.15 2.28 55.57 - -
9 27.18 2.98 69.84 - -

3.3. Cavitation Resistance

Results from cavitation tests are presented in Figure 10 in terms of cumulative mass loss
(Figure 10a) and mass loss rate (Figure 10b) as a function of exposure time for one test, representative
of material behavior. The second repetition of the test confirmed the same trend of mass loss due
to cavitation exposure. An incubation period of 55 ± 2 min was measured for the studied material.
According to ASTM G32 [38], during this incubation period, the material experiences an accumulation
of plastic deformation and internal stresses before significant material loss, and this corresponds to a
period during which the erosion rate is zero.

After the incubation period, the erosion rate (Figure 10b) increased abruptly and then maintained
quite constant values. This corresponds to an approximately linear relationship between cumulative
mass loss and testing time (Figure 10a). After 8 h exposure, a total material loss of 22 ± 4 mg
was recorded.

Figure 10. (a) Cumulative mass loss and (b) erosion rate during cavitation testing for the studied alloy.

The morphology of the eroded surface was observed by means of SEM after different testing
times (Figure 11). It can be noticed that after 2 and 4 min of exposure, several pits appeared randomly
distributed on the sample surface (arrows in the figure). Furthermore, a general progressive roughening
of the surface was visible. Both these features are typical of the first stages of cavitation erosion [50,51],
which are characterized by the plastic deformation of the material without mass loss. In fact, the
collapse of cavitation bubbles creates a repetition of shock waves that hits the material surface inducing
dislocation movements and, therefore, plastic deformation and pitting, when particles are removed
from the surface [52–54].
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Figure 11. Morphological evolution of eroded surface for the studied alloy with increasing cavitation
exposure time. The arrows indicate the pits, while the dashed lines show the boundaries of the
melting pools.

In addition, after 8 min of testing, the boundary of the melting pool can be identified, as indicated
by dotted lines. These areas are likely weak points due to the different microstructural features in
comparison with the center of the melting pool. In this regard, it is known that secondary phases are
able to affect cavitation erosion according to their morphology [55]. In the present study, the center of
the melting pool exhibited a more uniform microstructure, while boundary areas were characterized
by the presence of incoherent Al3(Sc, Zr) particles (Figure 5) and, likely, Mg-oxides. The interface
between these phases and the matrix can represent a preferential site for erosion, making it possible to
individuate melting pool boundaries.

After 30 min of testing, the surface appeared uniformly eroded. It means that the progressive
exposure to cavitation finally lead to a stress level that caused micro-cracks and, consequently, material
removal. Nevertheless, this was limited and did not correspond to significant mass loss, as found by
weight measurements. At this stage, as well as for longer exposures of up to 8 h (end of the test), the
morphology of the damaged surface was similar to that of a ductile fracture, as also found for various
Al alloys [35,55], and no strong difference in erosion depth was evident.

As mentioned above, some porosities were observed on the sample surface (Figure 3). In this
case, when a defect is present on the sample surface, it can lead to preferential erosion. The repeated
implosion of cavitation bubbles can cause material removal due to the fracture of the rim of the
porosities leading to their evolution in bigger cavities. Some examples are visible in Figure 12 after
various exposure times. In Figure 12a, one of these defects likely lead to the presence of a cavity
after 8 min of testing. Cavities of bigger sizes were easily found on the eroded surface after 60 min
(Figure 12b) and at the end of the test (Figure 12c). The surface of these cavities was also characterized
by a different morphology, slightly flatter than the surrounding areas. Furthermore, in Figure 12c,
fatigue-like striations due to the repetitive stress mode of cavitation erosion are visible, as described
in [50,55] for Al alloys.
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Figure 12. Detail of pits/cavities on eroded surface after (a) 8 min, (b) 60 min, and (c) 8 h of
cavitation exposure.

As compared to a previous study on AlSi10Mg alloy produced using SLM [35], AlMgSc alloy
exhibited a similar incubation time but higher mass loss. This suggests that the alloy’s behavior was
similar when the material experienced mainly plastic deformation. Instead, once the material strength
was exceeded and micro-failure and material removal occurred, AlSi10Mg alloy demonstrated higher
cavitation erosion resistance with a significantly lower total mass loss (9 mg [35]) than AlMgSc alloy
(22 mg). This may be due to the presence of a cellular network of extra-fine Si particles in AlSi10Mg
alloy, which can positively contribute to hindering material removal. On the other hand, AlMgSc alloy
is not characterized by this structure, but it is mainly reinforced by grain boundary strengthening
(Hall-Petch mechanism) and precipitation hardening (Al3(Sc, Zr) precipitates). These mechanisms are
responsible for the remarkable strength of the material, as documented in the scientific literature, but
appear less effective in enhancing the cavitation erosion resistance of the material. Finally, porosity
may affect material performance in the early stages of cavitation, due to the removal of unmelted
particles, for instance, while it is believed not to influence the alloy performance when material loss is
measured, as discussed by [34].

4. Conclusions

In this study, sliding wear and cavitation tests were performed in order to characterize an AlMgSc
alloy produced by DMLS in annealed condition. A first microstructural characterization allowed
the identification of the typical structure of additive manufactured Al alloys, composed of layers of
melting pools. Pin-on-disk sliding tests demonstrated that the studied material exhibits a significant
wear resistance in dry condition, especially in comparison with the widely studied AlSi10Mg alloy
produced using the same technology. The measurement of the coefficient of friction coupled with
the observation of the morphology of the worn surface during the test was useful in order to study
the evolution of the wear mechanism. In fact, after an initial stage of sliding wear, a tribo-oxidative
mechanism, due to the formation and fragmentation of an oxide layer with increasing testing distance,
was identified.
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In general, the alloy exhibits a good cavitation erosion resistance in terms of mass loss, even
though not as high as recorded for AM AlSi10Mg alloy tested in the same way. This is due to the
different microstructural features of the alloys, mainly the cellular network of extra-fine Si particles
present in AlSi10Mg alloy, which can positively contribute to hindering material removal. Images of
the damaged surface show that AlMgSc alloy is eroded in a uniform way and no preferential sites of
erosion were identified.
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Abstract: The performance of two selective electron beam melting operation modes, namely the
manual mode and the automatic ‘build theme mode’, have been investigated for the case of a
Ti-6Al-4V alloy (45–105 μm average particle size of the powder) in terms of porosity, microstructure,
and mechanical properties. The two operation modes produced notable differences in terms of
build quality (porosity), microstructure, and properties over the sample thickness. The number and
the average size of the pores were measured using a light microscope over the entire build height.
A density measurement provided a quantitative index of the global porosity throughout the builds.
The selective-electron-beam-melted microstructure was mainly composed of a columnar prior β-grain
structure, delineated by α-phase boundaries, oriented along the build direction. A nearly equilibrium
α + β mixture structure, formed from the original β-phase, arranged inside the prior β-grains as an
α-colony or α-basket weave pattern, whereas the β-phase enveloped α-lamellae. The microstructure
was finer with increasing distance from the build plate regardless of the selected build mode. Optical
measurements of the α-plate width showed that it varied as the distance from the build plate varied.
This microstructure parameter was correlated at the sample core with the mechanical properties
measured by means of a macro-instrumented indentation test, thereby confirming Hall-Petch law
behavior for strength at a local scale for the various process conditions. The tensile properties,
while attesting to the mechanical performance of the builds over a macro scale, also validated the
indentation property measurement at the core of the samples. Thus, a direct correlation between
the process parameters, microstructure, porosity, and mechanical properties was established at the
micro and macro scales. The macro-instrumented indentation test has emerged as a reliable, easy,
quick, and yet non-destructive alternate means to the tensile test to measure tensile-like properties
of selective-electron-beam-melted specimens. Furthermore, the macro-instrumented indentation
test can be used effectively in additive manufacturing for a rapid setting up of the process, that is,
by controlling the microscopic scale properties of the samples, or to quantitatively determine a
product quality index of the final builds, by taking advantage of its intrinsic relationship with the
tensile properties.

Keywords: EBM; SEBM; macro-instrumented indentation test; property-microstructure-process
relationship; mechanical properties; indentation hardness; indentation modulus; tensile properties;
Ti-6Al-4V alloy; α-platelet thickness; columnar microstructure
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1. Introduction

The selective electron beam melting process (SEBM) is a tool-free additive manufacturing
technology that enables the fabrication of complex, nearly net-shaped 3D products of dense,
micro-architectured structures, cellular structures, and open cell foam structures in which an electron
beam is computer-controlled to selectively melt the powder feedstock and rise the build layer-by-layer.
When SEBM is applied to a Ti-6Al-4V alloy, a wide range of outstanding properties (e.g., excellent
biocompatibility, specific strength, stress corrosion cracking resistance, good ballistic resistance, and
thermal stability) as well as intricate structures (e.g., cellular, open porosity, and gradient) can be
obtained, which enable it to be used for biomedical, aerospace, military, chemical, and motorsport
applications [1–6]. Such a unique combination is particularly advantageous for lightweight applications
or whenever high specific mechanical properties and cost advantages are favorable compared to
conventional machining [4,7].

SEBM has become a mature technology that can rely on an extensive amount of literature, which
aids the development of new applications [6]. Powder flowability plays a crucial role in the initial
raking of layers which, in turn, determines the optimal density and homogeneity of a microstructure
after solidification [7].

Solidified SEBM microstructures are relatively fine [8,9] and frequently free of martensite, unless
special SEBM conditions or very fine powders are selected, or very thin parts are fabricated [3,10,11].

The absence of martensite is one of the main causes of the observed reduced mechanical properties
of SEBM products compared to their selective laser melting (SLM) counterparts [12–14], although
additional factors, such as the initial powder (average size and size distribution), part thickness, and
oxygen uptake, are also relevant.

Nevertheless, the mechanical performances of SEBM-manufactured Ti-6Al-4V and Ti-6Al-4V ELI
alloy products [10,12,14–16] compare well with those fabricated by means of SLM [8,12–14] and those
produced by means of conventional casting and wrought routes [14,17].

It has been shown that a large range of other outstanding properties [10,12,15,18,19] can currently
be achieved in SEBM-manufactured builds as a result of a better understanding of the interrelationship
between process parameters (e.g., scan speed, offset focus and beam current, beam current, layer feed,
offset focus, and melting paths, etc.) and of such crucial factors as microstructure [10–12,14–16,20–24],
chemical composition [14,25], particle size and distribution of pre-alloyed powders [26], the electrostatic
charge effect in the powder [22], powder pre-heating [22,23], sintering conditions of the powder (prior
to melting) [22,24], build thickness [11,14,15], surface quality (i.e., roughness and topography), [14,15],
grindability (to minimize wear resistance and dissipation by friction) [12,21], bioreactivity [21], corrosion
resistance [12], porosity [10,11,14–16,23,24,27], building orientation (horizontal and vertical) [10,14],
distance from the build plate [15], and clean-up effect of the part upon shot-peening [24].

Among the available literature, the following studies share some common features with the
present research.

Puebla et al. [10], for instance, investigated the effect of scan speed on the microstructure resolution
and tensile properties of a Ti-6Al-4V alloy and found that horizontal and vertical (cylindrical rod)
builds exhibited different microstructures, that is, they were coarser in the former case and much finer
in the latter. An acicular α-phase and an α + β structure were found for a low scan speed (0.1 m/s),
but a mixture of a highly resolved lamellar α-phase and α’-phase was observed for much higher scan
speeds (1 m/s) and for a relatively small powder size (30 μm). However, in general, the presence of an
α’-phase is rarely observed in the SEBM of coarse powder (45–100 μm), even at very high scan speeds,
although it might be more likely, in both SEBM and SLM, for small Ti-6Al-4V alloy powders (~30 μm)
at very high scan speeds [10].

Murr et al. [3] related the scan speed of the beam to the residual properties and to the mechanical
performances of the castings via the changes in the characteristic α-plate width, phase transformation,
and dislocation density, and found that these were determined by the local temperature gradient and
cooling rate. The observed columnar grain structures included acicular α-phase (hcp) and β-phase
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(bcc) boundary transition phases [3]. A correlation between the α-platelet width and hardness revealed
that the finer the local α-lamellae were, the higher the local hardness [10]. Although increasing the
scan speed is a workable expedient that may be used to promote high-resolved microstructures (due to
the inherently augmented solidification rate), it actually counteracts a detrimental increase in global
porosity due to the increased volume of unmelted/unsintered powder [10].

However, two critical aspects of SEBM of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy which are somehow linked to each
other have been identified, with these being firstly the designed fixed temperature control strategy
used to control the SEBM process and secondly the resulting ambiguous relationship between the
intrinsic microstructure gradient (along the build direction) [25,28] and the measured tensile properties.

It should be recalled that the temperature in the chamber is controlled by a thermocouple
located below the build plate (stainless steel). As the build grows along the z-direction, the measured
temperature becomes less and less representative of the actual energy injected by the beam into the
layer. Moreover, this poor temperature control of the process is responsible for weak correlation
between the SEBM parameters and the microstructural and mechanical properties of any alloy but of
the Ti-6Al-4V alloy in particular [29,30].

According to current investigations, the tensile properties of an SEBM product provide a rough
indication of the mechanical response of their build-scale microstructure, which may include phase
gradients of different composition, distribution, and resolution, etc. As a result, the reported
relationships between the microstructure and the tensile properties cannot be considered univocal.
The search for a local scale relationship rather than a build-scale one would be more profitable for
optimization purposes provided that the microstructure is mechanically tested at a local scale. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, no studies have so far dealt with macro-instrumented indentation
tests on SEBM-fabricated parts, which is one of the few available standard methods allowing the local
measurement of tensile-like properties. However, to this end the works of SridharBabu et al. [31],
Puebla et al. [10], and Lancaster et al. [32] are worth mentioning. The former authors tested a Ti-6Al-4V
alloy by means of a nano-instrumented indentation test at various strain rates, mainly to elucidate the
indentation size effect (instead of measuring the local tensile-like properties). The next authors [10]
complemented the tensile tests with conventional macro-hardness (Rockwell-C, 1.5 kN load) and
micro-hardness (Vickers, 0.1 N load) tests in their attempt to establish a relationship between porosity
evolution and microstructure changes as a function of scan speed. Interestingly, they found that
the micro-Vickers test provided hardness information on the local microstructure and the Rockwell
hardness test accounted for macroscale porosity due to the larger imposed load.

Lancaster et al. [32] performed small punch tests on miniaturized thin disk-shaped specimens from
various discrete locations in a Ti-6Al-4V thin-walled complex geometry component. They were able to
analyze both the fracture behavior of various fabricated layers and the influence of the local porosity.
However, the measured test curves were of a force-displacement type rather than of a stress-strain
type. Moreover, the used thin samples required very accurate and time-consuming preparation.

On the other hand, the standard macro-instrumented indentation test [33] offers a quick, low cost,
and non-destructive alternative to effectively sense tensile-like properties in either build components
or ad hoc reference samples. Such a testing method has been used in this study to interrelate the local
mechanical properties to the local microstructure and ultimately to optimize the process parameters.

However, there exists an urgent need to control the microstructure of SEBM products for a
specified application, especially in the case of intricate geometries. This goal is currently achieved
by selecting a single (blind) standard build theme mode (BTM) which can be used for any geometry.
Although such a mode has been designed to be self-adaptive, it often appears to be unsatisfactory. Thus,
it seems more efficient and effective to use customized process windows for each application. Hrabe
et al. [15] took a step forward in this direction. They explored how user-setting parameters, denoted
as the manual building mode (MM), compared with the BTM mode (default mode recommended by
Arcam EBM®) in terms of microstructure and mechanical properties measured at different distances
from the build plate for different thicknesses of the build.
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The present study, which was inspired by the work of Hrabe et al. [15], was undertaken with the
primary aim of strengthening the understanding of the complex relationship that exists, at various
local regions of Ti-6Al-4V alloy build samples, between the porosity, microstructure, and mechanical
properties for two build modes, namely BTM (Arcam EBM® A1 device) and MM. A unique strategy of
the research developed here is the application of the macro-instrumented indentation test (MIIT), due
to its efficient, easy, and quick testing features as well as its suitability to benchmark SEBM products
through the non-destructive determination of local tensile-like properties.

2. Materials and Methods

A schematic setup of the employed Arcam EBM® A1 (Arcam AB, Mölndal, Sweden) device is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of the employed Arcam EBM® A1 device.

The z-axis is the build direction and the x-z plane is the build plane. The build plate
(210 × 210 × 10 mm3) is made of stainless steel. It is stabilized by four supports which protect
against accidental vibrations or shocks. The vacuum, acceleration voltage, and maximum temperature
range are accurately controlled (2 × 10−2 mBar, 60 kV, and 600–650 ◦C, respectively). Any water vapor
and/or oxygen gas is extracted from both the chamber and the build plate during the evacuation stage,
which lasts approximately ten minutes. A high vacuum is needed to enable the functioning of the
electron beam gun and to prevent oxidation of the powders, especially the titanium alloy powder [4].
A thermocouple placed on the bottom face of the build plate permits the process temperature to be
monitored over time. It should be noted that the aforementioned temperature is just an indicative
temperature that is affected by the material properties and thickness of the build plate and by the
built geometry. As the basic principles of operation and hardware setup of SEBM are well-known
(see for example [3,28,34]) only the information pertinent to this study are detailed hereafter. The
SEBM process runs using the following four basic steps: firstly, spreading the powder bed to a preset
thickness; secondly, pre-heating the powder bed at a low beam power; thirdly, melting the powder
layer at a controlled scan rate and beam current; and fourthly, cooling to room temperature in the
chamber. In this study, the chamber volume was filled with pre-alloyed Ti-6Al-4V powder (Arcam®

Ti64) with a 45−105 μm nominal particle size distribution. Figure 2 shows that the powder is mostly
composed of regular spherical particles. However, a number of intrinsic defects, such as entrapped gas,
surface impurities, and collapse of particles, which are typical of atomized particles, are also apparent.
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Figure 2. SEM image of the Ti-6Al-4V pre-alloyed powder used in the experiments.

In the first step, the powder was uniformly raked onto the surface of the build plate to a layer
thickness of ~100 μm. In the second step, preheating started as soon as a ~5 × 10−4 mBar vacuum
was attained in the chamber. Both the build plate and the Ti-6Al-4V alloy powder were pre-heated
to ~730 ◦C using a low (defocused) current beam and a high scan rate. The partial sintering of the
particles determined a sudden beneficial increase in thermal conductivity across the deposited layer.
By increasing the beam current, a temperature regime of 730 ◦C was attained at the build plate during
the actual melting step whereas vacuum in the chamber was maintained at 2 × 10−3 mBar in the
temperature range of 600–650 ◦C. At such a high beam power, a continuous flow of high-purity helium
prevents the particles from being charged and augments the cooling of the build. The powder is held
in place as the reduced charging of the particles avoids the powder blown phenomena [9,23]. Once
the first layer had been deposited, the build plate was displaced downward by a distance that was
equivalent to one layer thickness (50 μm). Additional powder was fed from the dispenser and racked
over the surface of the underlying solidified layer. The build grew layer by layer until it was complete.

In the last stage, the contour of the build was completely melted (contouring). Finally, the build
surfaces were cleaned of any adhering pre-sintered or free powder particles by a vigorous powder
jet blasting.

The in-line powder recovery system (PRS) is designed to withdraw the blasted and unprocessed
powder from the previous melting step and to convey it to the dispenser, prior to accurate sieving, for
use in the next cycle. It is expected that the oxygen content in the powder will increase slightly as the
number of recycles increase [24,35].

SEBM is generally conducted using the default BTM by enabling the built-in ‘speed function 98’.
This sets the beam current and speed factor into an automatic control mode which is based on internal
algorithms developed and optimized by Arcam® for a specified powder. The beam current is allowed
to vary between two limits that may be set by the user. The speed factor is related to the beam current
and scan speed. All the factors are controlled during SEBM as a black box by the BTM built-in function.
The default BTM conditions have been optimized to achieve optimal builds in terms of soundness,
microstructure, and properties.

In addition to BTM, the original research has investigated a large number of processing parameters
and range limits in MM. However, only the most salient SEBM conditions are presented in this work.
For each process parameter combination, a set of three samples was designed for a tensile test and one
sample was designed for a microstructure inspection and macro-instrumented indentation test (MIIT).
These samples were all taken from the center of the chamber as the center is affected less by electron
beam instability. The microstructure and MIITs were analyzed at three locations (bottom A, core B, and
top C) which were assumed as representative regions near to, at a mid-distance from (at the core), and
far from the build plate surface [19].
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The performances of MM and BTM on manufactured builds are generally discriminated in terms of
porosity, microstructure, and mechanical properties. The BTM sample (baseline) is denoted hereinafter
as the a-sample. The values of the process parameters in MM were selected in relation to the BTM
ones. The beam current range was set to 15−20 mA and the scan speed was set to a fixed value of
4.53 m/s for BTM. Accordingly, the process parameters in MM were set as 15 mA and 4.53 m/s (denoted
hereinafter as the b-sample), 15 mA and 5.9 m/s (denoted hereinafter as the c-sample), and 12 mA and
4.53 m/s (denoted hereinafter as the d-sample). The aforesaid value of 4.53 m/s was suggested by the
BTM algorithm, whereas the choice of both the current range and speed limit was made on the basis of
previous investigations [24,35].

The results collected from the BTM- and MM-processed samples are were then analyzed in terms
of porosity, microstructure, and mechanical properties (tensile and MIIT). Three dog-bone shaped
samples (t = 6.10 mm, L = 102.10 mm, w = 12.40 mm) for the three investigated MM conditions were
horizontally built by SEBM (Figure 3a).

Figure 3. Build samples after shot peening: (a) as-build dog-shaped sample with supports, (b) as-build
disk sample with supports; (c) schematic of cutting of disk sample to ensure two parallel and flat
surfaces; (d) actual polished disk sample used for metallographic and macro-instrumented indentation
test. Note that the flat cases are parallel to the build direction.

The samples were machined and then ground according to the ASTM E 466-96 standard. The
tensile test procedure conformed with the ASTM E8/E8M–09 (other than the use of room temperature
and a 1 mm/min strain rate) requirements. The disk samples (for optical and MIIT measurements) were
fabricated with their axis perpendicular to the build plane (Figure 3b). After appropriate machining
(Ø15 × 5.20 mm), the disk samples were chordally cut from two opposite sides to a depth of 3 mm
(Figure 3c,d) to ensure two perfectly parallel faces and then ground and polished to a mirror finish
(1 μm diamond paste). For metallographic inspections, the samples were chemically etched using
Kroll’s reagent (0.1 L water, 5 mL nitric acid, and 2.5 mL hydrofluoric acid for about 3 s) [10].

As both faces were parallel to the build (z-axis) direction, these could therefore be used to assess
both the local porosity and microstructure by means of an optical microscope (LEICA DMI 3000M)
(Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany), and the local tensile-like properties were measured by
an MIIT device prototype. The overall residual porosity (or density) in the sample disks was measured
by means of Archimedes’ principle.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Visual Inspection

First, the dog-shaped b–d samples and the disk-shaped a–d samples were inspected visually.
Recall that the main features of the regular dog-bone shaped a-sample after being manufactured
using BTM conditions have already been discussed [24]. The main features of the a-sample disk after
processing may be summarized as follows: significant thermally-induced distortions in both the top
(last deposited layer) and bottom (near the build plate) regions, despite the supports which were
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bonded perfectly to the build plate. Such thermal distortions may be ascribed to excessive overheating
(e.g., as a result of an improper choice of the limits in the variability range of the beam current and scan
speed) and/or to uneven shrinkage on cooling. However, no similar distortions have been observed
previously [24] under BTM, although the supports in this work had a different design. Thus, a different
microstructure and mechanical properties could be expected in the currently considered a-sample,
compared to the previously BTM built a-sample. The tensile b-sample shows even more pronounced
thermal distortions (that is, those which were much larger at one end than at the other). The distortions
were so significant that the supports were nearly completely detached from the build plate. The choice
of fixed process parameters in MM processing very likely resulted in the beam current being much
higher than that actually needed for a decreased scan speed. Instead, both the tensile and disk-shaped
c-samples were less compromised than the a- and b-samples. Slight deformations were only visible on
the top edge of the disk c-sample (last deposited layer) whereas the tensile samples complied with the
specified design (sizes and tolerances) requirements. Both the tensile and disk d-sample were free
of distortions, the edges were quite sharp, and design specifications were met aesthetically as well
as dimensionally.

3.2. Porosity and Density

Pore counting was carried out optically over one of the two polished surfaces. An optical
microscope was used in the differential interface contrast (DIC) mode at a 25× magnification level
to permit analysis of the overall sample cross section in one single optical view field, that is, from
the build plate to the last deposited layer. Only spherical or nearly spherical pores were counted.
These pores were attributed to gases, such as argon, which were entrapped in the original atomized
powder [16]. The entire sample thickness was divided into three regions along the build direction, i.e.,
A, B and C, which represent the bottom (near the build plate), center, and top (last deposited layer)
regions, respectively. Figure 4 shows the most relevant pores detected over the entire build thickness
in the a–d sample disks. The circles denote the largest observed pores under the selected view field.
Other defects, such as unmelted or unsintered powder regions [10,16], are also visible, but have been
ignored in the counting analysis because of their different origin.

Figure 4. Porosity inspection in a–d samples under optical microscope (25×): circles denote largest
observed pores.

The pores can be seen to be distributed over the whole building height, although there is a certain
prominent population near the build plate. Their size varies from 100 to more than 500 μm. However,
no such defects can be detected in either the b- or the d-sample disks.

To achieve more representative statistics by optical microscope, pore counting was repeated at
a 200× magnification level. In such a manner, not only large but also relatively small pores were
counted to determine porosity. The results in Figure 5 indicates that the number of pores and pore
size ranges of the a–d samples were 17 and 15−37 μm, 20 and 11−29 μm, 6 and 12−45 μm, and 5 and
18−34 μm, respectively.
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Figure 5. Total pore counting analysis of a–d samples by optical microscopy at 200× magnification:
number of visible pores and average pore size.

It should be noted that in the a- and c-samples numerous new unmelted zones were detected
at the higher optical resolution which were not apparent at the lower resolution. In summary, the
b-sample exhibited the largest porosity but the smallest pore size, whereas the c-sample showed the
smallest porosity but the largest pore size together with unmelted layer/particle defects. Furthermore,
the average pore size of both the a- and d-samples was of the same order of magnitude, but the porosity
of the a-sample was larger than that of the d-sample. Finally, we determined, on the basis of the
porosity counting analysis, that the d-sample (MM: 12 mA and 4.53 m/s) was less affected than the
a-sample (BTM: 15~20 mA and 4.53 m/s).

Further, a more reliable measure of the bulk porosity was able to be achieved via a density
measurement using Archimedes’ principle. The results show that the density remained approximately
constant in all the samples (~4.39 g·cm−3), that is, ~1% lower than the theoretical density (4.43 g·cm−3)
of the alloy. It has emerged that the measured porosity was not the primary cause of the weight
reduction of the samples. If necessary, porosity can be eliminated by a subsequent hot isostatic pressing
(HIP) [14,21,36].

3.3. Microstructures

The microstructures of the a–d sample disks were inspected optically over the build height at
the three regions A, B, and C. The identification of such three regions was necessary as one of the
unique features of SEBM products is the formation of a typical gradient microstructure along the build
direction, which, in turn, has a relevant impact on the mechanical performances of the product. It
was observed, from the optical images, that all the samples had a predominant columnar structure
as a consequence of the preferential heat dissipation along the build direction, except for the first
layers. Figure 6 shows a general optical view of the microstructure of the a–d samples at the three
specified regions over the build thickness. These images revealed that each building mode could be
discriminated according to their respective microstructure morphology, porosity size, and porosity
size distribution. The following sections present qualitative and quantitative details of the observed
microstructures at the three representative regions after cooling for both the BTM and MM conditions
(e.g., the a- to d-sample disks).
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Figure 6. Collective set of optical images of microstructures (Kroll etchings) in the a–d samples as a
function of the build distance from the build plate to the last deposited layer (bottom, center, and top)
at 100×.

3.3.1. Bottom Region

Figure 7a–d shows the optical microstructures at the bottom region of the a–d sample disks. The
nearest regions to the hot (isothermal) build plate (630 ◦C) first experienced a fast heating/melting at
a high temperature and then underwent solidification under relatively low rate conditions down to
the hot plate temperature. The observed equiaxed microstructure, which consists of prior β-grains
delineated by a wavy and relatively thick α-phase boundary (bright), is indicative of a mild isotropic
cooling from the melting temperature to the hot plate temperature (hereinafter denoted as first step
cooling). Under such conditions, heat is spread from the layers almost uniformly in all directions.

 
Figure 7. Optical images of microstructures in the bottom region (near the build plate) for the a–d

sample disks.

The prior β-grains embedded a coarse α + β structure composed of β rods (dark) surrounding
the α-lamellae, which were either in the form of a colony or basket weave pattern. This microstructure
morphology and composition near the build plate is in accord with that found by Mandil et al. in a
similar build location [19]. As the number of the overlying solidified layers (or distance from the build
plate) increases, the microstructure tends to a more typical columnar prior β-grain structure delineated
by a thinner α-phase boundary and a transformed α + β structure which are finer than their respective
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counterparts in the A-region. Elongation of the prior β-grains increases as the separation distance from
the build plate increases. Notice that the transition of the β-phase into the equilibrium α + β mixture
(over the β-transus temperature range) takes place during the shutdown of the chamber, from the
melting regime temperature (730 ◦C) to the room temperature (hereinafter denoted the secondary stage
of cooling). In this stage the cooling rate is much lower than in the first step. Morphologies of such
nearly equilibrium phases may vary considerably depending on the nature of the alloying elements
dissolved in the β-phase. The average size of the prior β-grains in all the samples was greater than
the thickness of the deposited layers. The primary β-grains in Figure 7 appear slightly elongated and
surrounded by closed α-phase boundaries. The microstructure of the more remote overlying layers
(i.e., those farthest from the build plate) appears to be finer than that in the A-region [25].

More sound properties of builds affected by BTM (a-sample) and MM (b–d samples) conditions
may be extracted at a local scale rather than at a macroscopic (build) scale. The mechanical properties,
whenever measured in a sufficiently small but representative volume of the build, can be directly
related to more consistent microstructural features. The α-plate width can be utilized to discriminate
the degree of local microstructure refinement induced by both processing modes. Although a more
rigorous treatment should also include the α-colony width and the prior β-grain size, the latter are
actually more difficult to discern under the SEBM conditions investigated here.

The BTM conditions in the a-sample originated smaller prior β-grains and the contours of the
α-phase boundaries were bound more and were thinner (2−4 μm) than those of the MM specimens
(4−10 μm). The nearly equilibrium microstructure consisted of α-lamellae arranged as either a colony or
basket weave pattern together with a minor presence of the β-phase surrounding the α-lamellae [13,25].
However, the basket weave structure of the α-lamellae can be seen to be predominant in the d-sample
(Figure 7d). It resembles the dendritic trees structures in conventional castings, in which the main
branch (i.e., the α-phase boundary) first operates as the preferential nucleation site for new orthogonal
side branches (i.e., the secondary α-phase colonies) whose boundaries, in turn, become preferential
nucleation sites for new orthogonal side branches. The size of the prior β-grains in all the investigated
samples was greater than the thickness of the deposited layers. Figure 8 shows the optically
measured α-plate width values (averaged over ten measurements) for the a–d samples at the three
characteristic regions over the sample thickness. The b-sample exhibited the largest α-plate width
value (3.13 ± 0.8 μm) compared with the lowest value (1.93 ± 0.44 μm) in the a-sample. The c- and
d-samples gave 2.28± 0.33μm (the smallest standard deviation) and 2.71± 1.15μm (the largest standard
deviation), respectively. Thus, in general, BTM promoted finer microstructures than MM, which means
that the built-in algorithm is more effective than keeping the selected process parameters constant.

Figure 8. Average width of α-plates in the three regions across the thickness of the a–d sample disks.

3.3.2. Core Region

As the distance from the build plate increases, the prior β-grains become finer and more elongated
along the build direction. The α-phase boundary is bound less (more open) than in the bottom region
(see Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Optical images of microstructures in the core region for the a–d sample disks.

Such a new morphology echoes the stronger non-equilibrium conditions which induce larger
solidification rates as a consequence of the larger temperature gradients (heat dissipation) and more
anisotropic cooling along the build direction. As solidification is faster in the core region, atomic
diffusion is proportionally hindered across the layers. The transformed microstructure at the core was
found to be a mixture of the prevailing α-lamellar structure (with α-lamellae as a colony and basket
weave pattern) over the minor surrounding β-phase. The average width of the α-plates at the core
(B) of all samples was 20–30% lower than that at the bottom (A). In other words, the mean α-plate
width in the a-sample was 1.14 ± 0.34 μm (the smallest), whereas it was 2.39 ± 0.58 μm (the largest),
2.07 ± 0.69 μm, and 1.31 ± 0.33 μm for the b- to d-samples, respectively. The finer microstructures at
the core region were again more effectively favored by BTM than MM.

3.3.3. Top Region

This region corresponds to the last deposited layers (C). As shown in Figure 10, the microstructure
here is much finer than that found at the bottom (A). The interface between two adjacent prior β-grains
is hardly discernable as a result of the stronger non-equilibrium conditions set in this region. The
thickness of the α-phase boundary is not well defined.

The α-lamellae can be seen to be more elongated and thinner than those observed at the bottom
(A). The relatively fine microstructure at the top is a consequence of the lower accumulation of heat,
imparting lower annealing time, and faster dissipation of heat. However, no martensite structure may
be detected, a result that is in contrast with other studies [11,25]. We believe that even within the limit
of favorable cooling rate conditions for the formation of a metastable martensite during the first step
of cooling, the subsequent cooling to room temperature inevitably causes a gradual decomposition
of martensite into an equilibrium α + β structure as described by Tan et al. [11]. On the basis of the
α-plate width measurement it appears that the microstructure at the top region (C) is nearly 70% finer
than that at the bottom (A). The average α-plate widths for the a–d samples were found to be equal to
0.54 ± 0.23 μm, 1.10 ± 0.37 μm, 1.10 ± 0.43 μm, and 0.65 ± 0.30 μm, respectively.
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Figure 10. Optical images of microstructures in the top region (last deposited layer) for the a–d

sample disks.

3.4. Tensile Test

It should be recalled that the behavior of the a-sample under tensile testing has already been
presented in detail in a previous work [35]. All the remaining samples were tested in the present
work. The cross-sectional area measured 36 mm2. The fracture in all the samples occurred within
the gauge length (see Figure 11). The fracture behavior was found to be generally ductile in all the
samples, in agreement with other works (for instance [23]), as it was promoted by the coalescence
of microvoids [13]. The relevant mechanical properties (averaged over three specimens for each
process condition) are compared in Figure 12 for clarity reasons. The measured properties were rather
repeatable irrespective of the type of process condition.

Figure 11. Engineering stress-strain curves of the a–d samples. Data for the a-sample is reported
elsewhere [35].
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Figure 12. Tensile properties of a–d samples.

In all the cases, the measured UTS, being in the 1045−1065 MPa range, was larger than the
775 MPa [4], 928 MPa [13], 915 MPa [37], 959−990 MPa [2], 1010 MPa [23], and 930−1015 MPa values
previously found for wrought Ti-6Al-4V alloys [38], except for that of the b-sample (~991 MPa).
However, the latter compares well with other reported values [2,14]. On the other hand, Puebla et
al. [10] have reported slightly larger values (980−1080 MPa), and Murr et al. [3] and Gaytan et al. [16]
much larger ones, that is, 1150−1200 MPa and 1100−1400 MPa, respectively, than the present values.
The UTS and YS values measured here were found to be both larger than those found in cold worked
and annealed samples [37]. The measured elongations to fracture (10−12.4%) were larger than those
found in SLM samples [3,13] and other SEBM samples [4,10,13], although other authors [2,3,18,23]
have claimed much larger tensile ductility than that reported here.

A direct comparison of BTM and MM shows that both modes determined nearly identical UTS
values (1047 versus 992−1065 MPa, respectively). The larger UTS values encountered in the a-, c-,
and d-samples may be ascribed to their finer microstructure (α-plate width). Conversely, the low
UTS value of the b-sample may mainly be attributed to its coarser microstructure (with only a minor
contribution of porosity). Similar considerations apply to yield stress. Taking into account porosity
itself, it is possible to rationalize that such defects are not of primary concern for mechanical properties
in either BTM or MM, provided that they are not excessive, as was the case here for the b-sample. The
UTS of the latter was in fact 992 MPa (the lowest) versus 1065, 1052, and 1047 MPa for the a-, c-, and
d-samples, respectively. The Young modulus was 107 GPa (the smallest) in the a-sample, 116 GPa (the
largest) in the d-sample and intermediate in the c- and b-samples. The elongation to fracture was
nearly equal in all the samples and was in the 11.7−12.6% range.

3.5. Macro-Instrumented Indentation Test

The basic features of the used MIIT [39] and its advantages when applied to additive manufactured
parts have already been discussed [40]. When dealing with additive manufactured parts, MIIT is
more appropriate than the commonly used nano-instrumented indentation test, as the sensed volume
in the former is representative of the typical microstructure of the builds and of the same order of
magnitude as that involved in a tensile test. In the observed SEBM microstructures, the β-grain is the
larger microstructure feature which embeds other smaller features. The average size of β-grains may
exceeds 50 μm in width and more than 100 μm in length. Thus, an adequate representative volume
of the microstructure to be sensed mechanically should have an average edge larger than 100 μm.
In this condition, the relevant indentation properties extracted from the MIIT, according to the ISO
14577-1 standard [33], can be directly linked with the tensile properties. As MIIT allows for a local
measurement of mechanical properties it can virtually be performed at any point of the build in a quick
and non-destructive manner. In this work the optimal peak load of 300 N was determined by trial and
error, depending on the largest and smallest microstructure features to be sensed (see Figure 7, Figure 9,
Figure 10, and Figure 13). This load assures test repeatability and absence of undesirable size effects,
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and, more importantly, the indentation volume (underneath the Vickers indenter) was “representative”
(i.e., contained the essential features) of the characteristic SEBM microstructures for each process
condition. The sample disks previously used for porosity and microstructure analysis were then
MIITed to assess the mechanical properties at the local scale. The indentation cycle included 60 s for
loading, 60 s for holding, and 40 s for unloading. Each MIIT consisted of four repeated indentations at
the same indent (Figure 13), although the indentation properties were extracted from the first cycle of
the indentation curves. The choice of the B region for indentation is suggested here because it was
affected by intermediate SEBM conditions between the two extreme ones, these being the isothermal
condition near the build plate and the strong non-equilibrium condition at the build surface.

Figure 13. Macro-instrumented indentation test (MIIT) at the center: (a) separation distance between
indents; (b) actual Vickers indentations; (c) typical Vickers macro-imprint in the b-sample.

The extracted indentation properties [33] were averaged over three indentations at three different
locations in the B region. The typical MIIT curves for the given Ti-6Al-4V alloy are shown in Figure 14.
The measured maximum penetration depth (hmax) was nearly equal for the b-, c-, and d-samples (in
the 66.5−66 μm range), whereas that for the a-sample was 61 μm (lowest). The plastic penetration
depth (hp) was in the 53−52 μm range for the c- and b-samples and was ~50 μm for both the a- and
d-samples (lowest).

Figure 14. Typical macro-instrumented indentation load-displacement curves (four cycles in the same
indent) at a 300 N peak load for the Ti-6Al-4V alloy.

A useful index of mechanical performance in industry is hardness. MIIT provides the so-called
indentation hardness (HIT). HIT can be related to the equivalent Vickers hardness (HVeq = 0.0945 HIT),
which allows direct comparisons with literature values based on conventional Vickers hardness. In this
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work, the results show that HIT progressively decreases from the a-sample (3.84 GPa) to the d-sample
(3.56 GPa) to the c-sample (3.46 GPa) to the b-sample (3.36 GPa). When these values are converted into
HVeq (363, 336, 327, and 318, respectively) results that they are in fairly good agreement with other
works [2,13,19,37] for an SEBM-manufactured Ti-6Al-4V alloy.

Obviously, it should be born in mind that hardness is a local property which varies according to the
build thickness and the distance from the build plate [8]. Furthermore, it is well-known that hardness
decreases as the size of the characteristic microstructure features increase [10]. Thus, it could be useful
to attempt establish a local (B region) correlation between HVeq and the α-plate width (λ). It has been
confirmed that HVeq is greater for finer microstructures and lower for coarser ones; more precisely, in
this work, 362/λ = 0.8−1.5 μm, 318/λ = 1.8−3 μm, 326/λ = 1.3−2.7 μm, and 336/λ = 0.97−1.66 μm for the
a-sample through to the d-sample, respectively, which points out an approximate linear relationship
between HVeq and λ. Hrabe et al. [15] reported a Vickers hardness range of 345−360 for an SEBM-casted
Ti-6Al-4V alloy, which is in good agreement with the hardness measured at the sample core of the a-
and d-samples with quite fine microstructures.

However, finer microstructures may be favored by promoting more intensive heating, although
this also causes undesirable distortions, especially in relatively thin parts, such as in flat tensile samples.
This tendency has also been confirmed for the indentation properties. In fact, the greater the residual
penetration depth (hp) is, the lower the indentation hardness (HIT) and the lower the indentation
modulus (EIT) in the b- and c-samples, compared to the other samples.

In an instrumented indentation test, the repeatability of the indentation modulus during sampling
is a key factor that is frequently used to evaluate its reliability. If the target material exhibits pure
elastic rebound upon complete unloading, it is very likely that the measured indentation modulus
will approach the Young modulus. In this study, in fact, the indentation modulus EIT measured at the
core region of the SEBM-manufactured Ti-6Al-4V alloy disk was found to be very close to the Young
modulus measured in the tensile test (see Figure 15). In the same figure, the Young modulus is shown
in blue, whereas the indentation modulus is shown in red, green, and gray for the a-sample through
to the d-sample, respectively. For convenience, the graph also includes the mean value (over three
indentations) of the indentation modulus as a baseline (cyan line). The mean indentation modulus
is 102 and 101 GPa for the c-sample and d-sample (the smallest value), respectively, and 128 and
114.5 GPa for the a-sample (the largest value) and b-sample, respectively. The individual values of the
indentation modulus for all the samples were 127, 114, 102, and 100 GPa, that is, values which differ
from the Young modulus by about 18%, 5%, 7%, and 13%, respectively, for the a-sample through to the
d-sample. Thus, the Young modulus was able to approximate the indentation modulus to within an
error of less than 20%.

Figure 15. Comparison between Young modulus (E) and mean indentation modulus (EIT) for three
indents (300 N); average EIT (baseline) has been computed as an average over the three indents.
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By assuming the validity of the Tabor law [41], which relates the indentation hardness to a
representative strength (RS), i.e., RS = HIT/3 [17,42,43], and that RS tends to UTS for a Vickers indenter,
it was possible to estimate a local (tensile-like) UTS at the core of each sample. The results are shown
in Figure 16, along with the baseline curve given by the average value of RS over three indentations.

Figure 16. Comparison between UTS and representative stress from Tabor law (HIT/3) for three indents
(300 N); average HIT (baseline) has been computed as an average over the three indents.

It has been shown that in all the samples, RS overestimated the actual UTS by an error of less than
20%, i.e., within a relatively small margin of error, meaning that a representative tensile-like UTS can
be determined in SEBM-manufactured Ti-6Al-4V alloy builds at the local scale in a quick, easy, and
non-destructive manner using the Tabor law.

Finally, Figure 17 depicts in one single graph the desired performance indices of the fabricated
SEBM Ti-6Al-4V alloy at the local scale, including porosity, indentation hardness, and α-plate width,
versus the two investigated process mode conditions, MM and BTM. The results in the previous
sections underline that in general, the microstructure morphology did not change sensibly when
switching from BTM to MM within the investigated limits. Furthermore, the MM samples (the b-, c-,
and d-samples) exhibited clearly distinct indices for different beam currents and scan speeds.

Figure 17. Correlation between indentation hardness at the sample center, α-plate width, and porosity
for a–d samples.

The BTM mode ensured, at the local scale, fine microstructures (λ = 1.14 μm) and small residual
porosity (0.88%), both of which are beneficial for an optimal combination of high strength (largest)
and toughness. However, the MM mode provided quite different results, which can be rationalized
and, possibly optimized, to expand the versatility of the SEBM process. Specifically, the b-sample
presented a relatively coarse microstructure (λ = 2.39 μm), large residual porosity (0.96%), and lower
hardness (the lowest value) as a result of intensive beam heating and limited cooling. The c-sample
and the d-sample contained less residual porosity than the a-sample, but at the price of a coarser
microstructure and lower local strength. On the other hand, the tensile tests gave clear evidence of
the synergistic effect of macro-scale porosities (i.e., over the entire volume of the sample) and of the
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microstructure on the mechanical properties, thereby reversing the scenario of bulk strength in favor
of MM (c- and d-samples) over BTM (a-sample): most of the tensile properties (UTS, YS, E) of the
MM samples (c-sample and d-sample) were larger than those of the BTM sample due to less residual
porosity. As per the tensile ductility, which in metals generally requires a coarse microstructure and
a low level of porosity to be maximized, with the latter being about 12% in all the samples, it turns
out that the tensile ductility could not clearly be discriminated in either BTM or MM, except for the
b-sample, which was affected by excessive porosity. Overall, the d-sample (MM) appeared to exhibit
the optimal combination of porosity and microstructure on the mechanical properties, at both a micro
and macro scale, being affected by the lowest beam current and scan speed investigated here.

4. Conclusions

The SEBM of a Ti-6Al-4V alloy has been investigated in this work under two processing modes,
namely the built-in BTM (a-sample) and the user set MM (b-, c-, and d-samples) under specified limits
of the beam current and scan speed variation range. The performances of both modes were compared,
in terms of residual porosity, microstructure, and mechanical properties, at both a microscopic scale
(core region) and a macroscopic (build) scale. Upon varying the beam current and scan speed, both the
porosity and resolution of microstructure were affected to a great extent as a result of the different
heating and cooling rates along the build direction.

By dividing the build thickness into three regions, namely, the bottom, center, and top, it was
found that the residual porosity was minimal in the a-, c-, and d-samples, but was relatively large in
the b-sample, whose soundness was impaired by the severe intensive heating and the subsequent low
cooling rate condition. The BTM sample contained several unfused-layer defects and micro-porosities.

In general, at a sufficient distance from the build plate, a gradient microstructure, oriented along
the build direction, was observed for both build modes. Both modes also shared the same basic
solidification mechanism which was of the β-phase type. The gradient microstructure was finer in the
BTM and the pores more populated as compared to the MM counterparts, except for the b-sample,
which showed the largest porosity. The microstructure mainly consisted of columnar prior β-grains
(delineated by α-phase boundaries) which embedded a nearly equilibrium α + β lamellar structure of
a dominant α-phase (platelet type arranged either as a colony or as a basket weave pattern) embedded
in a β-phase matrix. Such a lamellar structure resulted from the transformation annealing of the
original β-phase upon final (second stage) cooling of the chamber from 730 ◦C to room temperature.
No martensitic (α’) structure was observed under any conditions.

As per the microstructure along the build direction, it was found that: the bottom part presented
equiaxed priorβ-grains (delineated by anα-phase boundary) embedding an equilibrium structure made
of β-rods and α-lamellae (in the form of a colony or basket weave pattern), with this structure resulting
from near uniform heating and an isotropic dissipation of the heat from the melting temperature to
730 ◦C of the build plate (the first cooling stage); the core region experienced a transition from an
equiaxed to a columnar prior β-grain structure which embedded a finer α + β microstructure than
that observed at the bottom as a result of higher cooling rates than at the bottom; the top part showed
a marked columnar prior β-grain structure containing a highly resolved α + β lamellar structure
which resulted from the strong-non equilibrium conditions and consequent hindered atomic diffusion
induced by the faster heating and cooling.

The macro-scale tensile properties, measured on flat horizontally SEBM-manufactured Ti-6Al-4V
alloy dog-bone samples, were in good agreement with literature values. Micro-scale indentation
properties were measured at three separation distances from the build plate (bottom, center, and
top) along the build direction by means of a macro-instrumented indentation test. The tensile-like
indentation properties measured at the sample core (between the last deposited layer and the build
plate) were consistent with the (macro) tensile properties.

Indentation hardness was larger in the a- and d-samples than in the b-sample and c-sample. It has
been confirmed that indentation hardness increases as the α-plate width decreases. The indentation
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modulus matched the Young modulus well. It was larger in the a- and d-samples than in the b- and
c-samples. The representative stress, estimated by means of the Tabor law (HIT/3), approached the
UTS with an error <20% in all the samples. The correlation established between the residual porosity,
microstructure, indentation properties, and process parameters confirms the best performances of
the d-sample in terms of the net shape geometry (i.e., negligible distortion and bending/thermal
stress), satisfactory microstructure resolution, and the optimal trade-off of the micro and macro scale
mechanical properties.

As per the investigated process conditions, the BTM microstructure was quite fine compared to
the MM samples, although the shape and size of the as-built (disk) sample was affected by pronounced
thermal stresses and deformations. The d-sample exhibited the best combination of microstructure
resolution, uniform distribution of small pores, and absence of unfused zones. Both the UTS and
Young modulus of the BTM sample were lower than the optimal MM (d-) sample, whereas elongation
to fracture was approximately equal for all the samples.

It may be finally stressed that MIIT provides a reliable and effective testing methodology to
assess the mechanical properties of the build products as well as to accelerate the setup of the process,
taking advantage of its easy, quick, and non-destructive testing features from the one hand and that of
allowing, in the case of an SEBM-manufactured Ti-6Al-4V alloy, a link of local indentation properties
to tensile properties from the other hand.
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